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Introduction

For quite a long time, the expression “Marx’s ecology” was regarded as oxymoronic. Not just critics of Marx but even many self-proclaimed Marxists believed that Marx presupposed unlimited economic and technological developments as a natural law of history and propagated the absolute mastery of nature, both of which run counter to any serious theoretical and practical consideration of ecological issues such as the scarcity of natural resources and the overloading of ecospheres. Since the 1970s, when grave environmental threats to human civilization gradually but undoubtedly became more discernible in Western societies, Marx was repeatedly criticized by new environmental studies and an emerging environmental movement for his naïve acceptance of the common nineteenth-century idea advocating the complete human domination of nature. According to critics, such a belief inevitably led him to neglect the destructive character that is immanent in the modern industry and technology that accompanies mass production and consumption. In this vein, John Passmore went so far as to write that “nothing could be more ecologically damaging than the Hegelian-Marxist doctrine.”

In subsequent years, the critique against Marx’s “Prometheanism,” or hyperindustrialism, according to which unlimited technological development under capitalism allows humans to arbitrarily manipulate external nature, became a popular stereotype. Consequently, it was not rare to hear the same type of critique, that Marx’s theory, especially with regard to ecology, was fatally flawed from today’s perspective. His historical materialism, it was said, uncritically praised the progress of technology and productive forces under capitalism and anticipated, based on this premise, that socialism would solve every negative aspect.
of modern industry simply because it would realize the full potential of productive forces through the radical social appropriation of the means of production that were monopolized by the capitalist class. Marx was depicted as a technological utopian who failed to grasp the “dialectics of Enlightenment,” which would ultimately bring about the vengeance of nature when the ultimate productivism was realized.³

This particular critique, which was common in the Anglo-Saxon world, remains widely accepted in Germany, Marx’s homeland. Even in recent years, Thomas Petersen and Malte Faber repeated the widespread critique against Marx’s productivism, albeit without much textual analysis. According to these German scholars, Marx was “too optimistic in terms of his supposition that any production process can be arranged in such a manner that it does not incur any environmentally harmful materials…. This optimism of progress is certainly due to his great respect for the capitalist bourgeoisie, which is already documented in the Manifesto of the Communist Party.”⁴ Rolf P. Sieferle, another German scholar, also rejected the possibility of Marx’s ecology because Marx wrongly believed, based on his historical understanding of capitalism, that the “limits of growth of natural factors would be uncoupled” in the future. Sharing the dominant modernist tendency of the time and the idea of mastery of nature, Marx’s alleged Prometheanism succumbs to anthropocentrism.⁵ Hans Immler, best known as the author of Nature in Economic Theories (Natur in der ökonomischen Theorie), which is regarded as one of the earliest works of political ecology in Germany, also recently reinforced his rebuttal of Marx’s unacceptable productivism. According to Immler, Marx’s unecological standpoint is grounded in his anthropocentric value theory, which absolutizes human labor as the sole source of value and dismisses nature’s contribution in value production. He argues that “due to its one-sided concentration on value and value analysis and due to its fundamental neglect of the physical and natural sphere (use values, nature, sensuousness),” Marx’s critique “remains unable to address and analyze . . . those developments of social practice that result not only in the most fundamental threats to life, but also represent decisive impulses toward a transformation of socio-economic reality, such as ecological politics.”⁶ Both Sieferle and Immler agree with other critics of Marx in asserting that the founder of historical materialism was decisively unecological in his faith in the positive effects of unlimited technological and economic growth, a view that can no longer be accepted in the twenty-first century. Immler thus concludes: “So forget about Marx.”⁷
The current state of German debates over Marx’s ecology surely gives an impression of outdatedness to English readers, who are more familiar with the development of Marxist ecology in the last fifteen years, initiated by two important works: Paul Burkett’s *Marx and Nature* and John Bellamy Foster’s *Marx’s Ecology*.⁸ Their careful reexaminations of Marx’s texts convincingly showed various unnoticed or suppressed ecological dimensions of his critique of political economy and opened up a way to emancipate Marx’s theory from the Promethean stereotype dominant in the 1980s and ’90s. Today many Marxist scholars and activists do not regard it as an exaggeration when Burkett claims that Marx’s critique of capitalism and his vision of socialism can be “most helpful” for the critical reflection upon ongoing global eco-crises.⁹

As Foster recounts recent developments with respect to socialist environmental thought in his introduction to the new edition of Burkett’s *Marx and Nature*, the discursive constellation around Marx’s ecology has significantly changed with a series of publications by Marxists inspired by Foster and Burkett. These analyze environmental crises as a contradiction of capitalism based upon the “metabolic rift” approach: “A decade and a half ago the contribution of Marx and Marxism to the understanding of ecology was seen in almost entirely negative terms, even by many self-styled ecosexualists. Today Marx’s understanding of the ecological problem is being studied in universities worldwide and is inspiring ecological actions around the globe.”¹⁰ Various studies examine current ecological issues such as ecofeminism (Ariel Salleh), climate change (Del Weston, Brett Clark, and Richard York), ecological imperialism (Brett Clark), and marine ecology (Rebecca Clausen and Stefano Longo).¹¹ The concept of metabolic rift has subsequently become influential beyond a small circle of the radical left. Notably, Naomi Klein’s critique of capitalist global warming in *This Changes Everything* draws upon Foster’s approach in an affirmative manner, though she is not a Marxist.¹² The significance of “Marx’s ecology” is now positively recognized on both theoretical and practical levels, to the point that allegations of Marx’s Prometheanism are now generally regarded as having been proven false.

However, despite or precisely because of the increasing hegemonic influence of the “classical” Marxist tradition represented by “second-stage ecosexualists” such as Foster and Burkett in the environmental movement, there remains the persistent reservation toward accepting Marx’s ecology among the so-called first-stage ecosexualists, such as Ted Benton, André Gorz, Michael Löwy, James O’Connor, and Alain Lipietz.¹³ Recently, first-stage ecosexualists have found new adherents,
who in various ways seek to downgrade Marx’s ecological contributions. Recognizing the validity of Marx’s ecological analysis only to a limited extent, these thinkers always end up claiming that his analysis was fatally flawed in its failure to be fully ecological and that his nineteenth-century discussions of the ecological problem are of little importance today. For example, they argue that Marx was “no god of any kind” since he did not adequately anticipate today’s climate change due to the massive usage of fossil energy. Daniel Tanuro maintains that Marx’s time is now so distant in terms of technology and natural sciences that his theory is not appropriate for a systematic analysis of today’s environmental issues, especially because Marx did not pay enough attention to the specificity of fossil energy in contrast to other renewable forms of energy. Furthermore, Jason W. Moore, changing his earlier valuation of the metabolic-rift approach, now directs his critique against Foster, claiming that a theory of value is missing in Foster’s metabolic-rift approach. Foster, Moore claims, fails to comprehend the dynamic historical transformation of the whole ecosystem—Moore calls it “oikeios”—through the process of capitalist accumulation. According to Moore, Foster’s analysis describes no more than “a statistic and ahistorical theory of natural limits,” and so it is inevitable for the metabolic-rift approach to have “apocalyptic” implications. Critics of the theory of metabolic rift complain that “Marx’s ecology” as such can at best point out the banal fact that capitalism is bad for the environment.

In order to refute such persistent misunderstandings of Marx’s ecology and to demonstrate its larger theoretical significance, this book aims at a more systematic and complete reconstruction of Marx’s ecological critique of capitalism. Although Foster and Burkett have carefully examined various texts by Marx for the purpose of demonstrating the power of his ecological theory, their analyses sometimes give a false impression that Marx did not deal with the topic in a systematic but only in a sporadic and marginal way. On the one hand, it is thus necessary to reveal the immanent systematic character of Marx’s ecology, that there is a clear continuity with his critique of political economy. This constitutes the main task of Part I of this book. On the other hand, in Part II I offer a more complete examination of Marx’s ecology than the earlier literature, scrutinizing his natural science notebooks that will be published for the first time in the new Marx-Engels-Gesamtausgabe, known as MEGA². These notebooks will allow scholars to trace the emergence and development of Marx’s ecological critique of capitalism in a more vivid and lively manner, unraveling various unknown aspects of his astonishingly
encompassing project of Capital. The notebooks display just how seri-
ously and laboriously Marx studied the rich field of nineteenth-century
ecological theory and integrated new insights into his own dissection
d of capitalist society. In this process, Marx consciously parted from any
forms of naïve Prometheanism and came to regard ecological crises as
the fundamental contradiction of the capitalist mode of production. The
key concept in this context is “metabolism” (Stoffwechsel), which leads us
to a systematic interpretation of Marx’s ecology.

The significance of a systematic reading becomes clearer if we take a
look at a typical interpretation by first-stage ecosocialists. For example,
believing that Marx’s work can be used at best as a source of citations
that might resonate with today’s environmental concern, Hubert Laitko,
a German Marxist, argues that Marx’s ecology “lacks a systematic char-
acter and rigor, and it can possibly give some stimulation for theoretical
works, but not more than that.”17 Obviously, it is true that Marx was by
no means a “prophet,” and thus his texts cannot be literally and directly
applied to and identified with today’s situation. Nonetheless, this rather
trivial fact does not justify Laitko’s judgment. If Marx’s Capital could only
be used for the purpose of mere citations, then why refer to Marx at all
for conducting an ecological investigation of contemporary capitalism?
Indeed, this is the hidden implication when the first-stage ecosocial-
stics point to a fatal flaw of Marx’s ecology, and this is precisely why one
must be cautious when many ecosocialists seem to place value on this
“precious heritage for political ecology” without actually providing any
positive reason for returning to Marx. Alain Lipietz bluntly contends
that “the general structure, the intellectual scaffolding of the Marxist
paradigm, along with the key solutions it suggests, must be jettisoned;
virtually every area of Marxist thought must be thoroughly reexamined
in order to really be of use.”18 Similarly, André Gorz, another important
figure among first-stage ecosocialists, goes further and explicitly admits
that “socialism is dead.”19 If the general structure of Marx’s thought, such
as his theory of class, value, and socialism, must be abandoned because
“socialism is dead,” it becomes extremely hard to imagine why those
who are seriously concerned with the current ecological crises should
waste their time reading Marx’s “obsolete” texts, when urgent actions are
required on a global scale. By dismissing the pillars of Marx’s critique of
political economy, first-stage ecosocialists negate the entire significance
of Marx’s theorization of the capitalist mode of production.

In order to avoid this negative evaluation of Marx’s intellectual legacy,
in this book I will demonstrate that Marx’s ecological critique possesses
a **systematic character** and constitutes an **essential moment** within the totality of his project of *Capital*. Ecology does not simply exist in Marx’s thought—my thesis is a stronger one. I maintain that it **not possible to comprehend the full scope of his critique of political economy if one ignores its ecological dimension**. In order to ground this statement, I will explore Marx’s theory of “value” and “reification” (*Versachlichung*), because these key categories reveal that Marx actually deals with the whole of nature, the “material” world, as a place of resistance against capital, where the contradictions of capitalism are manifested most clearly. In this sense, Marx’s ecology not only constitutes an immanent element for his economic system and for his emancipatory vision of socialism, it also provides us with one of the most helpful methodological scaffolds for investigating the ecological crises as the central contradiction of the current historical system of social production and reproduction. The “precious heritage” of Marx’s theory can only be appreciated completely with his ecology.

To be sure, it is important to admit that Marx was in the beginning not necessarily “ecological” but sometimes appeared to be “productivist.” Only after a long, arduous process of developing the sophistication of his own political economy, during which time he earnestly studied various fields of the natural sciences, did Marx become fully conscious of the need to deal with the problem of environmental disaster as a limitation imposed upon the valorization process of capital.

Yet it is vital to recognize that a key ecological motive is already present in Marx’s notebooks of 1844 (known as *Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844*). In chapter 1, I show that Marx in 1844 is already dealing with the relationship between humanity and nature as the central theme of his famous theory of alienation. Marx sees the reason for the emergence of modern alienated life in a radical dissolution of the original unity between humans and nature. In other words, capitalism is fundamentally characterized by alienation of nature and a distorted relationship between humans and nature. Accordingly, he envisions the emancipatory idea of “humanism = naturalism” as a project of reestablishing the unity between humanity and nature against capitalist alienation.

However, Marx in *The German Ideology* discerns the inadequacy of his earlier project, which simply opposes a philosophical “idea” against the alienated reality. As a result of distancing himself from Ludwig Feuerbach’s philosophical schema, Marx comes to examine the relationship between humans and nature using the physiological concept of “metabolism” to criticize the degradation of the natural environment as
a manifestation of the contradictions of capitalism. In chapter 2, I trace the formation of the concept of metabolism in Marx’s theory. Marx used it for the first time in his neglected *London Notebooks* and elaborated on it even more in the *Grundrisse* and *Capital*. The concept of metabolism allowed him not only to comprehend the transhistorical universal natural conditions of human production but also to investigate their radical historical transformations under the development of the modern system of production and the growth of forces of production. In other words, Marx examined how the historically specific dynamics of capitalist production, mediated by reified economic categories, constitute particular ways of human social praxis toward nature—namely the harnessing of nature to the needs of maximum capital accumulation—and how various disharmonies and discrepancies in nature must emerge out of this capitalist deformation of the universal metabolism of nature. Marx’s seminal contribution in the field of ecology lies in his detailed examination of the relationship between humans and nature in capitalism.

To describe the unecological character of the specific modern relationship of humans to their environment, I provide in chapter 3 a systematic reconstruction of Marx’s ecology through his theory of “reification” as developed in *Capital*. I focus on the “material” (*stofflich*) dimensions of the world as essential components of his critique of political economy, which is often underestimated in earlier discussions on *Capital*. Marx’s *Capital* systematically develops the pure formal categories of the capitalist mode of production, such as “commodity,” “value,” and “capital,” revealing the specific character of capitalistically constituted social relations of production, which operate as economic forces independent of human control. In this sense, in Germany, the “new reading of Marx” (*neue Marx-Lektüre*), first initiated by Helmut Reichelt and Hans-Georg Backhaus—and now put forward with more depth and rigor by Michael Heinrich, Ingo Elbe, and Werner Bonefeld—has convincingly reinterpreted Marx’s critique of classical political economy as a critique of the fetishistic (that is, ahistorical) understanding of economic categories, which identifies the appearance of capitalist society with the universal and transhistorical economic laws of nature. Marx, in contrast, comprehends those economic categories as “specific social forms” and reveals the underlying social relations that bestow an objective validity of this inverted world where economic things dominate human beings. Marx’s critique cannot be reduced to a simple categorical reconstruction of the historically constituted totality of capitalist society, however, because such an approach cannot adequately explain why he so intensively
studied natural sciences. In fact, the “new reading of Marx” remains silent on this issue.

In contrast, I stress in this book that Marx’s practical and critical method of materialism actually goes beyond this type of “form” analysis and deals with the interrelation between economic forms and the concrete material world, which is closely related to the ecological dimensions. Insofar as Marx’s analysis regards the destruction of nature under capitalism as a manifestation of the discrepancy arising from the capitalist formal transformation of nature, it becomes possible, after examining formal economic categories in close relation to the physical and material dimensions of nature, to systematically reveal Marx’s critique of capitalism. Thus I argue that “material” (Stoff) is a central category in Marx’s critical project. This is not a minor point. If the systematic character of Marx’s ecology in Capital is not correctly understood, his remarks about nature and its destruction under capitalism only appears sporadic and deviating, without offering a comprehensive critique of today’s environmental destruction under capitalism. However, if it is possible to correctly conceive the role of “material” in its relation to economic “forms,” Marx’s ecology turns out not only to be an immanent component of his system but also a useful methodological foundation for analyzing the current global ecological crisis.

In this context, it is important to add that, even if I intend to present a systematic interpretation of Marx’s ecology against the first-stage ecosocialists, Marx was not able to complete his own system of political economy during his lifetime. Volumes two and three of Capital were edited by Frederick Engels after Marx’s death and published in 1885 and 1894, respectively. As Marx’s system remained unfinished, its full reconstruction is an important task, which might be an impossible endeavor. Nonetheless, this implies that every attempt at a reconstruction might inevitably be in vain and unproductive. In recent years the historical and critically complete edition of Marx and Engels’s works continues to publish a large number of new materials that remain unknown even more than one hundred years after Marx’s death. They contain highly informative passages that document his long efforts to complete his own project of Capital. Notably, all of eight original manuscripts for volume 2 of Capital are published in the second section of the MEGA² in 2012, so that now instead of reading a mixture of manuscripts put together by Engels we can more clearly see how Marx’s theory of capital circulation developed until the last moment of his life. The original manuscript for
volume 3 is also available, and a careful comparison reveals important differences between Marx and Engels.\textsuperscript{22}

Moreover, the significance of the MEGA project goes beyond such clarification of Marx’s ideas in relation to those of Engels. The fourth section of the new complete works will publish Marx’s excerpts, memos, and comments in his personal notebooks. These materials are of great importance for the current project. Insofar as Marx was unable to elaborate on what he published during his life, and his major work *Capital* remains unfinished, his notebook excerpts become all the more important. These excerpts are often the only source that allows us to trace Marx’s theoretical development after 1868, as he did not publish much after the publication of volume 1 of *Capital*. Interestingly, during the last fifteen years of his life Marx produced one-third of his notebooks. Moreover, half of these deal with natural sciences, such as biology, chemistry, botany, geology, and mineralogy, whose scope is astonishingly wide.\textsuperscript{23} Yet despite exhaustive efforts, Marx was not able to integrate most of his last research on natural science into his critique of political economy, so the importance of this work remained neglected for more than a century. However, carefully looking at these notebooks in relation to *Capital*, they turn out to be a valuable original source that allows scholars to see Marx’s ecology as a fundamental part of his critique of political economy. I argue that Marx would have more strongly emphasized the problem of ecological crisis as the central contradiction of the capitalist mode of production had he been able to complete volumes 2 and 3 of *Capital*.\textsuperscript{24}

It is regrettable that Marxist scholars have neglected and marginalized Marx’s notebooks for such a long time. This was the case from the beginning when David Riazanov (1870–1938), the prominent Marxist philologist and the director of the Marx-Engels Institute in Moscow, made decisions about the publication plan for the older *Marx-Engels-Gesamtausgabe* (MEGA\textsuperscript{1}). He certainly recognized that “roughly 250 excerpt notebooks that have been preserved . . . certainly constitute a very important source for the study of Marxism in general and for the critical account of Marx’s individual works in particular.”\textsuperscript{25} Despite this statement, his plan was only a partial publication of Marx’s notebooks without an independent section for excerpts. In other words, Riazanov did not see much value in the notebooks; he actually believed that most of them were “mere” copies taken out of books and articles and thus could only be useful for “Marx biographers.”\textsuperscript{26}

Riazanov’s decision on the partial publication of the notebooks was criticized in 1930 by Benedikt Kautsky, who maintained that “excerpts
from excerpts would serve no purpose.” Furthermore, Paul Weller, a colleague of Riazanov in the Marx-Engels Institute and another extremely talented MEGA editor, later suggested creating an additional independent section of the MEGA, in fifteen volumes, for Marx and Engels’s study notebooks. This suggestion was unfortunately not realized due to the terror of Stalinism and the disruption of the first MEGA project. Riazanov was arrested in 1937 and executed the next year, and Paul Weller, who survived the great terror and even finished editing the *Grundrisse*, died in war soon after the opening up of the battles of the Eastern Front. Much later, Weller’s insight that Marx’s notebooks precisely document his research process proved right, so the editorial board of the second MEGA project decided to follow his suggestion for the complete publication of the excerpts of Marx and Engels, now in 32 volumes.

Thus, Hans-Peter Harstick, who edited Marx’s ethnological notebooks in the 1970s, was correct when he emphasized the importance of the fourth section of the MEGA during a conference in March 1992 in Aix-en-Provence: “The group of sources consisting of excerpts, bibliographical notes, and marginal comments constitutes a material basis of the intellectual world and works of Marx and Engels, and for the research and editorial work of Marx and Engels it is the key that opens the door to the intellectual workshop of both authors and thus offers access to the historical context of Marx and Engels’s time during the editors’ congenial reconstruction.”

Every researcher who previously dealt with the MEGA would agree with Harstick’s statement. Martin Hundt, another MEGA editor, noted that the fourth section is “most interesting” because notebooks with changes in original sentence order, abbreviations, and marginal lines offer a number of hints as to what Marx was interested in, and what he was trying to criticize or to learn. However, if there is a weakness in current Marxian study twenty years after Harstick’s remarks, it is the continuing marginalization of Marx’s notebooks. It is a matter of urgency to change this situation, in order to demonstrate to the public the priceless importance of continuing the MEGA project.

Through the reconstruction of Marx’s working process documented in his natural science notebooks, it will now be possible to see how ecology constantly gained a greater significance in his project. Along the way, he quite consciously abandoned his earlier optimistic evaluation of the emancipatory potential of capitalism. As already noted, Marx’s historical materialism has been repeatedly criticized for its naïve technocratic assumptions. A careful reading of his notebooks, however, reveals that Marx actually did not dream up a utopian vision of the socialist future.
based on the infinite increase of productive forces and the free manipulation of nature. On the contrary, he seriously recognized natural limits, treating the complex, intense relationship between capital and nature as a central contradiction of capitalism. In fact, he eagerly read various natural scientific books during the preparation of ground rent theory in *Capital*, most notably Justus von Liebig’s *Agricultural Chemistry*, which provided him with a new scientific foundation for his critique of Ricardo’s “law of diminishing returns.” In *Capital* Marx thus came to demand the conscious and sustainable regulation of the metabolism between humans and nature as the essential task of socialism, which I discuss in chapter 4.

In this context, it is essential to emphasize that Marx’s notebooks need to be analyzed in close connection with the formation of his critique of political economy rather than as a grandiose materialist project of explaining the universe. In other words, the notebooks’ meaning cannot be reduced to his search for a scientific worldview. Earlier literature often claims that through new discoveries in natural sciences Marx followed the classical tradition of the philosophy of nature by Hegel and Schelling, trying to figure out the universal laws that materialistically explain all phenomena within the totality of the world. In contrast, I inspect Marx’s research on natural science independent of any totalizing worldview but examine it in close relation to his unfinished project of political economy. For the sake of fulfilling this task, Marx’s ecology is even more important because it is in his ecological critique of capitalism that he employed new discoveries of natural sciences to analyze the destructive modifications of the material world by the reified logic of capital.

As I discuss in chapter 5, Marx’s reception of Liebig’s theory in 1865–66 led him consciously to abandon any reductionistic Promethean model of social development and to establish a critical theory that converges with his vision of sustainable human development. In comparison with the *London Notebooks* in the 1850s, in which Marx’s optimism rather neglected the problem of soil exhaustion under modern agriculture, his notebooks of 1865–66 vividly demonstrate that various scientists and economists such as Justus von Liebig, James F. W. Johnston, and Léonce de Lavergne helped him develop a more sophisticated critique of modern agriculture. As a result, Marx started to analyze the contradictions of capitalist production as a global disturbance of natural and social metabolism. Marx’s critique of Ricardo, especially as seen in the “Ireland question,” most plainly shows that his usage of natural sciences was not
simply restricted to the theory of ground rent but was also meant to prepare a foundation for his analysis of ecological imperialism. Yet Marx did not absolutize Liebig’s *Agricultural Chemistry* for his critique of capitalism, despite the obvious importance of Liebig’s theory of metabolism. In chapter 6, I give an account of why Marx in 1868—that is, right after the publication of the first volume of *Capital* in 1867—chose to study further natural science books, doing so even more intensively. Notably, he read a number of books at this time that were highly critical of Liebig’s theory of soil exhaustion. After a while, Marx relativized his evaluation of Liebig’s theory and even more passionately argued for the necessity for a post-capitalist society to realize a rational intercourse with nature. The important figure in this context is a German agronomist, Carl Fraas, who was critical of Leibig. In Fraas’s historical research, Marx even found an “unconscious socialist tendency.” Even if Marx was not able to integrate his new evaluation for Fraas fully into *Capital*, his excerpts from Fraas document why the natural sciences acquired increasing meaning for his economic project. In this sense, the year 1868 marks the beginning of a new period for his critique of political economy, with much wider scope than before. Unfortunately, this made the completion of his critique extremely difficult.

In spite of its unfinished state, Marx’s political economy allows us to understand the ecological crisis as a contradiction of capitalism, because it describes the immanent dynamics of the capitalist system, according to which the unbounded drive of capital for valorization erodes its own material conditions and eventually confronts it with the limits of nature. Here it is important to understand that to refer to the limits of nature does not mean that nature would automatically exert its “revenge” on capitalism and put an end to the regime of capital. On the contrary, it is actually possible for capitalism to profit from the ruthless extraction of natural wealth indefinitely, destroying the natural environment to the point that a large part of the earth becomes unsuitable for human occupation. In Marx’s theory of metabolism, nature nonetheless possesses an important position for resistance against capital, because capital cannot arbitrarily subsume nature for the sake of its maximum valorization. Indeed, by attempting to subsume nature, capital cannot help but destroy, on an expanding scale, the fundamental material conditions for free human development. Marx found in this irrational destruction of the environment and the relevant experience of alienation created by capital a chance for building a new revolutionary subjectivity that consciously demands a radical transformation of the mode of production so as to realize free
and sustainable human development. In this sense, Marx’s ecology is neither deterministic nor apocalyptic. Rather, his theory of metabolism emphasizes the strategic importance of restraining the reified power of capital and transforming the relationship between humans and nature so as to ensure a more sustainable social metabolism. Here exists the nodal point between the “red” and “green” project in the twenty-first century, about which Marx’s theory still has a lot to offer.
Part I

Ecology and Economy
After marrying Jenny von Westphalen and moving to Paris in the autumn of 1843, Marx started to intensively study political economy for the first time. During this research process, he made a series of notebooks that contain excerpts and notes, which today are usually referred to as the *Paris Notebooks*. Marx was at that time not able to read in English and had to use French translations of major works of political economy by Adam Smith and David Ricardo. He was aware that he still had much to study in the discipline of political economy, so he did not publish any part of these notebooks during his lifetime and kept them for personal reference. Famously, one part of these notebooks, written between May and August 1844, was published in the twentieth century as *The Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts*, a misnomer as they were not manuscripts. This text became controversial after some Marxists became enamored with it. These self-styled Marxist humanists found an entirely different philosophy in the young Marx than that found in his economic analysis in *Capital* and used it against the party dogma of Soviet dialectical materialism. Their attempt to rescue the young Marx from the terror of Stalinism was to some extent successful and humanism became a trend within Marxist discourse, but without doubt the humanist interpretation was closely tied to a particular historical-political situation, and it subordinated Marx’s intention to their own interests. Today after the collapse of “really existing socialism,”
it is necessary to analyze the Paris Notebooks from a more neutral perspective, with recent philological evidence, so that one can contextualize Marx’s notebooks in the development of his theory instead of imposing arbitrary political interests upon them.

Surely it would be futile and a contradiction of Marx’s intention if one were to try to discover a fully developed version of his ecology in his notebooks of 1844. However, these notebooks undeniably contain Marx’s early recognition of the strategic importance of reestablishing a conscious “unity” between humans and nature as a central task of communist society. If Marx was later able to conceptualize environmental destruction as an immanent contradiction of capitalism, his ecological critique in Capital partially originates from his earlier insight into the modern disunion of the human-nature relationship. This is the case even if his later theorization required many years during which he went through an enormous amount of economic, historical, and natural science books and developed his own system of political economy, one much more sophisticated than that of 1844. The young Marx formulated the unity between humanity and nature in the future society as the idea of fully developed “humanism = naturalism,” a conception that Marx retained even after various later modifications of his own theory.

Focusing upon the theme “humanism = naturalism” in this chapter, I will reconstruct the importance of the Paris Notebooks from the standpoint of Marx’s economic critique, in contrast to the earlier debates between “humanist” and “scientific” Marxists about the philosophical concept of “alienation.” According to Marx, the fundamental cause of alienation under capitalist production lies in the specific modern relation of the producers to their objective conditions of production. After the historical dissolution of the original unity between humans and the earth, the producers can only relate to the conditions of production as an alien property. Marx’s claim that the dissolution of the original unity constitutes the paradigm of modern society marks a decisive difference from the standpoint of most economists, who take the existing social relation for granted, as a given.

However, Marx was then still very much influenced by Ludwig Feuerbach’s philosophy. As a result, he tended to connect his historical analysis with an abstract and ahistorical “human essence,” and further, his critical understanding of the capitalist mode of production was not very profound. Nevertheless, Marx soon came to notice the theoretical limitations of Feuerbach’s philosophy of essence and succeeded in fully rejecting its abstract critique of alienation in his Theses on Feuerbach and
The popular Marxist concept of "alienation" and "estrangement" found in *The Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts* certainly documents the young Marx's brilliant insight into the negative characteristics of modern capitalist production. However, this concept was also an object of never-ending heated debates in the twentieth century. On the one hand, Marxist humanists argued that Marx always held on to the theory of alienated labor to criticize the central contradiction of capitalism and to envision human emancipation in post-capitalism. On the other hand, Louis Althusser famously pointed to a radical "epistemological break" in Marx's theory, maintaining that Marx after *The German Ideology* completely abandoned his earlier anthropological and Hegelian scheme of 1844 and moved to a totally different "scientific" problematic. Althusser notably criticized the delusions of humanists who fetishized *The Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts* and embraced Marx's Young Hegelian conception of alienation as an adequate foundation for historical materialism. The "epistemological break" was observed in the fact that alienation no longer played any important theoretical role after 1845. The endless debates between two entirely different interpretations served to deepen various dimensions of the concept of alienation, but at the same time a certain theoretical one-sidedness existed due to the heavily philosophic discussions of Marx's texts.

A presupposition was taken for granted in this philosophic debate. Whether one advocated the continuity of or a break in Marx's theory, both interpretations regarded the text as a completed "work." However, this position is no longer acceptable after Jürgen Rojahn's careful philological examination showed in a convincing manner that the bundle of texts called *The Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts* do not constitute an independent work; that is, they are not a coherent and systematic treatise. Instead, they are a part of his study notes, similar to those in the *Paris Notebooks*. These texts were spontaneously written down as part of a process that included making excerpts (*Exzerpte*), without any intent of publishing them. As Rojahn argues:

To summarize: Marx's *Manuscripts* of 1844 must not be seen as a distinct entity, isolated from his notebooks of that period. Their various
parts do not form a properly thought out “work,” based on preceding studies, but rather, reflect different stages of the development of his ideas, which proceeding at a rapid pace at that time, was fueled by continued reading. Marx made his excerpte but at the same time, also wrote down his thoughts. He did that alternately in his notebooks and his manuscripts. Only the ensemble of these notes, seen as a sequence of excerpte, comments, summaries, reflections, and further excerpte, gives an adequate idea of how his views developed.6

Thus, since the text today known as The Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts was written spontaneously in the very process of copying down excerpts from his readings, it does not include any final formulation of Marx’s thought, and Marx would never have imagined that his notes would cause such heated debates after his death because he wrote his notebooks only for private use. In this sense, humanists exaggerate the theoretical significance of these “study notes.” Humanists are not able to admit this philological fact, clinging to the idea that these notes are “manuscripts” for an independent work. The priority they give to The Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts tends to neglect Marx’s later economic texts, in which the theory of alienation loses its central role. And even if they refer to them, they often do so in a superficial manner, merely looking at terms such as “alien” and “alienation” as claims for the continuity of Marx’s thought.7 If the concept of “alienated labor” is overestimated as a normative theory, such an approach contradicts Marx’s non-philosophic position after The German Ideology, which rejects any opposition of a philosophic idea against the alienated reality.8

In contrast, the “scientific” interpretation represented by Althusser also neglects the unique critical aspect of Marx’s theory in the notebooks of 1844 by overemphasizing the break without recognizing any value in them. It is true that Marx’s Young Hegelian approach is problematic, and he later abandoned it. Still, it does not automatically follow that there is no continuity at all in Marx’s theory before and after 1845 and that one can simply ignore the Paris Notebooks. Such an interpretation too hastily reduces the richness of Marx’s critique to the Young Hegelian philosophy and cannot trace the formation of Marx’s thought because it misses the true beginning point of his critique of political economy. In his analysis of alienation of 1844, there already exists a central theme of his critique of capitalism, that is, the separation and unity between humanity and nature. This is why, in contrast to the earlier philosophic discussions, it is necessary to conduct a systematic examination of the development of
Marx’s concept of nature in relation to his political economy. Instead of treating only *The Economic Philosophic Manuscripts*, we need to take the *Paris Notebooks* as a whole into account in order to know what kind of theory emerged in 1844.

First of all, it is helpful to have a general understanding of Marx’s theory of alienation or estrangement in his *Paris Notebooks*. According to the standard interpretation, there are four types of alienation, starting with Marx pointing out the reality under the system of private property, where “labor’s realization” appears as a “loss of realization” and the “objectification” of labor appears as “loss of the object.” The product of labor, in which workers objectify their own activity, appears not as their own product. It neither satisfies their needs nor confirms their creative abilities. On the contrary, it appears as an alien object to workers, as a power independent of the producers: “The more the worker spends himself, the more powerful the alien world of objects which he creates over and against himself, the poorer he himself—his inner world—becomes, the less belongs to him as his own. It is the same in religion. The more man puts into God, the less he retains in himself. The worker puts his life into the object; but now his life no longer belongs to him but to the object. Hence, the greater this activity, the more the worker lacks objects.” Apparently, Marx applies Feuerbach’s critique of alienation in religion to the sphere of political economy to problematize the paradoxical situation in capitalism that an act of appropriation appears as a loss of the object. One cannot appropriate the sensuous world through a teleological act of laboring, but rather the external world of things dominates and impoverishes producers. It gets lost precisely through the act of production.

From this first type of estrangement of the sensuous external world, Marx deduces the second alienation of labor. If the product of laborers appears as alienated, it is, says Marx, because the activities of producers do not belong to themselves, but to someone else, resulting in the loss of self. In other words, the act of production is not a voluntary activity of objectification of one’s own free subjectivity, but “forced labor”:

In his work, therefore, he does not affirm himself but denies himself, does not feel content but unhappy, does not develop freely his physical and mental energy but mortifies his body and ruins his mind. . . . His labor is therefore not voluntary, but coerced; it is *forced labor*. It is therefore not the satisfaction of a need; it is merely a *means* to satisfy needs external to it.
As a result of reducing labor to a mere “means” of their own subsistence, there is no room for producers to realize their own free self-affirmation through labor. The content of free human activity is now limited to animal functions such as eating, drinking, and procreating, and therefore the main objective of workers becomes the maintenance of physical subsistence. Yet even the realization of this hope is not guaranteed for them under alienated labor, when they are constantly exposed to poverty and sickness. Marx problematizes the modern inversion of the free and conscious human activity of labor into the act of dehumanization.

From these first two types of alienation Marx then infers the third form of alienation: “In estranging from man (1) nature, and (2) himself, his own active functions, his life activity, estranged labor estranges the species from man.” Here Marx takes Feuerbach’s concept and argues that even if individuals are finite beings, humanity as such is universal and infinite as a “species-being.” Marx sees the essential manifestation of the universality of human species-being in its unique free and conscious act of production. In laboring, the producers can reflect upon a given situation and actively realize their own subjective ideas in the objective world by freely modifying the latter. In this sense, humans are a “universal” being and differentiate themselves from other animals. According to Marx, while animals remain trapped in a given particular situation and can only work and consume in a certain manner—though we know now that this is not quite true—humans can teleologically relate to nature as their “inorganic” body and modify its current forms in accordance with their own needs, inventing new technologies and creating a wholly new environment. Furthermore, Marx argues that human labor is also a “free” activity because it is not always directed to the satisfaction of immediate physical needs for the sake of a bare subsistence. Humans can also produce something fully independent from their physical needs. For example, one can produce an artistic object “in accordance with the laws of beauty” and attain self-confirmation and pleasure in this act. Marx bemoans the fact that alienation negates this creative activity, which is nothing but a manifestation of human species-being, since labor is now subordinated to mere individual purposes as a means to sustaining one’s existence: “Estranged labor reverses this relationship, so that it is just because man is a conscious being that he makes his life activity, his essential being, a mere means to his existence.” The universal dimension of human labor gets lost as its functions are instrumentalized to increase the wealth of others.
Finally, Marx adds the fourth form of alienation: “An immediate consequence of the fact that man is estranged from the product of his labor, from his life activity, from his species-being is the estrangement of man from man.” If individuals have to strive desperately for their physical existence, their intersubjective social cooperation and communication becomes extremely problematic. Consequently, it is no longer possible to enrich the physical and mental dimensions of the human species-being together. Instead of free mutual intercourse and collaboration, there emerges antagonistic and atomistic competition for survival.

To sum up, Marx’s analysis of estranged labor delineates the modern unfree reality where one cannot execute labor as an end in itself but rather labor functions as a process of loss of reality, impoverishment, dehumanization, and atomization. Marx argues that the only way to overcome this alienated reality is to transcend the system of private property so that humans can relate to nature through labor in a thoroughly conscious, free, universal cooperative manner and acquire self-affirmation with the totality of the external world with their own objectified products. This will lead to the absolute realization of human essence as species-being. Marx envisions communism as a goal of the historical process, in which humans overcome the estranged dichotomy of the subject and object through a revolution to realize the absolute unity between humanity and nature under the name of human species-being.

It is obvious that Marx’s project of 1844 is heavily influenced by Feuerbach, who is supposed to have achieved “the establishment of true materialism and of real science.” Feuerbach in his Essence of Christianity put forward a theory of alienation as a critique of religion. Individuals suffer from alienation in religion because they are finite beings and project an infinite being (that is, God) in opposition to which they find themselves powerless. Feuerbach argues that this religious estrangement can be overcome if they are able to recognize the hidden truth that humans are actually projecting their own essence as a species-being onto God. God is nothing but the product of human imagination that later became more and more powerful and independent, dominating humans as an alien existence. Against this inverted reality, Feuerbach opposes the importance of “sensibility,” and particularly “love,” as the unique materialist foundation of truth:

Love is the middle term, the substantial bond, the principle of reconciliation between the perfect and the imperfect, the sinless and sinful being the universal and the individual, the divine and the human.
Love is God himself, and apart from it there is no God. Love makes man God and God man. Love strengthens the weak and weakens the strong, abases the high and raises the lowly, idealizes matter and materializes spirit. Love it the true unity of God and man, of spirit and nature. In love common nature is spirit, and the preeminent spirit is nature.\textsuperscript{19}

Feuerbach claims that with the power of love humans will be able to transcend religious estrangement, because through love they can cooperate with one another to overcome their isolated state of being and this intersubjective unity allows them to see through their own essence as species-being.

Feuerbach’s explanation of alienation together with its transcendence had a tremendous impact upon the Young Hegelians. Marx at the time firmly believed that Feuerbach had carried out a thorough critique of religion and revealed the true principle of a coming revolutionary “philosophy of the future.” He felt it necessary only to extend its scope to include other spheres of the modern bourgeois society: “For Germany the criticism of religion is in the main complete, and criticism of religion is the premise of all criticism.”\textsuperscript{20} Marx’s \textit{Paris Notebooks} document his attempt to carry out this type of criticism of alienation, combining it with his recent discoveries in the field of political economy. However, he neither published these notebooks nor discussed the concept of alienation in an extensive manner again.

It has been heatedly disputed whether Marx stuck to his original plan to extend the concept of alienation to political economy in later works. Marx’s theory of alienation was interpreted from a \textit{philosophic} perspective ever since the publication of the text as \textit{The Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts} in 1932. What is more, the participants in this debate never questioned this tendency, something that must now change based on recent philological findings. At the time, Marx was reading various works of political economy, and if he started his discussion on alienation rather spontaneously while he was making other excerpts of political economy in his \textit{Paris Notebooks}, political economy must have affected his theoretical interest even with regard to alienation.

In terms of philosophizing the text and ignoring political economy, Herbert Marcuse played a particularly important role. He published an article on the newly discovered manuscripts in 1932 titled “The Foundation of Historical Materialism” and shed light on the novel dimension of Marx’s “philosophical critique” of alienation. Marcuse
argued that there is an important “breakthrough” within the first manuscript, and that Marx’s analysis “seems initially to proceed completely on the ground of traditional political economy and its theorems. Marx significantly starts by dividing his investigation into the three traditional concepts of political economy: ‘The Wages of Labor,’ ‘The Profit of Capital’ and ‘The Rent of Land.’” However, according to Marcuse, Marx’s radical critique of alienation and estrangement “point[ed] in a completely new direction,” and his critique emerged only after “this division into three [was] exploded and abandoned.” Marcuse went further, claiming that the “development of the concept of labor thus breaks through the traditional framework for dealing with problems.” Thus, Marx’s philosophical critique of modern bourgeois society and political economy as its ideologue only begins when he supersedes the “three traditional concepts of political economy.” A radical break exists between the economic and philosophic parts.

As Marcuse emphasized, Marx first excerpted relevant sentences by Jean-Baptiste Say and Adam Smith from his notebooks into the Manuscripts and then added detailed comments on them. Subsequently, he began his discussion of estranged labor only after page XXII of the first “Manuscript.” Yet, this fact does not mean that Marx’s comments on these economists within their framework are insignificant for his concept of alienation as Marcuse’s interpretation implies. Marcuse’s analysis almost completely neglects Marx’s economic critique in the first half of the first manuscript. This tendency of Marcuse to underestimate the economic part of the first manuscript was widely shared by later Marxists, showing that Marcuse’s interpretation was quite influential. For example, Erich Fromm shared the same view, and his popular edition of The Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts omitted the economic part of the first manuscript, which reinforced the philosophic interpretation of alienation. Marcuse and Fromm only recognized the original theoretical contribution by the young Marx in his philosophical criticism of “alienated labor,” without going into the very beginning, which deals with his critique of political economy.

The impression of Marx’s “breakthrough” was reinforced by an editorial title, “Estranged Labor,” at the beginning of the second half of the first Manuscript, which does not exist in Marx’s own notebooks. In contrast to the dominant tendency, I argue that the “emergence of a theory” in Marx’s notebook must be understood in a close relation to his analysis of political economy because his original theory of alienation is formulated in the process of a critique of it. If one misses the importance of
the first part of the first *Manuscript*, one cannot avoid being confronted with a theoretical difficulty, as was the case in the earlier literature. In other words, the young Marx has been unjustly criticized for being unable to explain the *cause of modern alienated labor*.

In 1844, Marx was trying to analyze the “facts” of private property, the existence of which bourgeois economists simply took for granted. He aimed at revealing the historical conditions of the system of private property, and he argued that its “essence” lies in a certain form of labor in capitalist society. In this sense, Marx stated that private property is the “product” and “necessary result” of estranged labor:

*Private property* is thus the product, the result, the necessary consequence, of *alienated labor*, of the external relation of the worker to nature and to himself. *Private property* thus results by analysis from the concept of *alienated labor*, i.e., of *alienated man*, of estranged labor, of estranged life, of *estranged* man. True, it is as a result of the movement of *private property* that we have obtained the concept of *alienated labor (of alienated life)* in political economy. But analysis of this concept shows that though private property appears to be the reason, the cause of alienated labor, it is rather its consequence, just as the gods are originally not the cause but the effect of man’s intellectual confusion. Later this relationship becomes reciprocal.25

Marx pointed to the “reciprocal” relationship, according to which both private property and alienated labor function as “cause” and “effect” and reinforce each other. However, this situation only emerged later. In this way, he intended to make it clear that at the beginning private property must not be treated as a given “fact” precisely because it is a specific historical and logical “result” that arose from alienated labor.

Then Marx continued to ask: “We have accepted the *estrangement of labor*, its *alienation*, as a fact, and we have analyzed this fact. How, we now ask, does *man* come to *alienate*, to estrange, his *labor*? How is this estrangement rooted in the nature of human development?”26 Here his question seems to indicate that Marx felt the necessity to explain the ultimate cause of the estrangement of labor in capitalist society, but in the following sentences he did not explain it, and the notebook is disrupted without going into this question. The text gives an impression that Marx had difficulty in revealing the cause of alienation, that is, when he tried to grasp the notion that private property arose from alienated labor, he seemed to fall into a circular explanation that labor is
alienated because of the system of private property. Lars Tummers thus asked: “How can private property be both an effect of and a factor that influences alienation?” This question is a common one, and Tummers follows Ignace Feuerlicht, who also pointed to the young Marx’s theoretical limitation in a similar manner: “One of the most conspicuous contradictions lies in the fact that young Marx considers private property sometimes as the cause and sometimes as the effect or symptom of alienation.”27 Feuerlicht moans that one can only try in vain to find the answer to the obvious question about the exact historical and logical genesis of alienated labor.

On the contrary, Michael Quante attempts to solve Marx’s circular explanation, though he shares the same presupposition with Marcuse that Marx’s “own philosophically founded analysis of national economic phenomena” is “expounded in the second part of the first manuscript with the concept of alienated labor.” Since Quante neglects the economic critique by Marx in the first part of the first notebook, he naturally reaches another “philosophic answer” to the problem concerning the cause of alienation, which is the Hegelian logical and historical movement of “negation of negation.” He explains that the emergence of alienation is an “inevitable intermediary step” on the way to the “conscious appropriation of species-being.”28 Without doubt, this type of schematic account does not provide any attractive and convincing solution to the problem because its reductionistic understanding of Hegel’s logical and historical dialectics cannot avoid the criticism of determinism, although Quante is not interested in defending Marx from such consequences.

As will be shown in the next section, both Feuerlicht and Quante miss Marx’s original intent and end up directing an “imagined” critique. It is “imagined” because the aporia of alienation does not exist at all. It appears to exist only because earlier studies arbitrarily divided the notebook’s text into two parts and focused exclusively on the second “philosophic” part. A Japanese Marxist scholar, Masami Fukutomi, pointed out the importance of the first economic part, especially Marx’s discussion of the “intimate ties of man with the earth.”29 It will provide us with a solid basis for consistently comprehending Marx’s entire project.

THE DISSOLUTION OF THE ORIGINAL UNITY BETWEEN HUMANITY AND NATURE

In one paragraph in the first notebook that hardly gained attention in the philosophic literature, Marx compares the capitalist form of property
with the feudalist form of possession. The neglect is surprising, because it is in this paragraph in the *Paris Notebooks* that Marx for the first time discusses the relationship between the pathological reality of modern production and the concept of estranged labor. After he describes the total commodification of landed property as the completion of capitalist relations, Marx provides a reason why this transformation of landed property exerts such a decisive impact on the emergence of alienated labor.

Marx first makes it clear that his historical comparison must not be confused with a romantic idealization of past feudal society, as if there had been no alienated labor in precapitalist societies. He argues that such an idealization occurs only through a lack of scientific investigation:

> We will not join in the sentimental tears wept over this by romanticism. Romanticism always confuses the shamefulness of *huckstering the land* with the perfectly rational consequence, inevitable and desirable within the realm of private property, of the *huckstering of private property* in land. In the first place, feudal landed property is already by its very nature huckstered land—*the earth which is estranged from man* and hence confronts him in the shape of a few great lords.30

The romantic bemoans the collapse of feudal domination and the resultant commodification of the land and the loss of the lords’ noble values to the avarice of merchants. Rejecting such a view, Marx argues that “the huckstering” of the land also existed in feudal landed property, so that labor and land were estranged from humans *to some extent* under the dominion of “a few great lords.”

Furthermore, “shamefulness,” Marx says, is not the fundamental characteristic of the modern money aristocracy, because the boundless desire for money that the defenders of romantic ideals find unacceptable is actually an “inevitable” and even “desirable” result, viewed from a wider historical perspective, because it is nothing but an embodiment of the rationality of modern bourgeois society. In other words, the “shameful” behavior of the modern landowners is not a moral defect but makes concrete the new social rationality after a radical transformation of social structure. Romantics like Pierre le Pesant de Boisguilbert cannot recognize this; they can only moralistically reproach the shameful behavior of individuals in capitalism.31 In clear opposition to the idealization of the past, Marx points to the fact that there were relations of domination grounded in feudal landed property, under the system of which people were also “estranged” from the land and “confronted” by it.32
Marx continues his analysis on feudal possession of land, illustrating the situation of serfs in opposition to the landlord:

The domination of the land as an alien power over men is already inherent in feudal landed property. The serf is the adjunct of the land. Likewise, the lord of an entailed estate, the first-born son, belongs to the land. It inherits him. Indeed, the dominion of private property begins with property in land—that is its basis. But in feudal landed property the lord at least appears as the king of the estate. Similarly, there still exists the semblance of a more intimate connection between the proprietor and the land than that of mere material wealth. The estate is individualized with its lord: it has his rank, is baronial or ducal with him, has his privileges, his jurisdiction, his political position, etc. It appears as the inorganic body of its lord.33

Serfs, on the other hand, have lost their ability to conduct independent and free activity insofar as they cannot relate to the land as their own property but only as the lord’s. Their existence is reduced to a mere “adjunct” of the earth, which is the foundation of material wealth. Marx recognizes that due to this subjugation there exists a certain level of alienation from nature and their own activity even under feudal social relations. Nature functions only as an “inorganic body” of the lord who can appropriate the product of the land and the labor of serfs. In this way, serfs become a part of the inorganic body in the production process. Land is as such “privatized” and “individualized” by the lord, which Marx considers the beginning of the “domination of private property.”

However, without directly deducing the cause of modern alienated labor from this class antagonism in the feudal social system, Marx points to its important qualitative difference from landed property in capitalist society. According to Marx, feudal social relations are grounded on “personal” and “political” domination; that is, the appropriation of products of the land takes place through the lord’s direct dominance over serfs with his personal and political power thanks to innate privileges and a monopoly of violence. Thus serfs are totally conscious of this personal domination by the lord, and this is why the lord’s “family history, the history of his house etc.” become so important to legitimate the relations of domination, as “all this individualizes the estate for him and make it literally his house, personifies it.” The land and family history individualizes the landed property and legitimizes its monopoly, which transforms a piece of land into the “inorganic body” of the lord.34
The direct personal and political domination and exploitation in this precapitalist society is dependent on tradition and custom, which results in a unique relation of the laborer to the earth. Marx emphasizes the notable difference between serfs and day-laborers:

Similarly those working on the estate have not the position of day-laborers; but they are in part themselves his property, as are serfs; and in part they are bound to him by ties of respect, allegiance, and duty. His relation to them is therefore directly political, and has likewise a human, intimate [gemütliche] side. Customs, character, etc., vary from one estate to another and seem to be one with the land to which they belong; whereas later, it is only his purse and not his character, his individuality, which connects a man with an estate.35

Those working the land under feudal domination are negated in such a way that their personal independence is not recognized by their lord. Serfs are regarded as a part of the lord’s landed property. This relation of domination and dependence essentially differs from the situation of day-laborers in modern bourgeois society because the latter are free from any direct political domination and recognized as “free” and “equal” legal subjects.

This does not mean, however, that day-laborers can enjoy a freer and better life than serfs. Marx argues that the opposite is the case. Precisely because serfs are negated and deprived of their rights, there remains their unity with the objective conditions of production and reproduction, so that the physical existence of serfs is guaranteed. As Masami Fukutomi pointed out, the unique relation of serfs to the land is decisive for Marx’s analysis of alienation in the Paris Notebooks.36 Notably, Marx emphasizes in the cited passage that personal domination in feudal society possesses “a human, intimate side” despite the antagonistic opposition of the land to those working on it. Though the concrete situation varies according to the different customs and characters of lords, the fundamental characteristic common to feudal production is the unity of producers with the land. In spite of the negation of their independence as legal subjects, they can attain a guarantee for their own physical existence as well as freedom and independence in the production process. There is no room for the reified domination by capital because direct personal domination prevents capital from penetrating its autonomous power. Under this situation, the producers provide surplus labor and surplus products only
through the threat and often the reality of physical coercion, which inevitably impedes the increase of productivity. The feudal lord also does not strive to attain maximal advantage from his land, but rather “consumes what is there and calmly leaves the worry of producing to the serfs and the tenants.”

The lord’s seemingly moderate behavior is praised by Romantics as a manifestation of his noble character, but it is clearly conditioned by the underlying objective relations of production. In this vein, the entire production in feudal society acquires a stable character because its aim is fundamentally directed to the satisfaction of concrete social needs. In contrast to the Romantics, Marx concludes that it is not the moral character of the lord but the relationship between humans and the earth that realizes the “nobility’s relationship” to landed property and casts “romantic glory on its lord.”

Then Marx investigates modern bourgeois society, where, together with the dissolution of feudal personal domination, landed property has been fully transformed into an object of “huckstering.” This change creates a wholly different type of domination, one that is the non-personal and reified domination of capital, accompanied by a specific form of alienated labor:

It is necessary that this appearance be abolished—that landed property, the root of private property, be dragged completely into the movement of private property and that it become a commodity; that the rule of the proprietor appear as the undisguised rule of private property, of capital, freed of all political tincture; that the relationship between proprietor and worker be reduced to the economic relationship of exploiter and exploited; that all personal relationship between the proprietor and his property cease, property becoming merely objective, material wealth; that the marriage of convenience should take the place of the marriage of honor with the land; and that the land should likewise sink to the status of a commercial value, like man.

As the landed property becomes a commodity and thus comes to be integrated into the huckstering system of private property after the dissolution of the earlier personal relationship of domination and dependence, individuals, on the one hand, can face each other as formally free and equal subjects. They are all uniformly recognized as legal subjects in the civil society. On the other hand, they also lose the direct connection with the earth, so that they now have to appear in the market to sell their
labor power. In illustrations by political economists, this new modern relationship provides a foundation of an ideal and harmonious realm of freedom and equality in which the relationship of domination seemingly ceases to exist. Marx rejects this view and argues that the bourgeois ideal of “freedom” and “equality” is not the end of domination at all. This ideal turns out to be an appearance, for instead of the relationship of personal domination between the exploiting and the exploited, there comes an impersonal and reified relationship of domination. Day-laborers must be subordinated to a qualitatively different, modern form of alienation, and their working conditions prove much worse and more alienated in various aspects than in feudal society.

Domination in capitalist society must be strictly differentiated from that of the feudal world. Due to the commodification of land, the producers in modern society lose any direct connection with the earth and come to be separated from their original means of production, whereas serfs were still tightly connected to the land. Consequently, modern individuals are all constantly obligated to sell their own labor power, the only commodity they have, to another person and thus become day-laborers suffering from estrangement from their own activity. According to Marx, this transformation of the relationship between humans and the earth is decisive in order to understand the specificity of the capitalist mode of production.

Modern workers lose any guarantee of physical existence, and their activity becomes estranged, controlled and dominated by alien forces. Propertylessness, precariousness, alienation, and exploitation are tightly connected. It is true that exploitation existed for the serfs, and they had to provide the lord with surplus labor and surplus products. However, contrasting this with the situation of modern workers, Marx argues that the labor of serfs still possessed an “intimate side,” because, thanks to the connection with the earth serfs maintained autonomy in the production process and their material life was secured. Ironically, this is a particular result of the negation of their personality in feudal society, which transforms them into a mere part of the objective means of production. In this regard, Marx without doubt recognizes a positive side of the feudal mode of production.

The regulation of the autonomous power of capital can take various forms, such as “craft, guild, corporation, etc., within which labor still has a seemingly social significance, still the significance of the real community, and has not yet reached the stage of indifference to its content, of complete being-for-itself, i.e., of abstraction from all other being, and hence
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has not yet become liberated capital.” Within a craft, guild, and corporation there no longer exists the direct unity between humans and land, but there is still a stable connection of the producers with their means of production thanks to the intersubjective coordination of the entire production, which hinders the full penetration of the power of capital. The complete dissolution of the tie between the workers and their objective means of production for the first time prepares “free” labor, in a “double sense,” and thus the impersonal, reified dominance by “liberated capital.”

Modern laborers, on the contrary, lose any direct connection to the land. On the one hand, they are free from personal dominance. On the other hand, they are also free from the means of production and thus can no longer relate to nature as their own “inorganic body.” The original unity with the land disappeared with the collapse of precapitalist personal domination. Its result is alienation from nature, activity, species-being, and other people—or simply said, modern alienation arising from the total annihilation of the “intimate side” of production. When the land becomes a commodity, the relationship between humans and land is radically modified and reorganized for the sake of producing capitalist wealth. After the universalization of commodity production over the entire society, the whole of production is not primarily directed to the satisfaction of concrete personal needs, but to the valorization of capital alone. Following the new rationality of production, the capitalist does not simply let the workers conduct their job as they please; rather, in accordance with his “filthy self-interest,” he actively transforms the entire production process in such a way that human activity is fully subjected to a reified dominance, without consideration of autonomy of work and material security.

In societies where the logic of commodity production becomes dominant, the modern form of alienation takes up a fully different shape in comparison with precapitalist estrangement. Since the reified dominance of capital is not dependent upon legitimatization through personal history and honor, “liberated capital” ignores all kinds of “ties of respect, allegiance, and duty” and even the concrete material life of individual workers. Capital is simply indifferent even if those workers are dying as long as “the race of laborers” does not die out. The concrete content of labor is fully abstracted for capital. Capital only counts the wages of labor as mere “costs” in addition to costs for maintaining other instruments. In other words, there is no significant difference between wages for workers and oil for wheels. According to the new social relations, capitalists act with self-interest and avarice. However, this is not a mere moral
corruption, but a result of following the new rationality under competition for more profit. This is because “it is essential that in this competition landed property, in the form of capital, manifests its dominion over both the working class and the proprietors themselves who are either being ruined or raised by the laws governing the movement of capital.”

Marx thus points to a great historical transformation of the human-nature relationship underlying the estrangement of modern labor, as a result of which the activity of workers can no longer function as the subjective realization of the free and conscious capability of human beings in and with nature. Human beings are reduced to “wage laborers” who are dependent on capital for the sake of their own physical lives; and accordingly, their entire activity is minimized into “wage labor.” Though humans as wage laborers can only survive in relation to alien capital, this relationship between capital and labor is “an indifferent, external and accidental relationship to each other” because liberated capital is not interested in workers and their concrete lives.

Therefore, the circular argument that Tummers and Feuerlicht find in the first manuscript in terms of the specific historical condition of modern alienated labor does not exist. This is because in the section on “ground rent” in the same notebook Marx discusses the specificity of the capitalist mode of production and alienation in comparison to the feudal mode. For Marx, the cause of modern estrangement is quite clear, and his argument is consistent. Though Marx in his private notebook, never intended for publication, did not repeat every single point in a reader-friendly manner, a careful analysis of the notebook, with attention paid to his excerpts from Engels’s Outline, demonstrates that private property as the dominion of reified relations of commodity and money emerges out of a loss of the original unity between producers and their objective conditions of production.

If one does not take the section on ground rent into account, one faces a risk of an even greater misunderstanding. Without correctly understanding the fundamental cause of alienation, it is not possible to recognize Marx’s vision of transcending it. Only if one comprehends the estrangement in capitalist society as a dissolution of humans’ original unity with the earth does it becomes evident that Marx’s communist project consistently aims at a conscious rehabilitation of the unity between humans and nature.

This idea builds the core of “humanism = naturalism,” as Marx was already aware of the task of realizing free individuality in the future society, using the concept of “association”: 
Association, applied to land, shares the economic advantage of large-scale landed property, and first brings to realization the original tendency inherent in [land] division, namely, equality. In the same way association also reestablishes, now on a rational basis, no longer mediated by serfdom, overlordship and the silly mysticism of property, the intimate [gemüthliche] ties of man with the earth, since the earth ceases to be an object of huckstering, and through free labor and free enjoyment becomes, once more, a true personal property of man.48

Speaking of the practical task of association, Marx comes back to the earlier discussion and emphatically demands the reconstruction of “the intimate ties of man with the earth,” now on a higher level after its destruction in capitalism. In contrast to the feudal society and its monopoly of lands, the conscious construction of the unity between humans and nature must be free of any personal and political subjugation and dominion, and association must realize free intersubjective relationships through the social appropriation of the means of production and products by the direct producers. Consequently, this totally new mode of production makes a “rational” relationship to the land possible on a social scale, which is radically different from its ruthless “huckstering” in capitalism. The entire social activity of production and its products thus does not confront the producers as alien objects, but thanks to the higher unity with the earth as “a true personal property of man,” serves to make possible the “free labor and free enjoyment” of all producers. Marx’s vision of the future society is without doubt fully consistent with his critique of modern alienated labor.

It is in this economic sense that Marx in 1844 insists that establishment of the absolute unity of humanity and nature is the central task of communism:

Communism as the positive transcendence of private property as human self-estrangement, and therefore as the real appropriation of the human essence by and for man; communism therefore as the complete return of man to himself as a social (i.e., human) being—a return accomplished consciously and embracing the entire wealth of previous development. This communism, as fully developed naturalism equals humanism, and as fully developed humanism equals naturalism; it is the genuine resolution of the conflict between man and nature and between man and man—the true resolution of the
KARL MARX’S ECOSOCIALISM

Marx depicts the historical movement toward the transcendence of self-alienation and the loss of object under the system of private property as a process of the true reconciliation of humanity and nature. As a condition for its realization, he points to the necessity of a radical transformation of the existing mode of production and the abolition of private property. The “society” to come is nothing but a collective and conscious organization and regulation of the relationship between humans and nature: “Thus society is the complete unity of man with nature—the true resurrection of nature—the accomplished naturalism of man and the accomplished humanism of nature.” The unity between the organic and inorganic body of humans can only be realized through a fully conscious and rational regulation of their interaction with nature. Marx’s critique of alienation of 1844 regards the “rational” reorganization of the relationship between humans and nature as essential, and thus he envisions the idea of communism as the accomplished “humanism = naturalism.” This is a beginning, even if it is only a beginning, of Marx’s economic and ecological critique of capitalism.

THE CONTINUITY OF A THEORY

Marx did not significantly alter his original, fundamental insight of 1844, in terms of the unity of humans and nature, until Capital. In a consistent manner, he criticized in his Poverty of Philosophy of 1847 the modern commodification and huckstering of the land as separation of humans from nature: “Rent, instead of binding man to nature, has merely bound the exploitation of the land to competition.”

Another more notable paragraph is in The Original Text [Urtext] of a Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy of 1858, where Marx, employing the same terminology, refers to the dissolution of the unity between humans and nature as the essential condition of modern society:

The peasant no longer confronts the landowner as a peasant with his rural product and his rural labor, but as the money owner. . . . On the other hand, the landowner no longer regards him as an uncouth individual producing means of subsistence in peculiar living conditions, but as one whose product—exchange value become independent,
the universal equivalent, money—is no different from anyone else's product. Thus, the intimate appearance [der gemühtliche Schein] that covered up the transaction in its previous form is dispelled.52

In this passage, the theoretical continuity since 1844 is obvious, since Marx again deals with the dissolution of feudal personal dominion into the relationship among proprietors of commodity and money in the market and thematizes this change as the disappearance of the “intimate appearance that covered up” the production process. With similar words, he describes the transformation of the relation of domination into a pure economic form as a result of “the shedding of relationships of personal dependence, as a victory of bourgeois society.”53 The social relationships become reified as they are mediated through money and commodity, though unlike precapitalist society, individuals appear capable of behaving equally and independently of one another. The market transactions seem to take place between “free” and “equal” commodity owners, but it turns out in reality to be the expanding process of appropriating other people's wealth and concentrating social wealth to few people's hands. Thus, even the “intimate appearance” disappears in capitalist society.

Furthermore, in the 1860s, Marx repeatedly points to the separation of the producers from the land as a historical and logical presupposition for the emergence of the capitalist mode of production:

The formation of a class of wage laborers, whether in manufacture or in agriculture itself—at first all manufacturers appear only as stipendiés, wage laborers of the cultivating proprietor—requires the separation of the conditions of labor from labor capacity, and the basis for this separation is that the land itself becomes the private property of one part of society, so that the other part is cut off from this objective condition for valorization of its labor.54

In a similar manner, Marx argues in Capital:

In the section on primitive accumulation we saw how this mode of production presupposes on the one hand that the direct producers are freed from the position of mere appendages of the soil (in the form of bondsmen, serfs, slaves, etc.) and on the other hand the expropriation of the mass of the people from the land. To that extent, the monopoly of landed property is a historical precondition for the capitalist mode of production and remains its permanent foundation,
as with all previous modes of production based on the exploitation of the masses in one form or the other. But the form of landed property which greets the capitalist mode of production at the start does not correspond to this mode. The form that does correspond to it is only created by the capitalist mode of production itself, through the subjection of agriculture to capital; and in this way feudal landed property, clan property, or small peasant property is transformed into the economic form corresponding to this mode of production, however diverse the legal forms of this may be. It is one of the great results of the capitalist mode of production that it transforms agriculture from a merely empirical set of procedures, mechanically handed down and practiced by the most undeveloped part of society, into a conscious scientific application of agronomy, insofar as this is at all possible within the conditions of private property; that on the one hand it completely detaches landed property from relations of lordship and servitude, while on the other hand it completely separates the land as a condition of labor from landed property and the landowners, for whom, moreover, this land represents nothing but a certain money tax that his monopoly permits him to extract from the industrial capitalist, the farmer. . . . Landed property thus receives its purely economic form by the stripping away of all its former political and social embellishments and admixtures.\(^5\)

As clearly indicated in this paragraph, Marx repeatedly explains the specificity of the capitalist mode of production, with the monopoly of landed property as its “historical condition.” Even if the monopoly of landed property is also a permanent condition in “all previous modes of production based on the exploitation of the masses in one form or the other,” its capitalist form is distinct because it takes a “purely economic form,” while the precapitalist exploitation is carried out through the political “relations of lordship and servitude.” According to Marx, this qualitative transformation of the relationship between humans and the earth results from “the subjection of agriculture to capital.” In this sense, Marx still holds his insight of 1844 that the absolute separation of humans from their objective conditions of production is the essential presupposition for the emergence of the relation of capital and wage labor, whereas in precapitalist societies, despite the monopoly of landed property as a condition of exploitation of bondsmen, serfs, and slaves, the access to the means of production remained guaranteed to these direct producers. Through the transformation of the form of landed property
in the process of “original accumulation,” a mass of peasants was driven out and lost their independent relationship to the land as the means of production and subsistence, so that they were forced to sell their own labor force as a commodity on the market. The emergence of the “purely economic form” of landed property—“huckstering of the land,” which caused the modern alienation from nature—is the fundament of the capitalist mode of appropriation.

It is particularly in this sense that Marx’s *Grundrisse* discusses the problem of “alienation” in terms of the dissociation of producers from the objective condition of production. In the precapitalist relations of the “working subject” to nature, the “first objective condition of his labor appear[s] as nature, earth, as his inorganic body; he himself is not only the organic body, but also the subject of this inorganic nature.” Marx calls this unity within the production process where both the subjective and objective sides of production are tightly combined “the natural unity of labor with its material presuppositions.” Alienation and impoverishment in the bourgeois society are, on the contrary, the products of this “absolute divorce, separation of property, i.e. of the objective conditions of labor from living labor capacity.” Marx continues to argue that it is absolute separation between property and labor, between living labor capacity and the conditions of its realization, between objectified and living labor, between value and value-creating activity—hence also the alien quality of the content of labor for the worker himself—this divorce now likewise appears as a product of labor itself, as objectification of its own moments. . . . The worker emerges not only not richer, but emerges rather poorer from the process than he entered. For not only has he produced the conditions of necessary labor as conditions belonging to capital; but also the value-creating possibility, the valorization which lies as a possibility within him, now likewise exists as surplus value, surplus product, in a word as capital, as master over living labor capacity, as value endowed with its own might and will, confronting him in his abstract, objectless, purely subjective poverty.

Even though Marx does not use the term “alienation” in this passage, the theoretical continuity since 1844 is quite obvious. The “objectless” and “purely subjective” condition of modern workers cannot allow them to realize their own labor capacity because they do not possess the necessary objective conditions for it. The realization of labor capacity is only
possible when they as voluntary and independent owners of a commod-
ity—that is, labor power—sell it on the market only to be subjugated to
the alien dominance of capital. Without control over the material foun-
dation of his or her own life, the “free” worker always remains a “virtual
pauper.” From the alien character of labor activity, which is inevitably
caused by the estrangement of the worker’s subjective capacity in the
production process organized by capital, the alien character of the objec-
tive world is also produced because labor can only produce products of
its own realization as an alien reality. The producers cannot appropriate
the product of labor; under a reified dominion, their own activity only
realizes itself as a subjugating alien power. This process of de-realization
and impoverishment, together with accumulation of capital, produces a
constantly growing alien world beyond human control.

In the Grundrisse, Marx again contrasts this modern situation with
pre-bourgeois society: “In the relations of slavery and serfdom this sepa-
ration does not take place,” because labor in the form of the slave or that
of the serf “is classified as an inorganic condition of production along
with other natural beings such as cattle, as an accessory of the earth.”
Furthermore, Marx argues that in the “pre-bourgeois relation of the indi-
vidual to the objective conditions of labor” an individual can appear as
a “working subject.” It is precisely in this form of the subjectivity of
the pre-bourgeois working subject that Fukutomi found the potentiality
for the free development of individuality of laboring serfs as direct pro-
ducers. Even if the serfs remained subjugated to personal dominance
and their existence was reduced to the objective condition of production
itself, they nonetheless maintained a certain independence and freedom
of activity in the production process, thanks to the unity with the earth,
and accordingly, they could appropriate the fruits of labor for them-
selves in the form of small-scale operations. Here existed the material
basis for the “free development of individuality” as it flourished during
the transition to capitalist landed property when producers actually got
emancipated from personal dominion in the aftermath of the collapse of
feudalism.

Marx calls this period after the downfall of the feudal system “a golden
age for labor in the process of becoming emancipated,” as exemplified by
the yeomanry in England in the fourteenth and first half of the fifteenth
century. Marx also writes about it in Capital:

The private property of the worker in his means of production is
the foundation of small-scale industry, and small-scale industry is a
necessary condition for the development of social production and of the free individuality of the worker himself. . . . But it [this mode of production] flourishes, unleashes the whole of its energy, attains its adequate classical form, only where the worker is the free proprietor of the conditions of his labor, and sets them in motion himself: where the peasant owns the land he cultivates, or the artisan owns the tool with which he is an accomplished performer.64

The development of “the free individuality of the worker” is an expression that Marx usually uses in the context of a future society established among the associated producers, but as an exception he uses it to characterize precapitalist small-scale family agriculture, where the worker can behave as “the free proprietor of the conditions of his labor,” even if it is still a limited premodern form. This freedom of labor became possible because, after the dissolution of the relationship of personal dependence, the workers can freely relate to the earth as their own means of production. Consequently, the relation of humans to nature flourished as a free one in which the direct producer could now enjoy the “intimate” aspect of the earlier production, but without a landlord. Thus, in opposition to a popular critique that Marx’s optimistic vision of technological development undervalues small-scale family agriculture, Marx explains why this type of production could more than adequately sustain farm families, even if after the introduction of the capitalist mode of production into English agriculture it had to decline because it is “unfitted to develop labor as social labor and the productive power of social labor. Hence the necessity for the separation, for the rupture, for the antithesis of labor and property.”65

Insofar as the objective condition of one’s physical existence is still present in feudal society—thanks to the intimate connection with the land—the universal commodification of laboring capacity cannot penetrate the entire society. Therefore, the reified dominion of capital first needs to secure the dissociation of the original unity between humans and the earth and replace it with a relationship of capital and wage labor. As a result of the separation of land, means of production, and subsistence manifested in the history of enclosure, the producers of small-scale operations in the countryside are now sent to the large cities as “doubly free” proletariats, not just freed from personal dominance but also freed from the conditions of production and reproduction. Without objective capacity for production, modern “free and rightless (vögelfrei)” workers are compelled to estrange their own living labor capacity and to work
under the alien commands of capital for the sake of attaining a minimal amount of means of subsistence. Marx calls this deprivation of all objective possibility of production the “absolute poverty” of modern workers:

Labor separated from all means and objects of labor, from its entire objectivity. This living labor, existing as an abstraction from these moments of its actual reality (also, not-value); this complete denudation, purely subjective existence of labor, stripped of all objectivity. Labor as absolute poverty: poverty not as shortage, but as total exclusion of objective wealth.

No matter how much salary workers attain, it does not allow them to escape this absolute poverty. The total exclusion of objective wealth remains the essential characterization of the worker’s situation under the capitalist mode of production, and alienation of nature is the fundamental cause.

Throughout the process of the development of his critique of political economy, Marx never gave up his 1844 insight in terms of the original unity of humans and nature. From the beginning, Marx comprehended the historical negation of a certain relationship between humans and nature as a central characteristic of the capitalist mode of production, and its negation as a positive rehabilitation of the original unity on a higher level—“the negation of the negation”—is, as before, the essential task of the future society. Thus Marx wrote: “The original unity can be reestablished only on the material foundation which capital creates and by means of the revolutions which, in the process of this creation, the working class and the whole society undergo.” In accordance with the cause of estrangement, Marx proposed the same necessity for the conscious rehabilitation of the original unity between humans and nature through “association”: “The alien property of the capitalist in this labor can only be abolished by converting his property into the property of the non-individual in its independent singularity, hence of the associated, social individual.”

In contrast to Althusser’s interpretation that simply dismisses Marx’s texts before 1845, one finds important insights in his Paris Notebooks of 1844 that fundamentally characterize Marx’s lifelong project of critique of political economy. His formulation is, however, not at all the final one, but a personal sketch without an intent to publish it. Thus the humanist interpretation of The Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts turns out to be one-sided, because though Marx preserved a certain economic insight
attained in 1844, he also quickly gave up his philosophical conception of alienation, which he borrowed from Feuerbach and Moses Hess. The fact that Marx abandoned Feuerbach's anthropological philosophy was of significance with regard to his ecology as well because his new critique of philosophy in *Theses on Feuerbach* and *The German Ideology* prepared the theoretical basis for a more adequate understanding of the historical modifications of the relationship between humanity and nature. Why did Marx have to abandon his earlier Feuerbachian schema, while he kept his economic insight? How did Marx reconceptualize the relationship between humans and nature?

**LEAVING PHILOSOPHY**

*The German Ideology*, together with *Theses on Feuerbach*, documents the moment when Marx decisively distanced himself from philosophy and began to move forward to the non-philosophic conception of the unity between humanity and nature. His evaluation of Feuerbach rapidly changed during this time, and he came to realize that Feuerbach's avoidance of any practical engagement with the socialist movement was an inevitable consequence of his abstract philosophy, which aimed at educating the masses with the truth about species-being. As a result, Marx rejected not only Hegel's idealism but also Feuerbach's materialism, which claimed to have revealed the truth hidden under the estranged mystification by means of “sensibility.” In this divergence from Feuerbach's philosophy, one can find a crucial development for Marx's entire theory. Although his critique of bourgeois society in 1844 still opposed Feuerbachian concepts such as “love,” “sensibility,” “species-being,” etc., to an estranged reality, in order to describe historical progress as a process of reappropriating the human essence, the primacy of praxis in *The German Ideology* aims at the analysis of concrete social relations themselves, relations that structure the inverted consciousness and behaviors of individuals trapped within them.

One should be careful, however, not to confuse Marx's rejection of philosophical questioning with an “epistemological break” from an old paradigm. As shown above, the central economic insight of 1844 remains without doubt in the late Marx as well. It is necessary to ask different questions: Why did Marx, in spite of this theoretical continuity, change his evaluation of Feuerbach's materialism? How did he reconceptualize his earlier vision of “humanism = naturalism” as a truly materialist analysis of the relationship between humans and nature in accordance with
this distancing from Feuerbach? In this context, the formation of Marx’s “materialist method” is of importance.71

The main point of Marx’s critique of Feuerbach and other Young Hegelians in *The German Ideology* is that they simply opposed a hidden “essence” to the estranged “appearance,” without examining the specific social relations that bestow an objective reality to this appearance. For example, Feuerbach argues that religious alienation in front of God is an “illusion” that humans themselves produce in their heads due to the misrecognition of their own species-being, thereby allowing an inverted essence to dominate their consciousness and activity. Marx in the *Paris Notebooks* was highly supportive of this Young Hegelian discourse because he believed that through the application of Feuerbach’s schema to labor alienation in bourgeois society it would be possible to envision the social abolition of private property as a way to reappropriate and realize human species-being.72 However, Marx now argues that Feuerbach’s critique is “purely scholastic” and incapable of leading to radical social change.73 This is because Feuerbach’s method only allows for the necessity of an epistemological change concerning the religious inversion “through the ‘spectacles’ of the philosopher” without an actual practical engagement.74 In other words, Marx criticizes Feuerbach for naively (and wrongly) believing that he could simply educate the masses with his philosophy that the essence of God is really that of humans themselves without touching upon the alienated social relations at the root of the problem.

The difference between the standpoints of Marx and Feuerbach after 1845 becomes clearer if one follows Marx’s various usages of “praxis” during this period. It is true that Marx from the very beginning consistently demanded the necessity of transcending philosophical dualism in actuality, in contrast to Hegel’s idealist philosophy, which tries to overcome the contradiction only on a theoretical level.

In September 1843, Marx had already formulated, in a letter to Arnold Ruge, his demand for “ruthless criticism of all that exists” with the following words:

> The reform of consciousness consists only in making the world aware of its own consciousness, in awakening it out of its dream about itself, in explaining to it the meaning of its own actions. Our whole object can only be—as is also the case in Feuerbach’s criticism of religion—to give religious and philosophical questions the form corresponding to man who has become conscious of himself.75
Here it is obvious that Marx, following Feuerbach’s critique of religion, primarily aimed at the “reform of consciousness.” The epistemological emancipation from illusion through ruthless criticism is, according to Marx, the most important task, from which radical praxis should emerge. This philosophical approach is also reflected in his political solution. In his *Contribution to the Critique of Hegel’s Philosophy of Right*, written between March and August 1843, Marx dealt with the contradicention of the modern world as a dualistic opposition between the state and civil society. In order to overcome this “alienation,” Marx opposed to alienated reality the philosophical idea of “democracy,” in which every private individual should be able to participate in the public sphere, overcoming the dualist separation between the two spheres.²⁶

In *On the Jewish Question*, Marx rapidly came to criticize this type of democratic idea after he recognized the limitation of “political emancipation.” He realized that political emancipation through democracy simply contributes to the completion of the modern world, and not its transcendence. Marx argued that democracy alone cannot bring about a radical political action as long as the existence of bourgeois society is taken for granted. The political sphere remains depoliticized in order to protect the interests of “an egoistic, independent individual.”²⁷ In this vein, Marx admitted that the abstract idea of “democracy” only reflects the abstract idea of the political state in modern society. Abandoning his naïve view of democracy, he began to problematize bourgeois society itself as the actual contradiction of the modern world. Here Marx was already carrying out a partial overcoming of Feuerbach’s schema, recognizing that the actual antagonistic dualism between the state and bourgeois society cannot be brought into a unity solely through a philosophic idea of democracy.

Despite this theoretical development, Marx at the same time still cherished another aspect of Feuerbach’s philosophy. Against the egoism of bourgeois society, with its endless desire to attain money, Marx opposed the concrete “sensibility” of human beings as the true principle for human emancipation. Thus, Marx argued in *Contribution to the Critique of Hegel’s Philosophy of Right*, the Introduction of which was published in the journal *Deutsch-Französische Jahrbücher*, that a radical transformation of bourgeois society is not possible through a political ideal but only through a “passive element” (sensibility), that is, as a result of alienated workers grasping their “universal suffering,” which can then become the basis for acting upon it.²⁸ This is why Marx emphasized the power of praxis, based on the workers’ concrete sensible desires, as the
sole means of solution for the modern contradiction: “As the resolute opponent of the previous form of German political consciousness, the criticism of speculative philosophy of law turns, not towards itself, but towards problems which can only be solved by one means—practice.”

One finds a certain ambivalence in Marx's argument. On the one hand he recognized the limitation of a simple opposition of an abstract philosophical idea against the alienated objective reality and emphasizes the primacy of practice more strongly than Feuerbach. On the other hand Marx still followed him, appreciating his concept of “sensibility” precisely as the concrete materialist foundation of revolutionary practice.

The following sentence from the *Paris Notebooks* represents the same ambiguity. At first glance, Marx’s claim may give an impression that he had already established the primacy of practice against Feuerbach’s philosophical position:

> We see how the resolution of the theoretical antitheses is only possible in a practical way, by virtue of the practical energy of man. Their resolution is therefore by no means merely a problem of understanding, but a real problem of life, which philosophy could not solve precisely because it conceived this problem as merely a theoretical one.

It is true that Marx without doubt acknowledged the necessity of practice for the transcendence of “theoretical antitheses” that reflect the contradictory reality, criticizing that idealist philosophy for failing to make any practical engagement with the concrete objective contradiction. However, his claim still accepted Feuerbach’s schema when he also demanded overcoming the antitheses, such as those between “subjectivity and objectivity, spirituality and materiality, activity and suffering,” through Feuerbachian “sensuous perception.” Since Marx’s critique was directed only against the abstract nature of idealist philosophy from his own standpoint of sensuous perception, he, together with Feuerbach, recommended overcoming these philosophical antitheses with concrete sensuous praxis and, more precisely, “labor” that can actualize the free and universal subjectivity of human beings in the concrete objective world. Thus what Marx problematized in the notebooks of 1844 is essentially dependent upon the return to concrete “sensuous perception” in labor being the true principle of radical materialism, and in this vein Marx demanded that human beings should first correctly recognize their own species-being and then get engaged in revolutionary praxis against alienated reality under capitalism.
It is not hard to understand why Marx highly valued Feuerbach's concept of species-being. He was convinced that in contrast to Hegel's "spirit" and Bruno Bauer's "self-consciousness," the human subject conceptualized by Feuerbach could function as a real and true basis for the progress of historical movement and show the way to transcend alienation. His critique of philosophy in 1844 principally aims at correcting earlier misrecognitions of the true philosophical principle in a similar way that Feuerbach opposed his species-being to Hegel's spirit as the true subject of history. In this sense, Marx's demand for praxis in 1844 still clearly moved within the paradigm of the Young Hegelian philosophy.

On the contrary, in *The German Ideology* Marx rejects any antitheses that take place within philosophy:

Since, according to their fantasy, the relations of men, all their doings, their fetters and their limitations are products of their consciousness, the Young Hegelians logically put to men the moral postulate of exchanging their present consciousness for human, critical or egoistic consciousness, and thus of removing their limitations. This demand to change consciousness amounts to a demand to interpret the existing world in a different way, i.e., to recognize it by means of a different interpretation. . . . The only results which this philosophic criticism was able to achieve were a few (and at that one-sided) elucidations of Christianity from the point of view of religious history.82

As before, Marx certainly emphasizes the importance of praxis in order to radically transform existing social contradictions. However, it is evident that Marx also points out that "a demand to change consciousness" through elucidations and education only ends up producing the "moral postulates" of what ought to be, without actually changing the real problems. He claims that the earlier debates among the Young Hegelians are barren because they are simply trying to discover a "true" philosophical principle for imagining the historical subject, whether "self-consciousness," "species-being," or "the ego." Marx thus problematizes and rejects the entire debate within the Young Hegelians after realizing that the demand for another interpretation of the world alone is not at all capable of a radical social transformation.

According to Marx, Feuerbach's critique of religion may be able to educate the masses about God being a mere illusion whose predicates should be actually prescribed to humans as species-beings. The problem is that Feuerbach's critique ends there without posing a more substantial
question: “How did it come about that people ‘got’ these illusions ‘into their heads’?”84 In other words, God is not a mere illusion that would disappear after its falseness was recognized. Rather, the illusion is an objective appearance produced by social relations. Thus Marx argues against Feuerbach’s optimism that it is most essential to comprehend “the actual material premises as such.” Without a radical transformation of social relations, the religious “illusion” will be repeatedly reproduced as an objective force through social practice. It is not possible to transcend the alienated reality by simply pointing out the alienated inversion of the objective world from a standpoint of philosophy. The real problem is not an epistemic misrecognition of a truth of the world but rather its inversion, which is based on objective social relations and social practice.85

Since individuals are always already conditioned by social relations independently of their will, Feuerbach’s demand to “change consciousness” alone cannot bring about any radical praxis, no matter how correct his critique of religion may be. In this sense, Feuerbach’s concept of “sensuous perception” still remains for Marx within an abstract philosophical discussion, because the way Feuerbach poses questions is a mere epistemic one, trying to discover another “true” foundation that discloses the human “essence” hidden under the alienated reality.

Despite Feuerbach’s assumption, however, there is no privileged standpoint for the philosopher from which the direct access to the “essence” can be guaranteed, as Marx writes in the third thesis:

The materialist doctrine concerning the changing of circumstances and upbringing forgets that circumstances are changed by men and that the educator must himself be educated. This doctrine must, therefore, divide society into two parts, one of which is superior to society.86

Marx problematizes the presupposition of “the educator”—obviously he means Feuerbach—because there is no such thing as pure sensuous perception that guarantees access to essence independently of the existing objective social relations. The intuition of philosophy is not outside the world but always already within the inverted world and thus conditioned by it. Therefore Feuerbach’s philosophic idea of “sensuous perception” and “love” remains inevitably abstract, insofar as he does not seriously take social conditions within the inverted world into account. If the philosopher is satisfied with a discovery of “essence,” philosophy only hinders radical praxis by giving another expression to the alienated
reality and leaving it unchanged. What it really needs, so says Marx, is a critical investigation of the objective social relations in order to comprehend the possibility of resistance from the really existing contradictions of society itself.

On the contrary, Feuerbach’s idea amounts to a set of abstract theses without any specific social analysis. He does not take the objective force of the inverted world seriously enough, as if the alienated reality could be simply transformed through an alternative philosophical intuition. As a consequence, Feuerbach’s philosophy ironically preserves the current estranged situation of the world, avoiding a serious theoretical confrontation with reality. For Marx, it is much more important to practically confront the existing order of things and radically change it. He emphasizes the significance of a social and historical investigation with regard to how and why the objectively inverted world beyond human control emerges out of social practice, so that the material conditions for its transcendence can be understood.

Because Marx distanced himself from philosophy, he came to acknowledge the limitations of his own earlier schema of 1844. Even though Marx was aware that humans always relate to nature through the mediation of labor and that modern alienation deforms this relationship, his entire project of communism in 1844 was dependent upon a philosophically conceptualized idea of “humanism = naturalism.” Since his critique of alienation still roughly identified “capitalism” with “the system of private property,” Marx inevitably fell into a deterministic understanding of history, one that failed to carefully analyze the historical specificity of the capitalist mode of production.

This is a reason why Marx’s project of 1844 still inevitably possessed a “Romantic” tone; it could only oppose to the alienated reality the philosophical idea of species-being that is supposed to realize the unmediated absolute unity of humans and nature. The more Marx depended on Feuerbach’s concept of “species-being” to ground his claim for the realization of “humanism = naturalism,” the more abstract his analysis of modern capitalism became. It is because of this that Marx initially envisioned the content of species-being ontologically, with abstract and ahistorical predicates such as “passion,” “sensuality,” and “universality.” Consequently, Marx’s own critique of political economy, which was supposed to reveal the specificity of modern society, became invisible, buried under the transhistorical discourse of the Young Hegelian philosophy.

Meanwhile, Marx intensively studied the problem of commodity and money in his Notes on James Mill in his Paris Notebooks, so that instead
of falling into a rough schema of human history he actually continued his investigation into the specificity of the capitalist system. In *The German Ideology*, Marx finally came to be fully conscious of the danger imminent in Feuerbach’s abstractness: “Feuerbach’s whole deduction with regard to the relation of men to one another is only aimed at proving that men need and always have needed each other.” An actual examination of the specific historicity of society is missing in Feuerbach’s philosophy. According to Marx, who had now distanced himself from his earlier project, there is no “essence” in Feuerbach’s sense such as “actual” nature and “actual” human beings, because both nature and humans are already thoroughly conditioned and constituted by social relations. The critical comprehension of the historically specific process of mediation now became the kernel of his scientific analysis:

Because he still remains in the realm of theory and conceives of men not in their given social connection, not under their existing conditions of life, which have made them what they are, he never arrives at the actually existing, active men, but stops at the abstraction “man,” and gets no further than recognizing “the actual, individual, corporeal man” emotionally, i.e., he knows no other “human relations” “of man to man” than love and friendship, and even then idealized. He gives no criticism of the present conditions of life. Thus he never manages to conceive the sensuous world as the total living sensuous activity of the individuals composing it; therefore … he is compelled to take refuge in the “higher perception” and in the ideal “compensation in the species,” and thus to relapse into idealism at the very point where the communist materialist sees the necessity, and at the same time the condition, of a transformation both of industry and of the social structure.

Instead of praising the primacy of practice in Feuerbach’s philosophy, Marx harshly criticizes it due to the separation between theory and practice. For Feuerbach, “man” as such is nothing but an abstract entity to which only ahistorical universal properties such as “human relations,” “love,” and “friendship” can be attributed. Feuerbach neglects real social relations as presupposition for actual individual activity and consciousness, so that he cannot explain why and how the inversion of the objective world in the modern society was produced and is constantly reproduced. “Man” as such, says Marx, exists only in “thinking which is isolated from practice.”
The same theoretical limitation of Feuerbach’s philosophy manifests itself in his treatment of “nature.” Marx criticizes “nature as such,” which Feuerbach is seeking, because this does not exist anywhere. Nature as such, fully separated from humans, is a pure fantastic construction in thinking, which “today no longer exists anywhere (except perhaps on a few Australian coral islands of recent origin) and which, therefore, does not exist for Feuerbach either.”\textsuperscript{92} When he talks about nature, Feuerbach is always compelled to abstract it from existing social relations, fleeing into the world of “eternity” with his philosophical intuition. As a consequence, he overlooks the historical process of the formation of nature through the human activity of production.

It is true that Marx in 1844 recognized the necessity to treat nature and humans in their interrelationship: “But nature too, taken abstractly, for itself—nature fixed in isolation from man—is nothing for man.”\textsuperscript{93} However, his remark was only an abstract ontological statement according to which history needs to be understood as a labor-mediated process of the humanization of nature and the naturalization of human beings. In contrast to this early formulation, Marx in \textit{The German Ideology} emphasizes the historical formation of what counts as “nature.” Nature is not just there, but is constantly transformed through social production, in which both humans and nature work upon and constitute each other. Of course, the statement that humans and nature do not exist in reality without this reciprocal relation still sounds abstract and banal. To avoid this abstractness, it is essential for Marx’s “materialist method” to analyze the process of social and natural formation in capitalism, paying particular attention to its specific historical interaction between humans and nature, mediated by labor. Marx clearly recognized this point in \textit{The German Ideology} and later analyzed this historical reciprocal process much more carefully with the concept of “metabolism” (\textit{Stoffwechsel}), as will be shown in the following chapters.

In \textit{The German Ideology}, Marx does not yet discuss the reciprocal constitution of humans and nature in detail. But in contrast to Feuerbach, he comprehends the antagonistic relationship between humans and nature as a specific modern product that resulted from capitalist industrialization. Furthermore, Marx intentionally formulates this historical development as a critique against Feuerbach:

The “essence” of the fish is its “being,” water—to go no further than this one proposition. The “essence” of the freshwater fish is the water of a river. But the latter ceases to be the “essence” of the fish and is no
longer a suitable medium of existence as soon as the river is made to
serve industry, as soon as it is polluted by dyes and other waste prod-
ucts and navigated by steamboats, or as soon as its water is diverted
into canals where simple drainage can deprive the fish of its medium
of existence.\footnote{94}

Marx criticizes Feuerbach’s remarks in the \textit{Principles of the Philosophy
of the Future}: “That which is my essence is my being.” The being of the
fish is its being in water, and from this being you cannot separate its
essence. Language already identifies being and essence. Only in human
life does it happen, but even here, only in abnormal and unfortunate
cases, that being is separated from essence.\footnote{95} Marx rejects Feuerbach’s
Romantic tone, which only asks for the return to the essence as a coun-
termeasure against the loss of that very essence. If the “water” is always
the “essence of the freshwater fish,” there would be no room for a cri-
tique of water pollution. By opposing the polluted water to the “natural”
fresh water as the essence of the fish, Feuerbach can at best show that
the current water condition is “abnormal.” But simply pointing to the
abnormality, Feuerbach cannot sufficiently analyze and identify the
social cause of water pollution and comprehend the conditions for the
cleaning of water. What he shows is that when the “essence” (water) is
lost, the “being” (fish) must disappear. This statement is correct but obvi-
ously banal. In other words, Feuerbach’s analysis says nothing about the
distorted relationship between humans and nature in modern society
and laments the situation as an “unavoidable misfortune, which must
be borne quietly.”\footnote{96} Marx argues that this ironic affirmation of alienation
is a necessary consequence of Feuerbach’s philosophy, which despite its
self-claimed radicality avoids any practical engagement with the negative
cosquences of the modern system of production.

Against Feuerbach’s presupposition of an ahistorical nature, Marx
argues that it is always necessary to deal with humans and nature in
their concrete reciprocity. So he asks what kinds of social relations make
nature undergo various modifications in an antagonistic and alienated
manner, and he attempts to reconstruct the specific historical process of
social production and reproduction. It is the task of his scientific investi-
gation of history to reveal this point:

The first premise of all human history is, of course, the existence
of living human individuals. Thus the first fact to be established is
the physical organization of these individuals and their consequent
relation to the rest of nature. Of course, we cannot here go either into the actual physical nature of man or into the natural conditions in which man finds himself—geological, oro-hydrographical, climatic and so on. All historical writing must set out from these natural bases and their modification in the course of history through the action of men.97

Humans must produce in order to live. Labor as an act of this production is inevitably conditioned by various natural and material factors. Under these conditions, humans also change their environment. According to Marx, any scientific investigation must pay attention to this historical transformation mediated by labor. In other words, Marx’s approach to the problem of the alienation of humans and nature after leaving the Young Hegelian philosophy changed fundamentally. He no longer opposes the alien dominion of capital to the philosophical idea of “humanism = naturalism” but asks why and how an antagonistic separation between humans and nature emerges and deepens under the capitalist mode of production.

This materialist orientation formulated in The German Ideology was only the beginning of a new period of research that lasted for the rest of Marx’s life. Marx’s intensive research in both political economy and the natural sciences in the following years represents nothing but the further development of his project to examine the historically specific mediation under capitalism of the transhistorically necessary act of production. In Marx’s examination of the relationship between humans and nature, the physiological concept of “metabolism” acquires a central role.
All living creatures must go through constant interaction with their environment if they are to live upon this planet. The totality of these incessant processes creates not a static but an open-ended dynamic process of nature. Before Ernst Haeckel called this economy of nature “oecology,” this organic whole that consists of plants, animals, and humans was often analyzed with a concept of “metabolism” (Stoffwechsel). This physiological concept became popular and in the nineteenth century was applied beyond its original meaning to philosophy and political economy to describe the transformations and interchanges among organic and inorganic substances through the process of production, consumption, and digestion on the level of both individuals and species.

This new concept in chemistry and physiology also stimulated Marx in the 1850s, and he was even prompted to give it a central role in his political economy, using it to comprehend the dynamic and interactive relationship between humans and nature mediated by labor. Like all other living creatures, humans are essentially conditioned by natural laws and subject to physiological cycles of production, consumption, and excretion as they breathe, eat, and excrete. However, Marx argues that human beings are decisively different from other animals due to their unique productive activity, that is, labor. Labor enables a “conscious” and “purposive” interaction with the external sensuous world, one that allows humans to transform nature “freely,” even if the dependence on nature and its laws remains insofar as humans cannot produce their means of production and subsistence ex nihilo.
Though incessant metabolism between humans and nature penetrates the entirety of human history, an eternal necessity that cannot be abolished, Marx emphasizes that the concrete performance of human labor takes up various economic “forms” in every stage of social development, and, accordingly, the content of the transhistorical metabolism between humans and nature varies significantly. The way alienated labor in the modern industrial society mediates this metabolic interaction of humans with their environment is not the same as how this occurred in precapitalist societies. What is the difference? Why does the capitalist revolution of production, with its rapid development of machines and technology, distort the metabolic interaction more than ever before, so that it now threatens the existence of human civilization and the entire ecosystem with desertification, global warming, species extinction, destruction of ozone layers, and nuclear disasters? As Marx argues, the problem cannot be simply reduced to the inevitable consequences of the rapid quantitative development of productive forces in the twentieth century. His critique provides an insight into the qualitative differences between the capitalist mode of production and that of all other preceding societies. Marx shows that the modern crisis of the ecosystem is a manifestation of the immanent contradiction of capitalism, which necessarily results from the specifically capitalist way of organizing social and natural metabolisms. In this sense, Marx’s ecological critique of capitalism still possesses contemporary theoretical relevance, because—in spite of copious stereotypical critiques of Marx’s Prometheanism—his analysis of the emancipation of productive forces in capitalism comprehends the basic structure and dynamics of modern bourgeois society as an unsustainable system of production. What is more, he does not idealize modern efforts to absolutely master nature. It thus offers a methodological foundation for a critique of today’s ecological problems as specifically capitalist ones.

Thus the concept of metabolic interaction between humans and nature is the vital link to understanding Marx’s ecological exploration of capitalism. Nevertheless, the concept was often totally neglected or subordinated to his analysis of specifically capitalist social relations, and even if it was discussed, its meaning was not correctly understood. In this situation, it is helpful to contextualize the concept of metabolism within the natural scientific discourse in the nineteenth century to avoid confusion in terms of its multiple meanings in Marx’s critique of political economy. In opposition to a dominant misinterpretation represented by Alfred Schmidt and Amy Wendling in particular, the following discussion shows not only that Marx’s concept of metabolism has nothing to do
with “natural scientific materialists” such as Jacob Moleschott, Karl Vogt, and Ludwig Büchner, but also that it possesses a theoretical independence from the works of Justus von Liebig, who significantly contributed to the development of this physiological concept. I also show that it is possible to comprehend Marx’s unique methodological approach, which is characterized by the concepts of “form” and “material.”

NATURE AS THE MATERIAL OF ALL WEALTH

A common criticism of Marx is that he “absolutizes human labor in his analysis of capitalism” and thus has “systematically excluded the value-creating nature” from it. As explained in chapter 1, and as other Marxists also point out, Marx in 1844 clearly treated nature as an essential element in the realization of labor. Even at the time, when he argued that external nature functions in every process of production as the “inorganic body” of human, Marx did not mean the arbitrary robbery or manipulation of nature by human with an aid of technology, but instead emphasized the role of nature as the essential component of every production: “Man lives on nature” because “the worker can create nothing without nature, without the sensuous external world.” Nature is, said Marx, “the material on which his labor is realized, in which it is active, from which and by means of which it produces.” Thus the whole of nature must not be treated as an object isolated from human production, and humans are also “a part of nature.” Marx used the physiological analogy and argued that the relationship between humans and nature as mediated by labor comprises a unity, in which humans can only produce something by combining the organic and inorganic body: “Nature is man’s inorganic body—nature, that is, insofar as it is not itself human body. . . . Nature is his body, with which he must remain in continuous interchange if he is not to die. That man’s physical and spiritual life is linked to nature means simply that nature is linked to itself, for man is a part of nature.” Thus humans cannot transcend nature; they realize a unity with it, mediated by labor.

This mediating activity of labor is a unique human activity, and it is through this labor that humans differentiate themselves from other animals, in that humans through labor can “purposefully” and “freely” produce in and with nature and transform their environment in accordance with their will. In contrast to the instinctive activity of animals, which is limited by a given environment and by their unreflected physical needs, humans are able to go beyond this and teleologically modify the sensuous world. The young Marx argued that the act of objectification
through human labor cannot be reduced to a mere process of satisfying unmediated physical needs, which is only the case with modern alienated labor. He claimed that the universal freedom particular to humans becomes manifest as a historical process of the humanization of nature and the naturalization of humanity.

However, the interactive relationship between humans and nature undergoes a significant transformation due to the dissolution of their original unity. As a result, unity transforms itself into the opposite of what it should be, that is, a loss of freedom, dehumanization, and enslavement to the product of one’s own labor. “In estranging nature from man,” it is no longer possible to produce anything without the inorganic body. Thus

the first and fundamental alienation in modern society is not arbitrarily defined by Marx as alienation from nature. It is the separation from the objective conditions of production that brings about the decisive change in the way humans relate to the earth. Marx dealt with various negative effects on workers as a consequence of their alienation from nature, such as serious impoverishment and the loss of meaning in life. Despite this original insight, his early analysis in the *Paris Notebooks* did not contain any noteworthy ecological critique of capitalism. Marx in the following years began to gradually close this theoretical blind spot.

Marx in his later economic works still maintained this insight of 1844, even as his research on political economy and other disciplines greatly deepened and developed it. In the *Grundrisse* Marx points to the same “separation” of the producers from nature as a decisive step toward the emergence of modern bourgeois society, but in the paragraph below, Marx illustrates the same phenomena with a physiological concept and no longer with Feuerbach’s terminology. Marx now defines the “separation” as cutting off the natural objective conditions for humans’ "metabolic interaction with nature”:

It is not the *unity* of living and active humanity with the natural, inorganic conditions of their metabolic interaction with nature, and hence their appropriation of nature, which requires explanation or is the result of a historic process, but rather the *separation* between these inorganic conditions of human existence and this active existence, a separation which is completely posited only in the relation of wage labor and capital.6

It is true that Marx continues to regard the central characteristics of capitalist production as the disruption of the incessant interaction
between humans and nature after the labor process is subsumed under capital. Yet it is noteworthy that Marx now characterizes the “separation between these inorganic conditions of human existence and this active existence” as the obstruction of humans’ access to their “natural, inorganic conditions of their metabolic interaction with nature.” Of course, the “metabolic interaction” does not get completely interrupted insofar as humans still need to interact with nature in order to live. The interactive process of material exchange between humans and nature in the labor process nonetheless takes a fully different shape from that of pre-capitalist society in that it can take place only on the basis of the radical separation posited “in the relation of labor and capital.” This specifically modern “separation”—which completely destroys the “original unity”—and its historical consequences in capitalist society are exactly what Marx regards as necessary for a scientific discipline of political economy to explain.

During the preparation of Capital, Marx intensively investigated this problem. He no longer propagated the realization of the philosophical idea of “humanism = naturalism” and instead tended more and more to describe the central task of the future society as the conscious regulation of this physiological metabolic exchange between humans and nature by the associated producers. This conceptual change is remarkable.

In this context, Michael Quante argues for the continuity of Marx’s philosophical conception of the relationship between humans and nature “even if Marx no longer describes it with anthropological and philosophical categories but with the natural scientific category of ‘metabolism.’” But then he criticizes both Marx’s “ambivalences” between philosophy and natural science and an “anti-philosophical trait” in Capital that is the result of this conceptual shift. However, Quante refrains from going into the new dimensions of Marx’s natural sciences in detail. Evidently his critique of Marx is grounded in his own interpretation, in which he hopes to rediscover the basic philosophical motives in the later economic works. The transition from a “philosophical” terminology to a “natural scientific” one is not a simple change of Marx’s personal preference, but reflects the development of his “materialist method” in The German Ideology as a guideline for understanding the historical transformations of the metabolism between humans and nature. In this sense, even if there is an “anti-philosophical trait” there are no “ambivalences” in his later works.

In contrast to the earlier philosophical scheme that simply imposes a utopian ideal on the estranged reality, Marx learned to analyze the
concrete process between humans and nature, which is, on the one hand, transhistorical as an “eternal necessity,” but is, on the other hand, thoroughly socially mediated, given that the economic function of labor differs considerably in each mode of production. In *The German Ideology,* Marx became fully aware that the metabolic interaction takes place within a tight entanglement of both historical and transhistorical aspects. Marx carefully analyzed this dynamic social process in nature in order to comprehend the material conditions for transcending the “separation” in the metabolic interaction between humans and nature.

Marx’s research in the following years became more and more characterized by this unique duality. He studied political economy as an analysis of the *social* forms of economic categories, and simultaneously studied the natural sciences to achieve a scientific basis with regard to *material* qualities in the physical sphere. As emphasized in the following section, Marx’s ecology deals with the synthesis of the historical and transhistorical aspects of social metabolism in explaining how the physical and material dimensions of the “universal metabolism of nature” and the “metabolism between humans and nature” are modified and eventually disrupted by the valorization of capital. Marx’s analysis aims at revealing the limits of the appropriation of nature through its subsumption by capital.

This enormous project nonetheless cost Marx time and energy, so much so that he was not able to finish his magnum opus. Nonetheless, this does not mean that the project was a failure because Marx succeeded in elucidating his theory of metabolism in *Capital* and various economic manuscripts. Furthermore, there are a number of hints for his further theoretical development in his excerpt notebooks that are of great importance. Before analyzing these notebooks, it is helpful first to trace his own description of “metabolism” in the context of its usage in natural scientific and political economy.

**ON THE GENEALOGY OF METABOLISM**

The concept of “metabolism” was first employed in physiology at the beginning of the nineteenth century, even though it is often claimed that Liebig’s “book on *Organic Chemistry in Its Application to Physiology and Pathology* (1842) was the first formal treatise on the subject, introducing the concept of ‘metabolism’ (*Stoffwechsel*).” The famous German chemist is today known as the “father of organic chemistry”; along with Friedrich Wöhler he conducted a series of experiments to analyze
chemical elements to find out not only that two molecules with the same molecular formula can have different properties (an isomer) but also that millions of different kinds of organic compositions can be formed out of various combinations of the simple and presumed unchangeable structures of organic compounds, even though their assumption of unchangeability later proved false. After 1837, Liebig conducted research in physiological chemistry and published the epoch-making *Organic Chemistry in Its Application to Agriculture and Physiology*, usually simply called *Agricultural Chemistry*, as the aforementioned *Organic Chemistry in Its Application to Physiology and Pathology* is usually called *Animal Chemistry*. In these books Liebig applied his newest discoveries in chemistry to an analysis of the organic process of plants and animals. He investigated the reciprocal relationship of plants, animals, and humans as chemical interactions of organic and inorganic substances, even claiming that “the animal organism is a higher kind of vegetable.”

Liebig opened up the new field of chemical analysis of metabolism, which synchronized nicely with the newly discovered law of conservation of energy. He was highly critical of the dominant vitalist dualism of Jean-Baptiste André Dumas and Jean Baptiste Boussignault, who postulated the clear difference between “two kingdoms of plants and animals.”

In one of the earliest usages of the term *metabolism* Liebig depicted the constant interactive process of formation, transformation, and excretion of various compounds within an organic body:

> It cannot be supposed that metabolism in blood, the changes in the substance of the existing organs, by which their constituents are converted into fat, muscular fiber, substance of the brain and nerves, bones, hair &c., and the transformation of food into blood, can take place without the simultaneous formation of new compounds which require removal from the body by the organs of excretion. . . . every motion, every manifestation of organic properties, and every organic action being attended by metabolism, and by the assumption of a new form by its constituents.

Metabolism is an incessant process of organic exchange of old and new compounds through combinations, assimilations, and excretions so that every organic action can continue. Liebig also maintained that the chemical reaction in combination and excretion is the ultimate source of electric current as well as that of warmth and force. Liebig’s theory
of metabolism prepared a scientific basis for further analyses of a living organism as pure chemical process.\(^\text{15}\)

The concept of metabolism, under the influence of Liebig, soon went beyond the nourishment of individual plants, animals, and humans. That is, it could be used to analyze their interaction within a certain environment. Today’s concept of metabolism can be applied not just to organic bodies but also to various interactions in one or multiple ecosystems, even on a global scale, whether “industrial metabolism” or “social metabolism.”\(^\text{16}\) This physiological and chemical concept about an extensive organic whole in nature found a wide reception and was employed beyond natural science, in philosophy and political economy, where it has been used to describe a social metabolism by way of analogy. This was the case in Marx’s writings. However, out of this extension there emerged a certain ambiguity due to the term’s multiple meanings, and it is necessary to distinguish them with commentary.

A careful conceptual differentiation of metabolism in Marx’s writings is of importance, for there are a number of debates in the earlier literature in terms of how he integrated this concept into his political economy.\(^\text{17}\) Even if it is difficult to determine every single source of his inspiration, given that he actively modified the concept for the purpose of his own analysis, this does not mean that one can use text in an arbitrary manner as a source for the sake of justifying a certain interpretation of Marx. Liebig is without doubt one of the most important intellectual sources, as has been convincingly demonstrated by John Bellamy Foster.\(^\text{18}\) The intellectual heritage of Liebig first became manifest in Capital. Yet Marx did not simply take the concept from Liebig’s Agricultural Chemistry, in which the term metabolism appears only twice, but developed and modified the concept through his study of various texts in chemistry and physiology.

It is worth discussing Marx’s first usage of the concept of metabolism, which was not at all referred to in the earlier debates about his ecological perspective. The relevant text is in one of his London Notebooks of March 1851, titled Reflection, which was later published in the MEGA\(^2\).\(^\text{19}\) The date clearly indicates that Marx knew the concept of metabolism before his reading of Liebig’s book in July 1851.

Because of the scant attention the fourth section of the MEGA\(^2\) received, the key passages in Reflection about metabolism were not taken into account in the debates. However, the text provides a helpful hint for Marx’s reception of the physiological concept, for he was not studying natural science so intensively then, so it is safe to assume that he took up the concept right before writing Reflection.
The term “metabolic interaction” (Stoffwechsel) appears three times in Reflection:

Unlike ancient society where only the privileged could exchange this or that [item], everything can be possessed by everybody [in capitalist society]. Every metabolic interaction can be conducted by everyone, depending on the amount of money of one’s income that can be transformed into anything: prostitute, science, protection, medals, servants, cringer—everything [becomes a] product for exchange, just like coffee, sugar, and herring. In the case of rank [society], the enjoyment of an individual, his or her metabolic interaction is dependent on a certain division of labor, under which he or she is subsumed. In the case of class [it is dependent] only on the universal means of exchange that he or she can appropriate. . . . Where the type of income is still determined by the type of occupation, and not simply by the quantity of the universal medium of exchange like today but by the quality of one’s occupation, the relationships, under which the worker can enter into society and appropriate [objects], are severely restricted, and the social organ for the metabolic interaction with the material and mental productions of the society is limited to a certain way and to a particular content from the beginning.

In Reflection, Marx again explicates his critique of the money system with a method of comparison between various forms of society, revealing the class antagonism hidden under the formally free and equal relationship of the bourgeois society. In order to illuminate the specificity of the mode of appropriation under the monetary system, Marx contrasts the appropriation of products in capitalist society with that in precapitalist societies, comprehending the problem as different ways of organizing the “metabolic interaction.” In this sense, the concept of “metabolic interaction” is clearly used to deal with the transhistorical character of the necessity to organize social production.

Since in the precapitalist societies the appropriation of products took place based on the direct personal and political dominance legitimated by tradition, innate privileges, and violence, the variability of labor was limited to that within a certain “rank,” and thus “the social organ for the metabolic interaction with material and mental productions of society” remained much narrower than in capitalist society. In capitalist society, the appropriation and transfer of products takes place on a much larger scale among the formally free and equal owners of commodities and
money. The commodity exchange appears totally free from class con-
flicts, and the “metabolic interaction” seems to enlarge with an increasing
amount of money. Equality and freedom “without class character,” how-
ever, soon turns out to be an “illusion.” In reality, the quantitative
volume of money decides the “enjoyment of an individual, his metabolic
interaction,” totally independent of actual concrete needs. Marx points
to the brutal fact that the abstract formal equality under the system of
money is inverted into the restriction of freedom and equality. To sum
up, Marx in Reflection argues that the individual and social “metabolic
interaction” in the capitalist mode of appropriation ends up heavily lim-
ited, particularly because of the hidden class character of money, so that
individuals are thoroughly impoverished and subjugated to the alien
power of money independently of their concrete needs.

Marx used the concept of metabolism in Reflection, and not in the ear-
lier part of the London Notebooks. Despite this fact, it is possible to find
out the source. Gerd Pawelzig, in his analysis of Marx’s concept of metab-
olism, offers the information that in February 1851 Marx received from
his friend Roland Daniels a manuscript for a book titled Mikrokosmos:
Entwurf einer physiologischen Anthropologie. Daniels was an “excellent,
scientifically educated doctor” according to Marx and Engels, and he was
a member of the Communist League. His intellectual relationship with
Marx was built on a close friendship, and Marx dedicated his book The
Poverty of Philosophy to Daniels.

Daniels wrote to Marx in a letter of February 8, 1851, asking for a
“sharp and candid” critique of his manuscript. As he explained in his
next letter, the principal aim of his Mikrokosmos was to ground, in con-
trast to the spiritualist theory, “the possibility” to understand “human
society in a materialist manner,” based on a “physiological description of
activity.” Daniels conveyed to Marx that he was attempting to apply the
newest physiological knowledge in order to treat the material and mental
activity of humans on both individual and social levels as an object of
(materialist) scientific investigation. In this context metabolism played
an important role. Notably, Daniels used the term in his very first letter
to Marx: “I would risk my organic metabolism against a mental metabo-

dism, and I doubt if I would be able to digest and assimilate so many
things well to reproduce something ordinary.”

Marx carefully studied Daniels’s manuscript in the next month and
commented on it critically, as Daniels had asked in his letter dated March
20. The first usage of the concept of “metabolism” in Reflection is cer-
tainly closely connected with his critique of Daniels’s Mikrokosmos, as
both texts were written in the same month. Pawelzig was nonetheless not conscious of the relevant paragraph in *Reflection* and simply concluded that Marx and Engels in 1851 did not use the term *metabolism* in their notes and letters. But this statement is incorrect.

In Daniels’s *Mikrokosmos*, the concept of “organic metabolism” appears many times. For instance, he defines it as “*simultaneous destruction and regeneration, through which these bodies maintain their individuality as they incessantly and newly produce this individuality—this is a uniqueness whose analogy cannot be found in inorganic bodies.*”

Though there is some affinity between Daniels and Liebig in their treatment of metabolism, Daniels’s discussion displays his originality when he divides “organic metabolism” into “animal and mental metabolism” and criticizes the ungrounded supposition of “vital force.” His materialist understanding of mental metabolism is directed both against the philosophical dualism of “body” and “spirit” and against the Hegelian speculative philosophy of “absolute spirit.” Nonetheless, Daniels’s materialist orientation tends toward a naïve materialism because he interprets human thought, freedom, and history as pure “nerve physiological” phenomena. Even if Daniels, in accordance with Marx’s *German Ideology*, sometimes demands historical explanation through an analysis of “each type of production of material needs of life,” he tends to reduce all dimensions of human activities to a compound of pure physiological—and thus totally ahistorical—“reflex movement” that functions independently of historical production. Consequently, his theory turns out to be mechanistic and deterministic. Marx was not really content with Daniels’s *Mikrokosmos*, as he reported to Engels: “What little sense there is in his letter is a reflection of my own to him.”

Marx’s critique of Daniels does not mean that he entirely dismissed the importance of the manuscript. Daniels’s replies to Marx’s criticisms indicate that he patiently provided him with critical comments and explanations to his questions. Even if Marx did not accept the general direction of Daniels’s materialist project, intensive discussions between them prompted Marx to use the concept of metabolism in his private notes in *Reflection*, and he came to be more interested in physiology, as documented in the *London Notebooks* after July 1851, most notably in excerpts from Liebig’s work. Marx shared an opinion with Daniels that the new physiological concept could be usefully applied to social analysis. In this vein, Marx used the concept not only in terms of “enjoyment of the individual,” in the sense of consumption and digestion, but also in the context of “material and mental production” on a social scale.
Using the analogy to physiological metabolism, he endeavored to comprehend the modern social dynamics of production and consumption where, under a particular form of social division of labor, individuals as organs for “material” and “mental” production are ruinously alienated and impoverished. In *Reflection*, Marx applied the new concept to national economy, following in this sense the direction of Daniels’s program: “The theory of human organism and its relationship to society and nature also builds the *sole stable foundation* for the reform of the communal institution, that is, for the reform of society.”

Unfortunately, further intellectual exchange between Marx and Daniels was interrupted when the latter was arrested in June 1851 in Cologne because of his political activity. He suffered terrible conditions in prison, and after his release died, on August 29, 1855. Marx wrote on September 6, 1855, to his widow, Amalie Daniels:

> It is impossible to describe the grief I felt on hearing that dear, unforgettable Roland had passed away. . . . Seen amongst the others in Cologne, Daniels always seemed to me like the statue of a Greek god deposited by some freak of fate in the midst of a crowd of Hottentots. His premature decease is an irreparable loss not only to his family and friends but also to science, in which he gave promise of the finest achievements, and to the great, suffering mass of humanity, who possessed in him a loyal champion. . . . It is to be hoped that circumstances will some day permit us to wreak upon those guilty of cutting short his career vengeance of a kind sterner than that of an obituary.

Even if Marx did not discuss the concept in detail in *Reflection*, his reading of *Mikrokosmos* clearly prepared a foundation for the further integration of natural sciences into political economy before his excerpts from Liebig’s *Agricultural Chemistry*.

Subsequently, Marx’s usage of the term *metabolism* became more general and systematic during the process of writing the *Grundrisse*. In the passage from the *Grundrisse* quoted above, Marx deals with the incessant interaction between humans and nature with this physiological analogy, treating nature as the inorganic body of humanity. In this vein, Marx discusses the labor process as “metabolic interaction with nature,” that is, as material interaction of three moments of production taking place within nature: raw materials, means of production, and human labor. According to Marx, this “production process in general” is “common to all social conditions” as long as humans produce within nature.
Humans must work and produce, constantly taking out raw materials from nature, modifying nature to create various means of production and subsistence, and giving back waste materials. Labor is an essential moment in this process, and it is a transhistorical and material activity in nature, which Marx also calls “natural force.” After comprehending these three moments, Marx then analyzes how this incessant material exchange between humans and nature transforms itself when it receives a specific capitalist function as “valorization process of capital.” This point is the most important aspect, and I will come back to this theme in the next chapter.

In the *Grundrisse*, there are other meanings of metabolism that Marx continued to use until *Capital*. “Changes of material (Stoffwechsel = metabolism)” is contrasted with “changes of form (Formwechsel).” “Change of form” signifies exchanges of economic forms between money and commodity during the circulation process—“C-M-C” and “M-C-M”—and “change of material” has to do with the constant changes among use values within capitalist society:

Simple circulation consisted of a great number of simultaneous or successive exchanges. . . . A system of exchanges, changes of material [Stoffwechsel], from the standpoint of use value. Changes of form [Formwechsel], from the standpoint of value as such.38

*Stoffwechsel* in this sense takes place as changes of different commodities through their exchanges, and *Formwechsel* between money and commodity occurs at the same time. *Stoffwechsel* proceeds within the sphere of circulation, when necessary use values are distributed among private producers similar to the way blood provides each organ with necessary nutrients. In this usage Marx usually adds the adjective “social”: “Insofar as the process of exchange transfers commodities from hands in which they are non-use-values to hands in which they are use-values, it is a process of social metabolism. . . . We therefore have to consider the whole process in its formal aspect, that is to say, the change in form or the metamorphosis of commodities through which the social metabolism is mediated.”39 This juxtaposition of *Formwechsel* and *Stoffwechsel* in *Capital* also indicates Marx’s original methodological approach to treat the objects of his investigation from both “material” (stofflich) and “formal” (formell) aspects.

Marx’s usage of *Stoffwechsel* and *Formwechsel* differentiates from that of Wilhelm Roscher, who employed the same set of categories before
Marx’s Grundrisse. This comparison is particularly interesting because Marx read volume 1 of Roscher’s Principles of Political Economy, published in 1854, before writing the Grundrisse and wrote down a number of vertical lines to highlight relevant paragraphs in his personal copy. Roscher also integrated new discoveries of physiology and opposed his own “historical and physiological method” of national economy to the “idealistic” one, so that Marx encountered various physiological analogies while he read the book. Furthermore, Roscher openly refers to the physiological analogy of “metabolism” in a national economy:

The greater portion of the national capital is in a state of constant transformation. It is being continually destroyed and reproduced. But from the standpoint of private economy, as well as from that of the whole nation, we say that capital is preserved, increased or diminished accordingly as its value is preserved, increased or diminished.

In a footnote to the last sentence, Roscher continues to argue: “J. B. Say, Traité d’Economie Politique I, ch. 10. Only think of the famous principle of metabolism (Stoffwechsel) in physiology!” Unfortunately, the relevant pages in Marx’s personal copy are missing, so we cannot tell how he reacted to this passage.

Referring to Say’s Traité, Roscher also deals with the Formwechsel of capital in the production process, in which capital is consumed and transformed into another shape without interruption. With Formwechsel, Roscher means change of material shapes, rather than changes of economic forms between money and commodity, as Marx does. Say writes in one of the relevant passages in chapter 10 of the Traité: “In manufacture, as well as agriculture, there are some branches of capital that last for years; buildings and fixtures for instance, machinery and some kinds of tools; others, on the contrary, lose their form entirely; the oil and potash used by soap-makers cease to be oil and potash when they assume the form of soap.” Roscher calls these constant transformations of various materials in the everlasting process of production and consumption within a society Stoffwechsel, similar to Liebig’s comprehension of the physiological process of an organ that sustains its equilibrium in spite of the constant changes of production, consumption, assimilation, and excretion. This analogy nonetheless marks Roscher’s theoretical limitation, for, though he contrasts “form” and “material,” he is not able to abstract the pure economic exchanges of form between commodity and money, but instead confuses the role of exchanges of form with the
transformation of matter. Despite this decisive difference between Marx
and Roscher, Roscher’s argument clearly shows that Marx’s contempo-
rary economists were also willing to use the physiological concept for
their own analysis of the modern economy.

The connection between the *Stoffwechsel* of physiology and political
economy was often mentioned at the time. Even Liebig himself referred
to an analogy between organisms and the state economy in his *Familiar
Letters on Chemistry*:

As in the body of an individual, so also in the sum of all individ-
uals, which constitutes the state, there goes on a change of matter
[Stoffwechsel], which is a consumption of all the conditions of
individuals and social life. Silver and gold have to perform in the
organism of the state the same function as the blood corpuscles in the
human organism. As these round discs, without themselves taking an
immediate share in the nutritive process, are the medium, the essen-
tial condition of the change of matter, of the production of the heat
and of the force by which the temperature of the body is kept up, and
the motions of the blood and all the juices are determined, so has
gold become the medium of all activity in the life of the state.44

Liebig’s analogy, based on an organic theory of the state, is crude,
absent an analysis of money within the capitalist society. It is still inter-
esting that the proponent of the concept of metabolism tried to connect
physiology and political economy, a project soon taken up by Roscher
and Marx.

Also, the agriculturalist in Munich, Carl Fraas, whom Marx inten-
sively studied in 1868, emphasized the importance of “metabolism” for
political economy: “Organism and metabolism—therefore, metabolism
in the national economy, too! It builds the natural scientific founda-
tion of national economy that was almost completely neglected until
now in order to develop mere mathematical economics. However, such
national economy only investigates and combines data without grasping
their cause!”45 Even if there is no direct proof that Marx read Liebig’s
*Familiar Letters on Chemistry* or Fraas’s article, it is conceivable, given
the scientific discourse then, that Marx was also led to adopt this new
physiological concept in his system of political economy.46

In the *Grundrisse*, there is one more usage of metabolism, the “metab-
olism of nature,” which proceeds independently of human intervention.
Use values “are dissolved by the simple metabolism of nature if they are
not actually used.”

This “natural metabolism (natürlicher Stoffwechsel),” as chemical dissolution or modification of material substances, for example, occurs through oxidation and decomposition. Marx refers to this phenomenon again in Capital: “A machine which is not active in the labor process is useless. In addition, it falls prey to the destructive power of natural metabolism.” Labor alone cannot create natural substances; it can only modify their shapes according to various purposes. Labor provides the “natural substance” with “external form.”

For example, the form of a desk that labor provides to the “natural substance” of wood is “external” to the original substance because it does not follow the “immanent law of reproduction.” Although the immanent law maintains the wood in its specific form of a tree, the new form of a desk cannot reproduce its substances in the same way, so that it now starts to get exposed to the natural force of decomposition. In order to protect the product of labor from the power of natural metabolism, a purposeful regulation of metabolism through productive consumption is required, which nonetheless cannot overcome the force of nature. Marx on the one hand emphasizes the human ability of labor to consciously and purposefully modify nature, but on the other hand he recognizes the inevitable limitations and restrictions imposed by nature on the human ability to control the metabolism of nature. He is aware of a certain tension between the immanent law of nature and the external form of nature artificially created by labor. The negligence of this material necessity results in decay and destruction of products by natural laws and natural forces.

To sum up, Marx in the Grundrisse employed the concept of metabolism of political economy with three different meanings and continues to do so until Capital: “metabolic interaction between humans and nature,” “metabolism of society,” and “metabolism of nature.” His sources of inspiration are not so apparent after his reading of Roland Daniels and Wilhelm Roscher because, following his own purpose of developing a system of political economy, Marx generalized and modified the concept as well. Precisely because of this generalization, Marx’s concept of metabolism is exposed to the risk of arbitrary interpretations, discussed together with irrelevant theorists, whose ideas actually have nothing to do with Marx’s theory of metabolism. In the earlier debates, one witnesses such cases that totally neglect Daniels and Liebig and focus only on the influence of “natural scientific materialists” (or “vulgar materialists” as Marxists often call them), such as Jacob Moleschott, Karl Vogt, and Ludwig Büchner. Such claims immediately sound very suspicious, considering that Marx referred to these authors only in private.
letters in a negative and pejorative tone. This misinterpretation shows the importance of correctly grasping Marx’s parting from Feuerbach’s anthropological materialism and the originality of Marx’s theory of metabolism, which must be understood not just philosophically but in a close relation to his system of political economy.

THE LIMITATION OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL MATERIALISM

Those who overvalue natural scientific materialism misinterpret not only Marx’s metabolism theory but also his entire project, because the theoretical affinity between Feuerbach and these natural scientific materialists often hides Marx’s non-philosophical, practical standpoint after The German Ideology. A typical misunderstanding of Marx’s project through the lens of Feuerbachian materialism and natural scientific materialism is characteristic of Alfred Schmidt’s famous book, The Concept of Nature in Marx: “It may be concluded with some certainty that Marx made use of Moleschott’s theory of metabolism, not, of course, without altering it.” Although Schmidt’s view is widely accepted, a careful examination of the texts makes his claim difficult to accept. There is no philological evidence for his claim; Schmidt and his admirers should have seen that Moleschott’s view, as elaborated in The Cycle of Life (Kreislauf des Lebens, 1852), is hardly compatible with Marx’s alliance with Liebig.

Accordingly, Schmidt underestimates, perhaps intentionally, Liebig’s influence on Marx, but provides no convincing reason for doing so. In only one footnote, he succinctly refers to Liebig: “The chemist J. von Liebig, whose views were not without influence on Marx (cf. Capital, Vol. I, p. 506, n. 1), compared the metabolism in nature with the same process in the body politic, in his book Chemische Briefe, Heidelberg, 1851, p. 622 et seq.” Schmidt’s book does not go into Liebig’s Agricultural Chemistry because he believes that Marx “made use of the term ‘metabolism,’ which, for all its scientific air, is nonetheless speculative in character.” He clings to the philosophical concept of nature in the young Marx, no matter what it costs in terms of the truth. For Schmidt, Liebig is too “natural science” compared to Moleschott. However, it is not necessary to interpret the concept of metabolism in such a “speculative” manner, and Schmidt’s remark also contradicts the fact that Marx did not study various disciplines of natural science in accordance with a definite program of the philosophy of nature, as Hegel and Schelling did.

In order to ground his own claim, Schmidt quotes from Moleschott’s theory of metabolism in The Cycle of Life:
What man excretes nourishes the plant. The plant changes the air into solids and nourishes the animal. Carnivorous animals live on herbivorous animals, to fall victim to death themselves and so spread abroad newly germinating life in the plant world. The name “metabolism” has been given to this exchange of material.55

Moleschott’s explanation of metabolism, which is also expressed as “metempsychosis” among all material substances, is so general and abstract that one cannot immediately infer his influence on Marx’s theory.56 Thus it is necessary to look at Moleschott’s theory of metabolism more closely to judge whether Marx would be willing to integrate it “not, of course, without altering it.”

Moleschott was a Dutch doctor and physiologist who participated with Ludwig Büchner and Karl Vogt in a heated “materialism debate” in the 1850s. He advocated a radical materialist view that every mental activity is “only a function of substances in the brain,” and that “the thought stands in the same relation to the brain as bile to the liver or urine to kidneys.”57 Moleschott also reduced thought to a product of the movement of matter in the brain: “Thought is a movement of matter [Stoff].”58 While Liebig in his *Agricultural Chemistry* emphasized the importance of phosphoric acid for an ample growth of plants, Moleschott argued its importance for humans in a provocative manner: “No thought without phosphorus.”59 Admitting the necessity of further research on the functioning of the brain, he put forward a view that with the development of materialist physiology, both physical and mental activities and talents can be determined by measuring the assimilation and excretion of matter. In this vein, he argued that nourishment plays an important role in determining these activities. For example, he contrasted the English worker with the Italian lazzarone: “Who doesn’t know the superiority of the English worker fortified by roast beef compared to the Italien lazzarone whose predominat vegetable diet explains the large part of his disposition to laziness.”60

Moleschott’s mechanistic understanding of the relationship between mental and physical characteristics and nourishment is also reflected in his theory of metabolism, in terms of which he supported the “humus theory” of Gerardus Mulder in Utrecht and criticized Liebig’s “mineral theory.” Liebig maintained, as a result of various chemical experiments, that the direct effect of humus—that is, the dark material of decayed plants in the top layer of soil—upon plant growth occurs only as a result of its decomposition into water and carbonic acid. In contrast, Moleschott and Mulder insisted, in agreement with Albrecht Thaer, on the direct and
essential contribution of a soil nutrient called *Dammsäure* contained in humus for plant growth: “In contrast [to Liebig,] Wiegmann and Mulder, getting rid of any doubt, proved through experiments that neither carbonic acid nor ammonia can replace the effect of *Dammsäure.*”\(^{61}\)

As he counted ammonium compounds of *Dammsäure* as the “most important substance of nourishment,” Moleschott undervalued Liebig’s theory of inorganic substances for plant growth, a theory still valid today, and ignored the concrete chemical reactions of bonding and dissolving among various organic and inorganic substances in the atmosphere, soil, and plants.\(^{62}\) While Liebig argued for the importance of a chemical analysis of soil composition, Moleschott reduced the chemical and physiological process of plant growth into an abstract and overgeneralized “metempsychosis,” forgoing concrete investigations.

In this metempsychosis that subsumes everything under it humans also lose their own labor-mediated historicity and functions within the social and natural metabolism. Moleschott simply stated that humans as ephemeral beings are decomposed into “*Dammsäure* and ammonia” in the soil after death, so that plants can again grow on the soil without exhausting it:

The same carbon and nitrogen that plants take from carbonic acid, *Dammsäure*, and ammonia become grass, clover and wheat, then animal and humans, one after the other, then finally crumble again into carbonic acid and water, *Dammsäure* and ammonia. Here is the natural miracle of cycle. . . . The miracle lies in the eternality of matter throughout the changes of form *[Wechsel der Form]*, in the change of matter *[Wechsel des Stoffs]* from one form to another, and in metabolism *[Stoffwechsel]* as the ultimate ground of earthly life.\(^{63}\)

According to Moleschott’s monistic understanding, humans function only as an element in the eternal cycle of matter, so that the “metabolism between humans and nature” receives no particular theoretical and practical attention at all. Moleschott’s explanation about the conditions for sustaining the material basis of interaction between various organisms on the earth is simply about the abstract and ahistorical cycle of indestructible matter in which every animal and human goes back to the soil after death, all for the sake of nourishing new plants.

So Liebig was fully right when in his lecture in 1856 he called Moleschott one of the “dilettantes who stroll at the edge of natural science,” who act like “children in knowledge of natural laws.”\(^{64}\) One can
expect the same reaction from Marx. Subsequent to his intensive discussion with Daniels in the beginning of the 1850s, when he became familiar with Liebig’s *Agricultural Chemistry* and Johnston’s *Lectures on Agricultural Chemistry*, he found both highly critical of humus theory. Given this, Schmidt’s claim about Moleschott’s influence upon Marx’s metabolism theory is not plausible. Furthermore, Moleschott’s materialist view of the world overlaps to some extent with that expressed in Daniels’s *Mikrokosmos*, and in this sense Marx’s critical remark that Daniels’s explanation is “on the one too mechanistic, on the other too anatomic” can be applied to Moleschott’s materialism. Moleschott neglected the mediating role of labor in the production process and explains the totality of the world only in terms of the transhistorical movement of matter and force. What is missing in his explanation is the specific historical “economic form determination” (ökonomische Formbestimmung), the analysis of which Marx regarded as the central task of his critique of political economy.

Like Vogt and Büchner, Moleschott stood close to Feuerbach’s philosophy of essence. He often corresponded with him, and gave Feuerbach the impulse to study the new disciplines of physiology and medicine. Later, Moleschott reflected that Feuerbach’s anthropology was the “task of my entire life.” He particularly saw the affinity with Feuerbach’s project of anthropology, a materialist attempt to overcome all dualist oppositions between body and mind, matter and soul, God and world:

> Feuerbach made it clear to the consciousness that *humans* as the foundation for all intuition and all thoughts are the starting point. Feuerbach carried the banner for the science of human beings, i.e., anthropology. This flag becomes victorious through the research on matter and its movement. . . . The angel around which today’s world wisdom rotates is the theory of metabolism.

Moleschott envisioned his physiological theory of metabolism in continuity with Feuerbach’s program, reducing all appearances of the world to the true materialist principle of essence, that is, of “matter.”

Inspired by new discoveries in the natural sciences made by his followers, Feuerbach also praised Moleschott’s work, claiming it possessed a “universal and revolutionary significance of natural science.” In his review of Moleschott’s *Theory of Nutrition (Lehre der Nahrungsmittel)*, titled “Natural Science and Religion,” Feuerbach in a totally positive tone quoted Moleschott’s remark that “life is metabolism.” He even
considered Moleschott’s reduction of human functions to nourishment correct, arguing that the “doctrine of foods is of great ethical and political importance. Food becomes blood, blood becomes heart and brain, thoughts and mind-stuff . . . Man is what he eats (Der Mensch ist, was er isst).”70 Feuerbach believed that his philosophical program, the historical reform of consciousness, now acquired a new scientific foundation, although the failure of the revolution in 1848–49 clearly demonstrated the practical limitation of the Young Hegelian “radical” philosophy and significantly weakened its attractiveness.71 It is not merely a purely epistemological issue, as he repeatedly pointed to the possible political consequences emerging out of Moleschott’s radical metabolism theory because it could refute the Christian worldview. In his praise for Moleschott’s new pantheism (“Hen kai pan” or “One-and-All”), which advocated “nourishment” as the foundation of all physical and mental activity and existence, without recourse to any God-like transcendence, one can confirm Feuerbach’s theoretical continuity from *The Essence of Christianity* in the post-revolutionary period.72

One can also infer from the affinity between Feuerbach and Moleschott that Marx after 1845 neither accepted nor praised natural scientific materialism. Moleschott was, like Feuerbach, too easily satisfied with reducing all perceptions and appearances to their “essence,” that is to say, “matter” and “force,” in order to oppose his radical materialist worldview to philosophical dualism. As a result of his crude materialism, he fell into a naïve realism that identifies all of reality with matter and force, and into dogmatism due to the impossibility of proving the existence and exact functions of matter and force. Moleschott was not interested in the concrete historical transformation of the relationship between humans and nature, because it was presupposed from the beginning that essence must remain the same due to the eternity and indestructibility of matter, no matter how much its shapes get modified in history. Marx’s *German Ideology*, by contrast, rejected any direct reduction of a phenomenon into its “essence” because it is not possible to overcome the objectively inverted world by simply pointing out its hidden truth and essence on an epistemic level. Thus Marx attempted to investigate the historical social relations that constantly produce and reproduce the inverted world of objective “appearance.” While Feuerbach still clung to the same scheme of philosophy of essence as a basis for a radical social change even after the failure of revolution of 1848 and found himself in sympathy with Moleschott, Marx determinedly parted from philosophy, devoting himself to the study of political economy and natural science.
If Schmidt, in spite of the incompatibility between Marx and Feuerbach, argues for the importance of Moleschott’s metabolism for Marx, the reason for it lies in his own ontological understanding of nature, which has nothing to do with Marx’s theory. Schmidt claims to find the “negative ontology” of nature in Marx’s thought, according to which nature exists as the totality that encompasses both nature and society, and penetrates even into society: “The whole of nature is socially mediated and, inversely, society is mediated through nature as a component of total reality.” Schmidt believes that nature in its entirety cannot be completely reduced to “second nature” because there is a “material side (stoffliche Seite)” that cannot be arbitrarily modified: “In the direct labor-process, i.e. the metabolism between man and nature, the material side triumphs over the historically determined form.”

Schmidt does not explain what exactly of this “material side” remains against the historically determined form, however, but mystifies it. This result is not accidental. Because Feuerbach and Moleschott reduced the relationship of humans and nature to a transhistorical ontology, Schmidt expresses sympathy to their conception of nature, due to his own philosophical interest. Schmidt consequently simplifies Marx’s theory of metabolism, rather in a Moleschottian manner, in favor of “ontological’ dignity” associated with a mere recognition of an “eternal nature-imposed necessity.” Such an abstract irreducibility of nature is so obvious and banal, removed from all concrete context, as to scarcely require mysterious philosophic jargon, such as “negative ontology.”

Theodor Adorno, Schmidt’s supervisor, criticized Marx for his alleged optimistic belief in the possibility of abolishing natural laws: “That the assumption of natural laws is not to be taken à la lettre—that least of all is it to be ontologized in the sense of design, whatever its kind, of so-called man—this is confirmed by the strongest motive behind all Marxist theory: that those laws can be abolished.” It is plausible that Schmidt’s “negative ontology” of nature is aimed at showing the non-transcendence of natural laws in Marx against Adorno’s critique, but this defense has nothing to do with Marx’s project. Adorno missed Marx’s point from the start. Indeed, Marx deals with the relationship between the “formal” and “material” sides of the metabolism between humans and nature in its historical dynamics in a much more nuanced way than Schmidt does.

The fact that Schmidt’s theory of metabolism deals only with the ontological dimension of nature without examining its concrete modifications under the historical dynamics of the capitalist mode of production is closely tied to his own philosophical standpoint, which
praises Feuerbach’s philosophy as “anthropological materialism.” Schmidt’s theoretical limitation manifests itself in his new introduction to the German fourth edition of The Concept of Nature in Marx, in which Schmidt attempts to develop “ecological materialism.” Admitting that his earlier work on Marx’s concept of nature did not pay enough attention to its ecological aspects, Schmidt now rethinks the possibility of the ecological critique in Marx’s theory, but in the end he only strengthens his earlier critique of Marx’s “anthropocentrism” as being anti-ecological because Marx transforms nature into the object of technological exploitation and manipulation. Schmidt writes: “It is evident that Marx’s—mature—theory also illustrates nature under the historical a priori of administration, domination and oppression.” In order to avoid the instrumentalization of nature and to ground the truly materialist standpoint of “ecological materialism,” Schmidt, in line with his philosophy of negative ontology, goes back to Feuerbach’s Essence of Christianity. He is dependent on Feuerbach’s explanation about the worldview of the Greeks who wanted to find the harmony of humans with their environment realized in a “beautiful object”:

It is clear that Feuerbach’s recourse to the pretechnical and mythical worldview of the Greeks is not a mere reflex of his Romantic longings. Feuerbach reminds us of the possibility that was buried under many layers at his own time, the possibility to experience nature not only as an object of science or raw material, but “aesthetically” in a sensuous and receptive sense as in art.

What is at stake in Schmidt’s “materialist ecology” is a transformation of consciousness, so that one can reach a new image of nature as a unity of humans and nature beyond the dominant modern instrumentalization of nature. However, the main point of Marx’s critique of Feuerbach in The German Ideology reminds us of the powerlessness of an attempt to change consciousness without changing social and material conditions. Abstract sensuous perception or intuition, he suggests, is not in itself capable of transforming real-world conditions—a view that is incompatible with Schmidt’s “materialist ecology.”

BEYOND “NATURAL SCIENTIFIC MATERIALISM”

Amy E. Wendling’s 2009 book, Karl Marx on Technology and Alienation, put forward another interpretation of Marx’s theory of metabolism, again
in support of Marx’s alleged “natural scientific materialism.” Insisting
upon the influence of Ludwig Büchner’s *Matter and Force* (1855), her
argument may look convincing at first glance, but it is necessary to
examine her interpretation, especially with regard to the incompatibility
between Marx and the natural scientific materialists.

Wendling points to a major transformation of Marx’s concept of
“labor” as a result of his exposure to the natural sciences and natural
scientific materialism. While Marx’s concept of labor in the 1840s was
still “ontologically” understood, in that he comprehended the essence of
human beings under the influence of Aristotle, John Locke, Adam Smith,
and Hegel, Marx, after the *Grundrisse*, in agreement with Büchner and
Moleschott, began to emphasize the “thermodynamic” theory of value in
contrast to Liebig. Although there is no direct evidence that Marx seri-
ously studied thermodynamics in the 1840s and 1850s, Wendling argues
that it is possible to find its traces in his texts. She quotes one passage
from the *Grundrisse*, where Marx discusses the metamorphosis of indi-
vidual capitals with an analogy to the organic body:

This change of form and matter ([Form und Stoffwechsel] [of capital])
is like that in the organic body. If one says, e.g., the body reproduces
itself in 24 hours, this does not mean it does it all at once, but rather
that the shedding in one form and renewal in the other is distributed,
takes place simultaneously. Incidentally, in the body the skeleton is
the fixed capital; it does not renew itself in the same period of time
as flesh, blood.81

In this passage Marx argues that different organs of the body, which
are produced and reproduced through the same process of metabolism,
require different time periods for replacement and destruction depending
on their material properties. According to Wendling, this is an adequate
physiological analogy of political economy, for “fixed capital” also remains
within the production process longer than “circulating capital.” By this
time, Marx was so familiar with the natural sciences in applying their
concepts to political economy that he did not provide his source here.

Wendling claims to have found a relevant source for this passage and
quotes a passage from Büchner’s *Matter and Force*, published in 1855, to
ground her thesis that Marx’s *Grundrisse* documents his transition to a
“thermodynamic” paradigm. She refers to the following passage in an
English translation of the book:
With each breath that passes from our lips we exhale part of the food we eat and of the water we drink. The[se] change so quickly that we may well say that in a space of from four to six weeks we are materially quite different and new beings—with the exception of the skeletal organs of the body, which are firmer and therefore less liable to change.  

This passage makes a clear distinction between bone and other organs in the incessant metabolic process within the organic body. Bone is harder than other parts, and thus is capable of lasting over a longer time. Therefore it can function as an analogy of the fixed capital, which lasts longer than circulating capital.  

If one casually reads Wendling’s book, it seems plausible that Büchner plays an important role because Marx, in the passage above, makes an effort to establish the key categories of “fixed” and “floating” capital. At the same time, Wendling’s claim that Marx’s concept of labor moves toward a thermodynamic paradigm after reading Büchner’s book will also appear convincing.  

However, Wendling’s claim immediately becomes suspect once one reads Büchner in the German original. It turns out that he is discussing a completely different point in the relevant passage:  

With each breath that passes from our lips we exhale part of the food we eat and of the water we drink. We change so rapidly that we may well say that in a space of from four to six weeks we are materially quite different and new beings—The atoms are exchanged, but the type of their combination remains the same.  

As clearly indicated, Büchner does not actually talk about bones in comparison with other organs. He deals with the “combination” of elements in each organic part; that is, he talks about a general physiological characteristic of the organs, which, despite the constant changes of their elements throughout the metabolic process, their “combination” in each organ remains the same. Through breathing and eating, the organic body is continuously replaced and renewed. Despite this, the chemical analysis shows that the composition of organic compounds of each part of the body, whether blood, muscle, or bone, remains the same. Thanks to the equivalence between the constant assimilation and excretion, it is possible that the combination of each organ remains constant, and this is
why Büchner describes metabolism as the “eternal and continuous cycle of the minute particles of substance.”

The English translator of *Matter and Force* made a modification of the original text, which Wendling unfortunately focused on. This is not just a careless mistake; there is a reason for it. Wendling chose a passage in the *Grundrisse* where Marx employs the concept of metabolism, which is usually discussed in relation to Liebig, a harsh critic of natural scientific materialism, but her intent was to emphasize the importance of natural scientific materialism for Marx’s political economy. This was necessary if she was to prove her thesis about Marx’s “thermodynamic” transition in the 1850s.

Wendling challenges the importance of Liebig’s theory, repeatedly criticizing his theory as false “vitalism,” as Büchner and Moleschott did. She even claims that distancing from the “Liebigian Enlightenment ideal” allowed Marx to move to the thermodynamic paradigm. It is true that Liebig’s physiology sometimes reverts to the supposition of “vital force.” But this does not mean that his chemical analysis and method can be fully reduced to vitalism. Wendling on the one hand neglects the theoretical development of Liebig’s physiology, and on the other marginalizes Marx’s strong interest in Liebig’s theory of metabolism in favor of Büchner. This negligence leads her to a serious one-sidedness. Her interpretation of Marx’s research on natural sciences does not reveal his ecological interests due to her rejection of Liebig’s theory and her support for natural scientific materialism. A theory that argues for an ahistorical, eternal cycle of material cannot adequately trace the historical problem of exhaustion of natural resources, which, as Liebig posits, is the result of the disturbance of the metabolic interaction between humans and nature. His ecological critique of “robbery agriculture” has nothing to do with vitalism, and it is this aspect of Liebig’s agricultural chemistry that contributes to the ecological development of Marx’s critique of political economy.

In terms of a possible text source that really emphasizes the various reproduction periods of different organs, one can turn to the work of Carl Gustav Carus, a German physiologist and natural philosopher. Marx knew of his work, as his name appears not just in Daniels’s letter to Marx but also in Daniels’s *Mikrokosmos*. In his *System of Physiology*, Carus explicated the same point as Marx in the *Grundrisse*:

> It might be now also necessary to refer to the *time ratio* in which the transformation of elementary parts of the organism takes place. . . . 1) In any case the components of parenchymatous fluid change fastest,
because it is this fluid that conditions the change of all solid elementary parts, and furthermore, it, like any living thing, must be engaged in a continuous process of perishing and generating. . . . 2) Among solid elementary parts, soft parts change their substance more rapidly than the totally rigid ones. This proposition necessarily follows from the earlier one; since the soft elementary parts are penetrated by the formative fluid even more than the rigid ones, a more rapid metabolism takes place in the former, even if this cannot be so easily proved by experiments compared to the latter.90

With the concept of metabolism, Carus explained how different organs are destroyed over different time periods and then newly replaced. The liquid, that is, blood, is fastest, and muscles and skins come to the next, and bones are slowest. It is possible that Marx knew Carus's discussion, and if he did not, other physiologists at the time also emphasized the same point. Carl Fraas described it in his Nature of Agriculture, from which Marx later made excerpts:

It is true that metabolism takes place everywhere, but it is much weaker in the firmly organized tissues without considerable contribution to excretions that indicate the total replacement than in fluids, first of all, in blood, its cells (granules), and plasma.91

Thus, despite Wendling’s argument, there is no convincing reason to believe that Büchner’s materialism was crucial for the Grundrisse. His philosophical and physiological views are less sophisticated than those of other contemporary natural scientists.

Marx’s discussion on the different periods for reproducing different organs also documents his theoretical originality, which cannot be fully reduced to Liebig’s theory of metabolism. Not only did Marx use in Reflection the concept of metabolism before reading Liebig’s work, but he also integrated in the Grundrisse various aspects of physiological discourses. Certainly, Liebig emphasized the necessity of the equivalence between assimilation and excretion of each organ:

If we reflect, that the slightest motion of a finger consumes force; that in consequence of the force expended, a corresponding portion of muscle diminishes in volume; it is obvious, that an equilibrium between supply and waste of matter (in living tissues) can only occur when the portion separated or expelled in a lifeless form is, at the
same instant in which it loses its vital condition, restored in another part.

Liebig recognized that the “equilibrium between supply and waste of matter” must proceed during the constant metabolic process. Otherwise, each organ would continue increasing or decreasing, which is the case with children and old people. It would not have been difficult to add that each organ has a different time period for this replacement, given that other physiologists such as Carus and Fraas had pointed this out. Liebig, however, ended with simply pointing out the necessity of the equilibrium without going into the material difference among various organs.

Though Liebig’s contribution to the development of Marx’s theory of metabolism is undeniable, the *Grundrisse* also confirms that Marx was not simply following Liebig’s concept of metabolism. He also took different aspects of metabolism from other authors. This relative independence of Marx’s use of metabolism becomes important later, when Marx started reading various works against Liebig, although he continues to have the highest praise for Liebig’s theory of soil exhaustion. This reading will lead him to the extension of his ecological theory of metabolism after 1868.

Marx clearly recognized that the natural scientific materialists were not dealing with the different reproduction periods among various organs, and that this was their theoretical defect. He explicitly conveyed his opinion to Engels in a letter dated March 5, 1858, while he was writing the *Grundrisse*:

“In considering the reproduction of machinery, as distinct from circulating capital, one is irresistibly reminded of the Moleschotts who also pay insufficient attention to the period of reproduction of the bony skeleton, contenting themselves, like the economists, with the average time taken by the human body to replace itself completely.” Without doubt, “the Moleschotts” include not only Moleschott himself but also Büchner and Vogt. In this quote, Marx criticized Büchner’s physiological analysis precisely in terms of what Wendling praises about him, because he did not take into account the relationship of concrete material properties to the whole process of metabolism. What is typical about the natural scientific materialists is a cognition of materialist “essence,” such as the quantity of phosphorus in bones or the unchanging balance of atoms of organs. When Marx analyzed the relation of fixed and circulating capital, his physiological analogy showed, in contrast to Büchner, that he actually paid particular attention to material differences in relation to economic forms.
THE ROLE OF PHYSIOLOGY IN THE GRUNDRISSE

The discussion above helps in understanding why, in contrast to the analysis of Moleschott and Büchner, who stood closer to Feuerbach’s philosophy of essence, Marx’s theory of metabolism needs to be examined in relation to his own political economy. As shown earlier, Moleschott and Büchner reduced, like Feuerbach, historical and social relations into an ahistorical essence. They went so far as to dissolve the entire world into various combinations of eternal and unchangeable matter. Schmidt tried to go beyond Moleschott, comprehending the “material side” of nature in relation to its historical modifications in capitalist society. He was not able to fulfill this task because his “negative ontology” was still trapped in Feuerbach’s philosophy of essence. Marx, after 1845, began to analyze this “material side” of political economy, such as use value, nature, human needs, in a very different way.

In the Grundrisse, Marx reflects on his own method of political economy, which deals with the relationship between “matter (Stoff)” and “economic form determinations.” First he argues that economic forms are the object of his investigation, but he also recognizes the importance of matter:

Above all it will and must become clear in the development of the individual sections to what extent use value exists not only as presupposed matter, outside economics and its forms, but to what extent it enters into it.94

Marx’s analysis in the Grundrisse at first excludes use value from the object of political economy, treating it simply as something given, in order to systematically develop the pure economic categories, such as “commodity,” “value,” “money,” and “capital.” For example, various different things with a wide range of use values can all be “commodity,” and different types of labor produce “value.” Marx first aims at answering the general questions, such as “What is the commodity?” and “What is value?” and at clarifying under what social relations these categories attain objective validity. Here Marx does not talk about particular material properties or use values.

His project does not end there, however, and his analysis proceeds to ask to what extent “presupposed matter” is modified by economic forms, and to what extent it still retains its own independence in reality. Marx’s
systematic analysis of economic categories includes the process by which economic form determination by capital actively modifies the material dimension of the world, but at the same time repeatedly confronts various limitations.

In this context, natural science is useful for Marx’s project because it helps him to comprehend the material aspects of economic analysis, as can be seen in his letter to Engels, where Marx distinguishes “fixed” and “floating” capital with the use of physiological concepts. His research in natural science was not complete when he was writing the Grundrisse, but he tried to integrate it into his critique of political economy. In the Grundrisse he again emphasized the same physiological analogy:

In the human body, as with capital, the different elements are not exchanged at the same rate of reproduction, blood renews itself more rapidly than muscle, muscle than bone, which in this respect may be regarded as the fixed capital of the human body.95

The difference of the period of reproduction for the attrition and renewal of capital is conditioned by the natural properties of each material, like the reproduction of the human body. In the labor process, there are raw and auxiliary materials, such as oil, tallow, wood, and coal that cannot be used more than one time and thus must be replaced after every labor process, whereas other means of production, such as a building or a machine, last over many years and can go into the labor process many times. This difference in terms of the caducity of each element in the labor process is at first purely material, so it exists “outside economics.”

Marx argues that the distinction between “fixed capital” and “circulating capital” is in the first instance to be regarded as a “merely formal distinction,” because both forms of capital are distinguished by the different types of return of value.96 Thus, says Marx, the same material can function as fixed as well as circulating capital. Raw materials for constructing a building or machine that the producers buy are circulating capital for them, but the same material can function as the fixed capital for those who use them over multiple production processes. The same material thus receives different economic form determinations depending on its purely economic function in the valorization process of capital. In this sense, Marx writes that capital, “as value, is indifferent to every specific form of use value.”97
Marx quickly adds, however, that this indifference of economic form determination is not completely freed from the material characteristics of its bearers. They can have a “determinant” impact upon the economic form because their actual existence as fixed capital indeed requires less caducity, so that they can persist over multiple production processes. Different material durableness receives economic form determinations in the production process. Whereas the earlier distinction of “variable” and “invariable” capital was a “merely formal” distinction from the perspective of the valorization of capital, which makes the difference of use value fall “entirely outside the capital’s specific character as form [Formbestimmung],” now, in the analysis of capitalist production, “with the distinction between circulating capital (raw material and product) and fixed capital (means of labor), the distinctness of the elements as use value is posited simultaneously as a distinction within capital as capital, on its formal side [Formbestimmung].” Marx also says that the material difference in the production process that earlier fell outside the economic analysis “now appears as a qualitative division within capital itself, and as a determinant of its total movement (turnover).” The material bearer of capital now plays an active and determinant role as a physical basis for the categorical differentiation of floating and fixed capital. Capital is inevitably conditioned by the material nature of use values: “The particular nature of use value, in which the value exists, or which now appears as capital’s body, here appears as itself a determinant of the form and of the action of capital.”

This material nature of use value exerts a great influence on the accumulation of capital. Because of a bigger proportion of more durable fixed capital, the turnover of capital becomes slower because only a smaller aliquot of fixed capital goes into the valorization process each time. The slower turnover of capital results from the historical tendency of capitalism, the process of which is accompanied by the introduction and further development of the machinery system, impacting the rate of profit, and generating a tendency for this to fall. Marx analyzes how the pure economic form determinations must be incarnated by certain material bearers, and how they can condition capital’s accumulation.

Marx later discusses this material limitation imposed on the valorization of capital on the level of reproduction in more detail with regard to the difference of fixed and circulating capital. As indicated by the physiological analogy, circulating capital must be provided and replaced faster than fixed capital in order to continue the production process without
Capital can valorize itself only when all necessary raw and auxiliary materials are existent in addition to labor power and machines. Capital is inevitably interested in establishing access to abundant and cheap raw and auxiliary materials because this can increase the rate of profit. The equilibrium of consumption and renewal of circulating capital can suddenly become difficult or even get interrupted, for example, due to a lack of raw and auxiliary materials, whose production is often dependent on changing natural conditions. The bigger the forces of production become and the faster and bigger the required amount of raw materials (wood and iron) and auxiliary materials (oil and coal) for renewal, the more unstable the entire production becomes because it is more and more dependent on natural conditions. Crop failure or exhaustion of soil and mines can harm capital accumulation and totally interrupt the production process:

Since the reproduction of raw material is not dependent solely on the labor employed on it, but on the productivity of this labor which is bound up with natural conditions, it is possible for the volume, the amount of the product of the same quantity of labor, to fall (as a result of bad seasons). The value of the raw material therefore rises... More must be expended on raw material, less remains for labor, and it is not possible to absorb the same quantity of labor as before. Firstly this is physically impossible, because of the deficiency in raw material. Secondly, it is impossible because a greater portion of the value of the product has to be converted into raw material, thus leaving less for conversion into variable capital. Reproduction cannot be repeated on the same scale. A part of fixed capital stands idle and a part of the workers is thrown out on the streets.101

Marx points to the possibility of an economic crisis partly due to the unfavorable factors imposed by the natural conditions of the production process and partly due to the unregulated desire of capital for accumulation. While the turnover of capital is a purely formal movement of value, in reality its actual valorization is necessarily conditioned by its material side, so that without adequate material equilibrium of fixed and circulating capital its valorization becomes “physically impossible.” Writing in this way, Marx is without doubt conscious of the potential for crisis immanent to capital’s inability of the absolute mastery over nature. The crisis is nothing but the disturbance of the equilibrium in the social and natural metabolism.102
Of course, capital does not passively accept this material obstacle imposed on its endless desire for accumulation. Whenever it encounters a limit, it immediately tries to overcome it. In this sense, Rosa Luxemburg is wrong in her analysis of Marx’s “scheme of reproduction” when she argues that the disturbance of the equilibrium within the scheme would directly result in the fatal crisis of capitalism. She underestimates the stubbornness of capitalism because, as Marx repeatedly emphasizes, there is an “elastic power of capital” with which it can react to the digression of the social and natural metabolism from its ideal equilibrium. Marx argues that

capital is not a fixed magnitude, but a part of social wealth which is elastic, and constantly fluctuates with the division of surplus-value into revenue and additional capital. It has been seen further that, even with a given magnitude of functioning capital, the labor-power, science and land (which means, economically speaking, all the objects of labor furnished by nature without human intervention) incorporated in it form elastic powers of capital, allowing it, within certain limits, a field of action independent of its own magnitude.

Capital develops the system of transportation and interchanges and furthermore always tries to exploit new free or cheap natural resources and labor power. In this sense, the “elastic power of capital” is actually based on various elastic characteristics of the material world that can be both intensively and extensively exploited according to capital’s needs.

As can be observed in the history of capitalism, capital invents various counteractions in order to overcome every limit to capital accumulation, out of which there emerges a tendency of capital to construct “a system of general exploitation of the natural and human qualities” and “a system of general utility”:

Hence exploration of all of nature in order to discover new, useful qualities in things; universal exchange of the products of all alien climates and lands; new (artificial) preparation of natural objects, by which they are given new use values. The exploration of the earth in all directions, to discover new things of use as well as new useful qualities of the old, such as new qualities of them as raw materials etc.

Capital exploits the whole world in search of new useful and cheap raw materials, new technologies, new use values, and new markets, and
it develops new natural sciences so that neither bad seasons nor resource scarcity bring about difficulty for capital accumulation. What is essential for capital in this process is the transcending of all material limits existing in nature through technological mastery of nature. The enormous elasticity of capital is based on this exploitation of all utilities in the world, and in the history of capitalism, capital always endured small and large disturbances in production and circulation but developed even more through them. This universal exploitation of the world transforms nature for the first time into “an object of humankind, purely a matter of utility,” and Marx famously calls it the “great civilizing influence of capital,” which proceeds with constant destruction of old ways of life, as well as nature itself.  

However, Marx also argues that this transcending of all limits through the mastery of nature can be achieved only “ideally”: “But from the fact that capital posits every such limit as a barrier and hence gets ideally beyond it, it does not by any means follow that it has really overcome it, and, since every such barrier contradicts its character, its production moves in contradictions which are constantly overcome but just as constantly posited.” Since the material elasticity is not infinite, there inescapably remains a certain material limitation that capital cannot overcome in reality. The limitation is not fixed a priori but can be altered as new technologies resist the exhaustion of natural resources by discovering new reserves or other replacements and expand the disposable natural forces with lower costs, or even manage to do so free of charge. Marx calls this the unity of the opposing tendencies that are part of capitalism’s “living contradiction.” Its manifestations require a concrete historical analysis, which is beyond the scope of the current investigation of this book. Nonetheless, one can formulate the general historical tendency of capitalism: Capital always tries to overcome its limitations through the development of productive forces, new technologies, and international commerce, but, precisely as a result of such continuous attempts to expand its scale, it reinforces its tendency to exploit natural forces (including human labor power) in search of cheaper raw and auxiliary materials, foods, and energies on a global scale. This process deepens its own contradictions, such as with massive deforestation in the Amazon region; pollution of water, soil, and air by extractive industry in China; the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico; and the nuclear catastrophe in Fukushima.

Despite various creative innovations and rapid technological progress, capital brings about more and more disturbances in the metabolic
interaction between humans and nature and inevitably impedes the free and sustainable development of human individuality. However, the ecological crisis does not automatically lead to a collapse of capitalism, as Paul Burkett rightly argues: “To put it bluntly, capital can in principle continue to accumulate under any natural conditions, however degraded, so long as there is not a complete extinction of human life.” Long before capital accumulation becomes impossible due to the ecological degradation of the world—as expressed in the famous “second contradiction of capitalism”—human civilization will very likely no longer be able to subsist. This is why the capitalist system must be judged as irrational from a perspective of sustainable human development.

My illustration here is not a systematic analysis of Marx’s ecology and crisis theory, as his theory of value and reification is still missing. The discussion above can nonetheless provide the basic idea that the natural conditions of production can impede capital accumulation. There is a tension between nature and capital, and Marx treats the irrationality of purely formal economic categories from the perspective of the physical and natural world in his economic analysis. In this vein, he avoids falling into the abstract theory of “negative ontology” by seriously studying natural sciences to understand which properties of the “material sides” can be used for the sake of an effective capital valorization and what works against it. Marx attempts to comprehend the possible resistance against capital from the perspective of the material world.

In the end, it is important to emphasize once again that Marx’s concept of metabolism does not simply remain on the level of the abstract dialectics of humans and nature in the Paris Notebooks. “Matter” (Stoff) is for Marx not a mere Romantic idea, which, as Feuerbach assumes, exists independently of every human intervention. Marx’s critique after The German Ideology refuses any type of transhistorical treatment of the relationship between humans and nature; rather, he analyzes how the concrete labor process, as an incessant metabolism between humans and nature, is radically modified by the logic of capital. The unique art of Marx’s questioning is thus the following one: “To what extent [is] the character of the labor process . . . changed by its subsumption under capital?” If the character of labor in the labor process is transformed due to the reified dominion of capital, it follows that the entire metabolism between humans and nature is radically disrupted. How this contradiction is made concrete needs to be analyzed with Marx’s Capital.
Despite recent robust discussions of “Marx’s ecology,” one still repeatedly hears the critical view that a systematic illustration of Marx’s ecology is not possible. Critics argue that there are only sporadic ecological references in his written works, demonstrating that Marx’s ecological interest was unfortunately not a serious one and thus his overall theory is fatally flawed. In this vein, Jason W. Moore argues that John Bellamy Foster’s theory of “metabolic rift” inevitably “has reached an impasse.” Though the potentiality of a classical Marxist approach is widely undervalued by first-stage ecosocialists, their critique at least brings up an important challenge for a further development of an ecological critique of capitalism oriented to Marx’s own method and system. However, they mistakenly believe that Marx’s theory of metabolism does not have a systematic character related to his value theory in Capital. This is why critics argue that Foster and Burkett merely gather Marx’s isolated and sporadic remarks about ecology, and their analysis is misunderstood as an “apocalyptic” warning about ecological catastrophes.

Only a systematic analysis of Marx’s theory of metabolism as an integral part of his critique of political economy can convincingly demonstrate, against the critics of his ecology, how the capitalist mode of production brings about various types of ecological problems due to its insatiable desire for capital accumulation. And why radical social change on a global scale, one that consciously constructs a cooperative, non-capitalist economic structure, is indispensable if humanity is to achieve a sustainable regulation of natural and social metabolism.

In this chapter, I provide a systematic interpretation of Capital, arguing that Marx’s critique of metabolic rifts can be consistently developed from his value theory. His analysis of abstract labor reveals the...
fundamental tension between a reified commodity production and a sustainable intercourse with nature. Marx’s *Capital* analyzes this tension to demonstrate that capital as the “subjectification” (*Versubjektivierung*) of value can interact with nature only in a one-sided manner, insofar as, according to the logic of capital, the squeezing of abstract labor constitutes the sole source of the capitalist form of wealth. With this insight, *Capital* prepares a theoretical foundation for further analyses of the historically specific dynamics of production in capitalism, in which the logic of capital radically modifies and reorganizes the incessant material interaction between humans and nature and finally even destroys it. In this context, Marx’s “theory of reification” is of great importance, because it explains how capital, going beyond the production process, transforms human desires and even all of nature for the sake of its own maximal valorization.

By dealing with the relationship between “ecology” and “reification,” it becomes necessary to displace the focus of the critique of political economy from social and economic “forms” to the “material” (*stofflich*) dimensions of the world. The material dimensions undergo various discrepancies and disharmonies precisely as a result of economic form determinations. Though Marx often points to the significance of “matter” (*Stoff*) in *Capital* and its preparatory manuscripts, the material dimension of his critique was largely underestimated in recent debates within Western Marxism. Good examples of this are “*Kapitallogik*” by Hans-Georg Backhaus and Helmut Reichelt, the “new reading of Marx” of Michael Heinrich and Ingo Elbe, and the “New Dialectics” of Chris Arthur and Tony Smith.4

Thus, after describing the labor process as a transhistorical metabolism, in this chapter I will make a “detour” to a Japanese interpretation of Marx that is seldom heard in the West, that which is based on the “Kuruma School.” With this Japanese reading of *Capital*, it is possible to construct a stable theoretical foundation for further analysis in terms of how Marx thought of the exhaustion of the labor force and the soil not just as manifestation of the contradictions of capitalism but as a place of resistance against capital.

**THE LABOR PROCESS AS TRANSHISTORICAL METABOLISM**

To reveal the historical modifications of the metabolic interaction between humans and nature through the economic logic of capitalism, we must first deal with the *transhistorical* and universal aspect of
production abstracted from concrete social aspects. Indeed, it is this type of abstraction that Marx carries out in chapter 5, “Labor Process,” in volume 1 of *Capital*, elaborating on the metabolic interaction between humans and nature as the production of use values “independent of any specific social form.” In this chapter Marx defines labor as “a process between man and nature, a process by which man, through his own actions, mediates, regulates, and controls the metabolism between himself and nature.” Furthermore, labor is characterized as a specific human activity, in that in contrast to the instinctive operations of animals (such as spiders weaving webs or bees constructing honeycomb cells) humans are able to work upon nature teleologically, realizing an idea in their heads as an object in the external world. Labor is a purposeful and conscious act of production, a mediation or regulator of the metabolic interaction between humans and nature.

Labor as a metabolic mediation is essentially dependent on and conditioned by nature. Human production cannot ignore natural properties and forces; humans must acquire their assistance in the labor process. Thus labor cannot arbitrarily work upon nature; its modification faces certain material limitations:

> When man engages in production, he can only proceed as nature does herself, i.e. he can only change the form of the materials. Furthermore, even in this work of modification he is constantly helped by natural forces. Labor is therefore not the only source of material wealth, i.e. of the use-values it produces. As William Petty says, labor is the father of material wealth, the earth is its mother.

Nature as the “mother” of material wealth provides not just objects of labor, but it also actively works together with producers during the labor process. Marx in *Capital* recognizes the essential function of nature for the production of any material wealth, and this aspect will without doubt remain essential for a post-capitalist society. Concrete labor as a regulator of this permanent metabolic interaction between humans and nature not only takes away from nature but also gives back the products of labor, including waste, to the sensuous world. In this way, a circular process proceeds as an untranscendable material condition of human life.

Marx summarizes the labor process as a material process:

> The labor process . . . is purposeful activity aimed at the production of use values. It is an appropriation of what exists in nature for the
requirements of man. It is the universal condition for the metabolic interaction [Stoffwechsel] between man and nature, the everlasting nature-imposed condition of human existence, and it is therefore independent of every form of that existence, or rather it is common to all forms of society in which human beings live.\(^7\)

This definition of the labor process clearly indicates the fundamental physiological and transhistorical fact that the production and reproduction of humans must without exception occur through constant interaction with their environment. In other words, it is only through this incessant intercourse with nature that humans can produce, reproduce, and, in short, live on the earth.

This definition is only a beginning of Marx’s theory of metabolism, and so the labor process is presented here only “in its simple and abstract elements.”\(^8\) Indeed, the statement that human production is inevitably dependent upon nature alone seems banal. Marx cautions elsewhere against its overvaluation because these types of transhistorical conditions are “nothing more than the essential moments of all production,” and they are only “characteristics which all stages of production have in common, and which are established as general ones by the mind; but the so-called general conditions of all production are nothing more than these abstract moments with which no real historical stage of production can be grasped.” Obviously, it is not possible to fully develop Marx’s ecological critique of capitalism out of “a few very simple characteristics, which are hammered out into flat tautologies.”\(^9\) Any attempt to find an ecological aspect in Marx’s discussion of the labor process alone will remain abstract and futile. Its further characterization is required to avoid a merely moralistic critique that we should respect nature because we owe our existence to it. If one is to develop Marx’s ecology as a part of his economic system, it is necessary to comprehend the modern destruction of the environment in its relation to the capitalist mode of production as a historically specific stage of human production. It is exactly this task that Marx undertakes with his theory of value and reification in *Capital*. He demonstrates why the transhistorical process between humans and nature can only be mediated *in a one-sided manner* by a specific historical form of labor in capitalism.

**REIFICATION AS THE KERNEL OF MARX’S THEORY**

Marx’s *Capital* begins with an analysis of “the commodity” as the “elementary form” of the capitalist mode of production. The commodity
has two aspects, “use value” and “value,” and the labor that produces commodities also possesses characteristics that include “concrete useful labor” and “abstract human labor.” Concrete useful labor suggests a series of qualitatively different types of labor, such as weaving and tailoring, which, accordingly, produce qualitatively diverse use values such as linen and coats. This aspect of human labor as a concrete activity that produces various use values through the modification of matter expresses a physiological, material, and transhistorical moment of the metabolic interaction of humans with their environment. Marx’s characterization of concrete labor is not controversial. On the contrary, his claim that abstract labor is also material has been highly contentious.

Abstract human labor that creates the value of commodities within society with commodity production is, according to Marx’s definition, abstracted from all concrete characteristics, so it is invisible and untouchable. Moreover, he states quite explicitly that value as such is a pure social construction. But he also clearly maintains that abstract labor is physiological and transhistorical: “All labor is an expenditure of human labor-power, in the physiological sense, and it is in this quality of being equal, or abstract, human labor that it forms the value of commodities.” He also writes: “However varied the useful kinds of labor, or productive activities, it is a physiological fact that they are functions of the human organism, and that each such function, whatever may be its nature or its form, is essentially the expenditure of human brain, nerves, muscles and sense organs.” This “physiological fact” is true of any expenditure of labor power, and in this sense abstract labor is also as material and transhistorical as concrete labor.

Writing against this claim in *Capital*, Isaak Rubin’s interpretation has found a wide audience, and a number of Marxists such as Michael Heinrich, Riccardo Bellofiore, and Werner Bonefeld today argue that abstract labor is neither material nor transhistorical, but a purely social form of labor characteristic only of the capitalist mode of production. Against this dominant current, it is necessary to emphasize that Marx’s theoretical aim in chapter 1 of volume 1 of *Capital* is often not correctly understood, and this leads to the claim that Marx’s theory is fundamentally “ambivalent.” Actually, a consistent interpretation of Marx’s explanation of abstract labor is not only possible but also all the more important in the current context because it constitutes the theoretical basis for a systematic analysis of his ecology. As I will argue, ecology provides an eminent example of how the focus on the materiality of abstract labor can open up an attractive and productive reading of Marx’s value
theory. In this context, it is worth taking a look at an important Japanese interpretation of Marx presented by Samezo Kuruma and Teinosuke Otani.¹⁴

Heated debates on the first three chapters of volume 1 of Capital occurred in Japan as well. The Kuruma school put forth one of the most consistent interpretations, which will function here as a basis of the current investigation. Kuruma’s contribution to Marxist study is relatively unknown, with some exception in Germany, where his name has attained distinction thanks to his fifteen volumes of Marx-Lexikon zur politischen Ökonomie, which his student Teinosuke Otani and others co-edited. Kuruma’s main work, Marx’s Theory of the Genesis of Money: How, Why and Through What Is a Commodity Money, is largely neglected.¹⁵ So I hope this chapter will help introduce the unknown legacy of Samezo Kuruma to readers outside of Japan.

Marx, in beginning his analysis in Capital with the category of the commodity, first deals with the characteristics of simple commodity production.¹⁶ Commodity production is a form of social production that is founded on a historically specific division of labor. In his History of Political Economy, Samezo Kuruma (along with his co-author Yoshio Tamanoi) explicates the specific characteristics of commodity production, pointing to “private labor” as the key to comprehend the modern relations of production.¹⁷ By doing so, Kuruma follows Marx’s explanation in Capital about the social division of labor based on “private labors.” Marx writes:

Objects of utility become commodities only because they are the products of the labor of private individuals who work independently of each other. The sum total of the labor of all these private individuals forms the aggregate labor of society. Since the producers do not come into social contact until they exchange the products of their labor, the specific social characteristics of their private labors appear only within this exchange. In other words, the labor of the private individuals manifests itself as an element of the total labor of society only through the relations which the act of exchange establishes between the products, and, through their mediation, between producers.¹⁸

Marx clearly argues that only products of labor made by “private labors” carried out by “private individuals” become commodities. The concept of “private labor” should not be confused with labors that are
carried out by individuals in isolation from social production just for the sake of private enjoyment and hobby. Rather, the concept characterizes those labors that are a part of the social division of labor (in which people are dependent on others’ products) but nonetheless carried out “independently of each other,” without any social arrangement, so that producers must produce without knowing what other individuals actually want.

Kuruma explains how the “social division of labor” founded on private labor can be successfully arranged. The sum total of all available labors in one society is finite without exception because its members can only work for a certain amount of time in a year. This is simply a physiological fact. In any society where individuals cannot satisfy their own needs and are dependent on others, an adequate “allocation” of the entire supply of labor into each branch of production must be somehow arranged and realized so that the reproduction of a society can actually take place. If some of the necessary products are oversupplied and others are undersupplied, the needs of individuals will not be satisfied, and further production will not alter this fact. Moreover, the successful reproduction of society also requires an appropriate mode of “distribution” of products to the members of society. The allocation of the sum total of labor and the distribution of the sum total of products are two fundamental and transhistorical material conditions for the existence of society.

To comprehend the specificity of the modern social division of labor, it is helpful to compare it with other, non-capitalist forms of social production. In forms of the social division of labor not based on private labor, allocation and distribution are regulated by a certain personal will, before labor activities are actually carried out, whether the method of this organization is despotic, traditional, or democratic. As a result, the sum total of society’s labor can be allocated into each concrete labor and the products can also be distributed among members of society. This kind of social production is possible because social needs are always known before the act of production. If the entire production is arranged in accordance with this knowledge about society’s needs, the labor of each individual directly possesses a social character, owing to its guaranteed contribution to the reproduction of the society.

Since a society with commodity production, like all other forms of society, is subjected to this transhistorical material condition, it is necessary for such a system to somehow organize the allocation of labor and the distribution of products. Commodity production differs significantly from other forms of the social division of labor in that the activity of
labor carried out by individuals is organized as a private act, which does not become a part of the entire social labor at the moment of labor’s execution. It is thus necessary to realize the adequate “allocation” and “distribution” not before but after labor is performed. Private labors as such thus do not possess any immediate social character and do not constitute a part of entire social labor. In the moment of production, the possibility always exists that labor is exercised in vain for some products that will not find any needs for them. In a society with commodity production, there is a real contradiction that in spite of the mutual material dependence of all producers—which forces everyone to step into a social contact with others for the sake of satisfying one’s own needs—the labors of individuals must be carried out as a matter of fully private calculations and judgments. According to Kuruma, this real contradiction requires a “detour” in order to realize the continuation of social production and reproduction under private labor.20

Kuruma argues that this detour takes place when private producers relate to each other through the mediation of the products they produce. Since they cannot directly relate to each other, they must first come into contact with others through the reified relation of “the act of exchange between the products.” When their products actually satisfy the needs of others through a commodity exchange and prove their social characteristics as use values, it is retrospectively possible to confirm the social character of expended private labor that is now considered socially useful labor. On the one hand, since the product actually met the needs of people, the successful commodity exchange means that the allocation of this labor took place fruitfully and was not wasted in the production of something that society does not need. On the other hand, the distribution of products among members of society occurs at the same time, through this exchange between commodities. This is the specific way of organization of the material conditions of production and reproduction under commodity production.

This social relation among private producers becomes possible thanks to certain material characteristics of labor’s products. In other words, the social contact mediated by such products is possible because the material use value can be an object of others’ desire. Since private producers mutually desire others’ products, the sociality of a use value enables producers to have mutual contact. This sociality of a use value is dependent on whether it can satisfy a certain human need (which is, of course, socially conditioned), but it is fundamentally based on a material characteristic of each product.
There still remains a difficulty: it is still necessary to comprehend what functions as a criterion in the exchange of diverse products. The use value of each product is so different that there seems to exist no common measure for the exchange. However, as Marx argues, such a measure does exist, and it is this measure that characterizes the commodity exchange. In commodity exchange, in contrast to other forms of exchange, the value relation is characteristic. Marx writes that it “is only by being exchanged that the products of labor acquire a socially uniform objectivity as values, which is distinct from their sensuously varied objectivity as articles of utility.”

Commodities with qualitatively different use values go into an equivalent relation of value in the process of commodity exchange. “Value” functions as a common criterion through which various products are made comparable. Mediated by the value relation between various commodities, private labors can relate to one another as social ones. Since value is required because of the specific characteristic of private labor, it is not a natural property of matter, and it does not exist in other forms of social production. Value is a “purely social” character of a thing that, independent of material characteristics, exists only under the historically specific social relations of commodity production.

Marx maintained that the “substance” of value is abstract labor. He said that, as a result of abstracting from concrete characteristics of labor, private labors are objectified in products as an expenditure of human labor power, in the physiological sense. In terms of the relationship between “value” and “abstract labor” it is clear first of all that the category of value has an essential connection with a specific modern social division of labor. The objectification of abstract labor as value necessarily occurs within societies with commodity production because the social allocation of the sum total of all available labor must take place. As objectification of abstract labor, value is a purely social property of matter with which private producers can enter into a social contract with others. As a pure social construction, value does not possess a sensuous form that we can touch or smell like a use value. Marx thus appropriately calls value a “phantom-like objectivity” because abstract labor cannot be materially objectified after abstraction of all concrete aspects. It appears only in a “phantom-like” manner.

However, it does not follow that abstract labor is also “purely social.” Rather, it is necessary strictly to distinguish “value” and “abstract labor.” Many argue that when value is purely social, abstract labor is also purely social because it is value-creating labor. This explanation is simply not
very convincing because it says no more than that “value-creating-labor creates value.” This is merely a circular argument.

Thus it is necessary to differentiate value and abstract labor and make the content of the latter more fruitful. As said, value is purely social because in a specific society with commodity production, where social contact among private producers can only take place through the mediation of their products, one aspect of human labor must be objectified as value. In other words, the objectification of abstract labor occurs only through this specific social behavior of private producers that unconsciously but forcibly emerges under commodity production.

Abstract labor is, in contrast, physiological because it plays a social role in a transhistorical fashion in any society. Insofar as the total quantity of labor as expenditure of the human labor force is inevitably limited to a certain finite amount at any time, its adequate allocation for the sake of the reproduction of society is always of great significance for the reproduction of society. Labors as concrete labors are diverse and not compatible to each other, but they are physiologically the same and comparable in that, without exception, they consume a part of the finite sum of labor in the society. This aspect of abstract labor is essential in any social division of labor and thus plays a transhistorical role, as Marx argues: “In all situations, the labor-time it costs to produce the means of subsistence must necessarily concern mankind, although not to the same degree at different stages of development.” Any society must pay attention to the sum total of labor because it has to use it cautiously in order to attain necessary products every day of every year.

To sum up, in a society with commodity production, due to the private character of labor a social contract can only be realized through the social character of matter, that is, use values that become the object of other people’s desires. In the exchange between different use values, value is required as their common criterion, in which abstract labor as one aspect of human labor is objectified through social praxis as a pure social character of matter. In this way, the allocation of social labor is unconsciously carried out through value, and the distribution of products takes place through commodity exchanges as well.

Now, it is understandable that abstract labor in societies with commodity production also functions as a specific social form of private labor. In other types of society, concrete labors are directly social labor despite the variety of their content because the allocation of the entire labor is arranged before performing concrete labors. As seen above, private labor, in contrast, does not possess such a social character in
itself, so that the performance of concrete labor as such cannot arrange an adequate allocation of the sum total of labor. In a society with commodity production, abstract labor instead of concrete labor functions as a historically specific social form of labor in the moment of exchange, so that private labors can be socially comparable and related to one another. In other words, private labor can attain a socially meaningful form only with the aid of the “generality of labor,” as abstract labor in which their diversity disappears. Marx’s point is that a certain material aspect of human activity, in this case labor’s pure physiological expenditure, receives a specific economic form and a new social function under capitalistically constituted social relations.

In this way, capitalist social relations bring new social characteristics into the transhistorical metabolic interaction between humans and nature. The allocation of the entire labor and the distribution of the entire product under commodity production are arranged through the mediation of “value,” that is, objectified abstract labor. There is no conscious agreement on the general production among producers because they simply follow price changes in the market. Value is the fundamental sign for producers with regard to what they should produce. Since social production is nothing but the regulation of the metabolic interaction between humans and nature, value is now its mediator, which means that the expenditure of abstract labor is primarily taken into account in the metabolic process. Other elements of that metabolic interaction, such as concrete labor and nature, in contrast play only a secondary role and are taken into account only as long as they relate to value, even if they continue to function as essential material factors in the labor process. Insofar as abstract labor is also a material element of the labor process, its expenditure cannot completely ignore other material elements that work with it. However, thanks to the material elasticity of these elements, they can be subordinated to abstract labor. A germ of a contradictory relationship lies between nature and humans, and it grows to a great antagonism between nature and society with the development of capitalist production. This point is decisive for the systematic illustration of Marx’s ecology. In order to follow its concretization in reality, we will now continue Marx’s discussion about the theory of reification in Capital.

Since private producers can only relate to each other through the mediation of commodity exchange, it is necessary that they behave in such a way that the products of their labor attain a unique social property so that they can exchange diverse use values under a single common criterion, that is, “value.” In other words, value is a social power that private
producers unconsciously bestow on their products of private labor for the sake of constructing social ties. Marx emphasizes in a famous passage that this social practice is not a conscious but an unconscious act:

Men do not therefore bring the products of their labor into relation with each other as values because they see these objects \([\textit{Sachen}]\) merely as the material \([\textit{sachliche}]\) integuments of homogeneous human labor. The reverse is true. By equating their different products to each other in exchange as values, they equate their different kinds of labor as human labor. They do this without being aware of it.\(^{24}\)

Without equating products as values in the market, the social contacts necessary for social production and reproduction are not possible. This is an objective reality. This social practice of equating “different products to each other in exchange as values” is thus \textit{forced} upon the members of the society as an unconscious act that is necessary for the material existence of society.

With a particular focus on Marx’s theory of reification, Teinosuke Otani, a student of Samezo Kuruma, developed the theoretical structure of the first three chapters of the first volume of \textit{Capital}, revealing the fundamental characteristics of societies with commodity production. According to Marx’s own description, here is the basic characteristic of reification under commodity production:

To the producers, therefore, the social relations between their private labors appear as what they are, i.e. they do not appear as direct social relations between persons in their work, but rather as material relations between persons and social relations between things.\(^{25}\)

Otani characterizes this inversion within modern society as the “reification of a person,” that is, as an alien domination of things that exerts its influence independent of human consciousness. This inversion of the world emerges out of the objective social structure in which the social relations of the producers do not directly appear as relations between persons but only as relations between things. Consequently, the “social character of labor” transforms into the “value character of labor product,” the “continuity of labor in time” into the “value quantity of the labor product,” and “social relation” into the “exchange relation of labor products.”\(^{26}\) This inversion is not a mere epistemic fallacy, in the sense of concealing and mystifying some kind of “essence” of fundamental
human relations, but is a practical and objective phenomenon because private producers in reality cannot relate to one another without the value-mediated commodity exchange in the market. Human practice is inverted into the movement of labor products and dominated by it, not in a person's head, but in reality. As Marx writes: “Their own movement within society has for them the form of a movement made by things, and these things, far from being under their control, in fact control them.”

Producers are interested in the proportion of exchange with other commodities in order to effectively satisfy their own needs, but they cannot control this proportion—it constantly changes and does so suddenly against their calculations and expectations. Rather, producers are controlled by the movement of values, without guarantee that they can actually exchange their products with other use values they want. They do not even know whether they can exchange their products at all. The movements of commodities and money confront the producers as something alien because these determine the behavior of producers, and not the other way round. There exists an actual inversion of the relationship between the subject and the object, whose analogy Marx finds in religion: “This is exactly the same relation in the sphere of material production, in the real social life process . . . as is represented by religion in the ideological sphere: the inversion of the subject into the object and vice versa.” This objective inversion extends to the entire society with further self-developments of value as “money” and “capital.”

Despite the reified movement that appears independent of the will of the producers, it is evidently not possible for a commodity to go into the market as an independent “subject.” Commodities need humans as their “bearers (Träger)” who bring them to the market and exchange them for the sake of consumption. This commodity exchange is, of course, regulated by value. In this way, reification modifies human behavior and desires as the logic of value independently penetrates humans, turning them into the “bearers of commodities,” wherein a further practical inversion of the world emerges. In order to realize the exchange of commodities, the possessors of a commodity must relate to each other in the market, recognizing each other as the “owner” of the commodity. In the exchange process, their functions are abstracted and reduced to a mere “bearer” of their products as commodities, which Otani, following Marx, calls the “personification of things.” The more the social power of commodity, money, and capital expands over the world, the more human functions are subordinated and integrated to these reified, economic relations in accordance with the logic of value. Out of these
modifications emerges a model of modern subjectivity, which internalizes the “rationality” of this inverted world, so that “Freedom, Equality, Property, and Bentham,” as Marx bitingly characterizes the capitalist market, become absolutized as the universal norms, without taking into account the fundamental inverted structure of this society, what Otani calls “homo economicus illusion.”

As indicated, this “homo economicus illusion,” the false view glorified by capital’s apologists, is the reflex of the actual inversion in the objective structure construed in the society based on private labors. The social inversion gets strengthened even further with this illusion because individuals not only observe the surface of the world and accept economic categories such as “value” and “commodity” while unaware of the inverted social structure that produces them, but they also, in conformity with this illusion, gradually internalize a new subjectivity with a set of behaviors and judgments, on the basis of which they consciously come to obey the bourgeois utilitarian ideals of “freedom,” “equality,” and “property.” These new desires and views of the world in many cases determine the mode of behavior as an objective force, because without conforming to a certain type of social rationality in the inverted world individuals cannot survive under these social relations. They often do not have plausible alternatives other than following the rules if they wish to live under the current social and economic system. Through social practice, the social relations of this inverted world are constantly reproduced and in the end naturalized. Obeying the economic reduction of subjectivity, individuals voluntarily function as bearers of commodity and money. As a result, they appropriate a series of norms, rules, and other value standards as sole markers of human “rationality.”

Due to the reified construction of the social structure, capitalists are, on the one hand, forced by the logic of the system to reduce any “unnecessary” costs, including those of sanity, health, and safety for the workers, to pressure the labor force as much as possible for the valorization of capital, and constantly seek to increase productivity without thinking about the sustainable reproduction of natural resources. Laborers are compelled, on the other hand, to work harder than ever, are disciplined under the directions of the capitalists, and are forced to withstand poor working conditions if they wish to sell their labor forces successfully. No matter what they wish, the threat of losing a job is enough to make workers endure a bad situation so that they can receive the wages necessary
for the purchase of their means of subsistence. All these behaviors reproduce the objective inversion of society and deepen workers’ dependence on commodities and money.

The first three chapters in *Capital* volume 1 show that the modification of the material world begins with the category of “value.” The inversion of relations between persons into relations between things causes not only alien, reified domination of the actions of individuals—“reification of persons”—but also causes the modification of human needs and rationality, that is, the “personification of things.” Reification of the world deepens in the course of deducing further economic categories, to the extent that value first becomes independent as “money” and then becomes even stronger when value becomes a definite subject as “capital” and begins actively to transform the entire world.

**“FORMS” AND “CONTENT”**

Marx showed in his analysis of the commodity in *Capital* how the inverted, alienated economic form determinations not only transform ordinary judgments about the world, but also affect the material dimensions of humans in, for example, desires, will, and behaviors. However, such modifications are not limited to the human side, because Marx analyzed capitalist transformations of the material world in various spheres. As we will see, this methodological approach overcomes the confusion and dualism of “form” and “material” in classical political economy. Marx’s critique of political economy can be understood, in this sense, as encompassing a dialectic of material spheres. Marxists generally conceive the historicity and sociality of economic forms as the kernel of Marx’s project, but this discussion goes into the second, often neglected, aspect of “material” in his political economy.

Marx in the *Grundrisse* criticized a “fetishistic” misunderstanding that comes from the identification of social characteristics with natural properties of things:

> The crude materialism of the economists who regard as the natural properties of things what are social relations of production among people, and qualities which things obtain because they are subsumed under these relations, is at the same time just as crude an idealism, even fetishism, since it imputes social relations to things as inherent characteristics, and thus mystifies them.31
Ricardo, for example, defined capital as “accumulated (realized) labor (property, objectified labor), which serves as the means for new labor.” He abstracted the economic “form” of capital, Marx argued, so that he ended up emphasizing only the “content” or the simple material of capital as “a necessary condition for all human production.” In Ricardo’s analysis of economic forms, the form determination of capital is transformed into a material property of a thing and consequently naturalized as a transhistorical condition of production. Marx’s first critique denounces this clumsy separation of “form” and “content” among classical political economists. Their fetishism is due to the unmediated identification of economic forms with a natural property of their material bearers.

Nonetheless, Marx also recognized a gradual progress among the classical political economists to build up economic categories precisely as a result of the separation of “form” and “content.” The second aspect of his critique is directed at this point. He argued that this separation alone is not enough for the construction of a science. In contrast, Marx pointed to the necessity to analyze as economic categories not only the economic “form” but also “material” itself, because material properties play a specific economic role under certain social relations as a result of the development of capitalist categories, as seen in the example of “fixed” and “floating” capital.

Marx explicitly stated in the *Grundrisse* that material properties also require a theoretical analysis as economic categories in that their characteristics can reveal the specificity of capitalism. In the last part of the *Grundrisse* where Marx finally singled out the commodity as the first category of his critique of political economy, he wrote:

> The commodity itself appears as unity of two aspects. It is *use value*, i.e. object of the satisfaction of any system whatever of human needs. This is its material side, which the most disparate epochs of production may have in common, and whose examination therefore lies beyond political economy.

This seems to confirm the traditional reading of Marx’s critique of political economy as an analysis of economic forms, but then he continues to argue in the next sentence:

> Use value falls within the realm of political economy as soon as it becomes modified by the modern relations of production, or as it, in turn, intervenes to modify them. What it is customary to say about
it in general terms, for the sake of good form, is conditioned to commonplaces which had a historic value in the first beginnings of the science, when the social forms of bourgeois production had still laboriously to be peeled out of the material, and, at great effort, to be established as independent objects of study.\footnote{34}

Classical political economy was with “great effort” gradually able to separate the economic “form” from the “material” and to treat the former as “independent objects of study.” The separation marks great progress for political economy, but it is valuable only in “the first beginning of science,” for the classical school could comprehend the categories only in abstract forms, which it rapidly transformed into mere “commonplaces.” In order to save political economy from falling into this banality, Marx proposed a more nuanced way of treating “form” and “material.” It is in this method where Marx’s originality becomes apparent, in contrast to his predecessors like Smith and Ricardo.

In his analysis, the material aspect of wealth that is common to all the stages of production first lies outside the scope of an investigation of political economy, because political economy analyzes the “social forms” that reveal the particular characteristics of capitalist wealth and its production. Nonetheless, since capitalist commodity production like other modes of production cannot exist without material elements such as labor power, means of production, and raw materials, Marx treated the material side of the production process simply as “a given presupposition—the material basis in which a specific economic relation presents itself.”\footnote{35}

However, this presupposition does not mean that the material side should never be taken into consideration in an analysis of economic relations. Marx maintained the opposite in the quoted passage: where use value is “modified” through the modern economic relations and even “intervenes to modify them,” it becomes the subject of scientific observation. Marx emphasized in the *Grundrisse* that in addition to the description of economic forms, the capitalist modification of use values through economic-form determination is an important object of political economy.

This is not an isolated, minor remark in the *Grundrisse*. Marx emphasized at other places that use value functions as an economic category under certain economic relations:

\textit{As we have already seen in several instances, nothing is therefore more erroneous than to assert that the distinction between use value}
and exchange value, which falls outside the characteristic economic form in simple circulation . . . falls outside it in general. We found, rather, that in the different stages of the development of economic relations, exchange value and use value were determined in different relations, and that this determination itself appeared as a different determination of value as such. Use value itself plays a role as an economic category. Where it plays this role is given by the development itself.36

Marx again criticized the absolute opposition of form and material because their various relations represent economic relations. In reality, the economic forms cannot exist without “the material basis.” In many cases, Marx said, “use value itself plays a role as an economic category.” It is a “bearer” par excellence, whose material properties are penetrated by economic relations. Like the “personification of things,” the objective materialization of economic form determinations in the inverted world is not an epistemological inversion, but this “materialization” (Verdinglichung) of economic relations is to be understood as the deepest modification of a material property of a use value, as the “ossification” of social relations of production.37

Notably, Marx did not lose his interest in this topic even in the last stage of his life. He wrote in his Notes on Adolph Wagner’s Lehrbuch der politischen Ökonomie in 1881: “Use value plays an important part quite different from its part in economics hitherto, but nota bene it still only comes under consideration when such a consideration stems from the analysis with regard to economic formations, not from arguing hither and thither about the concepts or words ‘use value’ and ‘value.’”38 Here again, Marx clearly emphasized the economic role of the material side of use value that contributes to comprehending the specificity of the capitalist system under certain conditions.

Marx’s point is that the capitalist modifications of material characteristics are not limited to people’s desires and behaviors but extend to properties of the things themselves. These modifications increase “in the different stages of the development of economic relations,” and are more and more captured in his descriptions as the analysis moves from abstract categories to concrete ones. According to Marx, a thing under social relations does not simply exist with given natural properties but is historically modified by capitalistically constituted economic relations, so that the economic determination now comes to be ossified into a thing. It ultimately “appears as a thing, just as value appeared
as the quality of a thing and the economic determination of the thing as a commodity appeared as its quality as a thing; and just as the social form assumed by labor in money expressed itself as the qualities of a thing. With the development of capitalist production, various material dimensions are gradually modified by this process of “materialization” (Verdinglichung)—that is, modification of material properties according to the logic of capital—in such a way that the valorization of capital can proceed under more favorable conditions. Both the analysis of material in Marx’s treatment and his form analysis point to the historical specificity characteristic to capitalist relations and even their contradictions. Moreover, this process of transformation must not be analyzed from the perspective of capital alone but also from the material side, especially in terms of the entire metabolic interaction between humans and nature. Marx’s critique of political economy fulfills this double theoretical task in contrast to the classical political economists.

Despite Marx’s clear remarks about the economic role of the “material basis,” its importance is often underestimated among Marxists compared to the form analysis. This tendency is not coincidental because many Marxists developed their interpretations based on the pure sociality of abstract labor.

Alfred Sohn-Rethel’s interpretation is a typical one in this context, as he argued: “In fact, ‘not an atom of matter’ enters into the objectivity of commodity as values, upon which the socializing effect of exchange is dependent. Here the socialization is a matter of pure human composition, uncoupled from humans’ metabolism with nature.” Sohn-Rethel’s form analysis surely recognizes the pure social character of the objectivity of value, but he reduces value to a mere social relation existing in the commodity exchange and the abstract labor to a pure social construct. Consequently, value is separated from the metabolism between humans and nature in his explanatory scheme.

Since Sohn-Rethel completely cut off the category of “value” from its material aspects, focusing only on its purely social character, he ended up falling into a dualism of “first nature” and “second nature”:

I include the entire formal side of commodity exchange under the expression of second nature, which should be understood as a pure social, abstract and functional reality in opposition to the first or primary nature, in which we find ourselves on the same level with animals. In the expression of the second nature as the form of money, what is specifically human attains its first, objective, distinct and real
manifestation in the history. It comes to exist due to the necessity of a socialization dissociated from any modes of operation of material metabolism between humans and nature.\(^43\)

Sohn-Rethel opposed the first (animal-like, natural) nature to the second (specific human, social) nature. It is true that the social power of value does not include any “material content” of the commodity because it is a product of social praxis. However, one cannot infer that the objectivity of value has nothing to do with the transhistorical necessity of human metabolism with nature.

Marx’s point is actually the opposite. As seen above, Marx in *Capital* consistently asked why the emergence of such a pure social category of value is at all necessary in capitalism. As an answer, Marx claimed that it is because the transhistorical metabolic interaction between humans and nature must be organized despite the private character of labor, and this metabolism can only be mediated by the pure social value. Thus the most fundamental reason for the existence of value indicates the material and transhistorical necessity to regulate the metabolism between humans and nature. This explanation must be contrasted to Sohn-Rethel’s problematic understanding because he could not provide a convincing reason why abstract labor in society with commodity production must be objectified into commodities as value. Rather, he simply assumed that abstract labor is also purely a social construct. His dualism separates “value” from the “human metabolism from nature,” because abstract labor as “second nature” has nothing to do with the transhistorical natural metabolism.

This opposition of the transhistorical and the historical in Sohn-Rethel’s *Intellectual and Manual Labour* risks theoretical one-sidedness, as if value had nothing to do with the transhistorical sphere of production. If Marx’s critique of political economy is primarily understood as “form analysis,” this neglect of the material dimension does not seem so problematic because its examination at first “lies beyond political economy.” However, as soon as one confronts Marx’s detailed notebooks on natural sciences and asks how they can be integrated into the project of *Capital*, the absolute separation of “value” and “metabolism between humans and nature” becomes extremely problematic. Sohn-Rethel’s explanation does not provide a key for understanding how a scientific investigation of the “first nature” can contribute to his critique of political economy whose primary field is supposedly the “second nature.”

The debate on the material character of abstract labor is not an irrelevant deviation from the theme of Marx’s ecology. The concept of abstract
labor as a “pure social” category has serious consequences. It makes it much harder to explain why the capitalist dominance of abstract labor, to which no material property belongs, destroys various dimensions of the universal metabolism of nature more devastatingly than ever. In order to avoid a vague statement that the dominion of a social abstract destroys nature, it is necessary to explain the connection between abstract labor and social and natural metabolism by comprehending value in its relation to the latter’s “eternal necessity.” The strict opposition between “nature” and “society” excludes the influence of economic determinations over the material dimensions. In contrast, it is Marx’s aim to reveal how the material natural properties receive social modifications and internalize them as their own thing-like properties, and how, particularly because of this entanglement of material and social properties, there emerge real contradictions. That is to say, the material natural properties cannot be completely subsumed under capital. Out of this limit to capital, various “living contradictions” come to exist even if the exact manifestations of these contradictions are not predetermined thanks to the “elasticity of capital,” and are strongly dependent on the development of technologies and natural sciences. Marx’s theory of reification comprehends the contradictory process of the capitalization of the material world and the conditions for its transcendence.

An analysis of Marx’s project thus needs to go beyond the earlier interpretation and include the analysis of the material world as a central object of study. This analysis is primarily about how the capitalist mode of production tends to undermine the material conditions for the sustainable, that is, how production, by the logic of reification, organizes a social practice increasingly hostile to nature, resulting in a crisis of sustainable human development.

The material contradiction of capitalism is implicated at the abstract level of generalized commodity production in the first three chapters of Capital. But this is not sufficient. The tension between “form” and “material” crystallizes more clearly with the development of the category of “capital.” Marx analyzes how capital, this “automatic subject,” radically reorganizes the metabolic interaction between humans and nature and finally destroys it.

THE CAPITALIST TRANSFORMATION OF METABOLISM

Marx’s explanation of the inverted world in Capital contributes to comprehending the necessity of disturbance in the material world under
capitalism. Without explaining the dynamics immanent to the capitalist mode of production, Marx’s ecology would be reduced to a simple proposition that capitalism destroys the ecological system because capitalists seek to attain profits with no care at all about environmental sustainability. This would be against Marx’s “materialist method.” Thus investigation of the objective social structure is also required because Marx’s method is opposed to those approaches that simply aim at introducing new “moralistic” or “correct” values that claim to be environmentally friendly. In contrast, Marx examined in a detailed manner how the mediation of the social and natural interaction between humans and nature by the logic of capital’s valorization organizes social production and circulation in such a way that their metabolic interchange necessarily gets disrupted. While the capitalist mode of production structures a particular human metabolism with nature on a national and global scale, the forces of nature are, though elastic, always limited in various ways, resulting in eco-crises in multiple spheres.

Since the allocation of the sum total of labor and the distribution of the sum total of products in capitalism are arranged through the mediation of value, the metabolic interaction between humans and nature is inevitably carried out under the primacy of abstract labor. As mentioned earlier, this mode of mediation contains within itself a certain tension, because the concrete material dimensions of humans-nature interaction can only be taken into account within the value expression in a very limited and deficient manner. This characterizes an important difference in relation to all other forms of social production, where the various material (and even ecological) aspects are normally incorporated at the moment of “allocation” of social labor and the “distribution” of products. 44

The fact that humans work upon nature under the primacy of value might not seem so ecologically unfriendly. However, the problem of this reified mediation appears more distinctively with the emergence of fully developed “capital,” because value then functions not just as a “mediation” of social production, but now becomes the “goal” of production. Capital threatens the continuation of humanity’s metabolism with nature by radically reorganizing it from a perspective of maximally squeezing out abstract labor.

Once again, remember that according to Marx the category of “value” in a society of generalized commodity production is an economic category that shows an essential connection with material conditions for the reproduction of the metabolism between humans and nature. The particularity of capitalism is that, due to “private labors” and “reification,”
the production and reproduction of a society can proceed only with the mediation of value. Private producers socially relate to each other only with the aid of value, to secure the existence of society (more or less!).

With “money” the power of reification increases. As Marx explains, value incarnates itself as an independent object—money—that bestows a specific social use value to a commodity, gold. Gold functions as a “general equivalence” that is “directly exchangeable with other commodities.” This social power of direct exchangeability means that its possession allows the acquisition of any desired object, and this generates a new desire for money hoarding, which is “boundless in its nature.”

Yet an even more radical change occurs when the sole objective of the production becomes the maximal objectification of abstract labor. With the subjectification of value as “capital,” the transformation of the world proceeds even more drastically:

On the other hand, in the circulation M-C-M [money-commodity-money] both the money and the commodity function only as different modes of existence of value itself, the money as its general mode of existence, the commodity as its particular or, so to speak, disguised mode. It is constantly changing from one form into the other, without becoming lost in this movement; it thus becomes transformed into an automatic subject. If we pin down the specific forms of appearance assumed in turn by self-valorizing value in the course of its life, we reach the following elucidation: capital is money, capital is commodities. In truth, however, value is here the subject of a process in which, while constantly assuming the form in turn of money and commodities, it changes its own magnitude, throws off surplus-value from itself considered as original value, and thus valorizes itself independently.

In the circulation of C-M-C [commodity-money-commodity], the process is directed at the final goal of a use value that one can only attain through commodity exchanges in the market. Here value mainly operates as a general measure for various products of private labors, and so at the end of the process value disappears together with the consumption of the desired use value. In other words, value simply functions as a mediator of social metabolism. With gold, value becomes an independent object as money, so that one can own value as a thing and hoard money. However, money must be exchanged with another use value sometime in the future if it is to function as money at all.
The economic determination of value as “capital” brings about a totally different situation. Value as capital is an “automatic subject” that repeatedly goes through the process of M-C-M’ [M’ includes surplus value] without losing its determination as capital and even grows bigger. The pure sociality of value turns into an infinite movement because the sole goal is pure quantitative increase. Value itself, or more precisely its valorization, has become the final goal of production. Surely enough, money as an independent value is always the beginning and the end of the process of M-C-M’, but even this money is but a temporary figure for capital because its valorization can only take place through constant changes in forms (Formwechsel) between commodities and money. As Marx says, value is thus an “encompassing subject” of the process of M-C-M’, in which “it alternately assumes and loses the form of money and the form of commodities, but preserves and expands itself through all these changes.”47 The entire process of production is still dependent on use values as the bearers of capital. However, this material component of production is now subordinated to the pure quantitative movement of capital. In accordance with this new economic characteristic of value as capital, the transhistorical “labor process” must be fundamentally reorganized as capital’s “self-valorizing” process.

The statement that the metabolic interaction between humans and nature mediated by labor represents an “eternal natural necessity” in every society is abstract. The entire process of social production now takes a more concrete shape as Marx analyzes it in relation to transformations by capital according to the logic of its valorization. Through this new objective of the production process, abstract labor also receives an additional, specific economic function, namely, the sole source for increasing capitalist wealth.

Capital treats labor only as a means for its endless self-valorization, in which concrete labor yields to the primacy of abstract labor. What matters in capitalist production is no longer the satisfaction of social needs, as they are only casually satisfied under the anarchy of capitalist competition. The desire for capital accumulation can never be satisfied with a certain qualitative use value; it is an “endless” movement of an incessantly growing quantity.48 As a consequence, all of capitalist production is directed at squeezing out abstract labor, and this one-sided expenditure of human labor power cannot help but distort humanity’s relation to nature. Since both labor power and nature are important for capital only as a “bearer” of value, capital neglects the various aspects of these two fundamental factors of production, often leading to their exhaustion.
Indeed, Marx’s *Capital* carefully describes how this neglect of material dimensions in the labor process leads to the erosion and destruction of human life and the environment.

As value becomes a subject in the form of “capital,” this new subject, following its “blind and measureless drive, its insatiable appetite for surplus labor,” aims at the objectification of abstract labor into commodities as encompassingly and effectively as possible.49 This is now the main objective of social production. In contrast, this specific drive did not appear in precapitalist societies because surplus labor was generated only through the exercise of external compulsion. There was no motivation to work further once basic needs were satisfied, and the range of use values was, accordingly, relatively small. There existed the producer’s “intimate tie” with the earth despite the relations of personal-political exploitation and dominion.

The situation is totally different in capitalist society. Marx carefully illustrates the destructive uniqueness of capitalist production in chapters on “The Working Day” and “Machinery and Large-Scale Industry” in volume 1 of *Capital*. Referring to parliamentary reports and investigations by factory inspectors and commissioners, Marx depicts the modern transformations of the labor process as a result of its “formal” and “real subsumption” under capital. These chapters, a couple hundred pages long, are often neglected by theoreticians as boring, inessential detours from the main dialectical development of economic categories under capitalism. The predominance of capital is a real process since the inversion manifested in the subjectification of capital is not taking place in our heads but exists objectively in social production. Marx’s careful treatment of the concrete lives of workers indicates his strong interest in those transformations that cause workers to fall into a slave-like condition with regard to their moral, social, physical, and intellectual lives. One can say that Marx’s project in *Capital* is not primarily motivated by the goal of overcoming Hegel’s idealist philosophy but is fundamentally characterized by his sympathy for the actual situation of the working class.50

If *Capital* were reduced to a mere dialectical development of the economic categories of bourgeois society, Marx’s project would be mainly about a conceptual reconstruction of the capitalist totality. On the contrary, it is important to emphasize that Marx seriously analyzed empirical materials in his investigation of capitalist society. In this context, these two chapters in *Capital* are exemplary because they deal not only with the process of the destruction of the material world by the logic
of capital but also with the manifestation of capital’s limits. That is to say, they reveal the way that the social formation of the inverted world causes a series of contradictions. Even if capital constantly tries to overcome contradictions with technological development and scientific discoveries, capital cannot fully establish its mastery over the material world and ends up devastating the social and natural metabolism, which ends up inducing resistance against the regime of capital.

Marx first illustrates the disharmony of the metabolic interaction between humans and nature, paying particular attention to the human side. Capital both extends and intensifies the working day for the sake of the effective valorization of capital, during which the performance of concrete labors is subordinated to the primacy of the expenditure of abstract labor. Without doubt, this production of “absolute” and “relative surplus value” causes alienation and suffering in workers’ lives. Even if there are certainly “physical limits to labor-power” and “moral obstacles” for capital, both of them possess a “very elastic nature.” Capital attempts with its “boundless thirst for surplus labor” to profit from this elastic characteristic of human labor power and to appropriate the labor beyond a given limit, even all twenty-four hours of the day. Since the labor process is primarily the place for producing surplus value, capital, following its own formal logic, exploits labor power without caring about the lives of individual workers. Consequently, the tendency toward impoverishment strengthens itself, so that workers lose their free time due to the extension of the workday, even though disposable time is essential for physical recovery from work and for the cultivation of the mind.

The elastic nature of labor power, which enables the intensification and extension of the workday, has certain material limitations. The boundless desire of capital inevitably confronts the “exhaustion” of labor-power:

By extending the working day, therefore, capitalist production, which is essentially the production of surplus-value, the absorption of surplus labor, not only produces a deterioration of human labor-power by robbing it of its normal moral and physical conditions of development and activity, but also produces the premature exhaustion and death of this labor-power itself. It extends the worker’s production-time within a given period by shortening his life.

Capitalist production asks for a “cruel and incredible extension” of the workday not simply because it is the most direct way to an absolute
increase of surplus labor and surplus value, but also because the con-
stant operation of the factory avoids physical and moral depreciation
and allows constant capital to be used more efficiently, saving time, for
example, by not having to warm up the machines in the morning. Capital
valorizes itself with a sacrifice of welfare and the security of workers:
“What could be more characteristic of the capitalist mode of produc-
tion than the fact that it is necessary, by Act of Parliament, to force upon
the capitalists the simplest appliances for maintaining cleanliness and
health?”55 As Marx carefully depicted, the working class suffers from
various physical deformities, moral degradation, and premature death
due to a dangerous amount of work that is harmful for health. There is,
in effect, torture through overwork, night work, and Sunday work. Child
labor also becomes the norm unless regulated by law, as was clearly doc-
umented in a series of parliamentary reports that Marx was reading. If
children of seven or eight years of age are forced to work from six in the
morning until ten at night, mental and physical diseases prevail. Despite
the gravity of the situation, individual capitalists would not take any
countermeasures against this situation unless they were compelled to do
so by the enforcement of a law. A beneficent capitalist who did otherwise
would find that his or her profit diminished if other capitalists failed to
do the same.

This “blind and measureless drive” or “boundless thirst for surplus
labor” is therefore not a moral deficit of individual capitalists. They are
obliged to follow such behavior due to competition with other capitalists
if they want to survive as capitalists. The decision to act in accordance
with that blind drive appears rational to them, out of which emerges
again a social consciousness and practice seeking after a more and more
efficient exploitation of labor power. To be concerned about the life of
workers appears as something unnecessary. The first watchword of the
capitalists is: “Après moi le déluge! . . . Capital therefore takes no account
of the health and the length of life of the worker, unless society forces it
to do so.”56

When this type of decision making appears rational, individual capi-
talists are acting as the “personification of capital.”57 The social system
that obliges them to adopt this mode of behavior is, however, totally
irrational from another perspective because it makes sustainable repro-
duction of the laboring class impossible over the long term. The logic of
capital does not know any limitation of surplus value because the pure
quantitative movement of self-valorizing does not recognize the material
aspect of labor-power: “We see then that, leaving aside certain extremely
elastic restrictions, the nature of commodity exchange itself imposes no limit to the working day, no limit to surplus labor.”⁵⁸ So the limit of the labor day cannot be derived from the formal logic of capital alone, and this is why the restriction of the power of reification must be imposed through an external compulsion. This is how workers’ conscious resistance against the “measureless drive” appears, and Marx illustrates this process as “the struggle for a normal working day.”

In the context of a brutal extension of the workday, workers demand the enforcement of a normal workday and the prohibition of child labor in order to protect their existence. Since individual capitalists are not ready to accept such a regulation if other capitalists still continue to profit from the same old method, the enforcement of a normal workday of eight or ten hours must be by law. Marx in *Capital* carefully reproduces actual struggles between capitalists and workers in the legislation process. Even if the length of a normal workday varies in each society, depending on the power balance between the two classes, factory legislation as such is “the necessary product of large-scale industry” because otherwise reproduction of the working class would be impossible. It is remarkable that Marx highly values factory legislation and even calls it the “first conscious and planned [planmäßig] reaction of society against the spontaneously developed form of its production process.”⁵⁹ For Marx, the “struggle for a normal working day” is strategically of great importance precisely because it consciously transforms the social practice that unconsciously bestows the power of reification. It is true that production as a whole still remains oriented toward the valorization of capital and workers are exploited. However, the restriction of the workday and the corresponding improvement of working conditions, with legislative clauses on health, sanity, wages, and education, are significant achievements of the nascent labor movement.

If one assumes that Marx would have rejected the legislation of a normal working day as a social democratic or reformist policy, one misses his point. On the contrary, Marx passionately supported social attempts for the regulation of the reified power of capital. This is because the legislation results from a conscious transformation of a reified social practice. Thus Marx, who was actively engaged in the International Workingmen’s Association, wrote a text for the Congress of the IWA held in Geneva, from which he directly quotes in *Capital*: “We declare that the limitation of the working day is a preliminary condition without which all further attempts at improvement and emancipation must prove abortive. . . . The Congress proposes eight hours as the legal limit of the
working day.” The restriction of the working day creates free disposable time, which also prepares workers for further struggles against the alien power of capital. This legislation is a first conscious regulation of the reified power of capital from the standpoint of the material characteristics of labor power.

In terms of the real subsumption of labor under capital, Marx also describes in the chapter “Machinery and Large-Scale Industry” how the material conditions of the labor process are radically reorganized for the sake of the production of relative surplus value. The capitalist mode of production reduces individuals to workers with “ossified particularities” confined to a narrow activity. The development of machinery enables capital to replace skilled labor with unskilled labor, and workers are robbed of independence and autonomy in the production process. As Harry Braverman splendidly explicates in *Labor and Monopoly Capital*, the dominance of capital is not simply based on its monopoly of the means of production, but rather on its monopoly of technology and knowledge. As a result of the real subsumption, the labor process is organized independently of workers’ skills, tradition, and knowledge, which Braverman argues is the “first principle” of the capitalist mode of production, namely the “dissociation of the labor process from the skills of the workers.” Capitalist production is freed from the abilities of workers and instead it manages them. Workers are no longer able to conduct labor based on their own conception. What Braverman calls the “second principle” of modern-day Taylorism, the “separation of conception from execution,” strengthens the dominion of capital. Marx defines labor as a unique human activity, due to its purposeful and conscious character, objectifying humanity’s ideal conception through the execution of labor. In its original shape, there is a unity of conception and execution. However, workers under the advanced capitalist division of labor are only accessories of machines. They are unable to impose their will upon the labor process; instead the latter is imposed upon them. Braverman shows that the dominance of capital is rooted in a much deeper dimension than is usually assumed. As a result of real subsumption, workers are not simply deprived of the objective means of production but also of their own subjective capacities, when neither technology nor knowledge as a material basis for autonomous production is accessible to them. These deficiencies are evident not just in the loss of object but also that of subject. This is why workers must be so thoroughly subjugated to the commands of capital in order to be able to produce something at all. Their degradation and domestication are as a result enormously facilitated.
The incessant revolution of the production process under this logic, however, dialectically creates the conditions for all-sided mobility, variety, and flexibility of these workers, who are therefore able to adapt to the different kinds of work required. Marx calls them “totally developed individuals.” Since capital constantly revolutionizes the entire production process mechanically and chemically and creates new spheres of production, the quick accommodation of workers to changing conditions becomes a “question of life and death” to capitalism:

But if, at present, variation of labor imposes itself after the manner of an overpowering natural law, and with the blindly destructive action of a natural law that meets with obstacles everywhere, large-scale industry, through its very catastrophes, makes the recognition of variation of labor and hence of the fitness of the worker for the maximum number of different kinds of labor into a question of life and death. This possibility of varying labor must become a general law of social production, and the existing relations must be adapted to permit its realization in practice. That monstrosity, the disposable working population held in reserve, in misery, for the changing requirements of capitalist exploitation, must be replaced by the individual man who is absolutely available for the different kinds of labor required of him; the partially developed individual, who is merely the bearer of one specialized social function, must be replaced by the totally developed individual, for whom the different social functions are different modes of activity he takes up in turn.62

Out of this development of the capitalist mode of production there emerges the social necessity for publicly financed institutions for training workers’ skills and knowledge. As Ryuji Sasaki rightly emphasizes, Marx, in addition to the struggle for a normal workday, emphasizes the strategic importance of “the establishment of technical and agricultural schools” and of “écoles d’enseignement professionnel,” in which the children of the workers receive a certain amount of instruction in technology and in the practical handling of the various implements of labor.63 It is clear why Marx so highly values the technological education offered in publicly financed schools. These schools provide, even if only to some extent, the basis for the conscious reappropriation of knowledge and skills required in a labor process but monopolized by the capitalist technology. Marx calls this possibility of reappropriation “revolutionary ferments.”64 Against the one-sided transformation of the labor process under its real subsumption
under capital, Marx finds in the reappropriation of knowledge and skills the construction of essential material conditions for the rehabilitation of workers’ freedom and autonomy in the production process.

To sum up, Marx, after analyzing the destructive consequences of the pure economic determination of the labor process, illustrates the possibility and necessity for regulating, as an emancipatory progress of the labor movement, the formal logic of capital’s valorization from a perspective of the material side of labor power. This analysis takes place in two steps. Marx first elucidates the pure economic form determinations, and then he investigates how it subsumes and transforms the production process, causing various resistances to it. His discussion about formal and real subsumption in Capital indicates his clear support for concrete attempts that consciously struggle against the destruction of labor-power through the regulation of the reified power of capital. His standpoint is one of more sustainable and autonomous social production. Obviously, the shortening of the workday and technological education alone do not transcend the capitalist mode of production, yet they create the essential foundations for further struggles against capital by protecting workers’ lives from capital’s blind and measureless drive for surplus value.

The discussion about the working day might at first glance seem as if it had nothing to do with Marx’s ecology. However, it provides us with insight into capital’s influence over the physical and natural sphere, for according to Marx there is another place where the contradiction of reification crystallizes, that is, nature.

CONTRACTION OF CAPITAL IN NATURE

Marx’s illustration of the labor process does not neglect the fact that nature is working together with humans, as he clearly designated both labor and the earth as the two “original factors” of the metabolic interaction between humans and nature. The powers of both labor and nature function as common transhistorical elements in all types of production. If the whole production is organized under the primacy of abstract labor in a one-sided manner, one can infer from the previous observation that capitalist production, in addition to its exhaustion of labor power, causes the exhaustion of natural power as well. Marx pointed to the close connection between the two original factors as he problematized the wasteful usage of natural resources as well as labor powers in various places, even if he did not elaborate on the squandering of natural resources in as much detail as the cruel exploitation of labor power. This
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is understandable in that Marx planned to deal with the problem of natural powers in the chapter on “ground rent” in volume 3 of Capital, but its manuscript remained unfinished. Nevertheless, there is no doubt that Marx intended to treat the problem of modifications of the metabolic interaction between humans and nature with a particular focus on the negative and destructive tendency of capitalist production.66

This interpretation is confirmed by how Marx paralleled the destruction of workers’ lives and that of nature’s fertility:

Capital asks no questions about the length of life of labor-power. What interests it is purely and simply the maximum of labor-power that can be set in motion in a working day. It attains this objective by shortening the life of labor-power, in the same way as a greedy farmer snatches more produce from the soil by robbing it of its fertility.67

This juxtaposition of “labor-power” and “fertility” of the soil is not arbitrary because labor is nothing but the realization of humans’ natural power. In both cases, Marx dealt with the exhaustion of natural power under the capitalist mode of production. Instead of simply focusing on the subjective factor of production, he analyzed the social transformation of the other objective side of it as well. As seen above, capital with its immanent logic of valorization is only interested in objectifying abstract labor into commodities as much as possible in the shortest period of time. The same indifferent attitude can be observed toward the soil, too, as a “greedy farmer” ends up “robbing it of its fertility.” One must thus comprehend the robbery of soil fertility in conjunction with the theory of reification because it is nothing but another manifestation of the contradiction of the one-sided mediation of the metabolic interaction between humans and nature.68

If all of production is organized for this valorization, the destructive power over nature becomes stronger with the development of productive forces. In the Manuscripts of 1861–63, Marx explains why capitalist production inevitably and boundlessly exploits nature. It is in this context that the differentiation between the “formal” and “material” aspects of the production process becomes decisive. Marx argues that nature’s powers do not go into the “process of valorization” but into the “labor process”:

But, apart from fixed capital, all those productive forces which cost nothing, i.e. those which derive from the division of labor, cooperation, machinery (insofar as this costs nothing, as is for example the
case with the motive forces of water, wind, etc., and also with the advantages which proceed from the social arrangement of the workshop) as well as forces of nature whose application does not give rise to any costs—or at least to the degree to which their application does not give rise to any costs—enter into the labor process without entering into the valorization process.69

An increase of productivity through “the division of labor, cooperation, machinery” brings about changes only on the material side of production (that is, the labor process) without, however, going into the formal side of production (that is, the valorization process), because the new increased social force of production does not require additional costs. The increased productivity appears under the monopoly of the means of production as a “productive force of capital,” and this allows capitalists to acquire a greater amount of surplus products, so that the price reduction of products not only increases the “relative surplus-value” but also provides “extra surplus-value” if they can be produced with an amount of labor below the social average. This “extra surplus-value” offers the main motivation for capitalists to constantly revolutionize the production process.

With the application of natural forces to the production process, with the aid of natural science and technology, which is freely appropriated or has minimal costs that reduce the total production costs, it functions, Marx argues, in the same way as the social forces of capital attained through “the division of labor, cooperation, machinery.” The forces of nature go into the labor process and work together with human labor power. Their appropriation appears as the productive force of capital because knowledge and the means of their application are monopolized by capital: “Science, generally speaking, costs the capitalist nothing, a fact that by no means prevents him from exploiting it. ‘Alien’ science is incorporated by capital just as ‘alien’ labor.”70 Even if they are not free, requiring some installation of machines or extra labor, new raw materials and auxiliary materials can reduce the constant part of the circulating capital and increase the productivity, so that the same amount of use value can be produced with lower costs. The “free natural power of capital” (land, wind, and water) and the availability of cheap raw materials and energy (wood, coal, and oil) exert a great influence upon the maximization of surplus-value.71 Thus, this is yet another example of “how use value, which originally appears to us only as the material substratum of the economic relations, itself intervenes to determine the economic category.”72
This situation has negative implications. The instrumental behavior toward nature becomes dominant, as sciences are developed from the standpoint of utility for capital. There also emerges a tendency of capital toward brutal exploitation of the free forces of nature and to a global competitive race after cheaper natural resources. Capital strives for secure and cheaper access to natural resources while problems such as the pollution of air and water, desertification, and exhaustion of natural resources are neglected or viewed merely as externalities. The main principle of technological development is more efficient exploitation of labor power and natural resources with minimal costs. The aim of the application of technology in modern large-scale industry and agriculture is not sustainable intercourse with nature but its profitable employment. As labor power is exhausted and destroyed due to the intensification and extension of production for the sake of greater surplus value, the forces of nature also suffer from the same destiny.

Without a doubt, capital is concerned about the material dimensions of the world. Natural resources are carefully and economically treated, insofar as they go into the valorization process, because their value must be transferred to new products without any loss. "Economy" of constant capital is in this sense an immanent tendency of the capitalist mode of production, including today’s popular idea of green capitalism, which is based on reduction of waste and recycling. Capitalist economies are “economies in the creation of waste, i.e., reduction of refuse to a minimum, and the maximum direct exploitation of all the raw and ancillary materials that enter the production process.” However, it is wrong to conclude from this description that according to Marx “this strong force will ultimately lead to a reduction of the production of waste by-products to zero.” Marx is neither so naïve nor does he believe that such a tendency is truly ecological. Recycling only occurs to the extent that it lowers production costs. Sustainable production is not an objective of these economies in the employment of capital. Insofar as massive commodity production and the squandering of free forces of nature continue under the capitalist system, there is no convincing reason to believe that capitalist production will become sustainable one day through economies of constant capital. Rather, with the development of productive forces under capitalism, the universal extravagant use of the forces of nature expands as capital pursues creating a “system of general utility” with lower costs.

Marx’s ecological critique shows that a certain use value of nature is deeply modified under capitalism in favor of valorization, and that
this elasticity of nature is the reason for capital’s intensive and extensive exploitation of nature. A number of anti-Marxists contend that Marx believed that ecological crises arise out of a human inability to sufficiently master nature, which will be overcome with the future development of the forces of production. They thus reject what they suppose to be Marx’s anthropocentric and Promethean demand for the absolute mastery over nature as fatally unecological. However, this type of critique misses Marx’s theory of reification. The cause of modern ecological crises is not the insufficient level of technological development but economic form determinations of the transhistorical process of metabolic interchange between humans and nature.

The problem of capitalism’s disturbance of natural metabolism cannot thus be resolved through an augmentation of productive forces. To the contrary, the situation often gets even worse because the capitalist form of technological and scientific development for the sake of attaining more profit continues to neglect the universal metabolism of nature. Capital’s drive to exploit natural forces is “boundless” because these forces function as free or cost-minimizing factors in production. However, natural forces and resources are “limited,” so the disturbance of the ecosystem arises out of the contradiction between nature and capital. In this context, Marx does not simply claim that humanity destroys the environment. Rather, his “materialist method” investigates how the reified movement of capital reorganizes the transhistorical metabolism between humans and nature and negates the fundamental material condition for sustainable human development. Accordingly, Marx’s socialist project demands the rehabilitation of the humans-nature relationship through the restriction and finally the transcendence of the alien force of reification.

The capitalist tendency to degrade nature is derived from the law of commodity exchange. Capital pays for value as the objectification of abstract labor and not for social and natural forces that do not enter into the valorization process—though it fully appropriates the surplus products that they produce. Moreover, capital ignores costs that are necessary for the recovery of natural power after every use. Those costs that natural power requires due to its material characteristics are not reflected in the value of a commodity because value only expresses the expenditure of abstract human labor. Capital follows the logic of equivalent commodity exchange and justifies its own behavior. This discrepancy between “commodity value” and “natural properties” clearly indicates the unecological character of social production mediated by value.
compulsion does not take any action against the destruction of workers’ lives, it is also indifferent to various destructive consequences in nature because, according to its logic of equivalent commodity exchange, its procedure is fully justified in that it pays for every single value. This fact clearly shows that value cannot be an effective criterion for sustainable production.

Even if the recovery of the original condition after capital’s extravagant use of natural resources costs a lot more in the future, capital cannot give up its freeloading, for the “elasticity of capital” is dependent on the elasticity of nature. Even if capital does not pay the costs for maintaining natural resources, these resources will not be exhausted immediately. Neither water contamination nor massive carbon dioxide emissions directly cause a crisis for capitalism. Rather, capital profits from this: through extensive and intensive appropriation of nature, capital not only increases productive forces but also counteracts any tendency for the rate of profit to fall. It attempts to compensate for this tendency with the mass production of cheaper commodities and with a usage of cheaper natural resources. However, these countermeasures only impose more burdens upon nature, and it is clear that these countermeasures cannot last forever. There is a material limitation for the capitalist squeezing the forces of nature, just as workers cannot avoid rapid physical and mental degradation under an excessive extension of the working day.

Remarkably, Marx in his later economic manuscripts pointed to cases where natural forces can no longer serve the valorization process “freely” because of their exhaustion:

The quantity of productive force of labor can increase in order to obtain the same or even decreasing produce, so that this increase of labor’s productive force serves only as compensation of decreasing natural conditions of productivity—and even this compensation may be insufficient—as seen in certain cases of agriculture, extractive industry etc.78

Marx was thus aware of those cases where the profit rate sinks as a result of the increasing costs of the floating part of constant capital. Consequently, capitalist production tries desperately to discover new sources and technological methods on a global scale in order to counter the falling rate of profit. Or it tries to produce a greater mass of commodities in order to compensate for a falling rate of profit with a larger magnitude of profit. As a result, capital undermines its own material
foundation even more rapidly, because individual capitalists are forced to accumulate at an accelerating rate to secure such an increase in the magnitude of profit.79

Forced by economic competition, capital still does not hesitate to exploit nature ever more extensively and intensively without calculating the additional burdens of the ecosystem. Individual capitalists in this profit-driven society are not able to stop the destruction of nature; they must act with a popular motto of Après moi le déluge. Against this situation, Marx's socialism envisions an ecological struggle against capital. Ecosocialist strategy needs to aim at the construction of a sustainable humans-nature relationship through the restriction of reification. Otherwise, the capitalist development of productive forces only deepens the fundamental contradiction on an increasing scale:

The more the productivity of labor increases, the more the working day can be shortened, and the more the working day is shortened, the more the intensity of labor can increase. From the point of view of society the productivity of labor also grows when economies are made in its use. This implies not only economizing on the means of production, but also avoiding all useless labor. The capitalist mode of production, while it enforces economy in each individual business, also begets, by its anarchic system of competition, the most outrageous squandering of labor-power and of the social means of production, not to mention the creation of a vast number of functions at present indispensable, but in themselves superfluous.80

In contrast to a popular claim that Marx was overly optimistic regarding the progressive character of capitalism, we find that he did not actually praise economizing on the means of production and labor under capitalist production. This is because such economizing only takes places for the sake of attaining greater profit. On the contrary, Marx emphasized that the capitalist development of production inevitably squanders the forces of labor and nature under its “anarchic system of competition.”81 Despite the reduction of necessary labor time as a result of increasing productivity, the entire labor time will not be reduced in capitalism, but on the contrary is intensified and even extended in order to produce more surplus value. In addition, the unorganized system of production requires various mediating “superfluous” expenditures such as those devoted to accountants and investors, who also demand extra consumption of labor power and natural resources. Capitalist production is driven toward the
mass production of products that often do not find any effective demand, the inevitable result of anarchistic competition, so that a vast amount of commodities must be immediately discarded as garbage. On the social level, this anarchic development of productivity annuls the trivial economizing attempted by individual capitalists.

The capitalist mode of production must produce with its incessantly increasing productivity an enormous quantity of use values, which presupposes corresponding measureless desires for the realization of surplus values that squanders them. Under mass production the social use values multiply in various spheres, and the satisfaction of human needs becomes more and more dependent on commodity exchanges. Nonetheless, there emerges another material limitation to capital accumulation. No matter how much human desires proliferate, they are never infinite. In this material limitation there lies, in addition to the disturbance of “natural metabolism,” another possibility of a disruption of “social metabolism”: economic crisis due to overproduction. Economic crisis is nothing but the disturbance of material flux in the society by the economic form determination.

It has become clear that Marx, far from being optimistic about sustainable capitalist development in his theory of value, criticizes how the one-sided mediation of the metabolic interaction between humans and nature by abstract labor exhausts and desolates the forces of labor and nature. The main problem of capitalist eco-crises is not just that capitalism, as a result of wasteful mass production, will sometime in the future suffer from the increasing price and lack of raw materials (and a possible corresponding falling rate of profit) and will no longer efficiently satisfy human needs. Rather, the problem lies in the subjective experience of alienation, ensuring that the capitalist mode of production undermines the material foundation for sustainable human development due to the metabolic rift. Once the historical vocation of capitalism in increasing productive forces has been realized, the further development of human freedom and talents demands a transition to another stage of human history. However, as Marx argues, this transition is not an automatic one. It requires socialist theory and praxis.

At this point, it is possible to articulate a hypothesis addressing a remaining question of Marxism: Why did Marx so intensively study the natural sciences? Marx engaged in serious studies of a wide range of books in the fields of natural science, we can surmise, in order to analyze the contradictions of the material world as a result of its modifications by capital. To ground this hypothesis, the second part of this book
investigates Marx’s treatment of agriculture, focusing on agricultural chemistry, geology, and botany. In this context, the German agricultural chemist Justus von Liebig plays a central role.
PART II

MARX’S ECOLOGY AND THE MARX-ENGELS-GESAMTAUSGABE
The productive power at mankind’s disposal is immeasurable. The productivity of the soil can be increased ad infinitum by the application of capital, labor and science. This statement, which is hardly valid today, is not from Marx’s text but from the young Engels’s Outline of a Critique of Political Economy. Yet it reflects to some extent the widespread nineteenth-century view regarding future technological and scientific development, which was supposed to dramatically increase productivity in industry and agriculture beyond given natural limits.

This is why critics feel justified to attribute such a fatally flawed optimistic ideology to Marx as well. Ted Benton, one of the earliest ecosocialists, criticizes Marx’s “flight from any recognition of ‘natural limits’”: “The blindness to natural limits already present in the industrial ideology is compounded and intensified by the overriding intentional structure, with its indifference to the concrete character of raw materials, labor or product.” This chapter puts Benton’s claim into question. Analyzing Marx’s theory of ground rent, which Benton surprisingly ignores despite its direct treatment of “nature” and the “soil,” I will demonstrate that Marx clearly reconceptualized the problem of “natural limits” and the relevant contradictions of capitalism as his political economy deepened. Consequently, he came to envision the sustainable interaction of humans with their environment as a central practical task of a future socialist society. In the course of his theoretical development, Marx actually began to pay particular attention to “the concrete character of raw materials, labor or product.”

Without doubt there are difficulties in reconstructing Marx’s treatment
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of natural limits because he was not able to complete volume 3 of *Capital* during his lifetime, so it is not possible to find a final version of his analysis of agriculture in his manuscripts. In this context, it is necessary to study carefully those economic manuscripts that are now completely available in the second section of the MEGA. Marx’s excerpt notebooks published in the fourth section, however, are as important as his economic manuscripts because they document a number of aspects that are not fully discussed in his economic manuscripts. In many paragraphs and footnotes to volume 3, Marx noted only a name or a comment without going into detail, and his intentions are not always clear. Though his notebooks have been marginalized in the earlier literature on *Capital*, they help in understanding what Marx would have said if he had been able to complete the final draft of *Capital*. His theory of ground rent also attains a new context when taking his excerpt notebooks into account, especially in terms of a genetic emergence of an ecological critique of capitalism.

The central figure of our current investigation is Justus von Liebig, whose *Chemistry and Its Application to Agriculture and Physiology* (7th ed., 1862) had a great impact upon Marx’s theory. While earlier research on the intellectual relationship between Marx and Liebig clearly demonstrated their ecological critique of modern agriculture, it is noteworthy that the original reason for Marx’s reading of Liebig was an economic one. It would be an exaggeration to say that Marx was ecological from the start, because there are sometimes naive Promethean indications in his earlier texts, which are similar to the one found in Engels’s quoted passage. Thus it is worth inquiring how Marx came to recognize the environmental unsustainability of the capitalist mode of production as the contradiction of capitalism, and to urge realizing sustainable production in the future society.

For this current investigation, Marx’s analyses of the “law of diminishing returns” from different periods are useful to reconstruct the development of his view of nature. They document that Marx, as a result of deepening his natural science knowledge, consciously parted from the young Engels’s myth about the infinite progress of agricultural productivity and recognized the insurmountable limitation of the natural conditions of agriculture, which must be respected in any post-capitalist society. This recognition of natural limits did not, however, prompt Marx to fall into apocalyptic pessimism. Rather, he began to argue more passionately for a rational interaction with nature through the transcendence of the reified power of capital.
MARX’S THEORY OF GROUND RENT BEFORE 1865

Marx’s theory of ground rent does not appear all of sudden in Capital; instead it has a long prehistory that begins with a reception of David Ricardo’s rent theory in his polemic work against Pierre-Joseph Proudhon, *The Poverty of Philosophy*. I will first sketch out Ricardo’s influential argument with a particular focus on the “law of diminishing returns,” so that the significance of Marx’s Ricardo reception becomes apparent.

Ricardo put forward his theory of rent in an epoch-making book, *On the Principles of Political Economy, and Taxation*, published in 1815. His analysis first abstracts from concrete reality and presupposes a linear process of land reclamation in the course of civilization, according to which, with an increase of population, the demands for food grow at the same time, so that farmers are continuously compelled to cultivate land with more and more infertile soil. Ricardo assumes that if plenty of land is available, the best land is cultivated first so as to spare extra labor and capital. With a continuous increase of the population under the development of civilization, the best lands are quickly cultivated since their availability is limited. Given the supposition that the value of all products is determined by the production under the most unfavorable conditions, Ricardo claimed that the prices of agricultural products necessarily go up in the course of the development of society, so that the owner of the better land who continues to produce with lower labor and capital can receive the deduction as differential rent.7

According to Ricardo, the additional investment of capital on the same lands cannot compensate the various different natural fertilities because the output does not increase proportionally to the investment but only at a decreasing rate, so that, for example, the price of corn inevitably rises in the long run:

> It often, and, indeed, commonly happens, that before No. 2, 3, 4, or 5, or the inferior lands are cultivated, capital can be employed more productively on those lands which are already in cultivation. It may perhaps be found, that by doubling the original capital employed on No. 1, though the produce will not be doubled, will not be increased by 100 quarters, it may be increased by eighty-five quarters, and that this quantity exceeds what could be obtained by employing the same capital, on land No. 3.8

Edward West, whom Marx also regards as one of the first economists to
theorize on differential rent, argues in the same way in his *Essay on the Application of Capital to Land*, published in 1815:

Thus, suppose any quantity of land such that 100\(l.[100\text{ English pounds}]\) capital laid out on it would reproduce 120\(l.\) that is 20 per cent profit, I say that a double capital, viz. 200\(l.\), would not produce 240\(l.\) or 20 per cent profit, but probably 230\(l.\) or some less sum than 240\(l.\). The amount of the profit would no doubt be increased, but the ratio of it at the capital would be diminished.\(^9\)

What both Ricardo and West understand as the law of diminishing returns is that the produce of the soil cannot proportionally increase through successive capital investments. Doubling the investments does not result in the doubling of the produce, but it always brings about a smaller portion of corn, meat, milk, etc.\(^{10}\)

The law of diminishing returns purports to describe, on the one hand, the constant retreat toward less fertile soils, and on the other, the diminishing production from the soil as a result of successive capital investments on the same land. Both factors increase differential rent for the owner of better lands, who continues to attain the output at the same costs but sells it at a higher price. This view, advocated by Ricardo and West, found wide acceptance at the time, and this is the way “bourgeois economists” dealt with the idea of natural limits to capital, which industrial development cannot overcome.\(^{11}\) It is still open whether and how far this presupposition of “natural limits” and “the law” on an abstract level is adequate for the explanation of ground rent in capitalist society. Marx struggled with this problem for quite a long time.

In *The Poverty of Philosophy*, published in 1847, Marx principally accepted the mechanism of Ricardo’s differential rent theory, arguing similarly that the owners of produce of fruitful soils can attain a surplus due to the price difference compared with production under unfavorable conditions. At the same time, Marx attempted to diverge from Ricardo’s law. He summarized Ricardo’s argument:

If one could always have at one’s disposal plots of land of the same degree of fertility; if one could, as in manufacturing industry, have recourse continually to cheaper and more productive machines, or if the subsequent outlays of capital produced as much as the first, then the price of agricultural products would be determined by the cost price of commodities produced by the best instruments of
production, as we have seen with the price of manufactured products. But from this moment rent would have disappeared also.\textsuperscript{12}

Marx correctly summarized Ricardo’s presupposition that in reality both the availability of good lands and the increase of agricultural productivity through successive capital investments are limited, so that the insurmountable differences in soil fertility continue to offer the foundation for the category of “ground rent.”

Marx agreed with Ricardo only in terms of the mechanism of ground rent, but not his supposition of diminishing returns. Marx’s critique of “bourgeois economy” rejects its fetishistic, ahistorical treatment of economic categories, including ground rent. At the end of the section on ground rent, Marx parted from Ricardo’s presupposition, pointing to the possibility of a great improvement in soil productivity:

Wherein consists, in general, any improvement, whether in agriculture or in manufacture? In producing more with the same labor; in producing as much, or even more, with less labor. Thanks to these improvements, the farmer is spared from using a greater amount of labor for a relatively smaller product. He has no need, therefore, to resort to inferior soils, and installments of capital applied successively to the same soil remain equally productive.\textsuperscript{13}

Ground rent should \textit{diminish} in the course of the development of civilization in contrast to Ricardo’s assumption, due to progress in agriculture. The material foundation of rent could even disappear in the future if private property is abolished and if “improvements” brought about by the free application of modern natural sciences, such as chemistry and geology, and of technology that can increase agricultural productivity \textit{proportionally}. Moreover, agricultural productivity can increase to such an extent that the difference of fertility among various lands can be equalized, so that ground rent tends continuously to diminish.

Marx’s remark that “installments of capital applied successively to the same soil remain equally productive” shares the optimistic opinion about the possibility of infinite improvements of agricultural productivity with young Engels. Without the need “to resort to inferior soils,” it is possible to receive ground rent in relation to the \textit{proportional} improvements of soil fertility.

Marx comes back to the same point in his letter to Engels of January 7, 1851, criticizing Ricardo’s theory of ground rent once again. Marx
argues that Ricardo’s understanding must not be completely rejected, but requires some modifications so that Ricardo’s law of differential rent “still holds good” despite his critique. Marx’s critique still supports the refutation of the law of diminishing returns, which contradicts “historical facts”: “The main point of all this is to adjust the law of rent to progress in fertility in agriculture generally, this being the only way, firstly, to explain the historical facts.”14 In contrast to Ricardo’s ahistorical abstraction, Marx’s analysis tries to find empirical ground characterized by the “progress” of agriculture. He argues that Ricardo’s scheme would explain increasing rent in the last fifty years with the cultivation of less fertile soils due to increasing demands of agricultural produce. However, according to Marx, Ricardo’s assumption of diminishing fertility is not necessary. The increase of rent can take place even if agricultural produce becomes cheaper. This is because more products are produced thanks to the development of technology, and the sum total of rents becomes bigger than before.15 With the general improvement of the land, it is possible, Marx argues, that more lands are cultivated for the purpose of attaining ground rent, so the sum total of rent increases, while, contra Ricardo, the price of corn continuously diminishes thanks to technological development.

At the end of the letter to Engels, Marx writes:

As you know, the real joke where rent is concerned is that it is generated by evening out the price for the resultants of varying production costs, but that this law of market price is nothing other than the law of bourgeois competition. Even after the elimination of bourgeois production, however, there remains the snag that the soil would become relatively more infertile, that, with the same amount of labor, successively less would be achieved, although the best land would no longer, as under bourgeois rule, yield as dear a product as the poorest. The foregoing would do away with this objection.16

Marx tells Engels why Ricardo’s law of diminishing returns needs to be rejected; that is, he is worried that if Ricardo’s presupposition is correct, the future socialist society would be threatened by the problem of insufficient means of subsistence forever, and Malthus’s theory of absolute overpopulation would prove correct. Marx believes that he succeeded in removing this concern after proving the increase of ground rent derived precisely out of a historical tendency of general improvement of the land through successive capital investment. While
this demonstration does not directly refute the law of diminishing returns, in claiming to have refuted the objection that “the soil would become relatively more infertile, that, with the same amount of labor, successively less would be achieved,” Marx still assumes that successive capital investment should be able to realize a *proportional* increase in agricultural productivity. Engels reacts positively to this letter, and his reaction relieves Marx.

As shown, some of the main aspects of Marx’s theory of differential ground rent were already existent in the 1850s. Yet another theoretical development came at the beginning of the 1860s when Marx once again intensively engaged with Ricardo’s ground rent theory, in the *Economic Manuscripts 1861–63*. First of all, in contrast to Ricardo’s theory, Marx formulated the theory of rent in such a way that increasing as well as decreasing tendencies of agricultural development in the history can be analyzed with one law. He tried to provide a proof for “the incorrectness of the Ricardian concept that differential rent *depends* on the diminishing productivity of labor, on the movement from the more productive mine or land to the less productive. It is just as compatible with the reverse process and hence with the growing productivity of labor.”17 Thus, this time, Marx carefully went into concrete calculations of differential rent so that it can be flexibly extended and generalized to include those cases that start with less fertile soils and proceed to more fertile ones with increasing productivity of labor.

Furthermore, Marx formulated the possibility of “absolute land rent,” which Ricardo did not deal with at all. Marx criticized Ricardo for only considering the difference of land fertility as the source of ground rent. However, there exists, argued Marx, another source. Because of its backwardness and the natural conditions that surround it, the “organic composition of capital,” that is, the proportion of value between constant and variable capital (c/v) determined by the technological composition of capital, is lower in agriculture than in industrial branches. So, by selling agricultural products, it is possible to attain higher profit than the social average. Due to the natural limitations in the amount of disposable land, capital, seeking higher profit, cannot freely move from other production branches to agriculture. There is limited competition in agriculture, which allows the proprietor of the land to continue appropriating a part of surplus value as surplus profit without worrying about the typical adjustment to production price. Marx argued that surplus profit that arises from the difference of value and production prices constitutes the source of absolute rent.18
After discussing the two forms of ground rent, Marx outlined his plan for section 3, “Capital and Profit,” which in terms of content largely corresponds to the order of volume 3 of *Capital*:

1) Conversion of surplus value into profit. Rate of profit as distinguished from rate of surplus value. 2) Conversion of profit into average profit. Formation of the general rate of profit. Transformation of values into prices of production. 3) Adam Smith’s and Ricardo’s theories on profit and prices of production. 4) *Rent.* (Illustration of the difference between value and price of production.) 5) History of the so-called Ricardian law of rent. 6) Law of the fall of the rate of profit. Adam Smith, Ricardo, Carey. . . .

In this note, it is possible to see clearly the task of Marx’s theory of ground rent: “Illustration of the difference between value and price of production.” The theory of ground rent does not possess an independent character similar to that of the category “profit rate,” but instead plays a secondary role because it only functions as an example for illustrating the difference between “value” and “price of production,” which Ricardo failed to recognize. Accordingly, it is the category of “absolute rent” that Marx used as his primary category. In Marx’s plan of 1861–63 for volume 3 of *Capital*, the theory of differential rent is theoretically subordinated to absolute rent, as he intended to describe it simply as the “history” of an economic category. The theoretical preeminence of the theory of absolute rent is understandable because it is this category that demonstrates Marx’s original insight, contrasting with Ricardo, which is based on his distinction of “surplus value” from “profit” and “value” from “price of production.”

But this plan is not identical with the one that Marx wrote down in his manuscript of 1864–65. Now the construction of the chapter on ground rent has a different outlook:

A1. The concept of differential rent as such. The example of water-power. Then the transition to agricultural rent proper.
A2. Differential rent I, arising from the varying fertility of different tracts of land.
A3. Differential rent II, arising from successive capital investments on the same land. This should be divided further into:
   (a) differential rent with the price of production stationary,
   (b) differential rent with the price of production falling,
   (c) differential rent with the price of production rising, and
(d) the transformation of surplus profit into rent.
A4. The influence of this rent on the rate of profit.

B. Absolute rent
C. The price of land.
D. Final considerations on ground-rent.²⁰

Notably, in the manuscript, rent theory becomes an independent chapter like the chapter on “profit.” It no longer aims at an exemplary “illustration” of profit theory. In this manuscript, Marx first began to write the section on absolute rent. He then wrote the section on differential rent, but he ended up writing many more pages (80 printed pages in the MEGA² volume). After a new examination, the theory of differential rent appears to attain a more important position than absolute rent in the manuscript for volume 3 of Capital.

Since this later plan for the ground rent theory was not final, it is not certain whether Marx would have followed it in volume 3 of Capital. Yet, it is at least in the order that Engels followed more or less during his editorial work. This newer plan indicates that Marx was at the time prompted to develop the theory of differential rent in much more detail, so that absolute rent now seems to possess a secondary importance. The reason for this modification is to be found in the manuscript itself, and, in comparing it with that of 1861–63, it is noticeable that Marx now added a new subsection in the chapter on differential rent: “Differential rent II, arising from successive capital investments on the same land.” Indeed, there is a new discussion on the “law of diminishing returns” and a new treatment of natural fertility in the manuscript. This is a result of Marx’s reception of Liebig’s theory.

As seen above, in terms of the “successive capital investments on the same land,” Marx, like Engels in the 1840s and 1850s, and in his Poverty of Philosophy and letters, assumed the proportional increase of agricultural productivity. In the economic manuscripts of the 1860s, it is still possible to find this earlier assumption, as observed in the table dealing with two cases, A and B, where double capital investments accordingly produce the proportionally increased amount of crops. I have reproduced a shorter version of the table with relevant numbers (see Table 1, p.151).²¹

The land “II” produces proportionally to the successive capital investments. Furthermore Marx provided various calculations in his Economic Manuscripts of 1861–63, but he did not treat the cases with diminishing returns under successive capital investments. However,
Marx in his *Economic Manuscript of 1864–1865* reflected upon this theoretical blind spot.

Moreover, Marx anticipated in his *Economic Manuscripts of 1861–63* that, due to the future capital intensification in agriculture associated with the transition to socialism, agricultural production would increase much faster, and that the disproportion of the development between industry and agriculture would cease to exist:

Furthermore, it [Marx’s modification of the Ricardian rent theory] does away with the superstructure, which with Ricardo himself was anyhow only arbitrary and not necessary for his presentation, namely, that the agricultural industry becomes gradually less productive; it admits on the contrary that it becomes more productive. Only on the bourgeois basis is agriculture *relatively less productive*, or slower to develop the productive forces of labor, than industry.²²

Marx then continues to argue:

But when industry reaches a certain level the disproportion must diminish; in other words, productivity in agriculture must increase relatively more rapidly than in industry. This requires: 1) The replacement of the easygoing farmer by the businessman, the farming capitalist; transformation of the husband-man into a pure wage laborer; large-scale agriculture, i.e., with concentrated capitals. 2) In particular, however: Mechanics, the really scientific basis of large-scale industry, had reached a certain degree of perfection during the eighteenth century. The development of chemistry, geology and physiology, the sciences that *directly* form the specific basis of agriculture rather than of industry, does not take place till the nineteenth century and especially the later decades.²³

The rapid increase of agricultural productivity through intensification by means of successive capital investment and the application of natural sciences is the reason why absolute rent could disappear in the future due to the increase of the organic composition of capital in agriculture up to the level of industry.²⁴ Marx’s argument sounds as if agricultural production could increase its productivity with the application of modern natural sciences and technologies, as in industrial production, without much difference. It is not clearly discernible how much Marx still believed in the possibility of the proportional increase
of productivity with successive capital investments, but he nonetheless clearly propagated the possibility of a general rapid improvement of agricultural productivity in the future society in such a way that is incompatible with Ricardo’s ahistorical abstract treatment of the law of diminishing returns. In this sense, Marx’s critique does not yet take the problem of soil exhaustion and scarcity of natural resources in agriculture and in extractive industry seriously enough, because it supposes that such a problem only occurs in capitalism. Marx believed that this problem would be overcome in socialism through the free development of productivity in the future.25

In regard to the problem of natural limits in Marx’s theory, Michael Perelman argues that Marx, as a result of the cotton crisis of 1863, became aware of the importance of natural resource scarcity under the increasing demands for circulating capital together with fixed capital, but Marx did not explicitly emphasize this point because he was afraid that he would be identified with Malthusianism, one of his main theoretical enemies.26 This is an interesting hypothesis, but it is misleading to argue that Marx fled from this problem and suppressed this dimension of scarcity in his critique of political economy. In fact, Marx changed his understanding of the law of diminishing returns through his study of Liebig’s agricultural chemistry in 1865–66. He remained convinced of the overall theoretical validity of his own theory of ground rent, but as a result of his reception of newer natural sciences Marx refuted the ungrounded assumption of classical political economy from a new perspective and began a more nuanced treatment of the problem of natural limits.

Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Capital</th>
<th>No. of tons</th>
<th>Total value</th>
<th>Market value per ton</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>II</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>III</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>300</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Capital</th>
<th>No. of tons</th>
<th>Total value</th>
<th>Market value per ton</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>32½</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>III</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>138 6/13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>95½</td>
<td>170 10/13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>250</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>369</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LIEBIG’S RECOGNITION OF NATURAL LIMITS

In 1865, Marx returned to studying natural sciences in order to bestow a more up-to-date scientific foundation for his own investigation of ground rent. After reading various books and writing his manuscript for volume 3 of Capital, Marx told Engels, in a letter of February 13, 1866, about his fascination with the rapid development of chemistry:

As far as this “damned” book [Capital] is concerned, the position now is: it was ready at the end of December. The treatise on ground rent alone, the penultimate chapter, is in its present form almost long enough to be a book in itself. I have been going to the Museum in the daytime and writing at night. I had to plough through the new agricultural chemistry in Germany, in particular Liebig and Schönbein, which is more important for this matter than all the economists put together, as well as the enormous amount of material that the French have produced since I last dealt with this point. I concluded my theoretical investigation of ground rent two years ago. And a great deal had been achieved, especially in the period since then, fully confirming my theory.27

One immediately notices a surprisingly positive evaluation that Liebig, together with Schönbein, is “more important . . . than all the economists put together.” Marx said that his theoretical investigation of ground rent was already “concluded” two years ahead in the Economic Manuscripts of 1861–63, but he also admitted that in the last two years “a great deal has been achieved.” It was a positive progress, “confirming” Marx’s theory. It is useful now to examine his notebooks because they will show how this new progress of agricultural chemistry confirmed and deepened his theory of ground rent.

In terms of Marx’s reception of Liebig, it is important to note that, despite his remark about the “confirmation” of his own theory by recent developments in chemistry, he seems to correct his earlier thesis in the economic manuscript for volume 3 of Capital when he mentions the necessity to refer to Liebig in one paragraph and reminds himself of the importance of dealing with successive capital investment in a different manner than in the past: “On the declining productivity of the soil when successive capital investments are made. Liebig should be consulted on this question. We have seen that successive declines in surplus productivity always increase the rent per acre when the price of production is constant, and that the rent
may increase even when the price is falling.”28 In this remark, Marx suddenly seems to accept the opposite idea that agricultural produce cannot continue to increase as industry does but decreases with successive capital investments. Does Marx accept the law of diminishing returns?

This remark is all the more interesting (though confusing as well) because Marx in another passage in volume 1 of *Capital* seems to criticize Liebig precisely in terms of the law of diminishing returns. Marx expresses his reservation toward Liebig after he praises his “immortal merits” in agricultural chemistry:

It is, however, to be regretted that he ventures quite at random on such assertions as the following: “By greater pulverizing and more frequent ploughing, the circulation of air in the interior of porous soil is aided, and the surface exposed to the action of the atmosphere is increased and renewed; but it is easily seen that the increased yield of the land cannot be proportional to the labor spent on that land, but increases in a much smaller proportion. This law,” adds Liebig, “was first enunciated by John Stuart Mill in his *Principles of Political Economy*, Vol. 1. p. 17, as follows: ‘That the produce of land increases, *caeteris paribus*, in a diminishing ratio to the increase of the laborers employed’ (Mill here reproduces the law formulated by the Ricardian school in an erroneous form, for since the advance of agriculture in England was accompanied by a ‘decrease of the laborers employed,’ this law, although discovered in, and applied to, England, could have no application in that country) ‘is the universal law of agricultural industry.’ This is very remarkable, since Mill was ignorant of the reason for this law” (Liebig, op. cit., Vol. 1, p. 143, and note).29

Liebig as a chemist is not so familiar with the history of political economy. As Marx comments, it is “really droll” that Liebig recognizes John Stuart Mill as the discoverer of the law of diminishing returns.30 What is so regretful for Marx is the danger that Liebig’s “random” remark raises a wrong impression, as if he confirmed the law of the Ricardian school about the non-proportional relationship between labor and the yield of the soil. In this passage, Marx still seems to reject the law of diminishing returns and to condemn Liebig’s acceptance of the Ricardian view.

Confronted with those two seemingly contradictory passages from volume 1 and 3 of *Capital*, some earlier literature pointed out that Marx
changed his opinion and finally and correctly accepted the law of diminishing returns in volume 3, as Joseph Esslen argued: “However, it looks as if Karl Marx had later changed his view.”31 If one looks at the history of *Capital* more carefully, this speculation is hardly plausible because Marx worked again on volume 1 of *Capital* for publication after writing the manuscript for volume 3, adding the section on “Large-Scale Industry and Modern Agriculture,” in which he referred to Liebig to integrate his newest findings into the published work. So it is misleading to point to a theoretical modification within *Capital*. When Marx refers to Liebig twice on the same theme, it is to find his theoretical consistency.

In this context, Liebig’s “law of replenishment” (*Gesetz des Ersatzes*) plays an important role. His main contribution in *Agricultural Chemistry* lies in the first systematic demonstration of the role of organic and inorganic soil constituent components for the healthy growth of plants. Liebig convincingly illustrates that a one-sided input of organic substances or nitrogen alone cannot guarantee a maximal amount of crop when other essential soil nutrients are missing. So Liebig claims that all essential nutrients, including inorganic substances, must be existent in the soil with more than a minimum amount—“law of the minimum.” Liebig’s “theory of mineral nutrition” here puts a particular importance on inorganic substances, for in contrast to organic materials, which plants can directly and continuously assimilate through atmosphere and rain, inorganic substances in the soil can be provided only to a limited extent, so that their loss in the soil must be heavily limited. To grow crops successfully and sustainably, it is absolutely necessary to constantly return to the soil those mineral substances that are taken away by plants in order to minimize their loss. As the “law of replenishment,” Liebig formulates the necessity to give back nutrients and postulates a “full replenishment of all plant compounds taken from the soil by harvested crops” as the main proposition of his rational agriculture.32 In this way, Liebig insists on the importance of the undisrupted cycle of organic and inorganic materials as the basic principle of sustainable production.

In terms of the law of diminishing returns, however, Liebig shows an ambivalence, which, interestingly, is not reflected in Marx’s notebook, where Marx intentionally focuses on one aspect but neglects the other. Marx’s excerpts from Liebig’s *Agricultural Chemistry* reveal his theoretical interest.

Though Liebig’s fame has been recently rehabilitated, primarily due to his critique of the “robbery system” of agriculture that neglects the law
of replenishment, he shared, at least until the 1850s, a popular optimistic idea of the rapid and boundless progress of agriculture, which appeared plausible with the introduction of machinery and chemical fertilizer. Even before Liebig, James Anderson, who also influenced Marx as a defender of the ideal of agricultural development and as the founder of the theory of differential ground rent, wrote in an optimistic manner about the “proportional” increase of agricultural productivity:

The melioration of the soil must ever be proportioned to the means that are used to augment its productiveness. . . . Under skillful management, the degree of melioration will be proportioned to the labor that is bestowed upon the soil. . . . In other words, the productiveness of the soil will be proportioned to the number of persons who are employed in active labor upon the soil, and the economy with which they conduct their operations.33

Contrary to Malthus’s famous assumption about the “arithmetical” increase of agricultural productivity, Anderson proposed, so to speak, a “geometrical” model. When such an optimistic evaluation of the agricultural revolution was dominant, not only among practical farmers but also among scholars and appeared to reflect the actual development, it is fully understandable that the young Marx and Engels attempted to refute the law of diminishing returns by pointing to the possibility of a proportional increase in agricultural productivity.

Liebig underscored, with the same modernist spirit of Anderson, the potentiality of the soil proportionally to increase with the mineral substances contained in the soil. For example, he argued in the sixth edition of Agricultural Chemistry (1846):

Hence it is quite certain, that in our fields, the amount of nitrogen in the crops is not at all in proportion to the quantity supplied in the manure. . . . The crops on a field diminish or increase in exact proportion to the diminution or increase of the mineral substances conveyed to it in manure.34

Also, John Bennet Lawes, whose “theory of nitrogen” in contrast to Liebig’s “theory of mineral nutrition” stressed the primary importance of nitrogen for ample plant growth, did not doubt the increase of agricultural productivity in exact proportion to the quantity of nitrogen added to the soil:
The various contradictory results obtained by the application of mineral manures to wheat are completely accounted for, when it is known that they only increase the produce in proportion to the available azotized matter existing in the soil.35

In the famous debates between Liebig’s mineral theory and Lawes’s nitrogen theory, their main difference concerned which soil constituent components can bring about a “proportional” increase of crops, and not about whether such an increase would be possible.

However, in the seventh edition of Agricultural Chemistry published in 1862, Liebig put forward another view. He recognized that there are natural limits to agricultural improvements, particularly due to the finite amount of available mineral nutrients in the soil and the finite absorption ability of roots and leaves. The latter aspect is one of the most important themes that interested Marx, as observed in his excerpt notebooks. Liebig’s book explicates the relationship between the intensification of agriculture and diminishing crops. In a paragraph to which Marx referred in a footnote in Capital, quoted above, Liebig wrote:

A double amount of labor cannot insure the availability of twice the material nutrients that ordinary tillage would have provided in a given amount of time. The quantity of these material soil constituents is not equal in all fields, and even in those fields where there is sufficient supply their transformation into an immediately effective form is not directly dependent on labor but on external agencies, which like the air are limited in their oxygen and carbonic acid contents, and which, in accordance with their quantity, must be increased in the same proportion as the increase of labor if the latter is to bring about a proportionally useful result.36

Marx documents Liebig’s claim in his notebook, indicating that the intensification of agriculture through successive capital investments does not bring about a proportional increase of crops because the speed of chemical reaction and the sum total of available nutrients in the soil are always limited by nature. Liebig admitted that double labor cannot result in a double amount of crops. It is, however, not because of an abstract universal law of diminishing returns but because of a physiological limitation that cannot be overcome through chemical fertilizer or soil irrigation.

Despite various attempts for soil improvement, the limitation to
increase agricultural productivity becomes tangible, for in agricultural production it is not only human labor but the “atmosphere,” including air, light, and warmth, that affects the soil and plants. These effects of nature are as important as inorganic substances in the soil, as Liebig implicitly admitted in responding to critics. Irrigation, drainage, and other physical improvements increase crops by facilitating air circulation in layers of soil, so carbon dioxide and oxygen can more effectively react on soil components. If crops are proportionally increased with the amount of chemical mineral or azotized fertilizer, the physical aspects need to be proportionally increased as well because both chemical and physical elements constitute the essential conditions of plant growth. It is, however, obvious that these cannot always provide necessary nutrients in exact proportion to labor and capital because the weathering of the soil and the absorption ability of roots and leaves is physiologically restricted.

Marx documented the above passage from Agricultural Chemistry in his notebook and integrated it into Capital, not incidentally. In fact, it is this aspect on which Marx focused during his reading of Liebig in 1865–66. Here marginal additions, which highlight important passages in Marx’s notebooks, turn out to be very useful. After he carefully made excerpts from Liebig’s Agricultural Chemistry, which amounts to more than a thousand pages, he added a number of lines in margins of the notebook with pencil for the purpose of classifications and highlighting for future use. A thematic commonality of those lines indicate a striking fact: Marx was interested in the results of experiments that report a non-proportional increase of the soil productivity.

In a passage in volume 2 of Agricultural Chemistry, Liebig summarized an experiment conducted in a botanical garden in Munich by Nägeli and Zoeller to demonstrate the effects of absorption by plant roots of dissoluble material. They filled pots with various mixtures of peat powder, in which they had mixed different quantities of nutrient salts. The experiment showed that this artificial soil became fertile after the addition of the mineral salts, which made the nutrient absorbed in the peat powder dissoluble to water and thus assimilable to plants as their nutrients. In regard to this experiment, Marx documented Liebig’s concluding remarks and bestowed a vertical line to highlight its importance:

The larger amount of crops in the relatively poorer soil demonstrates that only the soil surface that contains nutrient matter is effective and that the productive power of a soil is not proportional to the quantity of nutrient matter detected by chemical analysis.
It is true that the soil with rich nutrients provided more seeds, but Liebig admitted that the crops did not increase in exact proportion to the mineral substances in the soil, but the soil with less mineral nutrients provided more crops than its chemical analysis had expected.

Marx paid attention to another passage, adding another vertical line to emphasize it:

The abundance or the lack of nutrient matter in the soil exerts influence upon the amount and weight of seeds produced, but it is not proportional to elements existent in the soil. . . . Deviations in the percentage of potash, lime and magnesia . . . are often discernible in all kinds of plants, and like tobacco, wine and clover, lime can be replaced by potash and vice versa. In this case, for example, a decrease of potash . . . corresponds to the increase in the amount of lime and vice versa etc.39

Here Marx again reveals that he is interested in learning about the non-proportional increase of soil productivity. And it is exactly this passage that he was thinking about when he later referred to the case of diminishing returns under successive capital investments in volume 3 of Capital, though he did not go into details there.

In the context of the law of diminishing returns, one sees the reason why Liebig’s Agricultural Chemistry was of great importance for Marx’s project. It is certainly possible that crops increase with both an artificial introduction of inorganic nutrients (such as bone, guano, and chemical fertilizer) and mechanical operations on the soil, which promote the process of weathering through air and warmth. However, as Liebig argued, it is not possible to aim at an infinite increase of crops on the same land. At one point, the soil will not produce more, even if on other lands there are still possibilities for proportional increases. This limit of nature varies according to the characteristics of the soil, and Liebig argued that this is why his theory of chemical analysis of the soil is highly important for agricultural practice.

Marx’s focus on this point becomes more striking because Liebig’s statements about the non-proportional increase of crops in this new edition of Agricultural Chemistry show a certain ambivalence or even “inconsistency” compared with earlier editions.40 Liebig thus did not emphasize that he changed his earlier view. Marx, however, did not overlook this hidden modification and documented it, confirming his strong interest in this topic. Even if Liebig discussed the problem marginally,
Marx cautiously integrated the point into his political economy in order to oppose a scientific explanation to the ungrounded supposition of the Ricardian school.

What Marx problematized in volume 1 of *Capital* becomes clearer when he said it was to be “regretted” that Liebig believed he had found an affinity between his theory and Mill’s though the chemist without a doubt knew that of which Mill was “ignorant.” The difference between Liebig and Mill should be apparent; the latter’s *Principles of Political Economy* simply repeated the famous “dogma” of the Ricardian school, after the law of diminishing returns was “vulgarized” by his father, John Stuart Mill:

Apart from Liebig’s incorrect interpretation of the word “labor,” a word he used in quite a different sense from that adopted by political economy, it is, in any case, “very remarkable” that he should make John Stuart Mill the first proponent of a theory which James Anderson was the first to publish, in the days of Adam Smith, and which was repeated in various works down to the beginning of the nineteenth century; a theory which Malthus, that master in plagiarism (his whole population theory is a shameless plagiarism), appropriated in 1815 which West developed at the same time and independently of Anderson; which in the year 1817 was linked by Ricardo with the general theory of value, then made the rounds of the world as Ricardo’s theory and in 1820 was vulgarized by James Mill, the father of John Stuart Mill; and which was finally reproduced by John Stuart Mill and others as a dogma already quite commonplace, and known to every schoolboy. It is undeniable that the second Mill owes his certainly “remarkable” authority almost entirely to such mistaken attributions.\(^4\)

Marx argued that Mill’s claim only distorted the old law into a wrong statement as if a population engaged with agriculture would increase under industrialization. Mill’s fallacious thesis could not scientifically ground the phenomenon of diminishing returns, but he presupposed Ricardo’s “dogma” as given. Liebig’s incorrect understanding in the sphere of political economy is a matter of regret because his scientific analysis has a basis entirely independent from the Ricardian theory and shows the material mechanism of decreasing agricultural productivity. There lies Liebig’s unique merit compared to other modern political economists.\(^4\)
Thanks to Liebig’s *Agricultural Chemistry*, the discursive constellation around the law of diminishing returns receives a new shape. Liebig provided a scientific explanation of the “actual natural causes for the exhaustion of the land, which incidentally were unknown to any of the economists who wrote about differential rent, on account of the backward state of agricultural chemistry in their time.” Thus, in the earlier debates, not only the defenders of the law of diminishing returns but also its critics tended to presuppose a historical tendency of agricultural development. Neither Ricardo nor West, nor Malthus, provided a chemical and physiological proof in terms of why crops must gradually sink with successive capital investments. Resorting to James Anderson and Arthur Young, the critics of the law, including the young Marx and Henry Charles Carey, also insisted without convincing reasons that a further “proportional” development on the same land should be possible when technological progress continues rapidly enough. Liebig proved that both of the arguments are only *hypothetical*, and without scientific basis.

In 1865, Marx clearly recognized the shortcomings of the debate on the limitations of agricultural productivity. After he found a convincing explanation by a scientist for diminishing crop returns to successive increases in capital, it became possible for Marx to treat the problem of diminishing productivity in detail in his theory of ground rent without falling prey to what Perelman calls Marx’s fear of Malthusianism. This theoretical development, supported by new scientific discoveries, was decisive for him, because he was now clearly conscious of the importance of investigating the different causes of diminishing productivity in agriculture. And, from that, ascertaining the central problem of the capitalist form of agriculture.

It is worth noting the general theoretical relevance of this issue to the critique of political economy. Marx in 1865 deepened his own insight that nature cannot be arbitrarily subordinated and manipulated through technological development. There are insurmountable natural limits. This fact must be contrasted with the popular critique that he totally neglected such limits. For example, Leszek Kołakowski denounces Marx’s “utopian” idea:

Marx can scarcely admit that man is limited either by his body or by geographical conditions. As his argument with Malthus showed, he refused to believe in the possibility of absolute overpopulation, as determined by the earth’s area and natural resources. ... Marx’s
ignoring of the body and physical death, sex and aggression, geography and human fertility—all of which he turns into purely social realities—is one of the most characteristic yet most neglected features of his Utopia.⁴⁵

Marx emphasized the possibility of technological improvement in agriculture and of modifications of natural fertility in the context of his critique of Ricardo and Malthus. However, he did not end up negating “geographical” and other natural conditions. Instead, he focused on such natural conditions of soil fertility during his reading of Liebig, as his notebook conveys. Material properties of the soil play a role as an economic category in Marx’s political economy, for they provide a material basis for the category of ground rent. Thus, Marx had to carefully study agricultural chemistry, physiology, and geology. His investigation of the problem of diminishing returns in 1865 shows that he clearly recognized diverse, insurmountable limitations of the material world and that he decisively parted from the technocratic optimism suggested by Kolakowski. He understood that future production cannot transcend such limits, showing that Kolakowski’s critique is both reductionist and false.

As discussed in chapter 3, Marx rejected the one-sided development of technology brought about by capitalism, which inevitably exhausts both workers and the earth. More important is that Marx did not naïvely believe that the socialist usage of technology would automatically result in positive effects and transcend all natural limits. Rather, he was more concerned about the negative consequences of the capitalist mode of production as a manifestation of the contradictions of capitalism, resulting from its neglect of natural limits.

Accordingly, Marx’s demand for the conscious regulation of the metabolic interaction between humans and nature consists in the insight that precisely due to natural limits social production must be radically reorganized, with particular attention paid to the interaction of humans with their environment. Marx clearly recognized the merits of the development in modern natural sciences and technologies as fundamental material conditions for establishing the future society, but they must be applied to the production process in a fundamentally different way from that in capitalist society, not in order to overcome the limits of nature, but to conduct a sustainable metabolic interaction between humans and nature. This rational intercourse with nature is, however, not possible in capitalism because the whole of social production is organized by private labor, and, accordingly, the social-metabolic interaction is mediated by
value. For a democratic and sustainable management of the metabolic interaction between humans and nature, Marx argued that it is necessary to transform the social practice that bestows capital with an independent force beyond human control. The uniqueness of Marx’s approach becomes more apparent by contrasting it with Wilhelm Roscher’s reception of Liebig.

**ROSCHER’S RECEPTION OF LIEBIG**

Despite his confusion, Liebig’s theory contributes to the critique of the Ricardian school, scientifically explaining what the latter simply presupposed. Liebig’s scientific treatment of the soil enables a rigorous analysis of various causes of diminishing land productivity. In this vein, a particular problem of diminishing returns comes to the foreground in Marx’s theory, that is, the problem of agricultural intensification characteristic of modern society.

In this context an important contemporary political economist of Marx’s time in Germany, who witnessed the intensification of agriculture, and who referred to Liebig’s *Agricultural Chemistry* even before Marx, is Wilhelm Roscher. Carl-Erich Vollgraf has already pointed out the influence of this German theorist on Marx’s research on agriculture in 1865–66. Such a claim might at first seem dubious, for Marx in the *Economic Manuscripts of 1861–63* rejected Roscher without recognizing a single merit in his ideas. He even said in his discussion on ground rent theory that Roscher’s “sentence contains as many falsehoods as words.”

Notably, his negative comments on Roscher do not appear in his discussion of ground rent in the manuscript for volume 3 of *Capital*, even though he continues to mock Roscher in other contexts.

In the fourth, improved edition of *National Economy of Agriculture and Relevant Basic Productions* (*Nationalökonomie des Ackerbaues und der verwandten Urproduktionen*), which constitutes the second volume of his *System of National Economy*, Roscher states in the new preface that he “strove to integrate the results of Liebig’s recent researches on agricultural chemistry . . . into national economy.” In newly added passages and footnotes, Roscher repeatedly emphasizes the significance of Liebig’s new findings: “Even if many of Liebig’s historical assertions are highly disputable . . . ; even if he misses some important facts of national economy, the name of this great natural scientist will always maintain a place of honor comparable to the name of Alexander Humboldt in the history of national economy as well.” Here one finds a clear similarity between
Roscher and Marx, as the latter also affirmatively refers to Liebig, in volume 1 of *Capital*: “To have developed from the point of view of natural science the negative, i.e., destructive side of modern agriculture, is one of Liebig’s immortal merits. His historical overview of the history of agriculture, although not free from gross errors, contains more flashes of insight than all the works of modern political economists put together.”50 Furthermore, the list of books that Marx read and possessed includes a number of authors Roscher also discussed, such as Johann Heinrich von Thünen, Hermann Maron, Franz Xavier von Hlubek, and Carl Fraas. Carl-Erich Vollgraf even argues that Marx was prompted to read Liebig’s *Agricultural Chemistry* in 1865 after reading Roscher’s book. In fact, Roscher’s book appeared in 1865, which corresponds to Marx’s remark in his letter of February 11, 1866, cited above: “I concluded my theoretical investigation of ground rent two years ago. And a great deal had been achieved, especially in the period since then, fully confirming my theory.”

Unfortunately, there are no excerpts from Roscher’s book in Marx’s notebooks. Marx’s personal copy of the fourth edition of Roscher’s *National Economy of Agriculture* was apparently lost.51 Yet Marx’s treatment of agricultural intensification as a “natural law of agriculture” seems to possess a commonality with Roscher. In the manuscript for volume 3 of *Capital*, Marx writes:

It follows from the natural laws of agriculture, moreover, that given a certain level of agriculture and the corresponding exhaustion of the soil, capital, which in this sense is synonymous with means of production already produced, becomes the decisive element in the cultivation of the soil.52

The reference to the “natural laws of agriculture” in the historical development of agriculture as a process of transition from extensive to intensive agriculture is striking. Roscher also talks about the “transition from extensive to intensive agriculture” as one of its “three most important natural laws.”53 It is thus interesting to trace this transition following Roscher’s argument.

Similar to Marx, Roscher claims that the transition occurs because extensive agriculture “exhausts” the soil. He writes: “Among barbarous peoples, and in their very extensive agriculture, what is primarily at stake is to gain access to plant nutrients naturally offered by the soil simply with little developed technique, unsophisticated machines, lean work
animals, etc. Thus [they only cultivate] the large part of light soils, which of course get exhausted soon, and natural grasslands.\(^54\) Due to soil exhaustion and increasing population, Roscher argues, people confront the necessity of a transition to a more intensive agriculture through the introduction of cultivation of clover, drainage, and fertilizer, as is shown in the three-field system and crop rotation. More capital and labor must be invested into the land. Roscher points out that, in order to cover the increasing demand for food from a growing population, the transformation of pasture lands into arable fields was necessary. Arable fields can produce more food within a limited availability of the soil; later Wilhelm Abel, following Roscher, calls this historical transition “destocking” (Depekoration).\(^55\)

Roscher does not see any contradiction in the process of intensification. His tendency to naturalize historical development becomes more striking because of his high evaluation of Liebig’s theory of soil exhaustion. In the paragraph of the fourth edition where Roscher introduces the difference between “extensive” and “intensive” agriculture, he adds new points taken from Liebig’s Agricultural Chemistry and highlights the importance of “statics of agriculture.” He demands the “equilibrium between the operations that consume soil power and the operations that replenish it” as the principal condition of sustainable agriculture.\(^56\)

Referring to Liebig’s mineral theory, Roscher emphasizes that without replacement of mineral soil nutrients absorbed by plants the soil will sooner or later get exhausted.

Roscher then formulates the problem of increasing costs of agricultural products as a result of the intensification of agriculture: “The less plentiful the supply of natural fund becomes, the more urgent the necessity becomes to take some measure against it, and the costs that one can and must use for this purpose increase.”\(^57\) He points out that the costs for the replacement of soil nutrients go up as under intensification more labor and capital must be invested. In this context, Roscher says: “From a perspective of natural science Liebig is also totally right in proving that robbery agriculture can only be disguised by manuring the soil . . . and by plowing up the subsoil.”\(^58\) Intensification of capital (manuring) and labor (plowing up) can increase crops only for a short period of time. The intensive assimilation of the soil’s constituent components is a necessary result of the development of civilization, but as “robbery” from the soil intensifies, soil exhaustion comes faster, and costs for countermeasures also increase. Liebig thematizes this difficulty of modern intensive agriculture in his analysis of “robbery agriculture.”
Although he is aware of the danger of robbery agricultural practice, Roscher in the end decisively parts from Liebig’s analysis. He even claims that the robbery system of agriculture can be justified: “From the point of view of mere natural science Liebig is totally right to call agriculture that does not fulfill the full replenishment robbery agriculture. However, from the point of view of economics, such robbery agriculture can be exactly the right choice for a long time.” Thus it is not necessary to keep up with Liebig’s law of replenishment because expensive costs of replenishment often make production unprofitable. Roscher believes that the squeezing out of natural forces without full compensation in many cases makes perfect sense from an “economic” perspective, though not from a natural scientific one. Later on, the continuation of robbery of natural forces will be hindered by the logic of market price: when the produce decreases, the market price increases. Roscher predicts that with an increase in market price, more capital investment will be prompted, and then technical innovations will reduce production costs again.

In this sense, Roscher’s argument shares the popular myth of the omnipotent regulating ability of market price. Ups and downs of production costs would automatically lead to a solution of the problem of soil exhaustion because otherwise agricultural production would no longer be profitable at all, or the profit rate in industry would decrease due to the increasing price of food. According to Roscher, the problem of soil exhaustion in a more extensive agriculture will be in accordance with natural laws, and will automatically be replaced by a more intensive and effective system, not only because of increasing demands from industry but because it is more profitable than the old system that exhausts the soil. In this vein, Roscher recognizes a “reformist spirit” in Liebig’s theory, which is useful in the transition to intensive agriculture in that it propagates the importance of constant replenishment of soil nutrients to the public. A more practical solution to soil exhaustion would simply be left to future generations. Consequently, there is no serious critique of modern agriculture in Roscher’s discussion, despite his explicit reference to Liebig’s warning about the irrationality of modern agriculture.

Marx’s reception of Liebig fundamentally differs from Roscher’s uncritical praise of the historical tendency to agricultural intensification. In a clear contrast to Roscher, Marx claims that the obstacle to the realization of sustainable agriculture is nothing but its dependence on market price, as he sees the central contradiction between the “permanent conditions” of nature and the law of capitalist mode of production:
But the way that the cultivation of particular crops depends on fluctuations in market prices and the constant changes in cultivation associated with these prices fluctuations, as well as the entire spirit of the capitalist mode of production, which is directed towards the most immediate monetary profit, stands in contradiction to agriculture, which has to concern itself with the whole range of permanent conditions of life required by interconnected human generations.61

Marx’s text does not share Roscher’s optimism; rather, he warns that under the regulation by market price alone agriculture will remain far from sustainable. His point is easily understandable because price can take the metabolic interaction between humans and nature even more one-sidedly than value does, while the sustainable maintenance, preservation, and improvement of the soil requires conscious and careful treatment with the mechanisms of the material world. Capitalism’s improvement of the soil does not aim at sustainable production in the long run but only the “most immediate monetary profit,” investing capital and labor only on profitable lands, so that their overloading leads them to quick exhaustion, while other lands that can be improved and cultivated do not receive enough additional capital investment or are left to lie fallow. Nor are long-term improvements through drainage and irrigation introduced when they are not profitable. In contrast to the capitalist mode of production directed toward immediate profit, which “stands in contradiction” to sustainable agriculture, Marx explicitly demands an agriculture that is not mediated by value but instead is conducted from a perspective of “interconnected human generations.”

Marx’s rejection of the unsustainable intensification of agriculture is also documented in his critical comments in volume 3 of Capital on Léonce de Lavergne, an enthusiastic supporter of English agriculture and farming. Lavergne praises agricultural progress thanks to crop rotation, which was first introduced in Norfolk in eastern England toward the end of the seventeenth century. “Norfolk rotation” abolishes the fallow year in the four-course rotation of wheat, turnip, barley, and clover together with ryegrass. They take out different nutrients in the soil, allowing time for replenishment. The fodder crops do not just better nourish cattle and sheep, whose excrement can provide rich animal manure, but clover, for example, also fixes nitrogen from the atmosphere to the soil. Lavergne praises this efficient system in England, which Marx documents in his notebooks with his own short comment in brackets:
At that time (around the time of the French Revolution) the Norfolk rotation emerged . . . forage plants [according to Mr. Lavergne, this is a theory recognized not only by him but also by “everyone”] derive from the atmosphere the principal elements of their growth, while they give to the soil more than they take from it; thus both directly, and by their conversion into animal manure, contributing in two ways to repair the mischief done by cereals and exhausting crops generally; one principle, therefore, is that they should at least alternate with these crops: in this consists the Norfolk rotation.  

Notably, Marx calls Lavergne’s explanation a “fairy tale.” It is true that neither Liebig nor Marx knew the exact function of clover in fixing nitrogen at the time. Liebig’s and Schönbein’s hypothesis about the source of ammonia in the soil later turned out to be false; the exact mechanism of fixing nitrogen by rhizobia in legume was discovered in 1866 by Hermann Hellriegel and Hermann Wilfarth. This later discovery does not refute the validity of Liebig’s “law of the minimum” and “law of replenishment,” however, and it is overhasty to criticize Liebig and Marx on this point alone. Crop rotation alone does not fulfill the law of minimum nor avoid soil exhaustion because more intensive production takes not only nitrogen but also other mineral substances from the soil. Rotation alone accelerates soil exhaustion when these substances are not replenished in an adequate manner. But Lavergne is only interested in the short-time increase of crops, which is nothing but a cause of the rapid exhaustion. This is exactly what Marx rejects as a “fairy tale.”

Roscher, on the contrary, would agree with Lavergne because the abolition of fallow land through the constant input of nitrogen realizes the squeezing of natural forces for a greater profit. After reading Roscher’s book Marx was prompted to study agricultural chemistry again, especially in terms of extensive and intensive agriculture. However, he soon developed his own critique of capitalist agriculture. He began to understand the historical specificity of diminishing crop returns in modern agriculture as a result of the introduction of machinery, the application of chemical fertilizer, and crop rotation. Because Marx recognized, through Liebig’s Agricultural Chemistry, the causal relationship between capitalist intensification of agriculture and the successive decrease of its productivity, his theory of ground rent in Capital could for the first time clearly thematize, without fear of Malthusianism, the distortion of the material world that results from the logic of capital’s valorization.
NEGATIVE INTENSIFICATION OF MODERN AGRICULTURE

Clearly, Marx in *Capital* analyzes the problem of declining agricultural productivity as a contradiction of the modern operational mode of agriculture, whose sole goal is the production of monetary profit. In the beginning of the 1860s, Marx already recognized the possibility of the exhaustion of the soil due to its maltreatment, but he attributed its cause to extensive agriculture, finding an example in the contradiction of southern slave states in the United States, where slave owners produced cotton for export only to exhaust the land. Marx wrote in an article on October 25, 1861, for the Vienna newspaper *Die Presse*:

> The cultivation of the southern export articles, cotton, tobacco, sugar, etc., carried on by slaves, is only remunerative as long as it is conducted with large gangs of slaves, on a mass scale and on wide expanses of a naturally fertile soil, which requires only simple labor. Intensive cultivation, which depends less on fertility of the soil than on investment of capital, intelligence, and energy of labor, is contrary to the nature of slavery. . . . Even in South Carolina, where the slaves form four-sevenths of the population, the cultivation of cotton has been almost completely stationary for years due to the exhaustion of the soil.65

For Marx the problem of soil exhaustion in the southern states was a result of extensive cotton production based on slave labor. He argued that it is precisely this exhaustion that made the “acquisition of new Territories … necessary.” Notably, he did not problematize the corn production in the Union and its export to Europe, which also caused soil exhaustion, even if his analysis should be read in a political context of support for the Union during the Civil War. The necessity of constant expansion toward the West existed in New England as well due to the rapid exhaustion of the soil, against which James F. W. Johnston warned in his book *Notes on North America*.

In the *Economic Manuscripts of 1861–63*, Marx still argued in the same direction when he wrote:

> The development of productive power is not even. It is in the nature of capitalist production that it develops industry more rapidly than agriculture. This is not due to the nature of the land, but to the fact that, in order to be exploited really in accordance with its nature, land requires different social relations. Capitalist production turns
towards the land only after its influence has exhausted it and after it has devastated its natural qualities.66

Marx certainly recognized the reality of soil exhaustion, but what is striking is its cause. Capitalist production itself “turns towards the land” only after the exhaustion of the soil, so that machinery is introduced and natural sciences are applied. Here Marx possibly thought about the United States again. The problem of soil exhaustion as a result of intensive cultivation is, by contrast, not discernible in his long Economic Manuscripts of 1861–63. He seemed to believe that with the introduction of capitalist production the “development of productive power” is also possible in agriculture.

This emphasis on the positive side of capitalist agriculture looks quite different in Capital, written after he has read Liebig’s Agricultural Chemistry. Marx in Capital deals with the diminishing productivity of the land precisely in relation to the capitalist form of intensive cultivation. Liebig’s critique of the robbery system of agriculture makes it possible, in contrast to Ricardo, to investigate the causes of diminishing crop returns as a specific modern manifestation of material limits in the sphere of agriculture. As a result of the modern robbery system, the problem of soil exhaustion takes a more radical shape, and its analysis reveals the central contradiction of capitalist production.

First, Liebig points out that intensive cultivation through additional capital investments remains conditioned by the material properties of the soil and other natural elements in the production process. Neither mechanical or chemical operation realizes an infinite increase of productivity because it is limited by both organic and inorganic nutrients in the soil, by air, warmth, and light, and finally by the physiological functions of plants. These elements constitute the transhistorical material aspect of plant growth, by which any mode of production is essentially conditioned.

Liebig also argues that the natural conditions of agricultural production under capitalism appear in a specific form when the fertility of the land itself becomes the source for “ground rent.” In other words, Liebig warns that intensive cultivation cannot always result in the increase of crops, but it can generate a decrease because of the violation of the natural “law of replenishment.” According to Liebig, modern industrialization has created a new division of labor between town and countryside, so that foods are now produced as commodities and consumed by the working class in large cities. However, these products no longer return to
and restore the original soils, but instead flow out into the rivers through flush toilets, without any further use. In addition, through the commodification of agricultural products and fertilizer, the aim of agriculture diverges from sustainability and becomes the mere maximization of profits, squeezing soil nutrients into crops in the shortest possible period. The maintenance of the circle of nutrients now becomes much more difficult due to the long distance between town and country. This historical development of the social division of labor, on the one hand, demands a rapid increase of agricultural production for sales in the cities. Through commodity exchange with the city, the countryside, on the other hand, receives machines and chemical fertilizer, which promote the intensification of agriculture and appear to increase its productivity. According to Liebig, there is no true development of productive forces, however, because this process only allows the farmer to squeeze the existing soil nutrients and let plants absorb them without replenishment. After all, more products are sold in large cities, which only reinforces the tendency of robbery agriculture. Liebig laments that it becomes ever more difficult and expensive to produce the same amount of corn; during production the cooperation of natural forces becomes weaker and a larger investment of chemical fertilizer becomes necessary.

It is not hard to see why Marx got so excited about Liebig’s theory. In Liebig’s work he found a scientific expression of the theme “antagonism between town and country,” which had been an important topic for him since The German Ideology:

The most important division of material and mental labor is the separation of town and country. . . . The contradiction between town and country can only exist within the framework of private property. It is the most crass expression of the subjection of the individual under the division of labor, under a definite activity forced upon him—a subjection which makes one man into a restricted town-animal, another into a restricted country-animal, and daily creates anew the conflict between their interests. Labor is here again the chief thing, power over individuals, and as long as this power exists, private property must exist.67

Referring to Liebig’s theory of soil exhaustion in the famous chapter “Large-Scale Industry and Agriculture” in Capital, Marx thus criticized the irreparable disturbance of natural and social metabolism as a result of the separation of town and country:
Capitalist production collects the population together in great centers, and causes the urban population to achieve an ever-growing preponderance. This has two results. On the one hand it concentrates the historical motive power of society; on the other hand, it disturbs the metabolic interaction between man and the earth, i.e. it prevents the return to the soil of its constituent elements consumed by man in the form of food and clothing; hence it hinders the operation of the eternal natural condition for the lasting fertility of the soil. Thus it destroys at the same time the physical health of the urban worker, and the intellectual life of the rural worker.68

Based on Liebig’s *Agricultural Chemistry*, Marx pointed to both the disturbance of natural metabolism in the sense of robbery of soil fertility and disturbance of social metabolism in the sense of destruction of life of the urban and rural worker. In this way, capitalism exhausts labor power as well as natural power.

Due to the disruption of the natural cycle of plant nutrients, the “relative increase in the price” of agricultural produce becomes more and more probable because production cannot occur by appropriating “a free natural power” but only by the exertion of “human labor.”69 It is precisely in this context that Marx reminds himself of the necessity to consult Liebig in elaborating “the declining productivity of the soil when successive capital investments are made.” According to Marx, this is certainly not the absolute tendency of capitalist agricultural intensification, but he comes consciously to integrate this aspect of negative development into his theory of ground rent, which is a self-critical process considering his earlier optimistic observation on the problem of intensification. In the new formulation, there lies a new critical insight that profit-oriented agriculture under capitalist relations is not capable of sustainable and long-term improvement of the soil and that production costs go up due to increasing capital investments as a countermeasure against soil exhaustion. Marx does not share any illusion that an infinite increase of agricultural productivity would be possible under the modern “agricultural revolution,” but he recognizes the possibility that agricultural productivity remains much smaller in capitalism than it should be, and this is not because of the material and natural limitations of agriculture but because of the economic limitation of the capitalist mode of production.

The level and type of soil exhaustion in capitalist society takes a different shape than in the precapitalist mode of production. Modern
large-scale farming exhausts the soil, but this is not because of a lack of technology and scientific knowledge but because squeezing out natural forces becomes the absolute goal:

In both forms, instead of a conscious and rational treatment of the land as permanent communal property, as the inalienable condition for the existence and reproduction of the chain of human generations, we have the exploitation and squandering of the powers of the earth (not to mention the fact that exploitation is made dependent not on the level of social development reached but rather on the accidental and unequal conditions of the individual producers). In the case of small-scale ownership, this results from a lack of the resources and scientific knowledge needed to apply the social productive powers of labor. In the case of large-scale landed property, it results from the exploitation of these resources for the most rapid possible enrichment of the farmer and the proprietor. In both cases it results from dependence on the market price.70

Large-scale agriculture exhausts the soil more and more extremely not just because its level of squandering is much higher due to the strong dependence on machinery and fertilizer but also because production is oriented to the maximum utilization of the free forces of nature for profit-making. The progress presumably achieved through the conscious application of natural science and technology proves to be robbery of the foundation of all wealth. The relationship between humans and nature is emancipated from traditional and communal limitations, and even seemingly from any immediate natural limitation to the economic expropriation of the earth as a mere means for the production of profit and rent. Consequently, a pure commodity economy proves incapable of realizing the rational treatment of “the land as permanent communal property, as the inalienable condition for the existence and reproduction of the chain of human generations.”

The problem here is not just the destruction of the natural fertility of the soil but the lack of freedom and alienation of human beings. Marx argues that the robbery of natural fertility is inevitably connected to the destructive processes of human life by the increasing productive forces of industry:

Large-scale industry and industrially pursued agriculture go hand in hand. If they are originally distinguished by the fact that the former
lays waste and ruins labor-power and thus the natural power of man, whereas the latter does the same to the natural power of the soil, they link up in the later course of development, since the industrial system applied to agriculture also debilitates the workers there, while industry and trade for their part provide agriculture with the means of exhausting the soil.\textsuperscript{71}

Life in the countryside as well as life in the city is fundamentally transformed and destroyed by the logic of capital. The development of productive forces and means of transportation under capitalism not only degrades the physical health of urban workers due to its utilization of the means of production as “means of enslaving, exploiting and impoverishing the worker” but also annihilates the “individual vitality, freedom and autonomy” of the rural worker.\textsuperscript{72}

Against such a form of shortsighted agriculture, Marx continually insists on the necessity of sustainable cultivation of the soil for succeeding generations, arguing that neither individuals nor a society are the “owners” of the earth, but they are mere “occupiers” and thus responsible for the maintenance of the soil’s fertility:

From the standpoint of a higher socioeconomic formation, the private property of particular individuals in the earth will appear just as absurd as the private property of one man in another man. Even an entire society, a nation, or all simultaneously existing societies taken together, are not the owners of the earth. They are simply its occupiers, its beneficiaries, and they have to bequeath it in an improved state to the succeeding generations as boni patres familias.\textsuperscript{73}

Capitalist relations of production create a pure economic “title” to the land, converting it in effect into a real estate monopoly. In the system of private property, the egoistic use of soil fertility for the sake of profit-making appears as a legitimate act because the use of one’s own private property is seen as a right, a vital aspect of individual freedom. But private property plainly proves incompatible with the material presupposition for the realization of sustainable production. Who would give up a precious chance for a bigger profit under market competition simply for the benefit of future generations? Especially when such an altruistic act would not be compensated!

With the abolishment of the capitalist relation of production and of the system of private property, the human relationship to the earth needs
to change in such a way that the use of natural resources is organized not for the sake of short-term profit-making but for future generations. That is, nature must be nurtured for “man as a species-being.” But Marx does not demand a mere change in our moralistic perspective, toward the standpoint of a species-being, but there must be a radical change, with reified social relations replaced by conscious production realized through the association of free producers. Only this emancipation from the reified power of capital will allow humans to construct a different relationship to nature.

To people such as environmental sociologist Ted Benton, Marx’s demand that humans behave as “boni patres familias” of the earth sounds like a Promethean hope for the domination of nature. However, it is clear that what Marx criticizes is capitalism’s alienated and reified domination over nature, which goes against humanity’s potential to organize a universal and conscious interaction with nature. Accordingly, what is at stake is the future necessity for the conscious regulation of the metabolic exchange between humans and nature. This demand is fully understandable, not only because the influence of the universal production of humans on the whole ecosystem is much bigger than other animals, but also because it is only humans who are able to change their purposeful interaction with nature in the process of natural and social metabolism.

The new social intercourse with the earth from the standpoint of species-being is, in Marx’s view, only possible by treating the material dimension as a central composition of the metabolism between humans and nature, which capital takes into account only in a seriously defective way. It is now clear why Marx’s socialist project must be understood in its relation to his reception of Liebig. The more Marx becomes conscious, through his study of natural science, of the deterioration of the natural conditions of production as a fundamental contradiction of capitalism, the more strategic importance the transformation of our social intercourse with nature acquires for his project. Consequently, his political economy attains a clear ecological dimension. His demand is formulated particularly through his recognition of the limit of material modifications, which capital cannot recognize but only keep trying to overcome.

To sum up, thanks to Liebig’s work, Marx in *Capital* has become capable of bestowing concrete content onto abstract natural limits, which the law of diminishing returns simply presupposed. He no longer sees diminishing returns as an abstract presupposition of the Ricardian school, but as a specific manifestation of capital’s contradictions. It is possible to observe the deepening of Marx’s insight into how the
relationship between humans and the earth is transformed by capital into an alien opposition. Whereas capital actively modifies nature for its valorization, natural forces also react to it in a “determinant” manner, as seen in soil exhaustion. The increase of production costs alone will not immediately pose a threat to the regime of capital accumulation because the soil has a material elasticity that can be intensively and extensively exploited through the introduction of machinery and chemical fertilizer. However, this does not transcend the capitalist contradiction of the relationship of humans and the earth. The material destabilization in various spheres of life cannot help but compel humans to recognize the need to establish a wholly different relationship to nature through transcending reification.

Ted Benton’s claim with respect to Marx’s supposed flight from the recognition of natural limits proves wrong on close inspection. Marx does not believe in the possibility of overcoming all natural limits through the development of productive forces. Rather, he analyzes the problem of natural limits intensively with regard to the contradiction of capital. Perelman’s assertion about Marx’s fear of Malthusianism misses the point as well, for Marx actually deals with the problem of the scarcity of natural resources as a critique of capitalism, whose systematic robbery aims to squander resources for more profit at the cost of environmental destruction. In this sense, Roscher’s optimistic hope for market regulation of social and natural metabolism through value does not suffice for the realization of sustainable production. Clearly, Marx does not pretend that the transition to socialism would automatically solve all ecological problems. Rather, precisely because finite resources must be treated with great care for future generations, the realization of the conscious interaction with the material limits of nature demands the abolition of a social system of production based on value.
As examined in the last chapter, the problem of material limits of nature came to the foreground of Marx’s political economy in the 1860s, to the extent that he deepened his critique of Ricardo’s theory of ground rent through his intensive research on natural sciences during the preparation of *Capital*. Liebig played an essential role, although this was not the first time that Marx intensively studied agricultural chemistry. In the 1850s, he had already read various natural science books.

To trace the development of Marx’s critique more precisely during the 1850s and 1860s, two natural scientists are of particular interest—Justus von Liebig and James F. W. Johnston. What makes them so important in the process of the emergence of Marx’s ecological critique of political economy is that Marx carefully read their various works many times: in the beginning of the 1850s as noted in his *London Notebooks* (1850–1853) and in the mid-1860s during his preparation of the manuscripts for *Capital*.1 When we examine Marx’s excerpts, we realize that Marx’s focus and interest clearly shifted over time. The new development of Liebig’s theory of “metabolism” and “robbery cultivation” resonates with a significant critical turning point in Marx’s socialist project, as the conscious rehabilitation of the unity of humanity and nature.

Without doubt, Marx owed to Liebig’s *Agricultural Chemistry* the development of his concept of metabolism as a critique of modern capitalist agriculture.2 On reading Liebig’s work in 1865, Marx began to study in detail the negative consequences of modern agriculture, which was creating deep rifts in the transhistorical relationship between humans
and nature. In this context, in 1851 Marx read the fourth edition of Liebig’s *Agricultural Chemistry* and carefully copied excerpts from the book. In 1863, he read another book by Liebig, *On Theory and Practice in Agriculture (Ueber Theorie und Praxis in der Landwirtschaft)*, published in 1856. Nonetheless, Marx’s serious reception of Liebig’s theory did not take place until he wrote a manuscript for the chapter on ground rent in volume 3 of *Capital* in 1865. In other words, Marx, following Leibig, developed his critique of modern agriculture as a robbery system relatively late. In contrast, his earlier excerpt notebooks on agricultural chemistry show that he was actually interested in such optimistic passages from Liebig’s work, which explain how agricultural productivity can be enormously advanced through the introduction of chemical fertilizer.

Liebig eventually became more critical of capitalist agriculture, and thus his critique of the robbery system of agriculture in the seventh edition of *Agricultural Chemistry* (1862), especially in its Introduction, must have decisively contributed to Marx’s critique of the metabolic rift. This is not equivalent to saying that Marx failed to read anything critical about capitalist agriculture before 1865, however. To the contrary, he encountered critical books and articles in the early 1850s, but, astonishingly, paid hardly any attention at the time. Furthermore, though he repeatedly referred to his own notebooks in different economic manuscripts and in *Capital*, Marx did not use the excerpts from Liebig in the *London Notebooks* (see below). This leads to the hypothesis that Marx later came to regard his notebooks on agricultural chemistry as unsatisfactory for his critical investigation of capitalism because they only contained positive aspects of its modern development. In the *London Notebooks*, Marx’s Prometheanism is still discernible, but as a result of integrating Liebig’s critique he corrected his earlier optimistic vision about the potential agricultural revolution in the 1860s.

Despite the appearance in the last fifteen years or so of a number of pathbreaking studies of Marx’s ecological thought, such studies were unable to throw sufficient light on the actual evolutionary process in which Marx’s critique of modern agriculture emerged during his decades-long attempt to complete *Capital*. His notebooks on agriculture are thus indispensable in that they enable us to see precisely how he changed his attitude toward modern agriculture, in the process of developing his materialist conception of the metabolic interaction between humans and nature mediated by labor. It will be shown that Marx did not simply “copy” Liebig’s theory. Instead, Marx’s application of it to the
“Ireland question” opens up a new ecological paradigm that goes beyond Ricardo’s politico-economic worldview.

PESSIMISM OR OPTIMISM?

After his exile to London in 1849, and despite severe financial hardships, Marx went to the British Museum every day and filled twenty-four notebooks that are today known as the London Notebooks. These contain a substantial number of excerpts on agricultural chemistry. As shown in the last chapter, Marx’s main aim in studying natural sciences was to reject a widespread assumption of the “law of diminishing returns.” Marx gathered materials to prove the ungroundedness of Malthus’s and Ricardo’s presupposition, pointing to the potential of agricultural improvement through the introduction of drainage and chemical fertilizer. The natural fertility of the soil was treated as something fixed in the pessimistic prognoses of classical political economists. They ignored the existing possibilities of soil improvement.

Marx had already accepted this viewpoint in his 1845 Manchester Notebooks, in which he had written about the possibility of advancing the natural fertility of soils to a considerable degree, based on excerpts from James Anderson’s A Calm Investigation of the Circumstances That Have Led to the Present Scarcity of Grain in Britain (1801). The Scottish agronomist and practical farmer passionately supported the idea of agricultural revolution. In the notebooks, Marx summarized Anderson’s critique of Malthus, indicating that Anderson “explicitly poses the population theory as the most dangerous ‘prejudice.’” Marx then quoted that “means of subsistence have rather augmented than diminished by that augmentation of its population: and the reverse. P. 55.” Furthermore, Marx documented Anderson’s optimistic claim, summarizing: “The earth can be made always better through chemical influences and treatments. P. 38.” Anderson eventually argued that the soil is capable of further improvement by “human industry”:

Under a judicious system of management, that productiveness may be made to augment from year to year, for a succession of time to which no limit can be assigned, till at last it may be made to attain a degree of productiveness, of which we cannot, perhaps at this time conceive an idea.

As this quote clearly documents, Anderson promulgated the vision
of an enormous increase in agricultural productivity, which actually appeared plausible in the English agricultural revolution.

As a means for increasing productivity, Anderson recognized the utility of animal and human excrement for every farmer who aims at the rational treatment of the soil: “Of course, he must be sensible, that every circumstance which tends to deprive the soil of that manure ought to be accounted an uneconomical waste highly deserving of blame.” As Marx also wrote in his notebook, Anderson in this context problematized a “great waste of manure in England” due to the separation of town and countryside: “The manure arising directly from the immense population of London is entirely lost to the purposes of agriculture. P. 73.” Anderson criticized this inefficient “waste of manure . . . without any beneficial effect” and demanded the realization of rational cultivation: “If the running water, which is wasted in Great Britain, were tidily employed, she could support four times as many as the current population in 100 years. P. 77.” In the last sentence, Anderson unmistakably criticized Malthus’s population theory. He was firmly convinced of the future increase of agricultural productivity and strove for mass enlightenment about the merits of rational agriculture. He saw the causes of backwardness of agriculture as “moral” ones, which “are subjected to the influence of human wisdom.”

In this context, it is not surprising that in his later examination of Anderson’s book in 1851 Marx again quoted a similar sentence that is critical of the law of diminishing returns. This time Marx read An Inquiry into the Causes that Have Hitherto Retarded the Advancement of Agriculture in Europe, published in 1779, where Anderson pointed out that the “infinite diversity of soils . . . may be so much altered from their original state by the modes of culture they have formerly been subjected to, by the manures etc. . . . (5)” Marx’s intention is clear because later in the Manuscripts of 1861–1863 he actually cited these passages from his own notebooks in the context of discarding the presupposition of Ricardo’s differential rent theory. In opposition to Ricardo’s assumption, Marx continued to value Anderson’s ideas about using drainage and manures to improve the productivity of soils to such a degree that the food supply would suffice to cover the increase of population, and the price of crops would remain the same or even fall.

Yet Marx expressed a certain reserve toward Anderson because as “a practical farmer” he did not treat the fundamental mechanism of agricultural production and the improvement of the soil fertility “ex professo” (as an expert) but only as an “immediate practical controversy.”
After his 1851 reading of Anderson, Marx felt it necessary to read more recent scientific works by agricultural chemists to gain a detailed knowledge about the ways of advancing agricultural productivity, especially the relationship between the use of synthetic fertilizers and the fertility of the soil. In the *London Notebooks*, there are two principal sources for this purpose: Justus von Liebig and James F. W. Johnston.

It appears that Marx encountered Johnston’s *Notes on North America* (1851) through two articles in *The Economist*. The articles, dated May 3 and 24, 1851, sum up Johnston’s book, with positive comments on his scientific contribution to the analysis of the actual state of American agriculture. It is likely that these reviews motivated Marx to study Johnston’s more theoretical books on agricultural chemistry and geology. One of the articles mentions that despite the constantly growing commercial and cultural communication between England and North America, there was insufficient information about agricultural capacity in the New World. Consequently, a myth prevailed among English readers that a great improvement of virgin soils had been achieved, and the soil would be inexhaustible in North America. For the purpose of disproving this fallacy, the reviewer valued *Notes on North America* quite highly, as “the author’s knowledge of science, and its practical relations with agriculture, enabled him to obtain very clear and accurate views.” According to the article, “one of the most important of these conclusions” is “that the wheat-exporting power of North America has not only been much exaggerated, but is actually, and not slowly, diminishing” or even “worn out.” Johnston furthermore showed that it is not in the farmer’s interest to maintain the fertility of the land through good management because it is actually cheaper to sell it and settle upon new land, going farther west once the land becomes less agriculturally profitable. Thus the diminishment of crops is not at all surprising, once “we learn that in many districts the land has been cropped with wheat for fifty years with nothing more than a ton of gypsum a year applied to the whole farm.”

Succinctly summarizing Johnston’s book to rebuff a widespread illusion about American agriculture, the conclusion is that it is still trapped “in a very primitive state,” without proper investment or management, which quickly exhausts soils.

Upon reading these articles, Marx quoted only one sentence in regard to the exhaustion of lands in North America: The “Atlantic States of the Union and the western part of New York, once so prolific in wheat, has now become almost exhausted, and Ohio is undergoing the same process.” This sentence explains neither a reason for the exhaustion nor
its seriousness. In contrast, Marx was much more careful in recording the details about how the introduction of drainage was difficult in North America due to the low cost of abundant lands, and why a larger scale of farming was “not profitable” and “not popular”:

An objection to drainage is made in this country. The cost of this improvement, even at the cheapest rate, say 4l. or 20 dollars an acre, is [equal] to a large proportion of the present price of the best land in this rich district of Western New York.

It is plain that there is too great an abundance of land, which, for little labor and with no skill, will produce, year after year, moderate crops.

Husbandry by capitalists not yet available in North America . . . ; but on a larger scale, farming is not profitable. Beyond purchasing a farm for their own use, there is not much to be done with land, for renting land is not popular, and, in fact, the economic condition of North America is not yet such as to render such a mode of management necessary or desirable.18

Here, Marx seems more attentive to descriptions that there are no serious attempts to improve the soil through mechanical and chemical means due to the lack of a farmer’s knowledge and capital. The excerpted passages give an impression that Marx was less interested in the exhausted state of soils in North America than in Johnston’s reports about the primitive or precapitalist state of agriculture, which at the same time implies the future possibility of advancing the productivity of lands.

In order to examine Marx’s interest at the time more carefully, it is necessary to consider other excerpts in the London Notebooks. In London Notebook VIII, Marx studied John Morton’s On the Nature and Property of Soils (1838), one of the earliest studies on the relationship between geological composition and the productivity of land. Due to an inadequate knowledge of chemistry, Morton did not correctly grasp the role of inorganic materials, which he thought augment the productivity merely by changing the “texture” of the soil and thus by improving the effectiveness of plants to absorb moisture, air, heat, and organic materials:

All mineral manures, such as lime, chalk, marl, sand, gravel, etc., act on the soil merely as an alternative, by changing the constituents of the soil and improving its texture, and by giving it an increased power of imbibing and decomposing water, air, and organic matter.19
As he missed the function of minerals and emphasizes the essential function of decomposed plants, Morton also optimistically insisted that “on a careful examination,” one finds that “the production of vegetables will never exhaust a land.” Morton argued that the “quality of the soil on each, is infinitely varied, and increases in value according to the degree of culture it receives,” and that the soil is “susceptible to a continued improvement by every fresh application of capital judiciously employed. P. 221.” Like Anderson, Morton pointed to the possibility of the improvement of soil fertility precisely through constant cultivation. This is an important aspect of his book, and this is presumably why Marx made excerpts from it.

Despite the seemingly optimistic tone of Morton, who appears to neglect the problem of soil exhaustion, one should pay attention to the reason why he was naïvely convinced of the lasting fertility of the soil. According to him the “powers of nature to create vegetable productions appear never to diminish” only because “the decay of one crop becomes the nourishment of the next.” Even if Morton’s insight is restrained by the theoretical and practical knowledge of his time, this limitation allowed him simply to presuppose the cycle of nourishment between old and new plants as a feasible condition for sustainable agriculture.

In this context, Marx’s excerpts in London Notebook X from Henry C. Carey’s book, The Past, the Present, and the Future (1848) are worth examining. Like Johnston in Notes on North America, Carey in his book explicitly challenged Morton’s thesis by pointing out that the recycling of nourishment was in danger in North America because of an exhausting management of the soil. Carey’s warning is based on the insight that rational treatment of soil requires replenishment of the soil’s constituent elements in order to guarantee the nutrition cycle. If producers and consumers live next to each other and give up long-distance trade, the condition for the maintenance of soil fertility could be easily fulfilled, so that general fertility can increase through an effective return of refuse and excrement to the soil: “When the consumer and the producer come together, man is enabled to compel the rich soils to exert their powers in giving forth the vast supplies of food of which they are capable, and to pay them back by giving them the whole refuse.” Carey pointed to the actual state of U.S. agriculture under British economic domination and trade: “The tendency of the whole system of the United States is that of taking from the great machine all that it will yield, and giving nothing back.” This is because U.S. settlements, spread over an enormous land mass, impeded social interaction, and
the social division of industry and agriculture made it impossible to return nutrients to the soil. The situation got even worse because the U.S. economy was heavily dependent on its corn exports to England. Carey reprimanded the nation that this squandering would proliferate to the extent that corn trade, with its great distance between producer and consumer, increased.

Carey provided some examples of the disturbance of the nutrition cycle in North America due to the loss of manure:

The farmer of New York raises wheat, which exhausts the land. That wheat he sells, and both grain and straw are lost. The average yield per acre, originally twenty bushels, falls one-third.

The Kentuckian exhausts his land with hemp, and then wastes his manure on the road, in carrying it to market.

Virginia is exhausted by tobacco, and men desert their homes to seek in the West new lands, to be again exhausted; and thus are labor and manure wasted, while the great machine deteriorates, because men cannot come to take from it the vast supplies of food with which it is charged. . . . South Carolina has millions of acres admirably adapted to the raising of rich grasses, the manure produced from which would enrich the exhausted cotton lands; but she exports rice and cotton, and loses all the manure.25

The social division of labor, which is based on “dispersion” in the sense of the antagonism between town and country, requires long-distance transport of agricultural products and as a result wastes a large amount of manure and labor. In order to prevent soil exhaustion due to export and to utilize limited resources more efficiently, Carey fervently argued for “concentration,” that is, building an autarchic town-community founded on a concentration of producers and consumers, which will end the opposition between town and country.

Despite these explicit remarks by Carey, similar to those Marx found in *The Economist* about the exhausted soils in the United States, Marx does not seem to pay particular attention to them. He did not quote any of these sentences, although he did copy various passages before and after them. This is surprising because Liebig’s critique of the modern robbery practice directly refers to Carey’s work.26 The neglect implies Marx’s indifference to the problem of soil exhaustion.

Marx’s excerpts have another focused, however. He focuses on Carey’s attempts to refute the existence of the natural limits of agricultural
development incurred by the scarcity of available fertile soils. Carey maintained, without much concrete historical analysis, that the development of society enables the cultivation of better soils: “We find invariably that the more dense the population and the greater the mass of wealth, the more the good soils are cultivated.” Carey formulated this historical tendency as a critique of the law of diminishing returns. Marx clearly recognized this point and wrote down a passage in which Carey argued against the classical political economist J. R. McCulloch, who, as a Ricardian, insisted upon the insurmountable natural “limits” of agricultural development due to the scarcity of best lands: “Man is always going from a poor soil to a better, and then returning on his footsteps to the original poor one, and turning up the marl or the lime; and so on, in continued succession . . . and at each step in this course, he is making a better machine. (129).” Carey insisted upon the unilateral growth of agricultural productivity with the future development of society.

With a vertical line for emphasis, Marx also excerpted from Carey’s book that, contrary to the law of diminishing returns, the increase in population and agricultural development would mutually reinforce each other, realizing the “harmonious” progress of civilization:

Everywhere, with increased power of union, we see them exercising increased power over land. Everywhere, as the new soils are brought into activity, and as they are enabled to obtain larger returns, we find more rapid increase of population, producing increased tendency to combination of exertion, by which the powers of individual laborer are trebled etc. (48, 49).

Carey rejects “Ricardo’s system,” founded on the assumption of the law of diminishing returns, as a system of “discords” and even says that Ricardo’s book is “the true manual of the demagogue, who seeks power by means of agrarianism, war, and plunder. (74, 5).” Marx bestowed a special notation (vertical lines) to mark the passage.

Carey’s animosity toward everything connected to England could be interpreted as a critique of British imperialism from a colonized periphery. Marx does not accept such a polemic, because Carey dissolves class antagonism under the capitalist mode of production in North America into an illusory harmony of small-town communities. Despite this difference, Marx grasps Carey’s historical comprehension of increasing agricultural productivity in an attempt to gather materials against Ricardo’s and Malthus’s law of diminishing returns.
Archibald Alison in his *Principles of Population* (1840), which Marx also read, argues against Malthus’s assumption, pointing to increasing American population doubling every 33\(\frac{1}{2}\) years since 1640: “This long continued and astonishing multiplication for two centuries is the most luminous fact which the history of the globe has yet exhibited of the fixed superiority which the produce of human labor is able to maintain even over the most rapidly increasing multiplication of the species. (39, 40).” At the time, there was still a popular opinion that U.S. agriculture would develop with the increasing population. Indeed, it partly reflected the reality. In this situation, it is actually not so surprising that Marx during his reading of Carey and Alison did not pay particular attention to the problem of land exhaustion in North America, a phenomenon that actually seemed to strengthen the validity of Ricardo’s and Malthus’s theory.

The *London Notebooks* contain research from various books on agonomic science, with an emphasis that only a conscious management of the soil—its potential was offered for the first time by the natural sciences, technologies with chemical fertilizer, drainage, and crop rotation—could realize a great advance in agricultural productivity. Marx’s research on the agricultural revolution in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries was in this sense definitely productive with regard to his critique against Ricardo and Malthus. Nonetheless, Marx did not yet commit to any serious critique of the actual situation of agriculture, which was characterized by a rapid decrease in soil fertility and was far from realizing the ideal rational cultivation based on a continual cycle of soil nutrients.

As a consequence, Marx seemed, too optimistically, to ascribe the problem of soil exhaustion to precapitalist and primitive societies. It was not analyzed as a specific problem of modern capitalist production. Accordingly, Marx emphasized the strategic importance of further agricultural progress for the coming revolution, as he stated in his letter to Engels dated August 14, 1851: “But the more I get into the stuff, the more I become convinced that agricultural reform, and hence the question of property based on it, is the alpha and omega of the coming revolution. Without that, Parson Malthus will prove right.” Malthus’s theoretical fallacy, Marx argued, must be overcome through agricultural progress.

**THE OPTIMISTIC CHEMISTS OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY**

Marx’s optimistic tendency continues in the *London Notebooks* XII to XIV, in which he made careful excerpts from Justus von Liebig and James
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F. W. Johnston in order to appropriate a systematic and scientific foundation for the improvement of agricultural productivity. In these excerpts, one clearly sees the widespread optimistic perspective of many European chemists about future agricultural development.

Liebig, one of the most famous German chemists in the nineteenth century, is often regarded as the “father of agricultural chemistry.” In his epoch-making book *Organic Chemistry in Its Application to Agriculture and Physiology*, whose fourth edition Marx read while preparing *London Notebook* XII, Liebig applies his deep knowledge of chemistry and physiology to agriculture and argues that these sciences are quite useful to achieve the “general object of agriculture.” They can be used to determine the components of soils and plants, how they function, and how they should be consumed and supplemented in an efficient manner. Marx notes the passage:

> The general object of agriculture is to produce in the most advantageous manner certain qualities, or a maximum size, in certain parts or organs of particular plants. Now, this object can be attained only by the application of those substances which we know to be indispensable to the development of these parts or organs, or by supplying the conditions necessary to the production of the qualities desired.33

Inadequate understanding of chemistry and plant physiology leads to the fallacy of the so-called humus theory, famously advocated by Johann Heinrich von Thünen, which wrongly assumes the direct contribution of the well-decomposed residue of plants as the source of plant food, absorbed through plant roots. Liebig persuasively demonstrates, based on his chemical experiments, that humus only indirectly contributes to plant growth by providing carbons and nitrogen in the process of its decay. He concludes from his observations that the importance of humus is therefore very limited or even nonexistent—in an earlier edition of *Agricultural Chemistry*, he had gone so far as to say humus “does not yield the smallest nourishment to plants”—because plants can later sufficiently absorb carbon from carbonic gas in the atmosphere through photosynthesis and receive nitrogen in the form of ammonium from the soil.

Liebig’s “mineral theory,” in contrast to the emphasis on organic materials in the humus theory, emphasizes the essential role of inorganic materials in soil for ample plant growth. However, according to Liebig, they can be exhausted by cultivation because neither atmosphere nor rainwater can sufficiently provide them as much as plants absorb them.
The loss of inorganic materials must be reduced as much as possible so that the soil can sustain its original fruitfulness over the long term. Such rational treatment of the soil occurs, according to Liebig, through various methods such as fallowing, crop rotation, and clover. Fallowing gives the soil a certain time during which new inorganic substances become available to plants through weathering. Crop rotation aims at a more sustainable production by growing different types of plants on the same land, so that different mineral substances can be absorbed each time. The cultivation of clover absorbs unused nutrients from deep layers of the soil and makes them available to other plants (and, as later discovered, fixes nitrogen in the atmosphere), and clover also becomes fodder to feed cattle and sheep whose excrement provides animal manure. Nevertheless, it is often necessary to add an amount of minerals directly to the soil either to avoid a state of exhaustion or to increase its productivity: “The fertility of a soil cannot remain unimpaired, unless we replace in it all those substances of which it has been thus deprived. Now this is effected by manure.”34 According to Liebig, fertility increases, for instance, by adding more animal and human excrement and bones to the soil.

Liebig thus recognizes the importance of supplementing mineral substances in manures to prevent soil exhaustion. Contrary to a vitalistic belief at that time, Liebig’s analysis of the chemical reaction of manures in the soil comes to a provocative conclusion—that excrement and bones can be replaced by other materials with the same or similar chemical composition: “For animal excrement, other substances containing their essential constituents may be substituted.”35 Since chemical and physiological analyses of plants can show which mineral substances they need, Liebig hopes to replace animal excrement and bones through chemical fertilizers massively produced in factories in the future instead of painfully gathering and littering stall manure and bones over the field, as Marx documents in his notebook:

> Whether this restoration be effected by means of excrement, ashes, or bones, is in a great measure a matter of indifference. A time will come when fields will be manured with a solution of glass (silicate of potash), with the ashes of burnt straw, and with salts of phosphoric acid, prepared in chemical manufactories.36

As this passage plainly shows, Liebig is quite optimistic about the future development of natural science, which will lead to the production
of a large amount of chemical manure in factories. This possibility, suggested by a famous chemist, must have appeared to Marx as a strong counterargument against the Ricardian law of diminishing returns.

Certainly, Liebig is aware that insofar as inorganic materials are finite, agriculture can exhaust soils if cultivation continues in succession. Some passages in the fourth edition of *Agricultural Chemistry* actually acknowledge the exhausted state of soils in Europe and the United States, but their tone of critique still remains weak. Liebig only mentions the fact of soil exhaustion to emphasize the essential role of minerals against humus theory. After all, Liebig assumes that the exhausted state of soils can be cured through synthetic fertilizers. Marx studied Liebig carefully not because he was interested in the state of exhausted land due to agriculture but because he was striving to understand the function and mechanism of organic and inorganic materials for plant growth and a variety of methods for increasing crops, including chemical fertilizers.

Marx’s intention in studying Liebig becomes clear in his excerpts from James F. W. Johnston’s books in the *London Notebooks*. In his letter to Engels on October 13, 1851, Marx stated that he had “been delving mainly into technology, the history thereof, and agronomy” so that he could “form at least some sort of an opinion of the stuff” and affirmatively referred to Johnston’s *Notes on North America* (1851), even characterizing him as “the English Liebig” (though a Scot). Marx had already read Johnston’s *Lectures on Agricultural Chemistry and Geology* (1847) and *Catechism of Agricultural Chemistry and Geology* (1849) and carefully studied these books in the *London Notebooks* XIII and XIV. Since Marx identified Johnston with Liebig, excerpted texts help us discern more clearly how Marx was reading Liebig and which aspects of agricultural chemistry he was trying to learn from these prominent agricultural chemists.

Johnston, a Scottish chemist and geologist, contributed to the development of agricultural praxis through the application of chemical and geological knowledge, acquired during his various travels through Europe and North America. Similar to Liebig, Johnston recognized that organic materials alone do not suffice for ample plant growth, but that inorganic materials must be constantly returned to the soil after plants absorb them. It is certainly preferable to cultivate lands under better natural conditions, so Johnston investigated the mechanism of long-term “geological formation” that reveals the formation of the soil through weathering, and he proposed to conduct a geological survey and to prepare a geological “map” that highlights fruitful soils.
Furthermore, Johnston’s view of agriculture stood opposed to Ricardo and Malthus, though he did not directly refer to them. He also firmly believed, contrary to Ricardo, that “natural character and composition” is subjected to mechanical and chemical improvements. Marx was conscious of this, as he commented: “The differences of nature [are] quite big. But one can take control over the circumstances which they create, and these differences can be reduced.” Johnston promulgated the benefits of artificial modifications of soil fertility: The “farmer can change the character of the land itself. He can alter both its physical qualities and its chemical composition and thus can fit it for growing other races of plants than those which it naturally bears—or, if he chooses, the same races in greater abundance and with increased luxuriance.” It is thus clear that, according to Johnston, Ricardo’s assumption is not immediately valid in reality as far as the modification of the soil’s fertility makes the actual historical process of the formation of differential rent much more complicated. This is indeed the line of Marx’s argument until the Economic Manuscripts of 1861–63.

For Johnston, the possibility of increasing the general fertility of the soil plays a central role, which gives an optimistic tone to his overall discussion. Though he is certainly conscious of the danger of soil exhaustion due to the irrational treatment of the soil, he is convinced of future agricultural improvement with the aid of chemistry and geology, as Marx documents from Johnston’s Catechism:

The special exhaustion [can be] prevented by returning to the soil the particular substances my crops had taken out. For example, the phosphoric acid is restored through bone dust or guano or phosphate of lime…. However, if the farmer puts in the soil proper substances, in the proper quantities, and at the proper times, he may keep up the fertility of the land, perhaps for ever. The farmer must put in to the land at least as much as he takes out. To make his land better, he must put in more than he takes out.

Here it is possible to observe the same optimism as Liebig’s, according to which soil exhaustion can be prevented by the supply of inorganic substances, and even the improvement of soil fertility is foreseen. In order to attain constant profits and maximize them without soil exhaustion, which is the objective of agriculture, Johnston advocates advancing productivity by changing the chemical composition of the land through mechanical and chemical means. For this purpose, he also suggests
importing from foreign countries “guano” and “bones” rich in mineral substances because they are suitable for transport over great distances, even though this is, as we will see later, exactly the view that Marx calls into question in the 1860s under Liebig’s influence.45

Now we can better comprehend why Marx calls Johnston “the English Liebig.” Both Liebig and Johnston appreciate the essential role of minerals for plant growth, but, more important, they share the same optimism about ameliorating agricultural productivity to a considerable degree through the application of natural science and technology. In the context of criticizing the Ricardian law of diminishing returns, claims made by Liebig and Johnston provide Marx with a scientific foundation about the possibilities of modern agricultural production based on the newest discoveries of natural sciences. Contrary to Ricardo, who assumes a strict natural limit to the improvement of the productivity of each soil, Marx comes to believe in a future great advancement of agriculture.

Of course, this would not immediately mean that the fertility of the soil could be multiplied infinitely, as if there were no natural limits at all for agricultural production. However, insofar as Marx presumes that the exhausted state of the soil can be cured by using synthetic fertilizers, guano, and bones, it is hard to find a concrete analysis on the relationship between the exhausting cultivation and the natural limits of the soil. This makes the general tone of Marx’s notebooks from 1851 appear at times too optimistic, ascribing the problem of soil exhaustion to the technological and moral backwardness of “primitive” agricultural practice. Criticizing Ricardo’s and Malthus’s ahistorical understanding of the natural character of the soil, Marx too strongly emphasizes the sociality of agricultural productivity, as if the natural limit imposed upon agriculture does not really exist. By doing so, his theoretical framework tacitly assumes the static binary between naturalness and sociality without adequately considering the dynamic entanglement of the internal logic of the natural material world and its social and historical modifications under capitalism. However, thanks to his critique of political economy, Marx later deals with the problem of soil exhaustion in capitalism and sees it as a contradiction of modern society.

LIEBIG’S PROBLEMATIC POLEMICS

During the preparation of Capital in the 1860s, Marx again intensively studied natural sciences, reading Liebig at least twice. In June 1863, Marx made excerpts from On Theory and Practice in Agriculture (1856) and
in 1865–66 from the seventh edition of Agricultural Chemistry (1862). Both excerpts are of great importance because they document the development of Marx’s project, mediated by Liebig’s critical turn.46 As seen above, Liebig’s theory in the fourth edition of Agricultural Chemistry was still optimistic, believing in the almost infinite effect of soil improvement through chemical fertilizer with inorganic substances produced in factories. After confronting a number of harsh critiques due to the exaggeration of his theory of inorganic minerals and the effect of his own patented commercial manure, he began to change his arguments. This change is also reflected in his On Theory and Practice in Agriculture. He now warned against the danger of soil exhaustion, but at the same time he emphasized the omnipotence of chemical fertilizer more strongly than ever. This ambivalence of Liebig is discernible in the debate between “mineral theory” and “nitrogen theory,” which was initiated by his rejection of the necessity of introducing ammonia artificially.

Liebig changed his opinion in the fifth edition of Agricultural Chemistry, published in 1843, with regard to the source of nitrogen for plant growth. He now argued that ammonia (as a main source of nitrogen) as plant nutrients is provided to the soil through rainwater in a sufficient amount.47 He explicitly repeated the same opinion in On Theory and Practice in Agriculture as well, and Marx recognized this new point as he noted: “Fertile soils contain as much as from five hundred to a thousand times more nitrogen than is required for the heaviest crop of wheat, or than is given to it in the most liberal supply of manure.” Ammonia, so argued Liebig, is “always and eternally” transmitted from air to the soil and is thus “inexhaustible.”48

One can see how drastic the change of Liebig’s view on ammonia is by comparing this claim with another one in the fourth edition of Agricultural Chemistry, which Marx noted in triple vertical lines in his London Notebooks: “Cultivated plants receive the same quantity of nitrogen from the atmosphere as trees, shrubs, and other wild plants; but this is not sufficient for the purposes of agriculture.”49 Liebig still assumed the necessity of additional introduction of ammonia salt for attaining a larger amount of crops. One year later, in the fifth edition of Agricultural Chemistry, Liebig surprisingly reversed his opinion in this sentence: “Cultivated plants receive the same quantity of nitrogen from the atmosphere as trees, shrubs, and other wild plants; and this is quite sufficient for the purposes of agriculture.”50 In On Theory and Practice in Agriculture, Liebig repeated his new opinion, with “The supply of ammonia is unnecessary and superfluous for most of cultivated plants.”51
This sudden change in opinion, after Liebig’s research travel through England, inspired a number of severe critiques that reprimanded him for his undervaluation of the significance of nitrogen for the cultivation of crops. John Bennet Lawes, the first successful industrial producer of chemical fertilizer in England, harshly denounced Liebig’s mineral theory. Through a series of experiments conducted with Joseph Henry Gilbert in Rothamsted, Lawes demonstrated that the supply of ammonia salt without doubt increased crops. Due to the total failure of Liebig’s patented manure product, Lawes was even more convinced that mineral substances alone are not able to increase crops because the amount of nitrogen naturally existing in the soil is not sufficient for the ample growth of cultivated plants. He concluded that the practical farmer should pay particular attention to the exhaustion of nitrogen in the soil: “But what we say is, that by the ordinary methods of practical agriculture, by which any soils are made to yield a fair produce of grain and meat only, for sale, their characteristic exhaustion, as grain-producers, will be that of NITROGEN; and that the mineral constituents, will, under this course, RELATIVELY TO NITROGEN, be in excess.” This critique caused a heated (in retrospect, overheated) debate between mineral theory and nitrogen theory.

Against the attempts by Lawes and Gilbert to demonstrate that nitrogen alone guarantees greater crops, Liebig defended his mineral theory in *On Theory and Practice in Agriculture*. Admitting that an additional supply of ammonia salt increases crops over a certain period of time, he argued that this temporary increase does not change the sum total of crops in the long run. Marx documented Liebig’s response to Lawes and Gilbert:

If, now, by the addition of ammonia and carbonic acid, or of ammonia alone, the produce of this soil, in one year, be doubled, then the soil thus treated will supply, in 50 years, as much produce as it would have done, without ammonia, in 100 years. The soil will have lost, in 50 years, as much of the mineral elements of nutrition as it would have lost, without ammonia, in 100 years. By this application of ammonia, the field will not have produced more wheat, on the whole, than it would have produced without ammonia, but only more in the same time. Since nature can slowly supplement mineral substances through weathering of the soil, it is absolutely necessary to add manure. The use of ammonia alone is not sufficient for maintaining soil fertility.
Additional ammonia salt exhausts soil more rapidly because plants take out other mineral substances in proportion to the increased amount of ammonia. Thus ammonia manure allows plants to absorb double, triple, or even quadruple amounts of nitrogen and the proportional amount of mineral materials, though the amount of the latter is more limited than that of nitrogen: “The amount of produce, in these cases, is unquestionably proportional to the quantity of mineral elements of nutrition present in the soils.” It follows that “exhaustion of the soil by cultivation is directly proportional to that part of this quantity or sum which the soil has annually yielded to the crop raised on it.” Every necessary nutrient must be sufficient to increase the crop yield. When mineral substances are taken out of the soil together with nitrogen, it is necessary to return them to the soil. Therein lies the kernel of Liebig’s “law of the minimum”—that the growth of plants is conditioned by the substance whose amount is smallest in the soil, that is, inorganic substances.

In the fourth edition of *Agricultural Chemistry*, Liebig talked about possible soil exhaustion due to a lack of mineral soil constituents. This had nothing to do with his critical turn against modern agriculture, because his remark was strategically aimed at highlighting the significance of mineral substances against nitrogen theory. It is “strategic” because he believed that the danger of soil exhaustion could be easily overcome with his own mineral theory. He insisted that chemistry should open up new possibilities to agriculture, demanding, for example, that animal excrement should be more efficiently replaced by chemical manures. He recognized the difficulties for the mass fabrication of ideal chemical fertilizers, given the knowledge of chemistry then, but his agricultural chemistry should soon “start a new era of agriculture.” Liebig was, after all, not just a chemist, but a capitalist producer of chemical fertilizer (his patented manure), and the increasing influence of his mineral theory is tightly connected with the increase of his wealth.

We should keep Liebig’s self-interest in mind when considering his claim in *On Theory and Practice in Agriculture*:

The object in view was a complete revolution in agriculture. Farmyard-manure was to be totally excluded, and all the mineral constituents removed in the crops were to be restored in the mineral manure. The usual rotations were to cease. . . . The manure was to give the means of raising, on one and the same field, uninterruptedly and yet without exhaustion, the same crop, whether clover, wheat, or any other, according to the wish or necessity of the farmer.
Liebig foresees a similar future in Principles of Agricultural Chemistry, published in 1855:

In our time, one problem worthy the attention of the scientific agriculturist is this: to substitute for the rotation of crops a rotation of the proper manures, by which he shall be enabled to grow on each of his fields those crops, the sale of which, according to his locality and his special object, is the most profitable to him. How vastly would the labors of the farmer be simplified if he could succeed in growing, on the same piece of land, the same crop uninterruptedly, without injury to the soil?58

Liebig’s vision of agricultural revolution in the nineteenth century would require neither fallowing nor crop rotation, thanks to chemical fertilizer.59 He even sharpens his claim against Lawes and Gilbert to emphasize the merits of his own mineral manure. One can hardly fail to see his overvaluation of mineral manure in this polemic. Some future chemical manure will allow for complete agricultural flexibility, so that the capitalist farmer can respond to the demands of the market without fallowing and crop rotation, independent of the natural properties of the soil. This naïve neglect of natural limits in agricultural production reflects nothing but the arrogance of modern science, which treats natural characteristics and properties as passive mediums that humans can arbitrarily modify. When new technology can transform this passive nature freely, in accordance with our needs, there is no room for a serious ecological investigation.

It is thus not surprising that, despite Liebig’s warning about soil exhaustion, he did not develop a critique of the robbery practice of modern agriculture until the late 1850s. Accordingly, it would not be plausible that his work inspired Marx with regard to the negative consequences of modern agriculture, because the dominant tone of On Theory and Practice in Agriculture is still the transcendence of natural limits through mass production of chemical fertilizer. Even if Marx in the early 1860s had noted the problem of soil exhaustion, the Economic Manuscripts of 1861–63 are sometimes characterized as an optimistic view of the progressive forces of capital. After reading Liebig’s optimistic idea about the arbitrary manipulation of natural limits through natural sciences, there is still no detailed reflection upon the destructive effects of capitalist production in Marx’s economic manuscripts. Thus it is safe to conclude that Marx’s reading of Liebig before 1863 does not include a
truly critical attitude toward modern agriculture. However, this changes in *Capital*. This indicates how decisive the seventh edition of *Agricultural Chemistry* was for Marx’s development of his critique of the metabolic rift.

**EMERGENCE OF A CRITIQUE OF MODERN AGRICULTURE**

When Marx studied newer texts on agricultural chemistry in 1865–66, during his preparation for the chapter on ground rent in volume 3 of *Capital*, the development of his political economy allowed him to integrate Liebig’s discoveries that were “fully confirming [his] theory.”

Certainly, Marx believed that he had successfully criticized the law of diminishing returns in the *London Notebooks*. As seen above, Marx was aware of the concrete reality of exhaustion but not in regard to the specifics. Rather, he tended to hold on to an optimistic view of future agricultural development. He did not investigate the sociality of soil fertility, the entire panoply of social and technical relationships that determine it, that bestows the appearance of validity on Ricardo’s law. When he wrote the chapter on ground rent, Marx focused more carefully on this issue. He primarily dealt with the capitalist form of agriculture; that is, how the alienated logic of capital modifies and even destroys the transhistorical universal metabolism between humans and nature, as the fundamental condition of all production. Humanity needs to work upon and transform nature to be able to reproduce its distinctly human-social species-being. However, the labor process, viewed from the standpoint of any given concrete reality, and not simply transhistorically, always takes on a certain determinate *historical economic* form (*Formbestimmung*), associated with a particular set of relations of production. This reflects the particular way in which humans carry out the metabolic interaction with their environment under capitalistically constituted social relations.

Marx’s *Capital* reveals that the capitalist form of labor, that is, “wage labor,” radically transforms and reorganizes the material dimensions of labor according to the logic of valorization. There emerges the domination of abstract labor as the sole source of value, which violently abstracts labor from other essential concrete aspects of reality and turns humans into a mere personification of the reified thing, through formal and real subsumption under capital. The process of accommodating human activity to the logic of capital causes various disharmonies in the lives of workers, such as overwork, mental and...
physical disorders, and child labor, as Marx described in the chapters on “Working Day” and “Machinery and the Large-Scale Industry.” This domination by capital goes beyond the reorganization of labor in the factory, as the sphere of commodification enlarges to subsume agriculture. Consequently, it produces various discordances in the material world by disturbing the natural metabolic interaction between humans and nature. It is thus no coincidence that Marx’s notebooks on agricultural chemistry also reflect a shift of his interest. He now studied it again to deal with such destructive transformations of the material world under capitalism.

Marx’s excerpts of 1856–66 document why the seventh edition of Agricultural Chemistry must have been particularly insightful for his purposes, because Liebig also altered his arguments in the new Introduction and reinforced his critique of the robbery system of modern agriculture. He gave up the earlier and overemphasized optimism, and his warning about the decay of European civilization becomes dominant. As we have seen, Liebig’s agricultural chemistry is characterized by the necessity of replenishing all nutrients taken out from the soil by plants. Since nature alone cannot provide enough inorganic material when such a large quantity of nutrients are removed annually, Liebig argued for the use of chemical mineral fertilizer. Though in the 1840s he was still optimistic about the future possibility of factory mass production of chemical manure, Liebig in the 1860s relativized this earlier thesis, putting forward a harsh criticism of the widespread neglect of the “law of replenishment.”

Marx’s excerpts carefully trace Liebig’s explanations about the mechanism of soil exhaustion and reports on the concrete reality of the disruption of the metabolism between humans and nature due to the capitalist mode of production. Liebig argued that the shortsighted increase in production is nothing but robbery of the soil:

One thus understands that the increase of crops that is aimed at through the improvement of the soil by such means as drainage and dung cannot have durability due to natural law. A larger amount of crop was achieved not because the nutrient matters in the soil became richer but because it was based on techniques that make them poorer more quickly.61

The more the farmer exploits the soil for the sake of maximizing profit and rent, the more difficult the maintenance of soil fertility becomes. Modern agriculture takes from the soil as many soil nutrients as possible,
without replenishment. Instead of his earlier prediction, Liebig now harshly criticized the violation of the natural law of replenishment as a crime against humanity: “It is violation of one of the most rational laws of nature if today’s generation believes it has a right to destroy them. What is circulating belongs to the present generation, and it is destined for it. However, what the soil holds in its womb is not the wealth of today’s generation because it belongs to future generations.”

The modern social division of labor disrupts the plant nutrition cycle, as Liebig presages: “Each land” will inevitably become “more infertile not only by continuously exporting its crops, but also by uselessly wasting the products of metabolism [Stoffwechsel] that accumulate in large cities.” He continues: “It is clear to everyone that labor as such gradually but constantly makes the soil poorer and exhausts it in the end.” Marx’s critique of the disturbance of the metabolic interaction between humanity and nature in volume 1 of *Capital* is based on these passages. According to Liebig, the population growth in towns is the result of industrialization, which increases demand for agricultural products from the countryside; however, the mineral substances contained in food do not return to the original soil but flow into the river as sewage. Liebig points to “the terrifying fact that Great Britain is not producing food necessary for her 29 million population,” and argues that “the introduction of water-closets into most parts of England results in the irrecoverable loss of the materials capable of producing food for three and a half million people every year.” Liebig thus argues that “the progress of cultivation and civilization” are dependent on the problem of urban toilets.

Since the nutrition cycle is disrupted, short-term maintenance or increase of soil fertility through the addition of manure becomes necessary. Manure in the form of guano and bones is imported to Britain from foreign countries, as long as the large-scale producers are able to bear the higher production costs. The problem is that the long-distance transport of fertilizer deepens the rift in natural and social metabolism, as Britain’s import of manure destroys the conditions for sustainable agriculture in the foreign countries:

Great Britain robs all countries of the conditions of their fertility. She has already ransacked the battlefields of Leipzig, Waterloo and the Crimea for bones. She has ploughed up and used the skeletons of many generations accumulated in the catacombs of Sicily. And she still destroys yearly the food for a future generation of three and a half million people. We may say to the world that she hangs like a vampire
on the throat of Europe, and even the world, and sucks out its life-
blood, without any real necessity or permanent gain to herself.66

Liebig problematizes this imperialist system of robbery cultivation in
England as specific modern phenomena, for which the solution is deci-
sive for all of humanity.

The change in tone from Liebig’s earlier optimism is obvious. In the
development of modern agriculture he now recognizes the destructive
system of production. It is striking that his critique warns against the
threat of diminishing returns, but he differentiates it from Ricardo’s thesis
because he does not analyze the phenomenon as a mere ahistorical law
but as a specific modern one. The reason why Marx finds Liebig’s theory
attractive lies in this aspect. Marx’s critique of Ricardo and Malthus is
based no longer on the earlier optimistic prediction of the development
of productive forces through the application of technology and natu-
ral science. In accordance with Marx’s critique of political economy, he
reveals the historically specific relations that bestow an appearance of
general validity to Ricardo’s “law.” With natural science, Marx investigates
in an exact manner how the profit-oriented development of technology
in capitalism ends up causing unexpected and destructive consequences
such as soil exhaustion and scarcity of natural resources.

Furthermore, Marx’s 1865 excerpts from Johnston’s Notes on North
America reflect the same tone as his excerpts from Liebig. As we have
seen, Marx did not pay any particular attention to the exhaustion of land
in North America when he read the two articles in The Economist and
Carey’s books in 1851. Yet in 1865 Marx cited a sentence from Liebig’s
Agricultural Chemistry about this being “the natural course of the robb-
ery agriculture, which has been pursued nowhere on a larger scale than
in North America.” Liebig, like Carey, writes about soil exhaustion in
North America:

The history of agriculture in North America has made us acquainted
with innumerable incontestable facts, which prove how proportion-
ally short the period is in which crops of corn or commercial products
can be obtained without interruption or manuring. After a few genera-
ations excess plant nutrients, which have been accumulating in the
soil for thousands of years, is exhausted, and profitable crops cannot
be obtained without manure. In the House of Representatives in
Washington the delegate Morell from Vermont pointed out a number
of statistical investigations, which included the States of Connecticut,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New Hampshire, Maine and Vermont, showing that in 10 years, from 1840 to 1850, wheat production had decreased in comparison with an earlier period by half and potatoes by one-third; in Tennessee, Kentucky, Georgia, and Alabama as well as in the State of New York corn crops had diminished by one-half.67

Liebig’s argument prompted Marx to read again Johnston’s Notes on North America in order to study the real agricultural state in North America, despite his general avoidance of travel reports. This time, Marx clearly concentrated on those passages that describe the diminution of the productivity of soils due to robbery culture, which Marx referred to as the “system of [soil] exhaustion in North America”: “The common system, in fact, of North America of selling everything for which a market can be got [hay, corn, potatoes, etc.]; and taking no trouble to put anything into the soil in return.”68

In the 1850s, Marx did not make excerpts from Carey’s similar remarks in the London Notebooks, but instead follows Johnston’s report carefully: “There was, however, no motivation for those American farmers who merely seek profits to conduct a more reasonable agriculture with a good management of their soils because careless and improvident farming habits . . . were thus introduced. . . . It was cheaper and more profitable to clear and crop new land than to renovate the old.”69 Consequently, farmers also have no interest in preserving or improving the fertility of their lands for their children: “The owner has already fixed a price in his mind at which he . . . hopes to sell, believing that, with the same money, he could do better for himself and his family by going still farther west.”70 In this situation, there is no serious attempt for the long-term improvement of the soil, and what is dominant among the farmers is idleness and ignorance:

In Canada, as in every other part of North Eastern America, long under the cultivation of European settlers, the same change [is taking place]. “Everywhere idleness, ignorance, and an avaricious spirit, on the part of the cultivators, have led to the same results in diminishing the ability or disposition of the soil to produce good crops of wheat…. The spirit of fertility is every year retiring farther towards the West, shrinking from the abusive contact of European industry.”71

Johnston concludes that the system in North America would sooner or later lead to “complete exhaustion.”72 Referring to Johnston’s book,
Marx later writes in his manuscript about the tendency toward rapid soil exhaustion: “The possibility of this superficial cultivation is of course more or less rapidly exhausted in inverse proportion to the fertility of the new soil and in direct proportion to the export of its product.”

As long as agriculture, under the “monopoly of private property,” is carried out on the basis of profit calculation, robbery practice prevails over society simply because the squandering exploitation of land is more profitable in the short term, in a manner similar to the intensive and extensive exploitation of labor power without caring about workers’ mental and physical conditions. As capital does not compensate for the premature exhaustion of labor power, which shortens workers’ lives, the natural fertility of the soil appears free to capital, and compensation for its destruction and pollution appears unnecessary. Thus there is an imminent tendency of capital to exploit both labor power and natural forces as quickly as possible, with no thought about its future consequences. Capital ignores the limits of the natural world, only to undermine the material conditions for sustainable production.

Nonetheless, Marx differs from Johnston on a decisive point. Facing this deep contradiction of the capitalist form of agriculture, “quite conservative agricultural chemists, such as Johnston (!) for example, admit that private property places insuperable barriers on all sides to a genuinely rational agriculture.” Though he values Johnston’s work, Marx sees him as “conservative” because he feels the barriers to the realization of rational agriculture, but he does not see it as the manifestation of the immanent contradiction of the capitalist mode of production, but as the subjective inability, the lack of education, of individual farmers. Johnston repeatedly tries to justify the current situation as a necessary, but temporary, evil: “The emigration of this class of wilderness-clearing and new land-exhausting farmers, is a kind of necessity in the rural progress of a new country. It is a thing to rejoice in rather to regret, as I found some of my New Brunswick friends doing.” The solution to the robbery practice, short of the abolition of the capitalist mode of production, would be state administration of the entire land. Curiously, focusing on descriptions about the state of exhausting agriculture under this system, Marx stops his excerpts just before the passage cited above and also ignores other passages where the conservative agricultural chemist stresses, in vain, the possibility of introducing a more rational agricultural system through education and the development of technology under capitalism.

Obviously, Marx still recognizes the importance of “rational culture,” an idea he obtained from Liebig and Johnston in the 1850s. Marx also
makes it unambiguously clear that it is not the primitive agricultural state in North America but the capitalist relations of production that prevent such a rational form of agriculture by forcing American farmers to abandon lands, going farther west once they no longer produce enough profits. Capital actually constitutes a system of robbery economy with “techniques” of exploiting the productive force of nature for free; as Liebig writes, “crude robbery develops into techniques of robbery.” The exhaustion of land in North America has its origin precisely in the development of capitalism. It is not simply due to the precapitalist backwardness of its agriculture, as the articles of The Economist indicated in accordance with Johnston. Marx plainly states in Capital: “All progress in increasing the fertility of the soil for a given time is a progress towards ruining the more long-lasting sources of that fertility.” Thus the popular robbery practice is nothing but a specific modern product, and Marx characterizes the case of North America as the manifestation of the destructive dimension of capitalist production: “The more a country proceeds from large-scale industry as the background of its development, as in the case of the United States, the more rapid is this process of destruction. Capitalist production, therefore, only develops the techniques and the degree of combination of the social process of production by simultaneously undermining the original sources of all wealth—the soil and the worker.”76 This destructive process extends to a global scale with the accumulation of capital.77

ECOLOGICAL IMPERIALISM AND GLOBAL CRISES

With regard to a possible countermeasure against the exhaustion of natural forces, Marx writes in Capital:

Apart from the daily more threatening advance of the working-class movement, the limiting of factory labor was dictated by the same necessity that forced the manuring of English fields with guano. The same blind desire for profit that in the one case exhausted the soil had in the other case seized hold of the vital force of the nation at its roots. Periodic epidemics speak as clearly on this point as the diminishing military standard of height in France and Germany.78

Marx sees the legislation of a normal workday as an important gain for workers, extending their disposable time. Capitalists are forced to accept this regulation due to their class interest; otherwise, the reproduction of
the working class and the accumulation of capital would be impossible. In a similar manner, the English farmer is driven to use guano as a means of sustaining soil fertility, even if it requires some additional costs. This manuring does not represent real progress, however, it only deepens the contradictions in capitalist agriculture. Here the limit of capitalist production clearly manifests itself, even if it always appears to overcome various difficulties imposed upon its aim of efficient and smooth capital accumulation. Liebig’s critique of robbery agriculture contributed to Marx’s theorization.

Guano is the excrement of sea birds native to South America. In 1802, Alexander Humboldt, during his short stay in Peru, noticed the local usage of guano in agriculture. He took some samples back to Europe from the Chincha Islands, hoping that guano would improve European soils. Investigation confirmed its effect. After this, guano was regarded as a superior guard against soil exhaustion, thanks to its rich content of phosphoric acid, nitrogen, and potash. In the nineteenth century, this excrement from the so-called guano islands was massively extracted and exported to Europe. This system worked fine, that is, until the guano reserve was completely plundered.

As Liebig came to comprehend modern agriculture in a more critical way in the seventh edition of *Agricultural Chemistry*, he toned down the effectiveness of this new natural manure. He now argued that dependence on guano does not contribute to maintaining soil fertility, but, on the contrary, disrupts the metabolic interaction between humans and nature on an enlarged scale. In the fourth edition of *Agricultural Chemistry*, he still treated the use of guano and bones as an effective way of supplying necessary plant nutrition. Just as Johnston recommended guano and bones as a favorable means of agricultural reform due to easy long-distance importation, Liebig wrote about the utility of guano as manure, as Marx documented in the *London Notebooks*:

> It is sufficient to add a small quantity of guano to a soil, which consists only of sand and clay, in order to procure the richest crop of maize. The soil itself (on the coast of Peru) does not contain the smallest particle of organic matter, and the manure employed is formed only of urate, phosphate, oxalate, and carbonate of ammonia, together with a few earthy salts.⁷⁹

Liebig’s high evaluation of guano is understandable, because the excellent effect of guano comes from its inorganic substances and thus proves
the correctness of Liebig’s mineral theory. Guano was eagerly collected from the coast of Peru and scattered over European lands as a savior. Guano export to England rapidly increased, and in 1859 amounted to 286,000 tons a year. However, this still did not suffice to replenish mineral substances in the soil lost by agriculture.

The scarcity of the guano reserve was keenly felt early in the 1850s, as Marx documented, based on the seventh edition of Agricultural Chemistry:

Admiral Moresby, who was stationed on the coast of Peru, reported in 1853 to the English Government that according to his surveys and recordings, including the Chincha Islands, the reserves of guano at that time amounted to 8,600,000 tons or 172 million cwts [hundredweights]. Since then (according to Pusey) 3 million of cwts (150,000 tons) were annually imported by England alone and even more by the United States. . . . Thus, Moresby declares that by a moderate calculation of the exports these islands will be exhausted of the good quality guano saleable in the English market within eight or nine years. 

Liebig’s new Introduction in the seventh edition was published exactly nine years after Moresby’s report. So it is reasonable that Liebig added new passages in which he warned against excessive dependence on guano. Since the deep metabolic rift in the cycle of plant nutrients existed, due to the antagonism between town and countryside, use of imported manure could not provide a solution to the problem of soil exhaustion, but at best postponed it. English agriculture grew wheat by a successively greater sacrifice of its natural resources, so that, in the end, guano imports ultimately intensified the disruption of the metabolism between humans and nature.

The threat of soil exhaustion drove the English and Americans to a desperate search for new reservoirs of guano and saltpeter, first near the Chincha Islands and then in other islands in South America. The U.S. Congress voted for the “Guano Islands Act” in 1856, which approved annexing dozens of islands with guano reserves. This robbery of guano resulted in intensive economic exploitation of marginalized land, as well as the Chincha Islands War (the so-called Guano War) and the War of the Pacific. Furthermore, unregulated capitalist production in the periphery caused the gross exploitation of human labor in the extraction of guano, the violent oppression of original inhabitants and people from other colonies. Under colonial domination, not just aboriginal
people but also Chinese indentured laborers were enslaved and subjected to brutal conditions of work and life.\textsuperscript{81} The original ecosystem was also heavily modified. For example, Humboldt-penguins make nests in guano hillsides, so that the rapid exploitation of guano reservoirs inevitably threatened them with extinction. As a whole, the system of guano robbery lasted only for a relatively brief historical period. The number of seabirds were diminished as their nests were destroyed during extraction, and thus guano was no longer reproduced.

The more urgent the scarcity of natural resources becomes, the more violent imperialist politics becomes, as the example of guano clearly illustrates. The process, however, is a vicious circle, as the extension of imperialist domination accelerates the extent of exploitation of natural resources, which causes more and more exhaustion of natural wealth. Due to this ecological imperialism, the deep metabolic rift extends to all of the earth.

The violent exploitation of natural resources and workers in peripheral countries, inherent in the capitalist competition exemplified by the “guano imperialism” practiced by both England and the United States, resulted in the squandering of Peru’s guano. Yet it did not prevent the decline in soil fertility in these two rich nations. The robbery system simply caused the universal material condition of production to deteriorate by disrupting the nutrient cycle. When North America, after importing enormous quantities of South American guano, ended up exporting wheat to England, American lands were exhausted, as Carey and Johnston reported. Inorganic substances exported to England and absorbed by plants returned neither to American or English soils but flowed into the Thames River as sewage, causing dramatic consequences to the quality of life in London. Even if English capitalism imported more guano, bones, wheat, and meat, made possible by rapidly developing means of long-distance transportation, the existing system of squandering could hardly subsist in the long run.\textsuperscript{82} With the development of global capitalism, it only accelerated the desertification of the land.

In this context, it is important to emphasize that the problem of “ecological imperialism” is not at all limited to South America. Marx planned to discuss the general danger of the international corn trade in capitalism, due to its destruction of soil fertility, as documented in this reference to Leibig in his manuscript for volume 3 of \textit{Capital}:

\begin{quote}
Large-scale landownership, on the other hand, reduces the agricultural population to a constantly decreasing minimum and confronts
\end{quote}
it with a constantly growing industrial population conglomerated together in large towns; in this way it produces conditions that provoke an irreparable rift in the interdependent process between social metabolism and natural metabolism prescribed by the natural laws of the soil. The result of this is a squandering of the vitality of the soil, and trade carries this devastation far beyond the bounds of a single country (Liebig). 83

Since Marx only noted a relevant name without going into the detail, this passage requires further examination.

Marx pointed not just to the agglomeration of population in large cities but also to the desertification of soils due to international trade. Marx recognized the international exploitation of limited resources as the normal trajectory of capitalism. This insight confirms an important development in his ecology. In comparison to his initial reception of agricultural chemistry in the London Notebooks, his critique deepens in this passage as he problematizes not only Ricardo’s abstract assumption of the law of diminishing returns but also its proponents’ politico-economic solution to the issue.

According to the law of diminishing returns, Ricardo and Malthus argue that population increase requires the cultivation of less fertile lands. It requires more labor to produce the same quantity of crops and causes the general increase of the price of wheat, which also never fails to raise ground rent and the wages of labor. Corresponding to these increases, the profit rate falls. In order to eliminate this hindrance to capital accumulation, Ricardo supports the idea of abolishing the Corn Laws and insists upon importing cheaper crops from foreign countries and concentrating on industrial development within England, rather than cultivating less fertile lands, under pressure from the growing population to provide more food. Malthus, as an ideological apologist of the interest of landowners, not only speaks against the abolition of the Corn Laws but also applies the law of diminishing returns to legitimate the poverty of the working class, whose members cause absolute overpopulation, an inevitable result of the natural development of civilization. The assumptions made by both economists are problematic; they will only consider a retreat to less productive lands, excluding the uniquely capitalist dynamics of soil exhaustion from their analysis. Soil fertility is something simply given to them. As Ricardo formulates it, it is a question of the “original and indestructible powers of the soil.” 84

Ricardo recognizes a certain natural limit imposed upon agriculture
in terms of differentials in natural productivity, but at the same time he believes that there are enough fruitful and unexhausted lands on the earth, at least sufficient for the development of capitalism in England. In this way, he neglects the problem of colonial domination and the global disturbance of social and natural metabolism. Marx clearly rejects Ricardo’s ethnocentric assumption and argues that imports of North American, Irish, and Indian products only worsen the problem from the perspective of human species-being, as “trade carries this devastation far beyond the bounds of a single country.” The natural power decreases all over the world to the extent that English capitalism flourishes.

It is therefore not a coincidence that ecological problems manifest more clearly in the periphery of capitalism, the sources of ever-growing exports of agricultural produce and raw materials to the capitalist center. Marx in Capital refers to an example of soil exhaustion due to English colonialism in Ireland: “If the product also diminishes relatively, per acre, it must not be forgotten that for a century and a half England has indirectly exported the soil of Ireland, without even allowing its cultivators the means for replacing the constituents of the exhausted soil.”

Marx did not integrate Liebig’s theory passively, but actively applied it to his own political analysis. In colonized Ireland, land was enclosed irrespective of the needs of the Irish people. Through England’s “clearing of estates,” Irish lands were transformed into “an English sheep-walk and cattle pasture” for the purpose of increasing ground rent and tenure, and despite consolidation of landed properties, rapid depopulation threw many lands out of cultivation. The result of the nineteenth-century “agricultural revolution” for the population in Ireland was nothing but the enlargement of their unendurable suffering:

The first act of the agricultural revolution was to sweep away the huts situated at the place of work. This was done on the largest scale, as if in obedience to a command from on high. Thus many laborers were compelled to seek shelter in villages and towns. There they were thrown like refuse into garrets, holes, cellars and corners, in the worst slum districts. . . . The men are now obliged to seek work from the neighboring farmers, and are only hired by the day, and therefore under the most precarious form of wage.

Referring to various statistics, Marx showed that “progress” in agriculture under the agricultural revolution in Ireland did not bring improvement but rather the destruction of life. The population fell into
poverty and famine: “The population of Ireland had, by 1841, grown to 8,222,664. In 1851 it had dwindled to 6,623,985; in 1861, to 5,850,309; and in 1866 5.5 million, approximately its level in 1801,” which makes a clear contrast to the increasing number of cattle and sheep.88 This process of transformation resulted not only in a massive emigration from Ireland, supplying new labor forces to the cities, but also drastic physical consequences for the Irish, such as deaf-muteness, blindness, and psychological problems. This “revolution” was quite successful from a capitalist perspective, for the rent of land and the profits of the farmers increased. The reason is simple: “With the throwing together of smallholdings and the change from arable to pasture land, a larger part of the total product was transformed into a surplus product.”89

The increasing export of soils from Ireland together with its decreasing population undermined the material conditions for sustainable production.90 The transformation from arable to pasture land disrupted the nutrition cycle, due to the consolidation of small landowners and to the emigration of lessees who had taken good care of the soil. Despite this situation, cultivation and stock farming were more intensively carried out.91 Marx writes: “So result: Gradual expulsion of the natives. Gradual deterioration and exhaustion of the source of national life, the soil.”92 In the physical sickliness and soil exhaustion of Ireland, a periphery of the capitalist mode of production, the disharmony of “social metabolism,” as well as the ecological crises of “natural metabolism” crystallized. The transformation of English agriculture found “its caricature in Ireland.”93 The “modernization” of Ireland occurred without the benefits of industrialization.

In this context, Marx’s excerpts from Lavergne’s Rural Economy of England, Scotland and Ireland (1855) are of interest. This French scholar illustrates the superiority of English farming in its comparison to his home country. Marx quoted the book in 1865 in the same notebook as his excerpts from Liebig, carefully documenting Lavergne’s illustration of how sheep and cattle in England are artificially modified for the purpose of larger meat production and a shorter production period. The example of this “improvement,” which Marx uses in a manuscript for volume 2 of Capital with regard to Lavergne, is on Bakewell sheep, named after the British breeder Robert Bakewell, known as one of the most important figures of agricultural developments in the eighteenth century. Marx notes that Lavergne is excited about the progress made by Bakewell sheep and discovers a proof of the superiority of English agriculture:
Bakewell. Earlier English sheep, as French now, not fit for the butcher, before 4 or 5 years. According to his system it may be fattened as early as one year old, and in every case has reached its full growth before the end of the 2nd year. By System of Selection. (19) (Bakewell—farmer of Dishley Grange.) (Reduced size of the sheep. Only so many bones as necessary for their existence) His sheep are called “new Leicesters.” “The breeder can now send 3 to market in the same space of time that it formerly took him to prepare one; and broader, rounder, greater development in those parts which give most flesh. . . . Almost all their weight is pure meat.”

Lavergne is enthusiastic about the shortening of time necessary for the animals’ maturity thanks to Bakewell’s “system of selection,” which also increased the amount of meat.

Since the beginning of the nineteenth century, many of Bakewell’s “New Leicesters” were brought into Ireland and crossed with native sheep, creating new races, known as “Roscommon” and “Galway.” The original ecosystem in Ireland was transformed from the perspective of maximizing profits and ground rents, and this is exactly another example of ecological imperialism. Here the health and wealth of animals are not a primary concern, but what is important is their utility for capital. Notably, this type of progress did not impress Marx, and thus he wrote without hesitation in his private notebook: “Characterized by precocity, in entirety sickness, want of bones, a lot of development of fat and flesh etc. All these are artificial products. Disgusting!”

In the excerpts from Wilhelm Hamm’s Agricultural Tools and Machines in England (Die landwirthschaftlichen Geräthe und Maschinen Englands), one finds a similar remark by Marx. As a reaction to Hamm’s praise of intensive farming in England—Hamm translated Lavergne’s work into German—Marx calls “feeding in the stable” the “system of cell prison” and asks himself:

In these prisons animals are born and remain there until they are killed off. The question is whether or not this system connected to the breeding system that grows animals in an abnormal way by aborting bones in order to transform them to mere meat and a bulk of fat—whereas earlier (before 1848) animals remained active by staying in free air as much as possible—will ultimately result in serious deterioration of life force?
These remarks by Marx must be surprising to those who denounce him as a naïve anthropocentric apologist of technological development of any kinds. His notebooks document his honest reaction against the capitalist form of development that occurs at the cost of an animal’s well-being.

Also, in India, the process of modernization penetrates, with the wanton destruction of traditional communities:

There the broad basis of the mode of production is formed by the union between small-scale agriculture and domestic industry, on the top of which we have in the Indian case the form of self-sustaining communities. In India the English applied their direct political and economic power, as masters and landlords, to destroying these small economic communities. Insofar as English trade has had a revolutionary effect on the mode of production in India, this is simply to the extent that it has destroyed spinning and weaving, which form an age-old and integral part of this unity of industrial and agricultural production, through the cheapness (and the underselling) of English commodities.98

Through these “economic experiments,” there emerged “a caricature of large-scale English landed property,” analogous to colonialism in Ireland, where capital, despite its dissolution of the old system, does not bring about the positive effects of modernization.99 Quite the opposite. These “economics experiments” first dissolve the traditional forms of communities, then transform the unity of agriculture and industry into their antagonistic separation, and finally destroy the entire national life. British colonialism in India did not recognize the importance of reserving water and drainage, once controlled by the state due to its importance for the people but then abolished by the colonialists. Thus a catastrophic famine occurred, not coincidentally, in 1866 in Orissa as the result of a severe drought.100 In spite of various recommendations for delivering rice, for example, the British administration did not take any countermeasures against the famine. Marx shows the negative consequences of English colonialism when he writes, “It is sufficient to recall the famine of 1866, which cost the lives of more than a million Hindus in the district of Orissa, in the Bengal Presidency.”101

In opposition to Ricardo’s recommendation of corn imports and Malthus’s simple acceptance of the poverty of the masses, Marx, referring to Liebig’s theory of robbery cultivation, investigates not only the
historical causes of the negative consequences of capitalist agriculture but also the imperialist brutality, which is tightly connected to capitalist “progress.” He analyzes how the rifts in social and natural metabolism globalize when the demands for importing cheaper raw materials and agricultural produce increase. Marx comes to the conviction that, insofar as the infinite desire for capital accumulation organizes the relation of humans to nature, there is no effective method within capitalism to avoid production disasters. Though capital always tries to overcome this contradiction, it produces barriers to its own expansion: “The real barrier of capitalist production is capital itself.”

In terms of an ecological perspective, Marx’s analysis of marginalized colonial countries leaves no trace of a naïve faith in hyper-industrialism. Though Marx in articles in the *New York Daily Tribune* in the 1850s had argued about the progressive and civilizing power of English capital’s colonial domination of India, his description in *Capital* without doubt differs from this earlier view. He now emphasizes colonialism’s negative and destructive consequences. There is no “great civilizing influence of capital” at work, but, on the contrary, there is the dissolution of traditional communities and communes, creating more poverty and suffering without hope for progress. Behind this change in his views there lies the development of his theory of metabolism.

The “caricatures” of the English modernization process present in colonized countries such as Ireland and India only serve to destroy traditional and sustainable agriculture. Marx’s argument resonates with Liebig’s critical remark on the dissolution of small-scale agriculture and with his warning about the decay of civilization, and he carefully notes:

The fertility of the land is maintained without damage for thousands of years in only those places where the people engaged in agriculture gather to live within a relatively small area, and where the citizen or the craftsman of the small towns diffused over the same field cultivates a piece of his own land with his own companies. For example, when 3,000 to 4,000 people live within one square mile, they need the [entire] produce of the land just for themselves. The fertility of such land is maintained under the regular cycle of conditions [for sustaining fertility]. . . . One can think of the same land under the ownership of ten large landowners. Robbery replaces the position of replenishment. The small landowner almost completely replenishes to the soil what he takes out from it, but the large landowner exports corn and meat to large centers of consumption and loses the conditions for
reproduction. . . . This is the inevitable reason for the impoverishment of the lands by cultivation.103

Marx does not idealize the precapitalist form of production. However, in Liebig’s theory of metabolism Marx finds a scientific ground for the “intimate relationship of humans to the earth.” This is because Liebig explains why modern agriculture must more rapidly exhaust the soil compared to the traditional modes of production where agricultural produce is consumed within the community. Since capital does not take into account the traditional, more sustainable relationship of humans and nature and radically destroys it for the sake of “free” capital accumulation, there emerge various material contradictions on a larger scale than ever before.104 Marx’s critique of modernity deepened through his natural science investigation in 1865. His attention to the topic of sustainability in precapitalist society, moreover, seems to correspond to his further ethnological and agricultural study after 1868.

FROM SQUANDERING TO SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION

In spite of the intensive usage of chemical fertilizer, capitalist agriculture cannot help exhausting the soil in the long term. A communist project therefore demands a radical transformation of humanity’s relationship to nature. In contrast to Ricardo and Malthus, Marx’s project consistently argues for the possibility of sustainable improvement of agricultural production under the operation of “rational agriculture.” There is, in this sense, no “pessimistic” turn in Marx’s thought.

However, Marx is much more cautious about the limits of the material world, the analysis of which, based on natural science, is indispensable for any future vision of an alternative to capitalism. Precisely because nature has limits, the social interactions with nature must be consciously regulated by society. Marx’s arguments come from his insight into the inability of capitalism to fulfill this demand under reified social relations. Marx’s project of political economy repeatedly emphasizes the necessity of a radical transformation of the relations of production and the conscious and rational management of natural and social metabolism by “associated producers”:

The moral of the tale, which can also be extracted from other discussions of agriculture, is that the bourgeois system runs counter to a rational agriculture, or that a rational agriculture is incompatible
with the bourgeois system even if, technologically speaking, it promotes its development and needs either the touch of the small private cultivator or the control of the associated producers.  

Sustainable agriculture, due to its material characteristics and conditions, is incompatible with the capitalist mode of operation, which recognizes no such limits. Agricultural reform is thus a central task of the future revolution. However, Marx’s project in *Capital*, in contrast to the *London Notebooks*, does not aim at an infinite increase in soil fertility. The smallholders maintained soil fertility by consciously following tradition, and given natural conditions, producing principally for satisfying their own concrete needs. The ownership of land constituted a basis for the “development of personal independence.” Capitalist agricultural production dissolves the old practice of peasant families and reorganizes the production process and its material and technological conditions solely from the perspective of capital’s valorization. Nevertheless, it results in various disharmonies in the material world, and these require the transformation of the relations of production if they are to be resolved.

Against the one-sidedness of the capitalist production process, communist society must realize a conscious intercourse with nature. In a famous passage about the “realm of freedom,” Marx emphasizes the significance of conscious regulation of metabolism with nature in the future society:

In fact, the realm of freedom begins only when labor determined by necessity and external expediency comes to an end; it lies by its very nature beyond the sphere of material production proper. Just as the savage must wrestle with nature to satisfy his needs, to maintain and reproduce his life, so must civilized man, and he must do so in all forms of society and under all possible modes of production. This realm of natural necessity expands with his development, because his needs do too; but the productive forces to satisfy these expand at the same time. Freedom, in this sphere, can consist only in this, that socialized man, the associated producers, govern their metabolic interaction with nature rationally, bringing it under their collective control instead of being dominated by it as a blind power; accomplishing this metabolism with the smallest expenditure of energy and in conditions most worthy and appropriate for their human nature. But this always remains a realm of necessity. The true realm of freedom, the development of human powers as an end in itself, begins
beyond it, though it can only flourish with this realm of necessity as its basis. The reduction of the working day is the basic prerequisite.107

Marx without doubt recognizes the positive side of modern technology and natural sciences, which prepares the material conditions for the establishment of the “realm of freedom” by enabling humans to produce various products in a shorter time. The producers in the future society can modify their environment with larger freedom with the aid of technology. However, this is not an abolishment of natural laws. Nature still maintains its own dynamics.

Also in the communist society, where the entire social production is not organized by the commodity production of private producers but by the social production of associated producers, the “realm of necessity” still remains. It continues to exist because material production is definitely indispensable for any society. But in contrast to other societies, the associated producers “govern their metabolic interaction with nature rationally.” This metabolic interaction cannot simply be abolished; its conscious regulation persists as an eternal necessity. Otherwise humans would be ignoring the power of nature. The regulation thus constitutes the essential material conditions for the “realm of freedom” that will promote free human development. Marx is aware that the execution of labor alone is not sufficient for free human development, but real free activity only begins beyond the “realm of necessity.” However, it is first necessary to realize the rational interaction with nature and to shorten the workday. As Marx emphasizes here, the realm of freedom “can only flourish with this realm of necessity as its basis,” and in this sense there is no utopian separation of these two realms. Human activity in the realm of freedom is still a part of the transhistorical metabolism between humans and nature and must not arbitrarily undermine its own material basis. The conscious construction of the unity between humans and nature is thus no one-sided domination and manipulation of the external sensuous world but aims at sustainable production without violating nature's limits. The popular critique of Marx’s so-called Prometheanism is false. Marx does not overestimate the potential development of productive forces in the future nor underestimate the negative consequences caused by capitalism.108

What Marx repeats in Capital is the insurmountable limits of nature, with which humans must be cautious, because all production is fundamentally dependent on nature. In addition to the objective possibility to produce more, the subjective ability for the conscious interaction with the
environment, which needs to take place within nature’s limits, is essential for the development of productive forces. In contrast, it is capitalism that clings to the myth of further technological innovations, because it cannot provide any solution to a series of serious ecological problems beyond more technological innovations. Marx shows that the value-oriented system of production cannot realize a true development of productive forces. In this sense, there is no naïve praising of new productive forces, because in capitalism their material character is already fundamentally modified through the “productive forces of capital.” If they contribute only to capital accumulation but not to sustainability, such innovations do not count as “development” of productive forces, but mere “robbery.” Even though this qualitative dimension of the category of “productive forces” is often neglected, and its characterization as a mere objective factor in material production is inadequate. Rather, the cultivation of the subjective capacity for conscious and sustainable control of production is essential for the concept of productive forces, viewed from a wider, more rational standpoint. The enlargement of disposable free time is indispensable for the cultivation of this wider sensibility.

Marx warns against an instrumental attitude toward nature for the purpose of capital’s valorization, because “instead of a conscious and rational treatment of the land as permanent communal property, as the inalienable condition for the existence and reproduction of the chain of human generations, we have the exploitation and squandering of the powers of the earth.” However, insofar as the serious crises of the material conditions of life question the legitimacy of the capitalist system, he sees here the possibility that people with “enormous [new] consciousness,” both subjectively and consciously, may resist the logic of capital and construct a new attitude toward nature. Various ecological crises compel humans to conscious struggle with the problem of sustainability in order to overcome their alienation from nature and prevent the decay of civilization: “But by destroying the circumstances surrounding that metabolism, which originated in a merely natural and spontaneous fashion, it compels its systematic restoration as a regulative law of social production, and in a form adequate to the full development of the human race.” In the serious degradation of social and natural metabolism, there exists a fundamental ground for the emergence of a conscious regulation of the entire social production. The statement that the capitalist mode of production creates “the material conditions for a new and higher synthesis, a union of agriculture and industry” is not a utopian prediction, with which Marx hoped for an “absurd elimination
of the problem of [ecological] disruption” but a practical demand for the socialist movement. On the contrary, Marx recognizes that the domin-

ion of capital can endure as long as its valorization is possible, even if a large part of the earth is made unsuitable for human life. What Marx sees here as necessary is the serious practical engagement with global ecological crises, because capital cannot stop these crises but only accel-

erate them.

By integrating Liebig’s critique of robbery agriculture, Marx deep-

ened his ecological critique of capitalism. It is true that he hardly wrote on this theme after the publication of volume 1 of Capital. Yet one cannot imagine that, after this intensive study on natural limits against the formal logic of capitalist form determination, he suddenly aban-
doned his further research on ecological questions. With careful study of his notebooks, one soon realizes the opposite is the case. After 1868, Marx studied natural sciences seriously, but the actual theoretical sig-
nificance of this in regard to completing his project of political economy has remained unexamined until today. In his excerpt notebooks of 1868, he continued his intensive research of agroscience and even modified his judgment of Liebig’s theory.
Marx’s Ecology after 1868

In the last two chapters, we have seen in Marx’s pre-1867 notebooks how Liebig’s *Agricultural Chemistry* and Johnston’s *Notes on North America* contributed to his project on political economy in an ecological sense. In opposition to his earlier writings, Marx came to clearly recognize natural limits as such, parting from a myth of an unlimited technologically driven increase in production. He also treated the exhaustion and deterioration of natural fertility and natural resources as a contradiction between nature and capital, which capital can never completely overcome, despite its endless endeavors to appropriate labor power and natural wealth. In addition to chapters on “The Working Day” and “Machinery and the Large-Scale Industry” in volume 1 of *Capital*, further hints in his unpublished manuscripts and notebooks indicate his intention to explicate various tensions between the formal logic of capital and the material properties of nature, such as in his analysis on the “turn-over of capital” in volume 2 and on “ground rent” in volume 3 of *Capital*. In this sense it is totally understandable that after 1868 he continued to study natural sciences for the sake of completing *Capital*, and did so more intensively than ever. Though Marx himself did not write much on this topic after the publication of volume 1 of *Capital*, it is worth reconstructing the new beginning of his research on natural science.

Unfortunately, we must wait until the full publication of the fourth section of the MEGA² in order to execute a complete study of Marx’s excerpt notebooks after 1868.¹ Thus this chapter examines only his notebooks of 1868 in order to show that his natural science investigation after 1868 is not a “flight from *Capital*” but a further development of his theory of metabolism.²
The notebooks Marx made in the winter of 1868 reveal how his theoretical horizon enlarged after confronting the heated debate on the validity of Liebig’s theory of soil exhaustion, which prompted him to pursue research in the field of natural sciences such as chemistry, botany, geology, and mineralogy in the following years. A forgotten figure on the current topic is Carl Nikolaus Fraas, an agronomist in Munich in the mid-nineteenth century. Fraas is of importance because his books possess a unique position in Marx’s notebooks. Though this German scientist was a harsh critic of Liebig’s *Agricultural Chemistry*, which Marx affirmatively quoted in the first edition of *Capital*, Marx praised Fraas’s contribution and even found in his work a “socialist tendency.”

In the previous literature, Fraas was neglected, as well as his theoretical influence on Marx. Here we will examine Fraas’s books and Marx’s excerpt notebooks to understand why Fraas’s “agricultural physics,” which, in opposition to Liebig’s “agricultural chemistry,” emphasized the “climatic influences” on vegetation and on human civilization, was important for Marx’s project of political economy. Fraas’s theory was so important to the development of Marx’s theory of metabolism and agriculture that Marx even altered his evaluation of Liebig in the second edition of *Capital*. This change reflects the opening of his new field of research. One can observe another “emergence of a theory” in his notebooks of 1868.

**DOUBT ABOUT LIEBIG?**

Marx in volume 1 of *Capital* argues how capitalist agriculture, disregarding the needs of future generations, seriously disrupts the “metabolic interaction between humans and the earth” due to its shortsighted management of the soil. In this passage he refers to Liebig’s *Agricultural Chemistry* and especially its Introduction, emphasizing its contribution to the ecology: “To have developed from the point of view of natural science the negative, i.e., destructive side of agriculture, is one of Liebig’s immortal merits.” Marx continues to argue that Liebig’s “historical overview of the history of agriculture, although not free from gross errors, contains more flashes of insight than all the works of modern political economists put together.” This astonishingly high valuation of Liebig’s theory is not a careless formulation. Marx had already expressed the same opinion in a letter to Engels. Marx did not end his examination of the “negative” and “destructive” aspects of modern agriculture with Liebig’s book, but that was only the beginning of his new research after
1868. This is not surprising, considering that after the publication of the seventh edition of Liebig’s *Agricultural Chemistry* there emerged a number of debates on the validity of his theory of mineral fertilizer and soil exhaustion. The books that Marx read in 1868 clearly indicate that he was carefully following these debates.6

In reading the sentences on Liebig just quoted, a careful reader may immediately notice a difference between the first edition and later editions, although it was pointed out only recently by a German MEGA editor, Carl-Erich Vollgraf.7 Marx modified this sentence in the second edition of *Capital* published in 1872–73. Consequently, we usually only read: “His historical overview of the history of agriculture, although not free from gross errors, contains flashes of insight.”8 Marx deleted the statement that Liebig was more insightful “than all the works of modern political economists put together.” Though he still continued to praise Liebig’s contribution, the tone definitely became more sober. Why did Marx soften his endorsement of Liebig’s contributions relative to classical political economy?

One might argue that this retraction of his previous claim, that Liebig was more important to the analysis of agriculture than all the economists, constitutes merely a trivial change, meant to clarify Liebig’s original contributions in the field of agricultural chemistry and separate them from political economy, where the great chemist made some “gross errors.” Also, Marx was very enthusiastic about one particular political economist’s understanding of the soil problem, namely James Anderson, who, unlike other classical political economists, examined issues of the destruction of the soil. Hence, Marx might have thought that his own expression in the first edition of *Capital* was rather exaggerated.

Nonetheless, it should be noted that Liebig’s *Agricultural Chemistry* was eagerly discussed by a number of political economists at the time, especially with regard to ground rent theory and population theory. Wilhelm Roscher integrated it into his *System of National Economy*. Liebig, himself, had a section on “National Economy and Agriculture” in the Introduction of *Agricultural Chemistry* and praised Adam Smith’s recognition of the uniqueness of agriculture in contrast to industry. Thus it is reasonable to assume that Marx in the first edition of *Capital* was intentionally comparing Liebig to those political economists who postulated a transhistorical and linear development of agriculture, whether from more productive to less productive soils (Malthus, Ricardo, and John Stuart Mill), or from less productive to more productive (Carey and later Eugen Dühring). Liebig’s critique of the “robbery system” of
cultivation instead denounces the *modern form* of agriculture and its decreasing productivity as a result of the irrational and destructive use of the soil. In other words, Liebig’s historicization of modern agriculture provided Marx with a useful scientific basis for rejecting abstract and linear treatments of agricultural development. Yet between 1867 and 1872–73, Marx’s appraisal of his contribution to political economy changed somewhat. Could it be that Marx had doubts about Liebig’s chemistry as well as his economic errors? In this context, close study of Marx’s letters and notebooks helps us comprehend the larger aims and methods of his research after 1868.

Looking at the letters and notebooks from this period, it seems more probable that the change regarding Liebig’s contribution in the second edition represents more than a mere correction. Marx was well aware of the heated debates surrounding Liebig’s *Agricultural Chemistry*, so after the publication of the first volume of *Capital* he carefully followed up on the validity of Liebig’s theory. In a letter to Engels dated January 3, 1868, Marx asked him to seek some advice from a longtime friend, the chemist Carl Schorlemmer:

> I would like to know from Schorlemmer what is the latest and best book (German) on agricultural chemistry. Furthermore, what is the present state of the argument between the mineral-fertilizer people and the nitrogen-fertilizer people? (Since I last looked into the subject, all sorts of new things have appeared in Germany.) Does he know anything about the most recent Germans who have written *against* Liebig’s soil-exhaustion theory? Does he know about the alluvion theory of Munich agronomist Fraas (Professor at Munich University)? For the chapter on ground rent I shall have to be aware of the latest state of the question, at least to some extent.9

Marx’s remarks in this letter clearly indicate his aim to study books on agriculture. He was not just looking for the recent literature on agriculture in general, but paid particular attention to debates and critiques of Liebig’s *Agricultural Chemistry*. In the manuscript for volume 3 of *Capital*, Marx uncharacteristically pointed to the importance of Liebig’s analysis while indicating that this needs to be filled in the future. That is, this was part of the argument he was continuing to research—and in such basic areas as “the declining productivity of the soil” related to discussions of the falling rate of profit.

As seen in the previous chapter, Liebig stated that the “law of
replenishment” was violated as a result of the modern transformation of the way in which people lived and that the consequent soil exhaustion would threaten all of European civilization. Liebig’s provocative thesis immediately caused great debate, as Julius Au, a contemporary of Liebig, conveys: “The questions raised by him became the topic of daily conversation for all cultivated men of practice: They came up to the agenda of almost all agricultural meetings and at the same time became a fertile source for literary and bibliopolic speculations.”

Liebig’s thesis on soil exhaustion resonated positively with many political economists. Henry Charles Carey had already referred to wasteful agricultural production in the United States due to its corn export to England. He quoted from an American agronomist, George E. Waring: “Labor employed in robbing the earth of its capital stock of fertilizing matter, is worse than labor thrown away. . . . Man is but a tenant of the soil, and he is guilty of a crime when he reduces its value for other tenants who are to come after him.” Carey believed that when the producer and the consumer live next to each other it is possible to maintain the metabolic interaction between humans and nature without decreasing soil fertility. However, he noted a different reality, namely that scattered settlements over the enormous U.S. continent makes it almost impossible to return the soil nutrients taken out by plants.

Carey’s theory of robbery agriculture is closely connected with his critique of British imperialism. In this vein he, like Marx, discussed the conditions in Ireland and India as British colonies in his book *Principles of Political Economy*:

The facilities of transportation throughout Ireland were greatly increased in the half-century that has just elapsed; but, with every stage of that improvement, famines and pestilences increased in number and in force. . . . With each such stage, the power of association declined—the soil was more rapidly impoverished—and now its laborers are everywhere flying from the homes of their youth. . . . Railroads are now being made for, but not by, the people of India, but their effects must, inevitably, be the same with those observed in Ireland. The object for the attainment of which they are being made, is the further promotion of the export of the raw produce of the soil, and the further extension of the centralizing power of trade; to be followed by increased exhaustion of the land, declining power of association among its occupants, and more rapid decay of commerce.
Carey maintains that with the development of cheaper means of transport to England such as railways and ships, the export of raw materials from Ireland and India increases more than ever. This new economy results in a rapid exhaustion of the soil, so that populations and their forces of production decrease without the possibility of the development of their own manufacturing. With regard to the critique of imperialism, Carey’s similarity with Marx is understandable because Liebig’s theory plays a central role for both of them. Carey denounces once again the irrationality of colonial domination of the peripheries as “even worse than a crime.”

So for Carey as well, “dispersion” or “antagonism of town and country,” which penetrates much of the world through international trade in favor (first) of English capitalism and worsens the national condition of the peripheries, is the fundamental cause of the disruption of the metabolism between humans and nature. In order to combat this, by increasing the power of “association” between the producer and the consumer, Carey proposes a “protective tariff” so that new manufactures in the peripheries can be effectively promoted, given that otherwise they have no chance for prosperity. He explains that agricultural productivity can also increase together with national manufactures because the latter offers new means for cultivating better soils. He envisions development built upon small autarchic communities within one nation through protectionist policies so that the refuse of industry can be effectively given back to the soils surrounding them.

Carey’s protectionist policy was first received by Frédéric Bastiat in France, although Bastiat paid little attention to the problem of soil exhaustion. Marx had corresponded with Carey, who had sent him his book on slavery, which contained some of his arguments about soil exhaustion, and Marx studied Carey’s economic works. But at the time Marx too did not pay much attention to the issue. Carey’s role in the overall soil debate became more apparent when Marx encountered Eugen Dühring’s work. Marx started studying Dühring’s books in January 1868, after Louis Kugelmann sent him Dühring’s review of Capital from the journal Ergänzungsblätter zur Erkenntnis—the first review of the book anywhere—published in December 1867.

It was Eugen Dühring, a lecturer at the University of Berlin and enthusiastic supporter of Carey’s economic system, who clearly pointed to the commonality between Liebig and Carey. He integrated Liebig’s theory into his own economic analysis as further validation of Carey’s proposal to establish autarchic town-communities without wasting
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plant nutrients and thus without exhausting soils. In his book Carey’s Revolution of National Economy and Social Science (Carey’s Umwälzung der Volkswirtschaftslehre und Socialwissenschaft), Dühring emphasized the meaning of the theory of “soil exhaustion proved by Liebig” for Carey’s economic system, maintaining that it “builds a pillar on [Carey’s] system.”

He argued:

Also the problem of soil exhaustion, which has already become quite threatening in North America, for example, will . . . be halted in the long run only through a commercial policy built upon the protection and education of domestic labor. For the harmonious development of the various facilities of one nation will result in stable local economic activities. They promote the natural circulation of materials [Kreislauf der Stoffe] and make it possible for plant nutrients to be returned to the soil from which they have been taken.

It is not accidental that Dühring’s protectionism is explicitly directed against the neglect of the problem of soil exhaustion in political economy. This is because any serious concern about this problem “inevitably prompts to abandon the principle of laissez faire,” a staple of classical political economy since Adam Smith. Dühring asks for “conscious regulation of material distribution” (bewusste Regulirung der Stoffvertheilung) as the “only countermeasure” against wasteful production in that it would overcome the division between town and country.

In the manuscript for volume 3 of Capital, Marx envisioned a future society beyond the antagonism between town and country, one in which “the associated producers govern their metabolic interaction with nature rationally.” He must have been surprised to learn that Dühring similarly demanded this, using Liebig’s theory of soil exhaustion. In other words, Marx’s claim, together with Dühring’s, reflected a popular tendency of the “Liebig school.” In subsequent years, Marx’s view of Dühring grew more critical, as Dühring began to promote his own system as the true foundation of social democracy. This likely reinforced Marx’s suspicion of Dühring’s interpretation of soil exhaustion and its advocates, even if he continued to recognize the usefulness of Liebig’s theory. In any case, at the beginning of 1868, the discursive constellation prompted Marx to intensively study books “against Liebig’s soil-exhaustion theory,” such as those by Karl Arnd, Franz Xavier Hlubek, Carl Fraas, and Friedrich Albert Lange.
Liebig’s theory became popular in the 1860s among political economists not only because exhaustion of soil was a serious social problem in reality, but also because Malthus’s theory of overpopulation was still influential. Liebig’s warning rehabilitated, to borrow Dühring’s expression, “Malthus’s spectre,” in that he gave a new natural science basis to the problem of diminishing agricultural productivity as a result of robbery agriculture. This Malthusian argument was successful in the sense that Liebig in the seventh edition of *Agricultural Chemistry* had actually aimed at regaining his influence by generating significant debates among farmers and scientific agronomists with his new polemics.\(^1\)

The general tone of Liebig’s argument shifted from one of optimism in the 1840s up through the mid-1850s to a quite pessimistic one in the late 1850s and 1860s. Sharply critical of British industrial agriculture, he predicted a dark future for European society, full of war and hunger, if the “law of replenishment” continued to be ignored:

> In a few years, the guano reserves will be depleted, and then no scientific nor, so to speak, theoretical disputes will be necessary to prove the law of nature which demands from man that he cares for the preservation of living conditions. . . . For their self-preservation, nations will be compelled to slaughter and annihilate each other in never-ending wars in order to restore an equilibrium, and, God forbid, if two years of famine such as 1816 and 1817 succeed each other again, those who survive will see hundreds of thousands perish in the streets.\(^2\)

Liebig’s pessimism appears distinct in this passage and gets close to Malthus’s theory of absolute overpopulation. While his view of modern agriculture as a “robbery system” shows its superiority over the widespread ahistorical law of diminishing returns, his conclusion leaves his relation to Malthusian ideas ambiguous. In fact, many people criticized his “pessimistic view” by arguing that he ignored the statistical data and overemphasized the danger of a decay of civilization.\(^3\)

However, at the same time his earlier optimism seems to still exist. At least it is possible to understand his warning of robbery agriculture in such a way that agricultural productivity would be able to increase one more time if the nutrition cycle was rehabilitated in the future.\(^4\) Carey and Dühring were able to take advantage of this ambiguity because these supporters of Liebig were also sharp critics of Malthus, enthusiastically
opposing an optimistic view of increasing agricultural productivity to the law of diminishing returns. According to Dühring, Carey’s contribution consists in his discovery of the tendency of “concentration” in the process of the harmonious development of civilization, so that “Malthus’s spectre is dissolved into nothingness.”

Primitive agriculture first must contend with inferior soils—a view already at odds with Ricardo, who thinks cultivation begins with the best soil. But with the progress of civilization, more fruitful soils will be cultivated with better instruments and machines that industry provides, so that agricultural productivity will increase. The situation in North America seemed unfavorable under British dominance, but Carey and Dühring believed that their protectionist policy could do away with the separation of producers and consumers, which would at the same time solve Liebig’s pessimistic prediction.

Their demand for protectionist tariffs and close settlement of the producer and the consumer is not an arbitrary application of Liebig’s theory of replacement. A small community is definitely more suitable for organizing the nutrition cycle without wasting refuse. Although Marx shared Liebig’s theory as a theoretical basis with Carey and Dühring, he did not believe that protectionist tariffs alone would solve the problem of soil exhaustion and other metabolic rifts under the capitalist mode of production. He also did not agree with their assumption of a unilateral view—continuously proceeding from worse to better soils—of cultivation.

While Carey and Dühring assume an optimistic solution to Liebig’s view of modern agriculture, many works criticized both Liebig and Carey from an economic point of view, and Marx was prompted to read them after the publication of volume 1 of Capital. In this context, his notebooks and the books in his personal library are of interest.

Friedrich Albert Lange, a German social democrat, elucidates his critique against the Liebig school in his 1866 book J. St. Mill’s Views on the Social Question and the Alleged Revolution of Social Science by Carey (J. St. Mill’s Ansichten über die sociale Frage und die angebliche Umwälzung der Socialwissenschaft durch Carey), the title of which ironically mocks Dühring’s book. Marx made some excerpts from this book in the beginning of 1868 and possessed a copy in his library. These excerpts are important because Marx focused on chapter 4 in which Lange criticizes Carey’s and Dühring’s view on agriculture. Marx documented a passage in which Lange rejects Carey’s idea of the harmonious development, especially the latter’s treatment of a “protective tariff” as “panacea,” which should automatically lead to the establishment of an autarchic
community. Marx traced Lange’s critique of Carey, first writing down Lange’s summary of Carey’s ideal path to social progress:

If, on the contrary, a well-chosen protective tariff is introduced, a factory will be constructed next to the cultivated lands. Thanks to rich manure made from the refuse of industry and the growing population, the fertility of the soil will increase and become long-lasting: rational agriculture can develop, and agriculture attains the means for clearing forests, draining marshes—in a word, the means for the conquest of rich soils in fruitful low-lying areas, etc.²⁷

Lange rejects the idea of the promotion of domestic industry by protective tariff alone. Carey’s society, he says, would lead to a situation where the development of domestic “industry,” fully similar to “trade,” ends up creating a “centralizing tendency,” which results in economic inequality. Consequently, only a few enterprises would be rich, while masses are “wrested from the land” and fall into poverty.²⁸ After all, argues Lange, the only solution that Carey’s harmonious system can offer is a protective tariff, but in all other respects he holds firmly to the “principle of laissez-faire,” so that the social problem of the impoverishment of the working class as a result of the market economy remains neglected. Lange concludes: “If new methods cannot be found to prevent the centralization of the industry in addition to the centralization of trade, the protection system only makes the situation even worse instead of improving it.”²⁹

Lange maintains that Liebig’s theory was taken up by Carey only for the sake of justifying the protectionist policy, and thus he contends that Carey does not take natural limits seriously enough, as if agricultural produce can be infinitely increased with the increasing power of association. In a manner similar to Roscher, Lange argues that “despite the natural scientific correctness of Liebig’s theory,” robbery cultivation can be justified from a “national economic” perspective.³⁰

Julius Au, a German economist, opposes Liebig’s view in an even more detailed manner. Marx possessed a copy of Au’s 1869 Supplementary Fertilizers and Their Importance for National and Private Economy (Hilfsdüngermittel in ihrer volks-und privatwirthschaftlichen Bedeutung), in which he made various notes and comments.³¹ Au agrees with Liebig in that Agricultural Chemistry has correctly rejected the old humus theory, but he refuses to acknowledge its “economic” conclusions. Liebig’s theory of soil exhaustion is, according to Au—in opposition to Liebig’s pessimistic claim—not a “natural law,” that is, it does not have a validity
that is “absolute,” but is only “relative” to certain conditions. So it is often meaningless from an economic standpoint to fulfill Liebig’s mineral requirements in such countries as Russia, Poland, and Asia Minor, given that their extensive agriculture can produce crops over many years without soil exhaustion.

Au’s critique goes so far as to undermine the irrationality of robbery cultivation as such: “The claim that the replenishment [of the soil nutrients] can be postponed until an actual decrease of fertility, that is, the soil exhaustion becomes discernible and as long as the economic relations allow to do so, . . . is not at all equal to ‘après nous le déluge.’” According to Au, there is a certain point beyond which robbery would not be conducted in economic terms because the exploitation of soils beyond this point is no longer profitable. Like Roscher and Lange, Au also argues that profit-seeking farmers would be forced, by the logic of the market, to stop robbing the soil. There is thus “no threat to the public welfare, even if Liebig’s law of replenishment is not respected.”

Marx’s comment on Lange in a letter to Kugelmann of June 27, 1870, as well as his comment “donkey!” and many question marks in his personal copy of Au’s book imply that he was not convinced by Lange’s and Au’s attempts to refute Liebig’s theory. They were, like Roscher, trapped in the national economic myth of realizing sustainable agriculture through fluctuations in market prices. Since Marx was also unwilling to support Carey’s and Dühring’s views, he set out to further study the problem of soil exhaustion in order to articulate a more sophisticated critique of the modern robbery system.

To sum up: Marx thought at first that Liebig’s description of the destructive effects of modern agriculture could be used as a powerful argument against Ricardo’s and Malthus’s abstract law of diminishing returns, but began to question Liebig’s theory after 1868, as the debates over soil exhaustion increasingly took on a Malthusian tone. Marx therefore backed off from his somewhat uncritical and exaggerated claim that Liebig’s analyses “contain more flashes of insight than all the works of modern political economists put together,” in preparation for the more extensive research into the problem that he clearly intended for volumes 2 and 3 of Capital.

Schorlemmer later replied to Marx in February 1868:

I was hardly able to follow up the progress of agricultural chemistry in the last years because I had no access to the literature. The Annual Report on the Progress of Chemistry of 1866 has not yet completely
appeared, and I will only receive the volume which covers agricul-
tural chemistry next month. I know about Fraas’s theory of alluvion
no more than you do. . . . [Take a look at] various articles by Lawes and
Gilbert. Last year they received a prize from the Royal Society. For
details, see Proceedings of the Royal Society, vol. 16, no. 96, where you
can find a list of their writings.36

Schorlemmer knew the critique raised against Liebig by Lawes
and Gilbert. However, Marx had followed the debate in 1863 when
he read Liebig’s On Theory and Practice in Agriculture. Furthermore,
Schorlemmer was not able to say anything concrete about Fraas’s “theory
of alluvion.” Thus it is likely that his reply was disappointing to Marx.
Nevertheless, Marx continued to read other natural science books
including Carl Fraas’s work in the following months.

AN ENCOUNTER WITH “AGRICULTURAL PHYSICS”

If Liebig’s Malthusian tendencies constituted a negative reason for Marx’s
alteration of the sentence on Liebig in the second edition of Capital, there
was also a more positive one: Marx encountered several other authors
who became as important as Liebig to his ecological critique of capital-

ism. Carl Fraas was one of them.

Fraas’s name first appears in Marx’s notebook between December 1867
and January 1868, when he notes the title of Fraas’s 1866 book Agrarian
Crises and Their Remedies (Die Ackerbaukrisen und ihre Heilmittel), a
polemic against Liebig’s theory of soil exhaustion.37 When Marx wrote
to Engels in January 1868 that “since I last looked into the subject, all
sorts of new things have appeared in Germany,” he was likely thinking
of Fraas’s book. Though Marx did not make excerpts from this book and
his personal copy is lost, he read a series of books by Fraas, including
Climate and the Plant World Over Time, a Contribution to the History
of Both (Klima und Pflanzenwelt in der Zeit, ein Beitrag zur Geschichte
beider) (Landshut, 1847), The History of Agriculture (Die Geschichte
der Landwirschaft) (Prague, 1852), and The Nature of Agriculture
(Die Natur der Landwirtschaft) (Munich, 1857). Other books by Fraas
are preserved in his personal library such as Historical-Encyclopedic
Outline of Agricultural Theory (Historisch-encyklopädischer Grundriß
der Landwirtschaftslehre) (Stuttgart, 1848) and Root Life of Cultivated
Plants and Increasing Returns (Das Wurzelleben der Kulturpflanzen und
die Ertragssteigerung) (Leipzig, 1872).38
A remark by Marx in his letter to Engels on March 25, 1868, confirms this:

Very interesting is the book by Fraas (1847): *Climate and the Plant World Over Time: A Contribution to the History of Both*, namely as proving that climate and flora change in historical times. He is a Darwinist before Darwin, and admits even the species developing in historical times. But he is at the same time an agronomist. He claims that with cultivation—depending on its degree—the “moisture” so beloved by the peasants gets lost (hence also the plants migrate from south to north), and finally steppe formation occurs. The first effect of cultivation is useful, but finally devastating through deforestation, etc. This man is both a thoroughly learned philologist (he has written books in Greek) and a chemist, agronomist, etc. The conclusion is that cultivation—when it proceeds in natural growth and is not consciously controlled (as a bourgeois he naturally does not reach this point)—leaves deserts behind it, Persia, Mesopotamia, etc., Greece. So once again an unconscious socialist tendency! . . . His history of agriculture is also important. He calls Fourier this “pious and humorous socialist” . . . It is necessary to keep a close watch on the recent and very latest in agriculture. The physical school is pitted against the chemical.  

This passage is the only one where Marx discusses the content of Fraas’s work. It is striking that Marx found even an “unconscious socialist tendency.” His excerpts and notes are helpful in understanding why Marx was so strongly interested in Fraas’s theory and why reading his works possibly prompted Marx to alter his evaluation of Liebig’s theory in the second edition of *Capital*. Through a careful analysis of his reception of Fraas’s theory, we can observe the emergence of a new horizon of his theory of metabolism after 1868.

In his letter to Engels, Marx makes it clear that he regards Fraas’s “history of agriculture” as important. The expression alone does not say if Fraas’s understanding of the history of agriculture is more important than Liebig’s “historical overview of the history of agriculture,” which is supposed to “contain more flashes of insight than all the works of modern political economists put together.” However, Marx’s statement is all the more interesting because the last sentence implies that he was clearly aware of Fraas’s polemics against Liebig’s mineral theory. Marx points to the debate between the “physical” and the “chemical” school.
Obviously, the “physical school” refers to Fraas’s theories of alluvion and of climate, and the “chemical school” includes not only Liebig’s mineral theory but also Lawes’s and Gilbert’s nitrogen theory.

In a letter to Engels on January 3, 1868, Marx expressed his interest in “the present state of the argument between the mineral-fertilizer people and the nitrogen-fertilizer people,” that is, Liebig’s polemic against Lawes and Gilbert. After two months of studying agronomy, and especially due to his reading of Fraas, Marx’s interest shifted to the disagreement between the “physical” school and the “chemical school.” Though he earlier thought it necessary to study the recent debates on Liebig’s Agricultural Chemistry “to some extent,” he came to think two months later that it is “necessary to keep a close watch on the recent and very latest in agriculture.” He admitted the acute necessity for further research because the newest state of debate on soil exhaustion was not restricted to the debate between mineral theory and nitrogen theory.

Marx’s reference to this debate indicates that he had already read Fraas’s 1866 Agrarian Crises and Their Remedies. Fraas was not critical of Liebig’s agricultural chemistry from the beginning but, on the contrary, he valued the latter as a talented chemist, inviting him in 1855 as an expert advisor to three Bayern experimental stations, where Fraas worked as the director. However, when Liebig lamented a lack of scientific knowledge among agricultural educators and practical farmers in Bayern in an article published in 1864, a heated controversy between the two agronomists emerged, which rapidly led to a strained relationship.40 It is thus only after 1864 that Fraas began explicitly to criticize Liebig’s theory, although he had, in the 1850s, pointed to a possible danger of overdependence on agricultural chemistry and had argued for the importance of “agricultural physics” for the development of agriculture.41 By examining how Fraas changed his earlier position toward Liebig’s agricultural chemistry after 1864, it will be possible to show what Marx learned from the debate between two German agronomists in 1868.

In his Nature of Agriculture (1857), Fraas begins his preface with a demand for the “cooperation of science” with the goal of further progress in agriculture. Fraas believes that “agricultural research of nature” should not simply “improve” the process or the means of cultivation, but “investigate” phenomena through a number of experiments, which would allow us to comprehend their functioning. In this passage, he affirmatively refers to “J. v. Liebig,” whose work determines the path of Fraas’s scientific investigation of agriculture.42 In this vein, Fraas grounds his vision of the agricultural system as a continuation of Liebig’s program. Liebig
is repeatedly and affirmatively referred to in the main text with respect to the significance of mineral substances and of the chemical analysis of soils. This does not mean that Fraas is simply following Liebig’s agricultural chemistry. On the contrary, in his *History of Agriculture* (1852) he pointed out that the physical aspects of soil and manure are often missing in Liebig’s analysis. Fraas’s “agricultural physics” seek to complement what the famous chemist, as an enthusiastic supporter of chemical fertilizer, underestimates, that is, the meteorological and climatic effects on the formation of soils and the plant growth. It is this dimension to which Marx pays attention in his excerpts.

While James F. W. Johnston examined the “geological formation” and Liebig analyzed the organic composition of the soil in relation to plant growth, Fraas’s originality lay in his detailed treatment of the relationship between climate and plant growth. According to Fraas, plants can absorb their nourishment from the soil through roots only when nutrients exist in a dissoluble form in the soil. The gradual weathering of rocks into friable components is the essential process in the formation of soil. In this process, what is both chemically and mechanically significant are, for example, “changes between the warm and the cold and between the wet and the dry,” “oxygen in the atmosphere,” “water containing ammonia and carbonic acid,” and movements of “living organic bodies.” Marx writes down Fraas’s claim that the investigation of chemical soil constituents alone is not practically useful because “the point is to comprehend what kind of and how many salts become available from a certain cultivated soil every year, when this happens, and what the level of their dissolution is. Only after answering these questions, can we decide the question with regard to the necessity of their [additional] supply.” Even if chemical soil analysis shows the existence of a large amount of mineral substances, the same soil could be infertile unless manure is added when weathering is slow. By contrast, under a favorable climatic condition of warmth and humidity the replenishment of mineral substances can take place without adding manure because weathering is fast enough. Marx notes: “The richer fertility of the soil in warm and hot countries without any manuring or only with very sporadic and meager manuring clearly owes to a faster speed of weathering of rocks, their mineral products, and the soil.”

Marx is clearly aware of Fraas’s claim that the chemical analysis of soil elements alone cannot fully reveal the conditions for healthy plant growth: “Is there a more convincing proof against the great significance of chemical soil compounds for the existence of plants due to their...
dependence on them than a proof provided by plant geographers and farmers that the flora of lime soils in the Carpathian Mountains can be found on granite soil in Lapland, and the lime flora in Switzerland can be partly found on granite soil of the Carpathian Mountains? According to Fraas, climate influences can change material conditions for plant existence so strongly that a plant that usually requires a certain type of the soil (bodenhold) can often grow under favorable climatic conditions (bodenvag): “It is particularly remarkable that all cultivated plants became bodenvag, and only a few are bodenhold; however, this changes depending on climate, mostly on geographical climate.” So red clover, for example, which usually grows on loamy soil, can grow on chalky soil if summers are humid enough.

Fraas repeatedly argues that rational agriculture must seriously take climatic factors into account. Thus, even if inorganic constituent elements of the soil are “absolutely necessary,” their artificial supply with chemical fertilizer is not a condition sine qua non for ample plant growth, but rather, functions as a “climatic adjustment”:

To the extent that favorable climatic conditions are missing to the cultivated plants and cannot be replaced somehow, we must open up the sources of nutrition in the soil, that is, we must dung better. [It is] not because cereals consume more ash constituents (mineral constituents) than meadow plants, but because they are alien to our climate and do not have enough warmth to assimilate salts of the soil as well as gases of the air into our desired amount of organic substance within an artificially and naturally measured time of vegetation.

Nonetheless, Fraas does not fully reject Liebig’s theory. He attributes a particular role to phosphoric acid, as Liebig does, and praises the discovery of its importance for plant growth as the main contribution of agricultural chemistry. Yet at the same time, he maintains that agricultural chemistry must not be overemphasized. The assimilation and diffusion of elements of the soil “take place in relation to climatic conditions.” Climatic influence upon vegetation constitutes an essential object of the scientific investigation of agronomy, for it also significantly affects the growth of agricultural produce.

For Fraas, the problem of soil exhaustion must be modified accordingly, because it exists also in relation to climatic factors. In fact, soils without manure can provide successful crops over a long time period under certain conditions of climate, as Marx documents in his notebook:
In southern Europe cereals (barley) can be quite successfully cultivated on the same land every year for many years even without rotation and without manure, maybe not corn and cotton, but at least melons. . . . Cereals are thus soil-exhausting plants in the cold temperature zone as they strongly require favorable climate, particularly corn, durra, wheat, barley, rye and oat, legumes and buckwheat less so, and clovers, our pasture, asparagus etc. not at all. In the warm and moderate temperature zone cereals and legumes are no longer soil-exhausting plants with exception of corn, rice and durra, but hardly tobacco that is already cultivated often without manure.52

Under favorable climatic conditions, cultivation, Fraass suggests, can take place without exhaustion even if the soil nutrients that plants absorbed are not returned to the soil by humans. This is why traditional agriculture under tropical or subtropical conditions of climate is often sustainable. While Liebig enthusiastically explicates the sustainability of traditional agriculture in Japan and China, which successfully organized the cycle of soil nutrients by effectively gathering human excrement, Fraas offers another image of traditional sustainable agriculture in Europe where the power of nature itself takes care of the replenishment of the soil nutrients. While Liebig thinks of the supply of mineral substances by human hands as essential, Fraas’s vision of sustainable agriculture emphasizes the power of nature and the metabolic cycle based on it.

Only in the very last two pages of volume 2 of The Nature of Agriculture does Fraas, directly referring to Liebig’s Chemical Letters, develop his critique of the theory of soil exhaustion, which Marx notates. First of all, Fraas argues that there were “ancient civilized societies such as Greece and Asia Minor” where people conducted sustainable agriculture “without any manure.” Civilized life did not necessarily result in a robbery system of agriculture. Secondly, even if farmers sell their products in the market, they also receive various materials useful for the replenishment of soil nutrients from “brewery, distillery and limekiln.” Thirdly, robbery praxis does not exist in forestry. Fourthly, Fraas emphasizes that fallow is a state of weathering and thus allows more plant nutrients to be available in the soil, but Liebig underestimates its importance. Finally, referring to Chinese agriculture, Fraas points out that even Liebig admits the possibility of increasing agricultural productivity together with an increase of population. In other words, Malthusian pessimism is not an inevitable conclusion of Liebig’s mineral theory.53 Carefully excerpting from this passage, Marx learns from Fraas’s critique of the exaggeration of Liebig’s
theory of soil exhaustion. Fraas disagrees with Liebig by emphasizing the possibilities of intensive agriculture without soil exhaustion because replenishment of inorganic substances takes place naturally and artificially in various places. He warns against a hasty generalization of the risk of soil exhaustion as natural law.

Even though the seventh edition of Agricultural Chemistry had not yet been published, the tension between Fraas and Liebig is discernible. Nonetheless, Fraas in the Nature of Agriculture does not conduct a ruthless critique against Liebig, which would be the case later in the 1860s. On the contrary, Fraas argues that his project is a “supplement” of Liebig’s mineral theory and in this way defines the future task of “agricultural physics”:

Agricultural chemistry recently enlightened agriculture a lot through the determination of unknown amounts that designate the wealth of the land, but the [research] area that it wanted to designate as activity of the soil is still hardly studied. It will probably be agricultural physics, though it does not encompass the area of study completely, that will build the future of agricultural scientific efforts.54

Fraas does not want to replace agricultural chemistry completely with agricultural physics. Rather, they should support each other:

Not only the theory of supply of plant nutrition but also the preparation for a widely abundant and adequate usage [of plant nutrition] with an aid of agricultural chemistry, agricultural physics, and physiology is the task of the future for agricultural science.55

In Fraas’s opinion, agricultural chemistry is a subdiscipline of agronomy. It is essential for the development of agriculture, but the analysis of chemical soil constituents alone must not be absolutized. Though Marx does not write down these passages, Fraas’s intention was quite clear throughout the text.

Eventually, the relationship between Liebig and Fraas ended in conflict, but this situation after 1864 is exactly what Marx at the beginning of 1868 called “the recent and very latest in agriculture.” It is important to examine in more detail what exactly this debate between the two agronomists was about. Fraas primarily attempted a scientific intervention into a problem of agriculture in Germany, but what is most interesting in the current context is his attempted refutation of Liebig’s theory of soil exhaustion.
In contrast to his earlier books, Fraas’s 1866 *Agrarian Crises and Their Remedies* is characterized by a polemic against Liebig. He ironically calls Liebig’s theory of soil exhaustion a variation of “quietism,” which regards the lowering of the corn prices in Germany as a temporary phenomenon without asking for a countermeasure. According to the assumption of Liebig’s “quietism,” Fraas summarizes: “This overproduction, even if it is the true ultimate cause of [the current] lower crop price, must end soon, as the theory of ‘robbery agricultur’ shows this, . . . due to the misrecognition of the theory of exhaustion and replenishment.” Fraas rejects this conclusion, arguing that Liebig’s warning is based on illusions and promotes a false prediction without actually paying attention to a more urgent problem of West European agriculture.

Even if Liebig were to prove correct in predicting that “one day” soils all over the world would be exhausted due to the robbery system of agriculture and would be unable to provide enough food for growing populations, Fraas believes that the realization of Liebig’s prediction will still take a long time, namely until the fertile soils of the Danubian Lowland or the extensive plains in Poland and Galicia become fully exhausted. Furthermore, if the soil exhaustion of enormous lands in North America and South Russia are factored into the calculation, German and other West European farmers surely cannot survive international competition in the corn market, which would lower prices until worldwide soil exhaustion occurs. In the past the long physical distances functioned as a “protective wall” for European producers, which balanced out the cheaper production costs of crops under more favorable climatic conditions, with the more expensive transportation costs of foreign producers seeking access to European markets. However, the development of the means of transportation, especially railways, enabled a cheaper and faster transport of agricultural produce to Western Europe, so that the “protective wall” was de facto abolished.

The modern crisis of agriculture is thus not characterized by the underproduction that Liebig is worried about but by *overproduction*: “The crisis of this disease [of agriculture] comes into existence with import of a large amount of crops from the countries that have more fertile lands and produce more cheaply.” Since the import of cheaper crops corresponds to the growing needs of industry in Western countries, cheap prices of corn will be “chronic” in capitalist societies: “The periods of cheap crops must increase, and this occurs with a seriously
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deteriorating effect for the producers.”59 Fraas is primarily thinking about the economic situation of the farmers in Germany, and to protect them from ruin, he insists upon the urgent need for agricultural reform. After the fall of the natural protective wall, there is only one way left for the German farmers if they are to survive international competition: “Produce more cheaply!”60 Fraas laments that the hope for increased prices for crops in the future, the one that Liebig’s “quietism” propagates, circumvents the need for essential reforms.

Here note that in criticizing Liebig, Fraas neither negates the possibility of soil exhaustion nor the utility of mineral fertilizer. What he problematizes is Liebig’s “exaggeration of a proposition that is correct in itself by arguing that if the population should increase and the land should maintain its power, it is necessary to return all mineral substances that are taken out by crops because they existed in the soil only in an exhaustible way.”61 It is true that Liebig’s law of replenishment is correct, insofar as mineral substances in the soil are indispensable for plant growth and they can be quickly exhausted under incautious treatment of the soil. Nonetheless, Fraas doubts Liebig’s implicit assumption that this return of all mineral substances must be arranged by human hands alone, especially through chemical fertilizer. Given that the seventh edition of Liebig’s Agricultural Chemistry, in contrast to the optimism of his earlier works, downplays the omnipotence of chemical manure, he all of a sudden falls into a Malthusian-like pessimism, particularly because he is not able to find an alternative way to replenish mineral substances effectively. This conclusion is, according to Fraas, too hasty and false.

What is missing in Liebig’s exaggerated argumentation is an investigation into the eternal force of replenishment that exists in nature itself, the utilization of which can realize the full replenishment of soil nutrients:

However, as said, nature offers the full replenishment through weathering, alluvion, irrigation, meteorous materials in rain and meteoritic dust, and usage of refuse in manure and excrements.62

However, “once the presupposition, that is, soil exhaustion, is accepted, the rest of the argument follows automatically, and no one dares to object to the presupposition against the zealots.”63 Indeed, as seen in the last chapter, Liebig first introduced the theory of soil exhaustion in order to emphasize the necessity of mineral chemical fertilizer. Neither the power of nature, which brings rich mineral substances, nor farmers’ actual careful treatment of their lands receive enough attention
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in Liebig’s theory. Fraas proposes that the famous chemist strategically overemphasizes the risk of soil exhaustion for the sake of popularizing his theory of mineral fertilizer.64  

In other words, Fraas recognizes the importance of Liebig’s warning against robbery, but he argues that there are other possibilities for the improvement of soil fertility. Since Liebig’s law of replenishment is now widely accepted, it is necessary to take a step forward instead of falling into Malthusian pessimism: “The most important consequence of the new theory of plant nutrition is not the old and now generally accepted conviction about the necessity to replenish soil constituents taken out by cultivated plants as crops but the discovery of numerous sources that increase them.”65 Fraas’s research on climatic influences on vegetation opens up a fully new way to generate and maintain sustainable production. He calls the agriculture of increase “power agriculture” (Kraftkultur), which he envisions being introduced on the basis of traditional agriculture. As Marx noted in his letter to Engels, Fraas’s “alluvial theory” is the most effective method for power agriculture, which makes a clear contrast to Liebig’s recommendation to use chemical fertilizer. As a result, Marx finds another way to consciously regulate the metabolic interaction between humans and nature.

The renowned geologist Charles Lyell defines alluvion in the following way: “Earth, sand, gravel, stones, and other transported matter which has been washed away and thrown down by the rivers, floods, or other causes, upon land not permanently submerged beneath the waters of lakes or seas.”66 Alluvion is a geological formation consisting of silt that contains a rich amount of mineral substances. Alluvion that is overserved in the alluvial plain of the Danube, and in the deltas of the Mississippi, Nile, and Po rivers, created by tidal bore, provides a large amount of crops over many years without manure because the river water carries a sufficient amount of mineral substances and replaces the plant nutrients taken from the soil as crops. For example, an alluvial plain with rich minerals builds a fertile surface soil with “height of 7 to 10 feet” in the Chiana Valley and around rivers in Toscana.67 Inspired by these examples, Fraas, in Nature of Agriculture, suggests, in a passage that Marx wrote down, constructing artificial alluvion as “the most radical means to cultivation.”68 By constructing canals and water gates, silt contained in the river water is regulated to cover the fields, so that it provides the fields with necessary plant nutrition.

Fraas’s belief in further possibilities for increasing agricultural productivity is based on the power of nature itself: “Nature itself showed...
this way.” What Fraas recognizes is the limitation of human intervention. The maintenance of soil fertility is not possible without the cooperation and support of nature. This explains why Fraas ascribes only a secondary role to the use of chemical fertilizer in his vision of a more sustainable agriculture. He argues many times that chemical fertilizer is often too costly for farmers, and with international competition it is not the best choice. And, in the end, it is not sustainable.

Fraas explicitly claims that “the remedy for soil exhaustion is not to be found in chemical fertilizers,” because their effect lasts only for a short period of time despite its high costs:

Chemical fertilizers are an excellent means for increasing crops, if they are used in the correct composition and form adequate to the need and if they match the cost calculation. But overall they can never protect the land from exhaustion because their constituents are much more expensive than the same constituents we can receive a) through soil weathering, b) through irrigation and alluvion, and c) through natural manure of farm animals, dung, and sewage.

According to Fraas, chemical fertilizer is not a panacea but only a “climatic adjustment.” Clearly his tone differs here from that of Liebig’s earlier optimism.

In contrast, Fraas urgently demands agrarian reform, using such methods as artificial alluvion, which continues to work “eternally” and without further costs after installation because the power of nature is lasting and free: “The future of European agriculture depends on irrigation, and particularly on artificial alluvion because it will produce the same amount with less costs. It is exactly what the progress needs, not the price increase.” Chemical fertilizer alone is, on the contrary, not able to achieve this goal. Realization of truly sustainable agricultural production is not possible without aid from an already existing natural metabolism. In fact, Fraas argues, the usage of natural power is much more cost-efficient and effective than strong dependence on chemical fertilizer.

Reading Fraas’s books, Marx realized another vision of sustainable agriculture, which tempers Liebig’s theory of mineral fertilizer and soil exhaustion. He points to the possibility that the power of nature can be used to more efficiently and sustainably satisfy human needs without exhausting the soil, and also provides an explanation of why chemical fertilizer alone cannot solve the problem. Clearly, this is why Marx’s focus shifted after two months of intensive research on agriculture in the
beginning of 1868 from the debate between “mineral fertilizer people” and “nitrogen fertilizer people” to the polemics between the “physical” school and the “chemical” school. He recognized that the problem of sustainability is not just about deciding which fertilizer is better, mineral or nitrogen. Marx’s new interest is actually a reflection of what Fraas argued against in the debate. According to Fraas, both “mineral fertilizer people” and “nitrogen fertilizer people” are basically the same in that they presuppose soil exhaustion as a given fact. In the theory of soil exhaustion, Fraas says, “lies the reconciliation between nitrogen and mineral theory. Both theories were from the beginning stretched to the extreme by the ‘inventors,’ saying that the amount of nitrogen is the sole measure of manure estimation, while phosphoric acid is also used for the same purpose [by the supporters of mineral theory].”

Beyond this debate, Fraas opened up a third way to the rational arrangement of metabolism between humans and nature. His critique of Liebig provides a probable reason why Marx in 1868 saw the acute necessity for more study of natural sciences in envisioning the sustainable metabolism in the future society. Its concretization was important for Marx in order to dispel “Malthus’s spectre.”

### CLIMATE CHANGE AS DANGER TO CIVILIZATION

Marx’s interest in Fraas’s theory is not limited to his critique of Liebig’s theory of soil exhaustion. His comments about an “unconscious socialist tendency” in his letter relates to another Fraas book, *Climate and the Plant World Over Time*. The reason Marx found the book important provides a helpful hint in terms of why he so intensively studied natural science in the 1870s. In this context Marx’s excerpts prove useful again.

Fraas based his 1847 book on his experience and research during his stay in Greece as a director of the Royal Garden in Athens and professor of botany at the University of Athens (1835–1842). The work consists of various historical reports about the influence of climate changes on humans and plants over a long historical period. These reports grounded his thesis on the significance of climate as an essential material condition for plant growth. Fraas’s provocative thesis is that cultivation conducted by humans brings a climate change, which in the end counts as the most important factor for the decay of civilization. This is because naturally developed forms of agriculture must leave a desert behind due to the disruption of nature’s universal metabolism. There is also an important departure from Liebig’s view on the history of agriculture. Marx did not
make excerpts from Liebig’s overview of the collapse of ancient civilizations, not only because he was primarily interested in Liebig’s critique of modern agriculture, but perhaps also because Roscher already doubted the validity of Liebig’s historical explanation. Since Marx this time focuses on Fraas’s history of agriculture, the comparison between Fraas and Liebig is useful.

In *Agricultural Chemistry*, Liebig illustrates the history of precapitalist societies from the perspective of the natural law of robbery cultivation: “It is one and the same natural law that controls the emergence and the downfall of nations. Robbing countries of the conditions of [soil] fertility causes their ruin.” He points to modern deserts in those places where old civilizations had flourished: “In those areas where powerful kingdom used to flourish and a dense population obtained food and wealth from the soil, today the same field no longer brings enough fruits to pay off the cultivation.” The “only cause” for the disappearance of old civilizations is “soil exhaustion due to robbery cultivation,” and not wars, famines, and epidemics. Liebig argues that “the collapse of a nation” is possible “only when the property of the soil has changed.” The problem of soil exhaustion determines the limit of civilization’s progress because, with a decrease of agricultural produce, society begins to suffer from a lack of food and overpopulation.

In Greece, Liebig says, depopulation and emigration existed as early as 700 BCE. As a result, according to Aristotle, Sparta was unable to recruit a thousand men suited for warfare, though the city had been able to provide 8,000 soldiers in the Battle of Plataea, a century before in 479 BCE. Soil exhaustion became much worse after a hundred years, so much so that Strabo lamented that out of a hundred cities of Laconia only thirty villages remained.

Furthermore, Liebig argues that the same destiny fell upon the Roman cities. Cato (234–149 BCE) did not talk about a decrease of crops but about the great fertility of Roman lands. A census carried out under Julius Caesar (46 BCE) confirmed a decrease of population, and under Augustus (63–14 BCE), the shortage of men suitable for military service was so grave that “due to the annihilation of a small battalion under the leadership of Varus in the Teutoburg Forest the capital and its ruler were put into fear and terror.” Import of crops to Rome kept increasing and its population suffered from inflation and hunger.

Liebig concludes:
While outwardly the Roman state [at the time of Augustus] presented every sign of prosperity and the most luxuriant affluence and power, the evil worm was already busy destroying its march of life, and it began the same work two hundred years ago in the European states. . . . What could the might of the mightiest, which, in its presumption, arrogantly had its own altar built and made people worship it as a god; what could the wisdom of philosophers, or the deepest acquaintance with jurisprudence, or the valor of the most competent commanders, the most formidable and well-organized armies, effect against the operation of a Law of Nature! All the greatness and strength shrank to smallness and weakness, and in the end it even lost a glimmer of its ancient splendor!80

For Liebig, the fertility of the soil is what ultimately determines the course of civilization’s progress. If the law of replenishment is violated, the foundation of a nation is necessarily destabilized, which leads to a shortage of soldiers and means of subsistence, and this undermines the material conditions for the prosperity of a nation. Referring to historical witnesses, Liebig warns that the same crisis was approaching modern European countries because the popular practice of robbery agriculture is disrupting the universal metabolism of nature more than ever.

Fraas chooses another approach in his *Climate and the Plant World Over Time*. He poses the same question as Liebig in addressing desertification in those areas that used to have very fruitful lands, such as Persia, Mesopotamia, and Egypt. Yet he explains the emergence and collapse of old civilizations from changes of “natural climate” (*physikalisch Klima*). For him, climatic influence proves to be a stronger factor for vegetation than the chemical composition of the soil. The supply of disposable plant nutrition is dependent on the weathering of the soil, which is essentially determined by humidity, temperature, and rain.81 Using various botanical examples, Fraas illustrates that the accumulative process of changes in climate and the plant world is slow but much bigger in the long run than was usually assumed.82 He tries to demonstrate that these changes of local climate have a significant impact on human civilization because the modified conditions, characterized by increasing temperature and dryness of the air, are unfavorable for local plants. In other words, when the material conditions for cultivation
deteriorate, it leads the civilization to its collapse. Thus, according to Fraas, the effect of climate on plants is the most decisive factor for the development of society.

In contrast to the widespread undervaluation of human influence upon climate, Fraas describes the historical dynamics in which human practices in building civilizations are transformed by climate over a long period. According to Fraas, it is not robbery of a certain mineral substance in the soil but changes in climate that cause such a great disturbance in the metabolic interaction between humans and nature. Even if these changes proceed so slowly that they are often unnoticed or undervalued, they can be reconstructed by finding their traces documented in nature. Plants give Fraas hints that the climatic conditions have gradually but continuously changed, so that vegetation actually can look quite different over historical time. \(^8^3\)

The impact of climate change is not to be underestimated. As Fraas writes:

Great damage of natural vegetation in a region results in a deep transformation of its entire character, and this modified new state of nature is never so favorable to the region and its population as before; certainly, people change with it. Such great transformations of the natural state of the region can hardly remain without effects, or, if they occur extensively and together with many regions, never remain without effects, and, of course, the old state of affairs cannot be rehabilitated. \(^8^4\)

Since flora are largely dependent on the key variables of the local climate, the migration of native plants from south to north or from the plains to the mountains is an indicator of change toward desertification. Some kinds of plants become extinct in this process because they cannot adapt to the new environment; other plants transform their organs by, for example, sharpening their leaves and extending their roots, in order to be able to use less water and soil nutrients. When native plants migrate, other foreign plants come in, but they usually do not completely replace the original vegetation, and flora changes. Gradually the desert climate becomes more and more apparent in those places where many plants used to flourish. The formation of steppes begins in an irreversible manner, bringing negative consequences to the original cultivation in the area.

As Marx summarizes in his letter to Engels, Fraas argues that “deforestation” is the most significant cause of desertification, in that it generates
rising temperatures and lower humidity. For example, Marx documents the following passage in his notebook:

*Deforestation of a region,* particularly when it possesses a very arid and sandy or furthermore even calcareous soil, is counted as the most powerful cause for creating heat. . . . The composition of the soil [conditions] the rainfall, from which the climatic influences described above follow. The forested areas covered by vegetation retain moisture more firmly and are less heated up by sunlight than infertile areas. [As a result,] they also attract more rainfall, and thus these areas are not just cool but also distribute refreshing cool airstream to hot surrounding areas. The distribution of moisture in the air greatly changes temperature and various capacities of heat conduction of matter on the surface of the earth.  

Marx then notes Humboldt’s remark: “The scarcity or absence of forests without exception increases temperature and dryness of the air.” With eradication of forests climate change of the entire region proceeds, and one day various negative effects become apparent even in the plain area, such as increase of steppe formation, disappearance of streams, narrowing river valley.

Fraas analyzed flora to illustrate how the loss of humidity and increase of temperature changed the plant world and impeded the further development of civilizations. Marx was interested in Fraas’s concrete description of historical transformations and of today’s totally different situation. It is useful to look at exactly what Marx paid attention to.

Mesopotamia, where in the past there were a number of canals and ditches with fertile alluvial soils between the Euphrates and Tigris rivers, was now, according to Fraas, “totally desolate and deserted without villages and settlement, a withering dilapidation! Now woody saltwort, vines of capparaceae, and bushes of mimosas cover the most fertile alluvial soil cut through by numerous lines of dried-up canal channels and ditches, but this is where ‘the garden of the world’ used to flourish.” It is not hard to identify the cause of this desertification with climate change:

The great transformation of climate and change of vegetation are most convincingly proved by an escalating *steppe formation* and the transition to a complete desert in the places the ancient people knew as the most fruitful regions of the world. The unique, loose, saliferous soil in very fertile Mesene used to be covered by
grus sand and mud in every flooding. But if this soil is not constantly irrigated, covered by mud and then drained, it is exposed to a unique transformation, one similar to the decomposition of mud of the Nile river in Egypt as [Joseph] Rußegger illustrated or the coasts in Greece as we observed. [Namely,] salt and grus sand become dominant, and steppe flora comes in.88

Fraas, moreover, points to a “record in the past of a ten-month-long winter and only a two-month-long summer.”89 This comparison between the soil fertility of the past and today, said Fraas, eliminates any doubts about a huge climate change.

After documenting some passages on Palestine, Marx makes notes on Egypt. In Egypt, which in modern times is categorized as having an arid or desert climate, the same transformation of climate and the plant world took place over historical time. Fraas derives from the “migration of so many cultivation plants from south to north” that “today’s climate in the Lower Egypt (totally different from the Upper Egypt) was stretched farther south in ancient times.”90 Climate change was so extreme that the increasing dryness of the air and the rapid change of temperature during the day and night limited arable fields to the coast area. The situation was dramatically different in the past, as Fraas points out that the upper reaches of the Nile River was “where the oldest people’s cultivation [Völkerkultur] took place” and where existed “Thebes with 100 gates 8,000 years ago.”91

In Meroe, an island city surrounded by the Nile and Atbar, the land was not only successfully cultivated, but also served as the center of the caravan trade. Fraas gives the account of ancient Greeks about the wealthy state of the peoples living around Meroe:

Meroe was surrounded by various peoples and partly inhabited. According to the ancient reports (Agatharchides, Strabo) they remained far from engaging in agriculture. They are glorified by us as Troglodyten [hole dwellers] in the coastal mountain of the Red Sea, as Ichthyophagen [fish eaters], the same ones as those Nearchus encountered in the south Persian Gulf, though this time in the Arabic Gulf, and as meat-feeding Makrobier [people who live a long time], who treated wheat bread as garbage; in short, these inhabitants in ancient Ethiopia were “beloved by God.”

Such a fruitful gift of nature can no longer be found in today’s desert.
climate in the region. According to Fraas, this area also suffered from climate change:

With constant pushing back of the plant world from south to north due to cultivation, plants look for an adequate temperature sphere. The process continues until the area of dissemination is more and more limited due to the increasing influence of climatic factors, so that plant [species] often become almost extinct.92

For example, Theophrastus von Eresos (371–287 BCE) records that many acacia were flourishing in Egypt, but due to the increasing dryness of the air they grew sparsely in Fraas’s time, and carob trees grew instead, which were not found in Theophrastus’s time.

The great transformation of Egyptian vegetation is also proved by the fact that agriculture in Egypt came to be so dependent upon the cultivation of cotton that “the most part of export from Egypt is related to cotton.” Cotton can grow “only on non-overflooded lands”: “What a difference between the ancient swamp dweller who grew lotus and today’s fellah who grows cotton!”93 Could the cotton example give some comfort that even under new climatic conditions different types of useful plants could flourish, which support the farmers economically? Fraas answers this question by stating that the cultivation of cotton is not guaranteed in the future if climate change continues: “As a result of the constant decrease of the amount of water and the increasing height of [river] banks, it is likely that one day the fertility of Egypt will be finally limited to very tiny parts where artificial irrigation is possible.”94

Greece is the most important region for Fraas’s study not only because there were documents of scientific investigations by ancient Greeks available but also because the case of Greece is geographically insightful for other modern European countries. Its history experienced the same historical transformation of climate and the plant world. Though Fraas provides detailed proofs for climate change in Greece, what comes to the foreground in his treatment is the problem of deforestation, a theme also reflected in Marx’s notes in his own copy of the book.95 Civilization consumes an enormous amount of wood as raw material for constructing houses and ships, as fuel for iron and sugar production. Goatherds need open fields; farmers burn brushwood into ash for manuring their lands; tanners need root cortex. Planting timber forests or maintaining existing forests, Fraas argues, is simply “unfeasible” in this situation.96
As a result of deforestation, the forests of which the ancient Greeks often spoke were no longer to be found in modern Greece. According to Strabo, “Eratosthenes said that Cypriots could not eradicate the forests on the plains by mining operations and ship construction, so that they finally decided to cede a piece of land to anyone that cleared it and brought it under cultivation.” The situation in modern Greece was, said Fraas, much different, because “today modern Greece does not have any forests in easily accessible regions.”

There existed forests in the areas higher than 3,000 meters where forestry was still too costly due to the height and distance from the cities: “There are ample trees only in higher mountains, that is, in areas where forestry continued to be impossible until today and any use of forest remained extremely difficult.” Even those forests would soon disappear with technological development, warns Fraas.

The more arid the local climate becomes, the more the original indigenous plants will be pushed back into the mountains—only if they can accommodate to a mountainous climate:

Most oak trees from ancient times are maimed remnants that survived various attacks from cultivation and destruction, now withdrawing into shady gullies of high mountains where there is still ample spring water and the air is more humid.

Fraas observed that cornus mas, oak, hophornbeam, holly, ash tree, maple, which used to grow in the plains, according to Theophrastus, were all pushed away to higher mountains. Instead of them flourishing in the plains, “bushes with thick and hard leaves, covered by felt, and with a lot of spine thorn” became common, which are similar to those plants in the savanna in South America or steppe in northern Asia: this is how the steppe formation proceeded in Greece.

Fraas observed that in the past a large number of cattle herds were pastured on rich fields of lowland near the coast, where “winter grain as well as summer grain of spelt, einkorn, wheat, and barley” were able to produce rich amounts of crops, but now in these regions “two-thirds of the land is dedicated to poorly managed winter grain without any manure, and in summer the field is inevitably left in fallow.” Climate change, he surmised, must have negatively affected the people in Greece because, though altering the natural conditions, it did not change the soil conditions to such an extent that other agricultural products could normally be cultivated with success.

Fraas’s historical investigation shows in detail that cultivation with
commerce and industry results in new material conditions that are no longer favorable to crops and humans. The difference between Fraas and Liebig is explicit. Both agree that a decrease of soil productivity due to irrational human interaction with their environment undermines the fundamental material conditions of civilization. However, the ultimate cause of a decrease is, according to Fraas, not the exhaustion of mineral substances in the soil, but excessive deforestation. Marx’s excitement with Fraas’s work expressed in a letter to Engels documents the enlargement of his interest in the capitalist disruption of metabolism between humans and nature in 1868. He subsequently attempted to integrate the new knowledge into his own political economy.

**CLIMATE CHANGE AS A LIMIT OF THE MATERIAL WORLD**

Historical investigation of the influence of human civilizations on the climate prompts Fraas to an almost Darwinian thesis of change or even creation of new species over historical time. He maintains that due to climate change “plants emigrate from their homeland,” to the extent that we “can hardly recognize their homelands again.” Though the migrating plants can no longer attain the same homeland, accommodation under new climates is necessary for the sake of the plants’ reproduction. In *Climate and the Plant World Over Time*, Fraas argues that “even the essential characteristics of plants can change through the long-lasting effect of climatic relations.” Newly emerged characteristics can be handed down to the next generation. Required by the metabolic interactions with the environment, such transformations often occur without human intervention, though humans can also modify physical shape and properties of plants directly and indirectly. This is why Marx calls Fraas a “Darwinist before Darwin.”

Human labor transforms the natural process of metabolism in two ways. First, it relates to nature *purposefully* and *consciously* in industry and agriculture. Nature provides human labor with materials for production, which can be modified in accordance with human needs and desires. This elasticity of nature strengthens humans’ instrumentalist attitude toward nature. Second, humans change nature *unintentionally*, as industry and agriculture modify the universal metabolism between humans and nature as a whole. The cumulative result is, as Fraas illustrates in detail, exhaustion of the soil, the formation of steppes and desertification, which finally leads to the decay of civilization. In other words, humans are not in a position to change and manipulate their
environment at will. Rather, human labor is confronted by the limits of the material world, when humans find themselves incapable of regulating metabolic rifts due to their instrumentalist treatment of nature. Their purposeful actions cause various negative effects over long historical periods. Fraas sums up his observation:

Man in various ways changes his environment, on which he is quite dependent, and he changes nature more than one usually imagines. In fact, he is able to change nature to such an extent that later it completely malfunctions as the indispensable means for the realization of a higher level of mental and physical development, forcing him to confront extreme physical obstacles. . . . There is no hope of overcoming this reality. 104

Social production is not possible without the cooperation of the external sensuous world, and in this sense production is essentially dependent on it. However, the changes in climate and the plant world show that the expansion of civilization ends by leaving a desert behind it.

In relation to Marx’s project of political economy as an analysis of dynamic entanglement between “form” and “material,” Fraas’s historical investigation opens up an even more expanded vision of ecology than the earlier reception of Liebig’s theory of soil exhaustion. Climate change is a new and important element for Marx’s investigation into the historical disturbances in natural metabolism caused by humans. Although Fraas focuses on ancient civilizations, *Climate and the Plant World Over Time* makes Marx aware that this development of modern capitalist production accelerates the disturbance of metabolism between humans and nature due to a more massive deforestation than previously in human history. Marx documents a passage in his notebook in which Fraas laments the rapid forest decrease in Europe: “France now has no more than 1/12 of its earlier forest area; in England out of 69 woodlands there remain only 4 big forests; in Italy and the southeastern peninsula of Europe the stands of trees in the mountains are less than what was common even in the plains in the past.” 105 The future of European civilization appears dark because the modern development of productive forces not only requires more woods but also enables the cutting of trees in the higher mountain areas that were not hitherto accessible. The robbery practice worsens in the long run and undermines the universal physical conditions of the entire social production. According to Fraas, the only solution is to regulate the speed of deforestation as much as possible:
Civilized states with dense population inevitably need to add artificial constructions to meadow and forest that damage nature, replace forests with fields for farming, dry out swamps and marshes, and burn peat and forests that sustain humidity. In short, without such supports civilized societies cannot be what they are. However, without actual necessity such changes of the state of nature should never be carried out. . . . That is, trees in mountain areas should never be cut down without the highest necessity because they are most influential.106

Once the mountain becomes bald, it causes increasingly harmful effects on weather and vegetation, and material interests of European nations can be threatened, as were those of earlier civilizations. Fraas admits that this warning will not be appreciated by the public because deforestation has built the economic foundation for the masses of people. Thus he concludes pessimistically that the “biggest enemy” of nature is “cultivation accompanied by commerce and industry.”107

In opposition to Fraas, Marx thinks it possible and necessary that the harmony between civilization and nature should be realized by the conscious collective governance of the metabolism by the associated producers. But “as a bourgeois [Fraas] naturally does not reach this point.” Marx differs from Fraas with his insight that the great ecological crises threaten the material foundation of social production, but humans will be compelled to construct a more conscious and sustainable relationship to nature. In this sense, Fraas’s theory still remains within the realm of an “unconscious socialist tendency.”

Marx argues in the same letter of March 25, 1868, that one is often trapped into “a certain judicial blindness,” so that “even the best minds fail to see, on principle, what lies in front of their noses.” A “socialist tendency” emerges only later as a “reaction” to the earlier situation, only to find everywhere the traces of what has been overlooked. What Fraas found “in what is oldest,” Marx writes, is at the same time “what is newest,” which is also significant for modern society. In this vein, Georg Ludwig von Maurer, a historian in the time of Marx and Fraas, though he did not identify himself as a socialist, found in precapitalist communities an “unconscious” socialist tendency that was “even egalitarian to a degree which would have made Proudhon shudder.”108 Fraas’s investigation of ancient societies also shows the same socialist tendency toward the necessity of conscious regulation of metabolism between humans and nature. Marx thus recognizes that the problem of deforestation treated by Fraas’s work is not a problem of the past but of “what is
newest.” In other words, the realization of sustainable production with regard to climate and the plant world is, like egalitarianism, one of the most important practical tasks of post-capitalist society. Herein lies Marx’s conscious socialist tendency.

Given the wide range of Marx’s research on ecological destruction from the perspective of the whole of human history, it is also important to clarify the point that ecological contradictions in the material world with which modern society is confronted are not purely economic. An understanding of this helps us to avoid falling into economic determinism. Fraas shows that despite the appearance of long-term sustainable production in precapitalist societies there was always a certain tension between nature and humans. Capitalism alone does not create the problem of desertification ex nihilo, which would be nothing but economic determinism. Rather, it transforms and deepens the transhistorical contradiction by radically reorganizing the universal metabolism of nature from the perspective of capital’s valorization.

Marx separates himself from a popular reductionistic understanding that a non-contradictory unity between humanity and nature existed before the emergence of capitalism and must be reconstructed on a higher level in socialism. The rifts in natural metabolism have existed throughout history, for the entire human relationship to nature was never consciously arranged. This does not mean, of course, that the problem of an unconscious interaction between humans and nature remains the same throughout the course of history, but Marx’s research on the transhistorical contradiction primarily aims at highlighting the specificity of the capitalist disruption of metabolism. In other words, he seeks to show how the transhistorical contradiction of the capitalist intercourse with nature gets strengthened, so that enormous disharmonies come to exist in the material world.

Fraas’s theory contributes to understanding the deepening of metabolism rifts, as his analysis of historical transformations of climate and the plant world warns against shortsighted deforestation. Liebig’s critique of the robbery system does not entirely cover the destructive tendency of modern production, and Marx, reading Fraas’s work, rightly thinks it necessary to study much more thoroughly the negative aspect of the development of productive forces and technology and their disruption of natural metabolism with regard to other factors of production. Marx aims at strengthening Liebig’s critique of the squandering of limited natural resources over the entire ecosystem, going beyond Liebig’s analysis.
Although no direct reference to Fraas is found in Marx’s later economic manuscripts, his interest in deforestation can be confirmed in his notebooks of 1868. In the beginning of 1868, he also read John D. Tuckett’s *History of the Past and Present State of the Labouring Population*, noting the numbers of important pages. On one of those pages, Tuckett argues:

The indolence of our forefathers appears a subject of regret, in neglecting the raising of trees as well as in many instances causing the destruction of the forests without sufficiently replacing them with young plants. This general waste appears to have been greatest just before the use of sea coal [for smelting iron] was discovered, when the consumption for the use of forging iron was so great that it appeared as if it would sweep down all the timber and woods in the country. . . . However, at the present day the plantations of trees not only add to the usefulness, but also tend to the embellishment of the country, and produce screens to break the rapid currents of the winds. . . . The great advantage in planting a large body of wood in a naked country is not at first perceived. Because there is nothing to resist the cold winds, cattle fed thereon are stunted in growth and the vegetation has often the appearance of being scorched with fire, or beaten with a stick. Moreover, by giving warmth and comfort to cattle, half the fodder will satisfy them.\textsuperscript{111}

The thematic similarity with Fraas’s work is explicit. Tuckett points to the fact that deforestation has significant economic consequences in agriculture and stock farming.

The influence of the ideas of Fraas and Tuckett is visible in the second manuscript for volume 2 of *Capital*, written between 1868 and 1870. Marx had noted in the manuscript for volume 3 that forestry would not be sustainable under the system of private property, even if it could be more or less sustainable when conducted under state property.\textsuperscript{112} After 1868, Marx paid great attention to the problem of the modern robbery system, which he now expanded from crop production to include deforestation. In this vein, Marx made detailed excerpts from Friedrich Krichhof’s *Manual of Agricultural Business Operations (Handbuch der landwirthschaftlichen Betriebslehre;* 1852) in support of the incompatibility between the logic of capital and the material characteristics of forestation. He pointed out that the long time required for forestation imposes a natural limit, compelling capital to try to shorten the cycle of deforestation and regrowth as
much as possible. In the manuscript to volume 2 of *Capital*, Marx commented on a passage from Kirchhof’s book: “The development of culture and of industry in general has evinced itself in such energetic destruction of forest that everything done by it conversely for their preservation and restoration appears infinitesimal.” Marx was certainly conscious of the danger that this deforestation will cause not only a wood shortage but also a changing climate, which is tied to a more existential crisis of human civilization. Indeed, Kirchhof also pointed to the climatic influence of deforestation:

> On the contrary, where forests disappeared, air becomes unfavorably dry and its flows are wilder and more violent. Springs of mountain valleys dry up, and many streams dry out. Many regions lost their fertility by cutting down trees, causing the balance of power to be disturbed.  

The thematic similarity between Fraas and Kirchhof is clear. It is probable that in his analysis of the turnover of capital in volume 2 of *Capital* Marx was not thinking about economic implications but a possible crisis in civilization due to deforestation.

Marx in the same manuscript also refers to Léonce de Lavergne in analyzing the same problem of material limits in the shortening of capital’s turnover in stock farming. This time, he supplements his thesis by quoting a passage from William Walter Good’s *Political, Agricultural and Commercial Fallacies* (1866):

> For this reason, remembering that farming is governed by the principles of political economy, *the calves* which used to come south from the dairying counties for rearing, *are now largely sacrificed at a week and ten days old*, in the shambles of Birmingham, Manchester, Liverpool, and other large neighboring towns. . . . What these little men now say, in reply to rear recommendations, is, “We know very well it would pay to rear on milk, but it would first require us to put our hands in our purse, which we cannot do, and then we should have to *wait a long time for a return, instead of getting it at once* by dairying.”

Capital is confronted by a natural limit, which impedes the shortening of necessary production time, due to “physiological necessity” as it sells
the product “before it reaches the economic normal ages, which causes a
great damage to agriculture.” Here Marx’s ecological vision describing
the contradiction between “capital” and “nature” is quite clear, and other
excerpts in the 1870s can be interpreted from the same perspective.

A comparison with the writing of the young Marx illustrates this
dramatic development of his ecological thought. In the Communist
Manifesto, Marx and Engels write of the historic changes brought by the
power of capital:

The bourgeoisie, by the rapid improvement of all instruments of
production, by the immensely facilitated means of communication,
draws all, even the most barbarian nations into civilization. The cheap
prices of its commodities are the heavy artillery with which it batters
down all Chinese walls, with which it forces the barbarians’ intensely
obstinate hatred of foreigners to capitulate. It compels all nations,
on pain of extinction, to adopt the bourgeois mode of production; it
compels them to introduce what it calls civilization into their midst,
i.e., to become bourgeois themselves. In one word, it creates a world
after its own image.

Marx and Engels here emphasize the progressive character of capi-
tal in opposition to the “barbarian” state of precapitalist society. Though
they famously criticize in a subsequent discussion the negative aspects of
capitalism in Europe, the problems of colonial domination remain out-
side the scope of their critique. It is as if the marginalized countries could
be subsumed by capital and modernized through colonialism and the
world market.

Marx and Engels are also optimistic about capital’s subjugation of
nature based on increasing productive forces as a basis of emancipating
humans from the alien forces of nature:

The bourgeoisie, during its rule of scarce one hundred years, has cre-
ated more massive and more colossal productive forces than have all
preceding generations together. Subjection of Nature’s forces to man,
machinery, application of chemistry to industry and agriculture, steam-
navigation, railways, electric telegraphs, clearing of whole continents
for cultivation, canalization of rivers, whole populations conjured out
of the ground—what earlier century had even a presentiment that such
productive forces slumbered in the lap of social labour?
Michael Löwy has criticized this passage as a manifestation of Marx’s naïve attitude toward modernization and ignorance of ecological destruction under capitalist development. “Paying homage to the bourgeoisie for its unprecedented ability to develop the productive forces,” he writes, “Marx and Engels unreservedly celebrated the ‘Subjection of Nature’s forces to man’ and the ‘clearing of whole continents for cultivation’ by modern bourgeois production.” Löwy’s reading of Marx’s alleged “Prometheanism” might seem hard to refute here.120

Löwy’s criticism, even if his interpretation accurately reflects Marx’s thinking at the time, can hardly be generalized across Marx’s entire career, since his critique of capitalism became steadily more ecological with each passing year. As seen above, the evolution of his thought subsequent to volume 1 of Capital shows that in his later years, Marx became seriously concerned about the problem of deforestation, and it is highly doubtful that the late Marx, after reading Fraas and Kirchhof, would praise mass deforestation in the name of progress without regard for the conscious and sustainable regulation of the metabolic interaction between humanity and nature. On the contrary, it is much more likely that ecological issues attained increasingly more strategic significance for Marx in the 1860s as a manifestation of the contradictions of capitalism, to which socialism must provide a practical answer. Fraas’s “unconscious socialist tendency” is discernible in his attempt to demonstrate the practical necessity to consciously reorganize the metabolism between humans and nature, based on which Marx much more consciously demanded human emancipation by radically abolishing the private character of production and wage labor and thus by constructing a fully different metabolic interaction with nature in a more sustainable way.

One sees more clearly why Marx was interested in Fraas’s works. The polemics between Liebig and Fraas showed him that ecological problems in modern society must not be limited to that of soil exhaustion and that many other problems such as massive deforestation and climate change exist. Fraas’s alluvial theory provides another vision of agriculture that becomes more sustainable thanks to the power of nature itself. Alluvial theory alone, of course, does not provide a final solution to the capitalist metabolic rifts. Deforestation alone does not explain climate change, either. Marx was witnessing a rapid development of natural sciences and technologies at that time, and he rightly thought it essential to study various natural science disciplines much more carefully in order to figure out how far capitalism can postpone the ecological crisis caused by itself and what kind of problems are actually emerging out of capital’s infinite
desire for self-valorization. As he subsequently changed his evaluation of Liebig slightly in the second edition of *Capital*, a new ecological field of research lay behind it.
Conclusion

In the 1970s, Hans Jonas, in his principal work The Imperative of Responsibility, insisted on the necessity of a critique of utopia precisely because "Marxist utopia, involving the fullest use of super-technology, served as an 'eschatologically' radicalized version of what the worldwide technological impetus of our civilization is moving toward anyway." Today, nobody really believes in such a Marxist utopia, after its power of enchantment disappeared without trace along with the collapse of "really existing socialism." This "crisis" of Marxism, however, provided a new opportunity for Marxists, because Marx's theoretical legacy can be soberly analyzed again independently of party dogma. One can now investigate whether Marx really did envision such a technocratic emancipation. In the discussion in this book, it has become clear that a popular critique of Marx's utopian and anti-ecological thought is nothing but a retrospective projection of the Promethean idea of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries imposed on Marx's materialist thought.

The new historical edition of Marx-Engels-Gesamtausgabe enables us to reconstruct how, in the course of deepening his theory of political economy, Marx developed his ecological thought as a critique of capitalism. A more complete investigation of new materials published by the MEGA showed that a stereotypical (and false) critique of his indifference to the scarcity of natural resources and the burdening of our ecospheres, and another critique of his Promethean superstition on limitless economic and technological development, are not tenable. Furthermore, a more systematic investigation of excerpts and notes enables us to comprehend the central role of ecology in his critique of capitalism. We can derive ecological theory consistently from his theory of value, as an
integral part of his system of political economy. And, accordingly, his vision of socialism clearly includes a project to rehabilitate the social and natural metabolism that has been seriously distorted in capitalism.

Modern discussions of ecology owe a great debt to Marx’s deep insight into the fundamental nature of a society of generalized commodity production. He shows that value as the mediator of the transhistorical metabolism between humans and nature cannot generate the material conditions for sustainable production. Rather, it causes rifts in the process of material reproduction. When value becomes the dominant subject of social production as capital, it only strengthens the disturbances and disruptions of that metabolism, so that both humanity and nature suffer from various disharmonies. This includes overwork as well as physical and mental illness and deformations with regards to human beings; and desertification, devastation of natural resources, and extinction of species with regards to nature. According to Marx, this disruption of the metabolism of human beings and nature ultimately poses material limits to the measureless drive to capital accumulation and demands that humans have a more conscious interaction with their environment. It is possible to “crack capitalism” here.2

Of course, Marx was not thinking “ecologically” when he first attempted to develop his critique of capitalism. Nevertheless, it is important to recognize that in the notebooks of 1844 he had already demanded the abolition of modern alienation as a radical transformation of the human relation to nature, though this project of the young Marx has long been overlooked due to the dominant “philosophical” interpretation of his theory of alienation. Considering the history of debates on ecology, it is important to emphasize that Marx consistently bestowed a central role in his critique of modern society to the problem of the “separation” of humans from the earth.

Recently, some ecosocialists, in contrast to Marx, have come to stress the “monistic synthesis” of society and nature: “Not the separation from, but the terms of humanity’s place within nature, is crucial to understanding the conditions of capitalist renewal (if any) and crisis.”3 However, this understanding overlooks Marx’s original insight that the constitutive condition of the capitalist regime is the separation of humans from nature. The unity of humanity and nature exists transhistorically from an abstract general perspective, in that human labor not only always modifies nature, but is also a part of nature and conditioned by it. What Marx’s analysis shows is the historical deformation of the relationship between humans and nature in modern capitalist society, which is based
on the alienation of nature. Marx investigates, as the primary task of his political economy, how this material condition of social production is transformed and deformed under capitalistically constituted social relations.

In spite of this theoretical continuity, underlying all of his thought, Marx gradually corrected his optimistic vision of the human mastery of nature, following his break with philosophy in 1845. In comparison to the *Communist Manifesto*, in *Capital* Marx clearly rejects the illusion that the development of productive forces in technological terms allows for the arbitrary manipulation of nature by completely transforming the external sensuous world into a second nature. In *Capital*, Marx argues differently: the neglect of material characteristics causes deterioration of the material conditions of production and prevents free human development. In contrast to a widespread critique that Marx is a blind supporter of absolute domination over nature, his vision of the future society demands a careful and sustainable interaction with nature, based on a distinct recognition of its limits.

Against the popular opinion that sustainable production is possible on the basis of market mechanisms, Marx’s theory of value also demonstrates in a convincing manner that capital contradicts the fundamental limitedness of natural forces and resources because of its drive toward infinite self-valorization. This is the central contradiction of the capitalist mode of production, and Marx’s analysis aims at discerning the limits to this measureless drive for capital accumulation within a material world. The discrepancy between nature and capital appears in an increasing number of spheres, such that the domination of capital subsumes various branches of production and organizes the entirety of social and private life.

In this situation, Marx does not call for going back to “nature as such,” existing independently of human beings, because, as he argues in *The German Ideology* in his critique of Feuerbach, that nature as such exists only in the philosopher’s head. Instead, Marx says, “nature” exists only in relation to social production, and he calls this fundamental material relationship the “metabolism” between humans and nature. Both nature and society must be comprehended in their dynamic interrelation to each other, and his scientific analysis explains the specificity of the capitalist mode of production as the historical organization of that transhistorical metabolism and the resultant destabilization of our ecosystems.

Marx’s theory of reification plays a central role in this context. It reveals how economic form determinations are tightly ossified as a *property of a thing* in the course of capitalist development, and how human
needs, along with the external sensuous world, are radically transformed according to the logic of capitalism. Material properties are modifiable, and the whole reorganization of the world by capital is based on this material “elasticity,” though capital cannot, after all, completely and arbitrarily overcome natural limits. In order to elucidate the fundamental tension between capital and nature, Marx developed his value theory in a close systematic relation to the problem of metabolic rifts. After parting from philosophy, Marx stopped collapsing this problem into a general ontological understanding of the human-nature relationship. He aimed instead at comprehending material limits under respective concrete conditions of natural sciences and technology. Where exactly this contradiction manifests itself is not given a priori; it requires a concrete analysis of each situation. Natural sciences provide the basic knowledge for such an analysis. Otherwise, a critique would only be able to say that capitalism must destroy the environment. Marx was never satisfied with such an abstract thesis.

Instead, he was aware that the contradiction between capital and nature does not immediately lead to the collapse of the regime of capital. Thanks to material elasticity, capital can, for example, overcome its limitations by intensively and extensively exploiting workers, inventing new technologies, discovering new raw materials, and opening up global markets and colonies. However, the limits of material, such as labor power, natural resources, social needs, exist objectively, even if they can be displaced by technological and scientific development to a considerable degree, as seen in the history of capitalism. The concrete manifestation of material limits is thus quite diverse, because the outcomes of the formal logic of capital develop in various ways, depending on capital’s relation to respective natural conditions. To thematize these limits of capital more precisely, Marx studied the natural sciences more intensively after 1868 in order to complete Capital. Even though Marx’s Capital remained incomplete, it not only provides a solid methodological foundation for the analysis of capital’s historical process of antagonism between humanity and nature, but also enables us to envision a counterstrategy against the reified domination of capital and the alienation of nature, from the standpoint of the material world itself. In this sense, Marx’s ecological critique is far from “apocalyptic.”

Speaking of socialist strategy, the gradual formation of Marx’s theory of metabolism parallels another important shift of his vision of social change. Though earlier, in the Communist Manifesto, Marx optimistically tended to believe that a serious economic crisis would suffice for a
socialist revolution, he gradually gave up this optimism after the failure of the Revolution of 1848 and subsequent political repression and restoration. The capitalist system proved itself much more pertinacious and capable of survival in the economic crisis of 1857–58. As a consequence, Marx began to agitate for constraints on reification through workers’ unionism and the construction of a more sustainable form of social metabolism. As illustrated in the chapters on “The Working Day” and “Machinery and Large-Scale Industry,” Marx’s point is that struggle is not immediately about policies but about a transformation of social practice itself, a practice that, under capitalism, bestows to a thing a social power independent of humans. Such reforms can extend the social and political realm and thus give rise to further progressive changes against the reified power of capital.

Marx emphasized the same point with regard to nature. Not only in his discussion about modern agriculture, but also in his reference to Fraas’s “socialist tendency,” he attempted to comprehend the destruction of ecosystems in relation to the reified power of capital from the perspective of the material world. The rehabilitation of the universal metabolism of nature disrupted by capitalism is only possible when the autonomous power of capital is fully abolished. Even if capitalism does not automatically collapse, despite the scarcity of natural resources, the disharmonies in the material world impede the free and sustainable development of humanity and compel people to struggle for a new social system beyond capitalism. Counter to the logic of capital, a more rational form of social production must be realized, and it must be based on the abolition of “private labor” and “wage labor.” For Marx, it is moreover necessary to examine the concrete processes of transformation of the material world, as he read a number of Parliamentary reports and reports by factory inspectors while writing the chapter on “The Working Day.” Only by doing so can a concrete socialist strategy against reified exploitation of nature become possible.

The investigation of Marx’s ecology through his notebooks also showed that the common identification of the nineteenth century as a century of naïve Prometheanism proves one-sided, since a number of theorists such as Liebig, Johnston, and Fraas were seriously engaged with the problems of scarcity and exhaustion of natural resources. Also William Stanley Jevons’s prediction about decreasing coal reserves in England in his famous book The Coal Question (1865) repeatedly refers to Liebig and caused heated discussions in the English Parliament. Marx knew this work, as in 1868 he noted the title in his notebook and checked
next to it with an intent to buy a copy.\(^4\) Matthias Jakob Schleiden, whose *Physiology of Plants and Animals* (*Physiologie der Pflanzen und Tiere*, 1850) Marx read in 1876, wrote of the “desertification of forests” in his later work *For Wood and Forest* (*Für Baum und Wald*), in which Schleiden refers to George P. Marsh’s important book *Man and Nature* (1864).\(^5\)

Diverse serious discussions on the destruction of the environment and the deterioration of conditions for humanity’s survival were underway as early as the 1860s. It is not a coincidence that Marx, constantly studying new books and articles in various disciplines, was prompted to integrate the emergence of ecological thought in the nineteenth century into his own critique of political economy, as this dimension had been largely neglected. If we examine Marx’s notebooks and trace Marx’s working process, it is difficult to continue claiming that he shared a naïve and optimistic idea of human progress, one that believed in the infinite development of productive forces. Carl Fraas is of importance in this context because he offers another vision of sustainable production, which differs from Liebig’s dependence on synthetic manures. His theory of alluvion attempts to show the possibility of sustainable production, using the power of nature itself purposefully, but without exhausting it. His historical investigation also showed Marx how serious the consequences of excessive deforestation were to local climates and the plant world.

Among Marx’s writings, it is possible to find various clear arguments that indicate his strong interest in ecological problems. If the statement that Marx’s ecology is only of secondary importance for his critique of political economy was accepted as convincing for a long time, the reason can be partially found in the tradition of Western Marxism, which primarily dealt with social forms (sometimes with an extreme fetishism of Hegel’s *Science of Logic*), while the problem of “material” or “content” was largely neglected. If the “material” becomes integrated into his system, Marx’s texts open the way to ecology without much difficulty.

In this sense, the present volume is more systematic and complete than earlier works on the issue of Marx’s mature ecology, yet its scope is still limited. Manuscripts and excerpt notebooks that I have dealt with in this book are only part of what Marx wrote during his life. Especially in the 1870s, his theory of metabolism was further developed. There are some examples indicating this tendency in his personal library: Bernard Cotta, *German Soil, Its Geological Composition and the Latter’s Influence on Human’s Life* (*Deutschlands Boden, sein geologischer Bau und dessen Einwirkung auf das Leben der Menschen*; Leipzig, 1858); Jean Charles Houzeau, *Climate and Soil* (*Klima und Boden*; Leipzig,
Marx also followed the debates on Liebig’s theory of soil exhaustion: Adolf Mayer, *Fertilizer Capital and Robbery Cultivation* (*Das Düngerkapital und Raubbau*; Heidelberg, 1869); Clement Mandelblüh, *Tables for the Calculation of Soil Exhaustion and Replenishment of Soil Power* (*Tabellen zur Berechnung der Bodenerschöpfung und des Bodenkraft-Ersatzes*; Leipzig, 1870); and Johannes Conrad, *Liebig’s View on Soil Exhaustion and Its Historical, Statistical, and National Economic Reasoning* (*Liebig’s Ansicht von der Bodenerschöpfung und ihre gesichtliche, statistische und nationalökonomische Begründung*; Göttingen, 1866). This is only a sample of the books relevant to the topics dealt with here, and Marx’s own interests in this respect are still more encompassing than even these suggest.6 As a result of these investigations, Marx came to see in his later years that metabolic rifts were the most serious problem of capitalism.

In this context, it is important to emphasize that his later research was not limited to natural sciences. Marx also read various books on pre-capitalist and non-Western societies and communities, with a particular focus on agriculture and landed property, as can be seen in the famous *Ethnological Notebooks*.7 In terms of this theme, Marx’s expression “an unconscious socialist tendency” is again insightful. In the same March 25, 1868, letter to Engels in which Marx discussed Fraas’s *Climate and the Plant World Over Time*, he also judged quite positively Georg Ludwig Maurer: “Ad vocem Maurer: his books are extremely significant. Not only the primitive age but also the entire later development of the free imperial cities, of the estate owners possessing immunity, of public authority, and of the struggle between the free peasantry and serfdom, get an entirely new character.”8 Marx admitted in the letter that he paid too little attention to the continuation of precapitalist (Germanic) elements until his time. In the following years, Marx seriously studied precapitalist societies, engaging in a self-critical move to overcome this blind spot, even learning Russian, so that he could read books on Russian village communities and agriculture in the original.9

How do natural sciences and ethnology relate to each other for the late Marx? We find a key in a textual connection between Fraas and Maurer: Fraas himself positively evaluates Maurer’s historical investigation about Germanic communities because this German historian shows that “the first Germanic village formation always followed the law of necessity to increase the soil’s power.”10 Moreover, Fraas continues to
argue about the sustainable way of life of Germanic communities, with a reference to Maurer’s text:

If the Mark village did not allow sales except among village members of wood, straw, dung, and even livestock (pigs!) and also ordered that all the crops harvested within the village, and even wine, should be consumed within the village (out of this practice various socage rights [Bannrechte] were to emerge), the means must have been retained for the maintenance of land power, and furthermore, the use of additional nutrients from forests and pastures, and even the use of meadows manured by rivers served to increase the [soil's] power everywhere (Maurer, op. cit., 313 sq.).

Germanic communal production based on the Mark association is, according to Fraas, not only egalitarian but also sustainable because everything is produced and consumed within the community. It is very likely that this reference prompted Marx to read Maurer’s book in the beginning of 1868 and to make excerpts from it.

At this time, it is not possible to investigate the enormous entirety of Marx's manuscripts and excerpts after 1868 because not all are published yet. However, it is reasonable to assume, based on his high evaluation of Maurer and Fraas and his characterization of them as “unconscious” socialists in the same letter, that he wanted to study the various concrete ways of organizing the metabolism between humans and nature through precapitalist and non-Western communities and societies, especially with regard to agriculture and landed property. Kevin Anderson argues with regard to volume IV/27 of the MEGA that Marx’s research in the 1870s focuses on precapitalist and non-Western agriculture “in transition.” In other words, Marx analyzed how far earlier ways of organization of natural and social metabolism must be modified through formal and real subsumption under capital, or whether they can resist capital. In this sense, the relationship between humans and nature remained central in the late Marx as well.

Some remarks by Marx in the last years of his life confirm the thematic connection. It is known that he recognized the possibility of an alternative way to the socialist revolution in Russia in his letter to Vera Ivanovna Zasulich, a Russian revolutionary. Referring to Maurer directly, Marx pointed to the great “natural vitality” of archaic communes and argued that the later village communes, especially those that the Germans introduced, “became the only focus of liberty and popular
life throughout the Middle Ages.” According to Marx, this vitality was founded on a different organization of the metabolism between humans and nature—the communal form of production. Thus the Russian village communes could function as the place of resistance against capital and establish socialism without going through capitalism. “Historically very favorable to the preservation of the ‘agricultural commune’ through its further development is the fact not only that it is contemporaneous with Western capitalist production and therefore able to acquire its fruits without bowing to its modus operandi, but also that it has survived the epoch when the capitalist system stood intact.”

At the same time, Marx, in the next sentence, points to the “crisis” of capitalism in Western Europe: “Today it finds that system, both in Western Europe and the United States, in conflict with the working masses, with science, and with the very productive forces which it generates—in short, in a crisis that will end through its own elimination, through the return of modern societies to a higher form of an ‘archaic’ type of collective ownership and production.” The “crisis” emerges not only out of the experience of alienation, whose transcendence is loudly demanded by workers, but also out of capital’s conflict with “science.” It is not enough for science simply to enable the invention of new technologies that increase productive forces and prepare material conditions for the future society. As is clearly visible in Liebig and Fraas, science also highlights the crisis of capitalism by demonstrating the irrationality of robbery under the capitalist mode of production and its consequent metabolic rifts, which accordingly demand the realization of a more sustainable form of production. Taking into account the deepening of Marx’s theory of metabolism, it is plausible that Marx in 1881 recognized not only non-Eurocentric, multilinear ways to socialism but also developed a more ecological vision of socialism. However, this expansion of Marx’s interest made it extremely hard to complete his project of Capital.

Even if late Marx’s ecosocialism will become more apparent through future publications of MEGA volumes, the project of Capital remains unfinished. Marx did not answer all the questions and did not predict today’s world, but it does not follow that his ecology is of no use today. It is undeniable that his critique of capitalism provides an extremely helpful theoretical foundation for further critical investigation of the current ecological crisis, and that with regard to ecology Marx’s notebooks can prove their great importance. Careful examination of Marx’s excerpt notebooks is not minor “philological” work, and that analysis will lead us to unknown dimensions of Marx’s critique. It is too early to “forget
Marx,” as Immler provocatively declared. At the end of this book, the opposite imperative sounds more convincing: “Marx lives!”
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